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A magnificent NEW Flying Model

The FROG DHSOa “Puss-Moth”
The  Grea tes t  Ach ievemen t  i n  Model  A i r c r a f t ”

REVOLUTIONARY CONSTRUCTION
The ” FROG ” Puss Moth Flying Model Aeroplane is a
wonderful reproduction of its famous prototype, and is
complete down to the last detail, including the ” Doughnut ”
wheels and glazed cabin and roof lights. The fuselage is
of ALL METAL construction. Cabin light and roof top are
fitted with Non-Flam celluloid. The hollow wings are
reinforced with ribs which entirely prevent warping, and
the air screw is driven by two powerful motors coupled
to a dual gear box. The wings are of the famous *’ FROG
quick detachable type which prevents damage o r  buckling
in the event of a crash. The whole model is finished in
light blue and orange, and presents an extremely handsome
appearance. I t  can be quickly wound for flight by the
mechanical winder which is fitted to the patented container
box. The complete outfit includes Two spare motors,
gear-box oil. “ FROG”  lubricant, inserter rod. and an
interesting folder giving full instructions for flying and
maintenance. Order your Puss Moth at once and own the
finest Flying Model Aeroplane in the world.

SCIENTIFIC DESIGN
Months of research and experiment were spent by
the designers to produce the " FROG Puss Moth,”
a worthy successor to rhe now famous ’* FROG ”
Interceptor Fighter. The new model incorporates
many new and patented features whilst retaining the
main characteristics of its distinguished predecessor.

Meticulous accuracy in manufacture is a feature of
” FROG Puss Moth,”  and special machinery and tools
were designed and built to safeguard this. The
production of this magnificent Flying Model demands
the highest engineering skill and equipment. Al l
materials are rigidly tested and inspected at every
stage of production. Only the best is good enough
for ” FROG ” Flying Model Aircraft.

£ AMAZING PERFORMANCE
The ” FROG ” Puss Moth wil l  give you wonderful
flights. I t  has wing span of 18 ins. and wil l  fly over
600 ft. under favourable conditions. I t  wi l l  rise off
the ground after a run of a few feet, and can be made
to perform many interesting evolutions. A ceiling of
100 ft. is readily obtainable. I t  is the idea! machine
for fast, steady flights of long duration. Remember
the “ FROG ” Puss Moth is the last word in Flying
Model Aircraft.

BRITISH MADE
BY

INTERNATIONAL
MODEL AIRCRAFT

Join the FROG Flying
Club and win these

handsome badges.
Write lor details. 17 '6  N«Price

Including mechanical winder, patented
container box, two spare motors, gear-

box oil and FROG lubricant.

SOLE CONCESSIONAIRES :

LINES BROS. LTD,,  TrLang Works, Morden Rd.,  London, S.W.19
WORLD PATENTS GRANTEE* AND PENDING
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With the Editor
The Electric Eye The Triumph of t he  Motor Engineer

When I was a boy I used to  revel in stories of mysterious electrical
appliances that produced invisible rays of deadly power, or were
capable of detecting the approach of an enemy and giving a silent
warning ; but I never read in those Jays of anything so marvellous
as the photo-electric cell. Some of the wonders of this electric
eye, as it is often called, are described in the article on page 869.
I t  is far more sensitive to light
than any human eye, and it
responds instantly and with un-
canny precision to the smallest
variations in the intensity of the
light that falls upon it.

The important part i t  plays
in talking films was described
in the “M.M.*’ for April and May,
1931, and the photograph on this
page illustrates its use as a guard
against accidents with machinery.
The machine shown moulds cone-
shaped biscuits or cornets for ice
cream. The operator's hand
would be seriously injured if it
accidentally came between the
two parts of the mould while
these were closing, but an  accident
of this kind is effectually prevent-
ed, although there is no wire guard
or any other protection of that
nature. The electric eye in-
corporated in the machine is
arranged in such a position that
i t  detects the slightest movement
of the hand towards the mould
during the dangerous period, and
instantly stops the machine. The
operator must of course insert her
hand into the machine to remove
the completed cornets, but this is
done when the upper part of the
mould is rising. There is then no
danger, and the electric eye
watches, but takes no action.

Another application of the electric eye that promises to  become as
extensive as its use in making talking films is in television. A photo-
electric cell forms a necessary part of every system of this kind yet
devised, for i t  provides the link between the objects televised and
the actual transmitter, by transforming light rays reflected from
them into the electric impulses that are radiated through the ether.

Among other ingenious devices in which the electric eye is
employed may be mentioned one for automatically opening
the doors of a garage when the head lights of a car fall upon them.
There is also an electric shooting gallery, in which the gun has no
cartridges, but fires a beam of light on to a target the bull’s eye
of which consists of a photo-electric cell. If the gun is correctly
aimed, so that the light beam falls on the bull, the electric eye
comes into action and operates a relay that  rings a bell.

The possibilities of the photo-electric cell seem to  be almost
unlimited, and there is little doubt that  in the near future it
will come into widespread use in the control of machinery of
all kinds. I hope to publish a further article on this fascinating
subject in an early issue.

The great Motor Show held at Olympia, London, last month
provided what was in many respects the most wonderful demon-
stration of mechanical efficiency the world has ever seen. I t  showed
on the one hand the internal combustion engine brought to an
astonishing pitch of perfection, with its enormous power harnessed
to the special purpose of road transport ; and on the other hand a

simplicity of control that  would
have seemed impossible only a few
years ago. In many branches of
engineering the designer is able to
concentrate his attention entirely
on mechanical perfection, knowing
that his machines will be operated,
or at least supervised, by skilled
mechanics. The motor engineer
has been faced with the problem
of producing mechanisms capable
of being handled by those without
any mechanical knowledge or  skill,
anil he has solved the problem to
an amazing degree.

At the beginning of the present
century every journey by motor
car was a great adventure, and tile
hardy spirits who set out to make
one could never be sure that they
would complete it without mishap,
or indeed that they would ever
arrive at their destination at all
without calling in the aid of
horses. Engines and transmissions
alike were unreliable, and motor-
ists were popularly supposed to
spend more time crawling beneath
their cars, covered with dust and
oil, than in the driver's seat. Gear
changing wras then an ordeal, for it
was difficult to persuade the crude
gears to engage, and their protests
against efforts to force them into
mesh were loud and painful. Cars
broken down by the roadside were

a familiar feature. In those days 15 m.p.h. aroused far more
comment than 70 m.p.h. would to-day, and horses reared and shied
in terror when vehicles passed by at that speed. To-day cars can
be driven at high speeds with little effort, and drivers are able to
set out on long journeys with complete confidence in the reliability
of their vehicles.

Our  Special  Christ inas Number
Every year the Christmas number of the "M.M” is eagerly

awaited by Meccano enthusiasts throughout the world, and that
for 1933 will be no exception. We are now actively engaged on
its production and I can assure you that  it will be the largest
and best issue that has yet been published. Although the issue
will make a new record in regard to size, and the number of
attractive articles i t  will contain, there will be no increase in
price. I t  will be on sale on 1st December, and I strongly advise
every reader t o  place an order for it now with his usual dealer
or newsagent, in order to avoid disappointment.

A photo-electric cell stops this biscuit-moulding machine instantly i f  the
operator’s hand is in  danger of being trapped. Photograph reproduced by

courtesy of the British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd.
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1 The  Making of High-Speed Gears
Efficiency of Modern Power Transmission□
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ONE of the most important problems in engineering
is that  of power transmission. Before a steam
engine, electric motor or other prime mover can

be made to do useful work, its energy must be conveyed
to suitable machinery, and here arises the question of
how the transmission shall be effected. Actually there
are many different ways in which this can be done, and
the particular method adopted depends largely on the
kind of work to  be done and the load to  be
handled. The most important and generally
used method, especially when a positive
drive is essential, is by means of toothed
gearing, and in this article we shall de-
scribe some of the various types of gears
that have been designed to  meet
mode rn
demands.

Dur ing
the last 20
years great
progress has
been made
in the de-
s i g n and
methods of manu-
facture of gears, the
object being to find
the most suitable
form of teeth for
handling heavy loads at liigh speeds. At one time cast
iron wheels, the teeth of which were dressed by hand by
skilled millwrights, were
used. So long as only light
loads at  comparatively low
speeds had to be dealt
with, such wheels answer-
ed quite well, but
though the mill-
wrights were at
their job, it  was
impossible under
such conditions to
produce accurate
and silent gears,
the ever-growing
gears capable of working at high speeds,
created by the coming of the electric motor and
the steam turbine, i t  became evident that  improved
forms of gear teeth and methods of production were
vitally necessary if the utmost efficiency was t o  be
obtained from the new power units.

I t  was not long, therefore, before engineers produced
machines for cutting the teeth. The gears produced
by the earliest machines were certainly a great improve-
ment on the old cast gears, but there was still ample
scope for improvement, and after much further experi-
ment and research, automatic gear generating machines
were invented. These can produce gears of an almost
incredible degree of accuracy.

The material from which gears are made also has
been the subject of considerable experiment, and for
certain kinds of work non-metal lie gears, made of rawhide
or paper, are now employed. Rawhide gears in the

fo rm of
o rd ina ry
s t r a igh t -

toothed pinions
are used to a
large extent in
electric motor
reduction gear

boxes. The gears
are composed of a
number of layers
o f  r aw-h ide ,

hydraulically pressed to-
gether and clamped between

two metal plates, the teeth being
cut through both the plates and the hide.

They are very strong and silent in operation
even when running at excessive speeds, and do not
require lubrication, except for an occasional application
of black lead or French chalk.

Compressed paper also has proved satisfactory for use
in some special cases. The gears are made from manilia
paper hydraulically pressed to  an enormous degree to
form a solid substance, the strength of which is stated
to  be equal to  cast iron.

When it is required to provide a large speed reduction,
and especial Iy when space is limited, worm and wheel
gears are used, for they give a big speed reduction in one
step. Unfortunately, as the motion is transmitted from

worm to wheel, a slid-
ing action is produced,
and unless the surfaces
are accurately machined

and constantly
lubricated the
losses due to
friction are con-
siderable. Cast
worm gears are

entirely out of the ques-
tion, therefore, and
until i t  became possible
to manufacture very
accurate mach ined
worms and wheels tliis
form of gearing was

avoided in the best engineering practice, owing to  its low
mechanical efficiency. Nowadays, however, worm
gearing is extensively used in motor cars and electric
lifts, for the steering gear of ships, and for many other
purposes. The shaft from the engine—or in the  case of
steering gear, from the steering wheel — carries a worm,
and this engages with a wheel the teeth of which are of
the same pitch, or distance apart, as the threads on the
worm. A complete revolution of the worm is necessary

A pinion measuring machine that is capable
of measuring errors in a finished pinion in
units of one ten-thousandth part of an inch I
For this illustration and those on the opposite
page we are indebted to Metropolitan-Vickers

Electrical Co Ltd., Manchester.

clever

With
demand

A modern 250 h.p. double-reduction drive unit,
incorporating silent running Laminated Gears,
which are described in the accompanying
article. Illustration by courtesy of Laminated

Gears, Sheffield.
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to  cause the wheel to  move forward one tooth. Therefore
if the wheel has 50 teeth the worm must rotate 50
times to  turn the w’heel once.

The finest examples of the skill of modern gear makers
are probably those
used in connection
with marine high-
speed turbines. When
turbines were first
employed for ship
propulsion they were
coupled direct to  the
propeller shaft, and
as the propellers
were of larger dia-
meter than the tur-
bines, they actually
moved at a greater
speed than the blades
of the turbines. The
result was that  the
propellers worked
very badly owing to
the fact that the
water had not time
to  fill the cavity left
behind as the blades
rotated. The pro-
peller thus was really
working in a hole in
the water, and it
gave only a very
feeble push. An attempt was made to  hit a happy
medium, but obviously any such compromise could not
be entirely satisfactory or efficient, for it necessitated
the turbines being made larger, and consequently using
more steam than would be
necessary under improved con-
ditions. To be really efficient
the propeller must work slowly,
while the turbine must run at
as high a speed as possible, in
order to generate its utmost
power. These seeming impos-
sible opposites have been re-
conciled by the introduction
of reducing gear.

Reduction gears for marine
work are divided into two
classes, single reduction and
double reduction. In  the former
the reduction ratio is seldom
higher than 10 to 1 with a pro-
peller speed of 200 to  250 r.p.m.
With double reduction gears,
however, the ratio of reduction
is from about 20 : 1 or 50 : 1,
and is sometimes as high as
100 : 1.

Numerous experiments were
made to find the best form of
gearing, and after extensive
research work it  was found that
helical teeth were the most
satisfactory for high-speed work.
This form of gear is now used
almost exclusively for trans-
mitting very great power at high velocity.

Two fine examples of double helical pinions are shown

on the cover of this issue. These were made by the
English Steel Corporation Ltd. for driving a heavy

steel was used, and
made from patterns.
The cast weight of
each pinion before
the teeth were cut
and  the  sha f t
machined was 6 tons
13 cwt., for the upper
pinion in the illus-
tration, and 7 tons
12 cwt., for the lower
pinion.
FAs will be seen

from the various-
illustrations accom-
panying this article,
a helical toothed gear-
is simply one in
which the teeth are
in the form of a
spiral line set slant-
ingly across the face
of the wheel. When
looked at from the
face, the teeth of a
double helical gear
present the form of
a wide V. Helical
teeth give much
greater mechanical

efficiency than the ordinary straight or spur teeth, and
also they run with far greater smoothness and with an
almost entire absence of noise. In  action the teeth
engage with a .  kind of rolling motion, rolling one upon

another as  i t  were, and lose con-
tact or disengage gradually.
Straight teeth, on the other
hand, engage or disengage with
a series of sudden meetings and
partings, which result in rattle,
rapid wear and low mechanical
efficiency.

Metropolitan-Vickers Electric-
al Co. Ltd., Manchester, the
largest firm making and using
helical gearing in this country,
have installed a special plant for
cutting the  teeth of helical gears
to a very high degree of accur-
acy. In addition this company
have also designed special check-
ing and measuring devices that
are capable of indicating errors
in parts of the gear-cutting
machines in units of one ten-
thousandth part of an inch.
Similar apparatus has been
made for measuring errors in
the finished pinions or wheels.
So successful have these elabor-
ate precautions proved that  not
a single case of tooth breakage
has occurred in any of the gears
made by this firm, although
more than 500 gear reduction

units, with a total horse power of over half a million, have
been manufactured and installed. (Continued on page 831)

tinplate mill. Special vanadium
this was cast as blanks in moulds

The teeth of a high-speed double helical gear wheel being cut on a bobbing machine. In the case of a very
large gear, such as that shown here, approximately 170 hours continuous working are required to cut one

of the helixes.

A small double helical pinion on a hobbi ng machine. The worm-shaped
cutting hob is shown at work cutting the teeth on the upper half of the

pinion.
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COMPRESSING OLD MOTOR CARS TO 30  in.
on the charging side, but on a level below the charging floor.
I t  includes one main disassembly line and an auxiliary conveyor,
a 1,000-ton hydraulic press capable of compressing a car into
a single bale, and a monorail conveyor for transporting the bales
to a 400-ton open-hearth furnace that is the largest of its type
ever constructed.

Old cars are purchased at a fiat rate by the Ford company,
and no restriction is placed on them as to age, condition or make ;

the only requirements are
that each must have
something resembling
tyres and battery and
must be delivered by a
Ford dealer to the Dear-
born works. Many of these
cars are brought in on the
long trailer trucks used
to transport new cars from
the factory to dealers.

On an open storage
ground adjoining the plant
some 5,000 derelict cars
in varying states of
dilapidation stand lined
up  in  o rde r ly  rows ,
awaiting their passage to
oblivion. Trucks pull the
cars in from the storage
yard to the start of the
disassembly line, a slow-
moving doub le  - cha in
conveyor elevated about
30 in. above the floor level,
and a steel cable and an
electric winch haul them
up an incline on to the
line, where they are spaced
about 3 ft. apart. Work-
men at once begin the
removal of all parts that
can be lifted out or taken
off qu i ck ly .  As  t he

vehicles move slowly forward, groups of workmen continue the
stripping process, removing sparking plugs, vacuum tanks,
headlamp lenses and reflectors, radiators, steering wheels, dash
equipment, wiring, storage batteries, window and windshield
glass, upholstering, floor boards, bolts and nuts, tyres and rims,
and many other parts that have a salvage value or are of non-
ferrous metal.

The smaller parts are thrown into steel barrels, and the larger
parts, including the glass, are laid on a conveyor that runs
parallel with the disassembly line and carries them to a platform
where they are loaded into trucks and taken to the salvage
department. In this department the parts are sorted according
to their suitability for reclaiming, fabricating into various
products, or disposing of in other ways.

Glass is removed directly to the glass plant. Pieces that are
of sufficient size, and not too severely scratched to make them
unserviceable, are cut into small panes for use in the many Ford
factory buildings. All broken and scrap glass is remelted in

THE remarkable growth of the motor car industry in America
during the past 10 or 11 years has brought with it the
problem of how to dispose of the vast and increasing

number of cars that are scrapped or otherwise put out of
commission each year. The extent of this problem may be
ganged from the fact that during the six years 1925-1931 the
number of cars removed from service totalled 15,799,859, an
average of 2,633,309 a year. Some are disassembled for salvable
parts and remelting scrap ;
some are sunk behind
breakwaters to serve as
ballast, but the majority
are discarded in sundry
places to rust away and
become unsightly as the
years go by.

The wastefulness of this
is seen when one realises
that a present-day motor
car, weighing 2,665 lb.
without oil, petrol or water,
con t a in s  492  l b .  of
malleable and cast iron ;
1,606 lb, of steel in various
forms from heavy frame
stock and axles to wire :
26 lb. of brass ; 20 lb. of
lead ; 17 lb. of copper,
and 5 lb, of tin. Thus
every car has some value
as scrap metal, but high
disassembly costs usually
prevent selling the scrap
on a profitable basis.

Various efforts have been
made in America during
the past few years to
salvage motor cars, but
these attempts have been
limited and have not
accounted for the disposal
of any large number of
cars. I t  remained for the Ford Motor Company, Detroit, the
first motor car makers to set up an assembly line for producing
cars on a large scale, to install, in 1930, at their Dearborn steel
plant, the first ° disassembly ” line on which cars could be
salvaged on a similar scale. Three dismantling lines were used,
one for Ford cars, the second for other makes, and the third
for moving the salvage parts taken off. All materials of salvage
value, such as glass, leather, tyres, copper and lead were removed,
and when a car had been stripped completely it was crushed
under a 22-ton weight down to the seat level. The resulting
wreckage was then placed under a 1,000-ton press, formerly
used to cut up ship scrap, and sheared into three sections of such
size as to permit them to be charged as scrap into one of 10
open-hearth furnaces. This method of handling enabled 375
cars to be scrapped in a working period of 16 hours—two 8 hr.
shifts-—but it proved to be too slow, and improved facilities
were installed and put into operation early in 1931.

The new plant is situated in a bay of the open-hearth building,

The Ford works at Dearborn, America, includes a remarkable salvage plant for dealing with old
cars, and the heading photograph above shows some of the 5,000 old cars awaiting their turn.
The lower photograph shows a stripped car being compressed to a suitable size for charging into
the furnace. The Illustrations to this article are reproduced by courtesy of the Ford Motor

Company Ltd.
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a furnace, and the glass thus recovered can be put to various uses.
The upholstering and fabric removed from the car interiors

is transferred to a small department to the left of the disassembly
line. Here the fabric or leather is removed from the seat
cushions, and the steel springs with their wooden frames are
returned to the
cars on the line.
The reclaimed
fabric is cut up
by machines and
sewn  in to
polishing wheels,
polishing pads,
gloves' hand pads
and other articles
used by workmen
in Ford manu-
facturing opera-
tions. Some of the
material is used
in making fender
pads that are
placed between
finished fenders
when these arc
stacked for ship-
ment to assembly
plants. Leather
i s  cu t  i n to
aprons for the
ope ra to r s  of
heating furnaces
and  fo rg ing
hammers, and stuffing from the upholstery is sent to the

View of the 4,000-ton open-hearth furnace from the charging floor. At the right is the conveyor that transfers the
bales of scrap to charging boxes, to be picked up by the charging machine at the left.

used in the casting of flywheels.
salvage department.

Tyres that appear to be worth salving are pulled off the rims
so as to preserve them, but tyres of no value are placed with
the rim under a sheer and cut in two to facilitate the removal
of the tyre. All tyres are sent to the salvage department, where
the good ones are reclaimed and

Some cars on the disassembly line are found to have aluminium
bodies, and these must be removed before the cars can be
compressed. Bodies of this metal are marked by an inspector,
and before the car reaches the press it is lifted off the line by
a crane and removed to an adjacent bay where the aluminium

is stripped off for salvage. When
the worthless ones sold as scrap
rubber.

Every precaution must be taken
to see that nonferrous metals do
not go to the open-hearth furnace,
where they would contaminate
the steel, and the nonferrous parts
are therefore placed in separate
containers as they are removed
from the cars. Particular
attention is paid to the removal
of all wiring. All nonferrous
parts go to the salvage department
for final disposal. No attempt is
made to remove from the body
framework and top wood parts
that have no salvage value. This
wood is compressed along with
the metal parts, and quickly burns
away in the high heat of the
open-hearth furnace.

The engines are removed by
cutting the engine supports with
an oxy-acetylene torch, after
which they are lifted out by an
electric monorail hoist. Ford
model " T ” engines are delivered
to a department to the left of the
disassembly line, where, after
being passed through a washing
machine to give them a super-
ficial cleaning from oil and grease
and to facilitate disassembly, they
are completely torn down into the
component parts. The model " T "
engine can be completely dis-

this operation is completed the
car is lifted back on to the line
and moves forward toward the
1,000-ton hydraulic press. The
speed of the disassembly line is
so timed, and the number of
workmen' along the line so
distributed, that dismantling
operations are completed when
each car approaches the incline
leading down into the compression
chamber of the press. This
machine is said to be the world’s
largest baling press, and is of
sufficient size and power to hold
a complete motor car or truck
and reduce it to a compressed
bundle of suitable size for charging
into the open-hearth furnace.
It is 41 ft. long, 30 ft. high, 10 ft.
wide and weighs over 500,000 lb.
The compression chamber is 17 ft.
long, 6 ft. 2 in. wide and 6 ft.
8 in. high.

As the cars reach the end of
the disassembly line front end
forward, they tip and by gravity
roll down the incline, and come
to rest in front of the eight-ton
steel door of the compression
chamber. The door is then
raised to its full height, and two
hydraulic pushers at the bottom
of the incline move the car forward
into the chamber. The pushers
are then returned to their former

assembled in 35 min., and as many as 135 have been handled
during an 8- hr. working shift. It is interesting to note that
many of the operations are made comparatively simple by using
with reversed drive some of the machines originally utilised in
assembling model “ T " engines. Several presses with special
punches and fixtures are used to remove wrist pins, bushings
and other parts. As the various parts are removed they are
suspended on hangers on an overhead conveyor and taken either
to the salvage department or to the open-hearth scrap heap.
Grey iron castings, including the blocks, cylinder heads, housings,

positions and the steel door is lowered, effectively sealing the
chamber.

At this point the compression cycle of the press is commenced.
The car is first squeezed horizontally against the steel door by
a ram that approaches the front of the car, and as the pressure
continues the nose of the car slides upward on the ram. A
pressure of 50 tons is sufficient to crush most light cars, but the
horizontal ram of this huge press exerts a pressure as high as
360 tons, and reduces the 17 ft. length of the car to 30 in. When
the ram reaches the maximum of its [Continued on page 831)

flywheels and the like, are taken to the foundry, where they
are remelted in the cupolas.

Engines from cars other than Fords are lifted by the hoist
on to an overhead platform to the right of the disassembly line,
where a workman removes the generators, starting motors,

carburetters and
other small parts.
The engines are
then  pushed
singly down a
chute into a
gondola car in an
adjacent bay, and
from there are
moved outside
the plant and
placed under a
“ skull cracker °
for demolition .
In being broken
up the engines
disperse the i r
copper, brass and
aluminium parts,
and these are
picked up for
salvage. What
remains of the
engines is taken
to the foundry,
and a few at a
time are dropped
into ladles of iron

Old cars, stripped of salvaged material, moving down the incline into the
compression chamber of the 1,000-ton baling press.
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1

Coal Handling by Pneumatic Power
—I

Interesting Installation at Sydney, N.S.W.
c
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THE pneumatic system of coal handling is becoming increasingly
popular with large coal users, and already has been adopted
by several power stations and big industrial concerns. The

reason is that the suction system is remarkably flexible, and in
addition has the advantages of being dustless, labour saving and,
in many cases, more rapid in operation than mechanical appliances.
The pneumatic type of plant takes more power, but it is claimed
that in many cases it actually costs less to operate than flexible
grab and similar plants.

The latest electric generating station at which the pneumatic
system of coal intake has been adopted is the Ultimo power station
at Sydney, Australia. This station, which is under the control
of the New South Wales Railway Commissioners, supplies power
to the Sydney tramways and electric railways, and is the most
modern in Australia. Con-
siderable extensions to the
station have been carried
out recently, and in con-
sequence additional coal
discharging facilities be-
came necessary. The Ultimo
engineers decided to adopt
the suction system in prefer-
ence to pneumatic appli-
ances, partly in order to
avoid the use of tipplers,
which were undesirable on
account of the dust nuisance
and partly on account of the
different sizes of trucks,
varying in capacity from 17
tons to 30 tons, that have
to be handled.

The existing plant was
on the gravity bucket sys-
tem and had a handling
capacity of 50 tons of coal
per hour ; but in order to
meet the requirements of
the enlarged station an
hourly coal intake of 100
tons per hour was required.
The engineers therefore de-
cided to install discharging
and handling plant to
sufficient capacity to deal not only with present needs, but also
with possible future extensions, and to put in plant capable of
handling up to a maximum of 140 tons of coal per hour.

The order for the electric intake plant was placed with Henry
Simon Ltd. of Manchester, and the plant has now been completed
and is running satisfactorily. This Ultimo plant is probably
the largest pneumatic installation in the world for coal handling.

The pneumatic plant comprises two units each having a capacity
of 70 tons per hour, and is arranged for discharging railway wagons
of varying sizes and for delivering the coal to bulk band conveyors
feeding the storage bunkers over the boilers or through swivelling
chutes to the stockyard behind the track shed.

The railway wagons are discharged in a special track shed in
which four suction pipes are arranged, each provided with a
swivel joint, telescopic section, flexible section, and intake nozzle.
The pipe lines are operated by each plant. Two braced pipe
booms are arranged from the track shed to the receivers at the top
of the tower, one boom being 105 ft. in length and the other 35 ft.
From each boom two intake pipes branch out and pass through
the roof of the track shed. A ball joint is arranged immediately
above the telescopic section, so that the intake pipes can be moved
easily to reach every part of the wagon ; and as a result the wagons
can be discharged completely without moving them once they
have been brought into position in the track shed. Four wagons
can be dealt with at one time, and during a test each plant
handled coal at the rate of 74 tons per hour.

The pneumatic plant can be employed also for reclaiming coal
from the stockyard and delivering to the conveyors feeding the
bunkers over the boilers. For this purpose a large concrete hopper

has been constructed in the stockyard, to which the coal is raked
by a plough shovel operated by electric winches. At the bottom
of this hopper are two fixed pneumatic nozzles connected to two
pipe lines, by means of which the coal in the hopper is transported
to the receivers at the top of the tower. The vertical lift is
approximately 115 ft. from the hopper to the receiver.

The operation of the plant is as follows. A wagon (or wagons)
having been brought into position in the track shed, the nozzle
of the intake pipe is plumped into the wagon and the coal is
carried by suction through the pipe to the receiver, where it is
discharged. The nozzle, which is of special design for coal handling,
is curved at its lower end, making it a simple matter to keep it  well
buried in the mass of coal. An auxiliary air inlet is provided
at the upper end of the nozzle, so that more or less air can be

introduced to join the
stream of coal immediately
it enters the nozzle. The
amount of air can be
regulated by means of a
valve.

The lower end of the
intake pipe is flexible to
facilitate handling, and a
telescopic section also is
provided to enable the
length of the pipe to be
varied as required. The
telescoping movement is
controlled from the track
shed by means of chains
operating over pulleys. The
bends immediately above
the telescopic pipes are
fitted with renewable plates
formed of heavy cast iron
sections.

The two main suction
pipes are carried up to the
top of the tower, where
they enter the receivers.
These pipes are suitably
braced and are supported
at their upper end from
brackets bolted to the
tower structure. Valves

are provided so that the truck-discharging section of the plant
can be shut off when it is desired to discharge coal from the hopper
in the stockyard.

Coal is delivered from the receivers through mechanically-
operated tipper seals, and passes to hoppers arranged above the
automatic weighers. After weighing the coal passes to hoppers
below the weighers, from which it is delivered to the belt conveyors
feeding the bunkers in the boiler house. In addition to feeding
the coal bunkers in the boiler house, the plant can be arranged to
deliver to two swivelling telescopic pipes for delivering coal to the
stockyard behind the track shed. These pipes can be swung round
through a wide angle, and can be extended so as to cover the
whole area of the stockyard.

The weighing equipment consists of two *’ Reform *J patent
automatic weighers, each having a capacity of 15 cwt. per weigh-
ment. These machines are of the equal arm beam type, the
weight box being suspended at one end of the beam and the
weigh bucket at the other end. The weighing, delivering and
recording mechanism is entirely automatic, and the speed at which
the machine works conforms to the rate at  which coal is discharged
and fed to the weigher.

The feed hopper and feed gates are specially designed for dealing
with coal and other minerals, and a flexible hinged hopper wall
is provided against which the feed gate closes. This wall consists
of a number of closely spaced triangular plates mounted upon a
spindle. If a portion of material passing through the feed hopper
should be caught by the tip of the feed gate as the gate is closing,
these places accommodate themselves to the irregularity, and
form an effective seal against leakage of material while the gate

General view of the Pneumatic Coal Handling Plant a l  the Ul t imo  Power Station, Sydney, Australia.
The illustrations to this article are reproduced by courtesy o f  Henry Simon Ltd,, Stockport.
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the receiver, and is carried by mains to  a water filter accommodated
in the tower, where the air is washed and dried and then passed
through the air receiver to the vacuum pump. The fine dust
washed out in the water filter is delivered to a sludge tank, where
it  collects and is removed at intervals. This tank acts as a water

seal and prevents any
inrush of air.

The water for the
filter is supplied from
the water mains to a
set of sprayers in the
lower section of the
filter, and it passes into
the sludge tank, where
it  gradually overflows
and is collected in a
pond for further use.
The water supply , in
the sludge tank is regu-
lated by a ball float
valve, thus maintaining
a constant level to suit
the working vacuum on
the plant. After leaving
the filters, the clean air
passes through an air
box provided with a
screen, and thence to
the pumps.

The vacuum pumps
are of the vertical double-
acting reciprocating
type, specially designed
for this class of work,
each being driven by
a 165-b.h.p. motor
through double helical
machine - cut gearing.

They are mounted over the boiler house on a cement foundation
2 ft. in thickness, carried on heavy " H ” section steel girders.
The effectiveness of this running is shown by the fact that the
pumps run entirely without vibration.

The pipe, booms, receivers, tippers, dust filtering plant,
weighers, etc., are housed in a structural steel tower arranged
alongside the boiler house and immediately above the track
shed. The tower is 126 ft .  high from ground level to the top
of the receivers.

The plant was designed and constructed to the specifications
of Mr. W. H.  Myers, chief electrical engineer of the Ultimo
electricity undertaking.

is closed. The plates free themselves automatically upon the
next opening of the feed gate. Means are provided also for
closing and locking the feed gate by hand.

The hopper feeding the weigher is provided with a feed control
that ensures a consistent feed to the machine. This arrangement
consists of a plate pivot-
ed on knife edges and
free to move under the
influence of the coal in
the hopper. The plate
is connected by suitable
levers to a catch con-
trolling the feed gate,
which is not released
until sufficient coal has
passed into the top
hopper to deflect the
plate or valve against
the resistance of the
counterweights. These
are adjusted to resist
movement of the control
valve until at least a
full weighment has ac-
cumulated in the hopper.
A section on one side
of the main hopper is
partitioned off for this
mechanism. In addition
to ensuring accuracy and
consistency of weigh -
ments, this device
eliminates the spread of
dust that would result
from the feed running
off during any part of
the weighment. The
catch on the feed gate
may be hand manipulated if it is desired to clear the hopper
when this contains less than a full weighment. The top hopper is
provided also with a two-way valve, so that if desired the coal
may be by-passed to the storage dump unweighed.

Heavy dust is extracted from the air entering the receiver
with the coal by means of a cyclone incorporated in the receiver
itself. This dust, which is valuable, is fed back into the coal
through a rotary seal placed below the receiver in each plant, and
driven by the same driving gear as that for the tipper. The dust
passes into the stream of coal immediately it  is delivered from
the tipper seal, and enters before the coal passes to the weigher.
The air, freed from the heavier dust, passes out at the top of

One of the massive vertical type vacuum pumps, driven by a 165 b.h.p. motor.

High Speed Gears -(Continued from page 827)
In the making of double helical toothed gears and

pinions at the Trafford Park Works, Manchester,
rigid specifications arc imposed on the material used,
and the pinion forgings arc made sufficiently long
to permit the removal of a portion of the material,
from which test pieces are cut and subjected to bending
and tensile tests. After rough machining the forging
is thoroughly annealed and tempered, and then
tested for uniformity of hardness.

The gear wheels are usually made of rims of forged
carbon steel shrunk and pinned to cast-iron centres,
which in turn art* pressed on and keyed to main
shafts of high-grade forged steel.

To cut the teeth the gear blank is mounted on a
slowly rotating table driven by gearing, and the
speed of the worm shaped cutting hob is arranged
with a definite ratio to that of the table. The cutter
or hob starts the cut around the whole circumference
of the blank as this rotates, and gradually progresses
down the face of the blank, the table speed slowly
advancing relative to the hob speed in order to form
the helix. In the smaller gears the complete teeth are
formed in one cut ; with larger gears the cut is carried
out in two stages. The first stage removes the major
portion of metal, after which the hob, which wears to
some extent, is ground to accuracy and the finishing
cut then taken. The cut across one of the helixes,
which in the case of a large gear may take as long as
170 hours, is always carried out  in one continuous,
uninterrupted operation. The process is similar in the
case of pinions, but smaller machines are used.

Another very efficient and interesting form of
modern gearing that is frequently used for high-speed
transmission is the Laminated “ Staggered -Too th ”
Gear, an example of which is illustrated on page 826.
These fine gears are manufactured by Laminated
Gears, Sheffield. They are made from Yings of high
quality carbon steel, which are flattened accurately,
and then bored to be a tight hammer fit upon a cast
iron or steel hub or centre that has previously been
machined to the correct size. The steel rings arc
clamped sideways under tremendous pressure, and
between the rings there is arranged a scries of thin

Ford Salvage Plant — from page 829)
stroke the original 697 cu. ft. of space inside the
chamber is reduced to 103 cu. ft. The ram holds
the partially compressed car firmly against the door
of the chamber, and a vertical ram weighing 17 tons
and capable of exerting the enormous pressure of
1,025 tons, then descends from above to effect the
final compression. By the time the descending ram
comes to rest about 15 in. above the floor of the
chamber the car has been compressed into a bale
about 6 ft. long, 3 ft. wide and 15 in. thick.

When compression is completed the rams are
withdrawn, the steel door is raised, and a mechanical
pusher ejects the bale on to a short inclined conveyor
that lifts it into one of the special carriers suspended
from a monorail conveyor system. Hydraulic power
for the press is supplied by a large double-cylinder
oil pump operated by two 300 h.p. 720 r.p.m. syn-
chronous motors. Ail the operations of the press
are controlled by one man from a remote control
platform just above the steel door, and he directs
every move by merely turning a handwheel, to which
all functions respond mechanically.

After being loaded on to the carriers of the monorail
conveyor, the bales are moved to the end of the
open hearth charging floor, where they are automatic-
ally transferred to another conveyor that takes them
up a small incline and loads them one a t  a time into
the charging bucket. The loaded bucket is picked
up by the charging machine and the bale is thrust
into the 400- ton open-hearth furnace. When the
scrap steel has been melted down it  is run into crane-
swung ladles, and emptied from these into either of
two 600-tph storage mixers, in which it is kept a t  a
uniform temperature until the adjacent 100-ton
open-hearth furnaces are ready to receive it. In
these furnaces the molten metaf is refined.

The improved salvage plant has facilitated the
handling of old cars, and has helped greatly toward
the realisation of the industry’s ideal— to scrap
one old car for every* new car that is produced.

We are indebted to the courtesy of the Ford Motor
Co. Ltd., Detroit, America, for the information
contained in this article.

washers that space the rings apart, and consequently
prevent the teeth of one ring from rubbing against
those of its neighbour in a sideways direction. After-
wards the diameter is finish-machined and then the
teeth are cut just like those of any ordinary gear.

End pressure on the plates is then released, and
each alternate plate or ring is rotated a distance of
half a pitch, thus •* staggering ’* the teeth. The
utmost care is necessary to ensure that the rings
are each staggered correctly half a pitch, and this is
checked by accurate dial-indicator gauges. After this
the plates or rings are again clamped rigidly together.
Holes are drilled and reamed through the rings, and
into them are driven circular keys or clamping screws,
the ends of which are riveted over and the whole
completed gear machined most accurately.

Ordinary solid steel gears working at  high speed
produce an unpleasant metallic sound, but in Laxnin-
ated Gears this is almost eliminated by the thin
washers placed between each alternate ring, thus
making them very quiet in operation.

I t  is claimed for these gears that they provide
double the extent of tooth contact between wheel and
wheel that can be obtained with ordinary straight
teeth, and that the use of rolled steel plates gives them
better wearing qualities than other systems of con-
struction. They have practically no backlash, and a
further advantage is that their cellular-like construction
tends to retain any grease used for lubrication and
this further eliminates gear hum and prevents undue
wear of the teeth so that the comparatively high cost
of manufacture is amply repaid bv efficiency and
long life.

The unique construction of laminated all-steel
staggered tooth gears makes them peculiarly suitable
for all kinds of very high-speed gear transmission, the
constricting bands of steel preventing the wheel from
bursting due to centrifugal force set up during running.
Under test laminated gears have been found capable
of transmitting 400 h.p.. a t  a speed of 11,000 feet per
minute 1 They’ are used extensively for colliery
haulage gear, machine tools, paper-making machinery',
weaving and spinning shed line-shaft drives, pumps,
and any type of gear transmission where quiet running
and long life are essential.
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The Proposed Gibraltar Tunnel
The preliminary surveys of the pro-

posed tunnel connecting Spain and Spanish
Morocco under the Strait of Gibraltar
are expected to be completed by the end
of this year. If they show that  geological
conditions are favourable for the con-
struction of such a tunnel, it is hoped
to form an international construction
company, in which British, French and
Spanish interests will be united. The
work will not be commenced, however,
until the promoters are certain that

various African railway
projects are also to
be carried out. The
most important of these
is the construction of
a railway along the
west coast of Africa,
through F rench
Morocco and Rio del
Ora to Dakar. Another
route suggested is
across the Sahara
Desert. This would
be connected with rail-
way systems in the
Belgian Congo, and
eventually with the
railway to the Cape,
making it  possible for
a journey from Calais
to the Cape to be
carried out entirely by
railway.

The route being sur-
veyed starts at a point
five miles west of Tarifa
in Spain and goes to
Cale Hermosa in
Spanish Morocco, about
20 miles away. Actually

two tunnels would be driven and the
maximum depth below water level that
they would reach would be 1,215 ft.

Electric Clock Without Hands
A clock that has been installed on the

Eiffel Tower in Paris, and which is operated
by electricity, has two dials each more
than 60 ft. in diameter, but is not provided
with any hands. Each of the dials has a
number of rows of electric lamps radiating
from the centre and these rows are switched
on one after the other, thus indicating the
time. The place of the minute hand is
taken up by 60 radial rows of red lamps,
while the hours are shown by 24 rows of
blue-white lamps. These rows are shorter
than those used to tell the minutes, and
there is no danger of any confusion arising.
The hour indicators have to be stepped
up at half-hourly intervals in order to
make the hour quite clear. The time
may be seen equally well by  day and night.

World’s Largest Reinforced Concrete Arch
A bridge that has recently been con-

structed at  Stockholm has what is claimed
to be the largest reinforced concrete
arch yet built. The bridge is known
as the Trane berg Bridge, and has been
constructed to replace a pontoon bridge
connecting the business quarters of
Stockholm with the residential districts.
The pontoon bridge was opened for traffic
in 1914, and carries two tramway tracks
in addition to a road, but it is not capable
of dealing with the full volume of traffic
now experienced in the
city. The new bridge
is about 150 yds, north
of the pontoon bridge
and is 1,902 ft. in total
length, including the
approaches. The re-
inforced concrete arch
over the waterway has
a clear span between
abutments of 585 ft.
The rise of the arch
is 88.5 ft., and this
gives shipping a clear-
ance of 85.2 ft, above
high water level over
a width of 147.6 ft.
The bridge is 90 ft.
in overall width and
carries two electric rail-
way tracks, a 39-ft.
roadway, two footpaths
and two bicycle tracks.

The authorities are
also building another
bridge in Stockholm.
This is known as the
Vaster bron bridge, and
it is made up of two
steel arches that span
the waterway with a pier in the middle
of the channel. The two arches are
551 ft.  and G70 ft. in span respectively,
and the total length of the bridge, including
approaches, is 1,968 ft.

Speedy American Elevators
No fewer than 75 elevators have been

installed in the new Rockfeller Centre
Building in New York, and 24 of these
are claimed to be the fastest passenger
elevators at present in operation in the
world. During inspection tests these
elevators were driven at  a speed of 1,500 ft.
per min., while one of them has been
approved by official inspectors to travel
normally at 1,400 ft. per min. The
vertical distances travelled by the cars
vary between 497 ft. and 797 ft. The
fastest ones go all the way to the top of
the elevator without stopping, and they
complete a round trip to the top of
the shaft and back again in 95 secs.

The floodlighting of Sydney Harbour Bridge after dark on the opening day, 19th March, 1932. The bridge
was turned into a huge cabaret and dance floor during the celebrations.

A New Motor Yacht
Work has been completed on a twin-

screw motor yacht, the " Trenora,”
built by John I .  Thornycroft and Co. Ltd.
This vessel is of interest in being the
largest yacht built in this country for
some years. In her construction sea-
worthiness has been the primary con-
sideration, and the hull is specially designed
to give a wide range of stability, combined
with easy motion in a seaway. The
propelling machinery consists of two
sets of two-stroke cycle, airless-injection

Atlas Diesel engines, each developing
870 b.h.p. at 250 r.p.m. In  order to
ensure silent running double silencers
are fitted to the main engines, and the
auxiliary machinery is also silenced.

The “ Trenora’s ” dimensions are overall
length 210 ft., length between perpendicu-
lars 199 ft. 3 in., moulded breadth 30 ft.
3 in., and moulded depth 15ft .  9 in.
She has a displacement of 821 tons, and
a designed maximum speed when fully
loaded of 15} knots. When steaming
at 121 knots she has a cruising radius
of 7,000 nautical miles.
Straight Tunnel Nearly A Mile in Length

The recently completed Wawona Tunnel
in America is 4,233 ft. in length and is
absolutely straight over the whole distance.
It is cut through solid granite, and carries
a 24 ft. roadway and a 3 ft. pathway.
The new tunnel gives easy access to
the Yosemite Valley.
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Interesting Electric Clock at Oxford
An electrically operated clock that

has been put into service at Merton
College, Oxford, in place of a weight-
driven clock, is installed in the porter’s
lodge, and operates a 5 ft .  dial in the
quadrangle of the College, and also sounds
the hours and quarters on a ring of bells
in the tower, a considerable distance
away from the dial. The hands of the
dial are driven by a step-by-step impulse
mechanism, while the chiming and striking
of the hours and quarters is done by
a special motor-driven mechanism in-
stalled in the belfry of the tower. The
master clock in the porter’s lodge is
of the standard half-minute impulse

type. This installation
is the first of its kind
in Oxford University.

Huge New Reservoir for
Yorkshire

A large new reservoir
capab le  of s t o r ing
220,000,000 gallons of water
has been completed in
Yorkshire at  Ryburn, near
Sowerby Bridge, to pro-
vide water for the city
of Wakefield. The dam
is of the curved concrete
type and is 100 ft. in
height and 600 ft.  in width,,
narrowing downward to-
87 ft. at the base, owing
to the shape of the valley
that it blocks. So far
the whole scheme, in-
cluding the construction
of a pipeline to Wakefield,
which is 23 miles in
length, has cost between
/500,000 and /600,000,
but the complete scheme
will eventually cost a
total of /960,000, for
another reservoir is to be
built higher up the valley.

A Giant French Dredger
A new dredger, named the “ Pas de

Calais J I”  recently launched in France,
is claimed to be the largest dredger in
the world. I t  is 190 ft. in length between
perpendiculars, and is equipped with two
engines, each of which develops 1,040 h.p.
When the dredger is at work one of these
engines is disconnected from the propeller
shaft and employed to drive the chain
buckets. The dredger can raise about
2,354 cu. ft .  of spoil in an  hour.

New Steel Furnaces at Sheffield
The English Steel Corporation Ltd., of

Sheffield, now possess one of the most
important installation of steel furnaces
in England. This consists of three furnaces,
each of the 60-ton type, and eventually a
fourth is to be constructed. They have
been erected in place of 12 old furnaces,
and are capable of producing not only
large quantities of steel of what is known
as “ rail quality,” but also steels for
special purposes, such as for the con-
struction of boiler drums intended for
work at very high temperatures. The
furnaces are of the open hearth type,
and each is provided with its own chimney
stack. In each case the melting chamber
is 7 ft. 9 in. in height from the bottom of
the bath to the centre of the crown, while
the bath is 28 ft. in length and 12 ft. in
breadth. The complete plant is capable
of producing ingots weighing up to  250 tons.

Ship’s Log Like Motor Car Speedometer
The new United States Lines cabin

liner “ Washington ” the largest steamer
ever built in America, is the only merchant
ship on the Atlantic fitted with a pitometer
log for accurately measuring speed and
distance. This type of log is the marine
counterpart of a motor car speedometer,
ami it is intended to supersede the device
of logging by means of a line trailed from
the stern of the ship and carrying a minia-
ture propeller whose revolutions register
the distance covered, on a dial fastened
to the taffrail.

The new type of log consists of a special
rod extending through a valve, about
2 ft. below the keel of the ship. There are
two openings at the tip of
the rod, one pointing for-
ward and the other down.
When the ship is in motion
there is an increased pres-
sure on the forward orifice.
This pressure is carried
through flexible tubing to  a
mercury manometer or
“ U ” tube, where it  forces
the mercury down on one
side and up on the other
into a float chamber that
operates a rack and gear,
thus registering speed in
knots on the dial of the
master instrument. Dis-
tance is obtained on the
master dial by means of a
mechanical integrator and
a simple cam arrangement.

Several repeaters may be
operated electrically from
the master instrument so
that readings of both the
speed and distance travel-
led may be taken simul-
taneously on the bridge and
in the charthouse, engine
room, and any other part
of the ship.

The instrument as  tested
on the ” Washington ” has shown a
remarkable degree of accuracy and de-
pendability. Many variations of wind
and sea were encountered on the maiden
voyage of the vessel, but the Captain
states that the log indicated the true
speed of the ship through the water at
all times. The log distance reading
of the course followed, after allowing for
known ocean currents, was 9,797.9 miles
against an actual chart distance of 9,797.
I t  is claimed that such accuracy has never
been attained before by any other type
of patent log.

Excavating Rock by Bombing
For the foundation for the San Francisco

pier of the Golden Gate Bridge, now being
built between San Francisco and Marin
County, in the United States, it will be
necessary’ to remove, by blasting and
dredging, about 30,000 cu. yd. of rock
that  is 100 ft. below water level. The
method followed consists of dropping a
small bomb, fastened to the end of a 20-ft.
length of steel, down a steel pipe 14 in. in
diameter that is lowered from a barge until
its end is within 10 ft.  of the bottom . This
bomb makes a hole about 15 ft. in depth
and then a larger bomb consisting of
250 lb. of high explosive is dropped down
the pipe and is detonated. The holes
are spaced at intervals of 20 f t .  and the
rock that is loosened by the discharges
is removed by dredgers specially designed
for the work.

The Southern approach to the Sydney Harbour Bridge. The photograph gives a good idea of the
great width of the approach.

Large British Electric Excavator
The latest Ruston-Bucyrus electric

excavator is of the full revolving type
and has a bucket with a capacity of 81 cu.
ft. I t  is provided with variable voltage
direct current control and has been
specially designed for work in mines and
quarries. The shovel swings very fast
and has a high rate of output. The
base of the machine is a single steel casting,
but the revolving frame is built up in two
parts, the front consisting of a heavy steel
casting to constitute a rigid base for the
machinery, while the rear section is a
fabricated structure carrying the motor
generator set. The boom is of the box
girder type, as this has been found to be

the lightest and strongest shape suitable
for the work.

The bucket, which is of a special shape
that has been developed by Ruston -
Bucyrus for rock work, is made in two
parts, the front being of manganese steel
and the back of cast steel. Three separate
direct current motors are provided to
operate the digging, swinging and thrusting
motions, while the speed and the torque of
these motors is controlled by varying the
field current of the generators. This
method of control makes it unnecessary
for brakes and clutches to be provided for
the operation cycle. The excavator is
mounted on caterpillar tracks.

The Institute of Marine Engineers
All boys who are training to become

marine engineers should become student
members of the Institute of Marine
Engineers. Since the Royal Charter was
granted to the Institute in March last,
an important alteration with regard to
exempting examinations has been made
in the regulations governing the admission
of students. A detailed syllabus of the
Student examination has now been issued
with particulars of examinations open to
candidates possessing certain qualifications.

The next examination will be held in
May 1934 at various centres. Full par-
ticulars may be obtained, on mention of
the " Meccano Magazine,” from the
Secretary, The Institute of Marine En-
gineers, The Minories, London, E.C.3.
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Story of the
Queen Charlotte Islands

The Haida Indians and their Ways
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f'XFF the coast of British Columbia, between north latitudes
Vy  52 deg. and 54 deg., and approximately 80 miles to the

west, lie the Queen Charlotte Islands, a portion of a ridge
thrown up from the bed of the sea when the Earth was young
and continents
were  be ing
shaped by the
i r r e s i s t i b l e
forces of Nature.
The ridge extends
north-west from
the Straits of
Juan de Fuca,
emerging above
the surface of the
sea as Vancouver
Island, as the
Queen Charlotte
I s l ands ,  and
again as Prince
o f  Wa le s
Island, before it
greets the main-
land in South
Alaska. To those

of the Court of Spain, sailed from Callao, Peru, in command of a
squadron of ships. Setting his course northward along the Pacific,
he arrived at what he called the Archipelago of St. Lazarus in 53
deg. north latitude. Tn 1774 the islands were visited by Ensign

Juan Perez on a
trading and ex-
ploring expedi-
tion from San
Blas, and appar-
ently he was the
first to sail as
far as North
Island. Other
Spanish expedi-
tions followed,
but the geo-
graphical details
obtained were
carefully con-
cealed by those
in authority', and
so the world at
large received no
direct benefit.

The  nex t
un t r ave l l ed
along the western
coast of Canada the Queen Charlotte Islands are still a land of
mystery, and for those who are interested in Indian lore there is
even romance to be found. The early Indian inhabitants were a
source of terror to other tribes up and down the mainland, and
legend and history tell of many fierce slave raids and retaliations.

The group comprises some 200 islands, the two largest being
Graham to the north, 84 miles long, and Moresby, 70 miles long,
the two being separ-
ated by Skidegatc
Channel. Considering
the high latitude of
53 deg. north, the
climate, influenced by
warm currents flowing
from both Japan and
the coast of California,
is remarkably mild,
snow seldom lying for
any length of time in
winter, and frosts be-
ing very light. The
average annual rain-
fall of 57 in. is less
than that on the main-
land opposite. A few
of the highest peaks
are covered with snow
all the year round, but
the islands as a whole
do not reach any great
elevation, and are
fairly level as compared with the adjacent mainland shores, which
rise steeply out of the water to  a height of 3,000 or 4,000 ft. within a
mile. The coastline is much indented, the great inlets that
penetrate the islands for miles being reminiscent of the fjords of
Norway. Massett Inlet, dotted with many picturesque islands,
is the most extensive, being 17 miles long and 6 miles across at
its widest part. Great forests of spruce, cedar and hemlock
clothe the bordering hillsides.

The earliest knowledge of these islands appears to have been
acquired in 1640, when Bartholomew de Fonte, at the direction

v i s i t o r s  were
from Bombay, in

the persons of Lowrie and Guise, masters of the good ships “ Cook ”
and " Enterprise ” who, on a trading expedition for furs, reached
the islands in 1786. In 1788 Captain Dixon, commanding the ship
* f Queen Charlotte / '  spent the month of July in trading up and down
the west coast, and he it was who gave to the islands the name they
still bear. His reports give much interesting information in regard
to the natives, and even up to as late as 1907, when H.M.S.

" Egeria " surveyed
the coast, his maps
were in use. In 1853
the Hudson Bay Com-
pany opened a tradi ng
post at Massett, and
since then charts and
soundings in the Sur-
rounding waters have
been made from time
to time by Govern-
ment ships.

The native inhabit-
ants of these islands
are perhaps the most
interesting and pic-
turesque of alt abori-
gines up and down
the west coast of
Canada. They call
t hemse lves  “Ou
Haade,” meaning the
" Inlet People," and
formerly were the most

warlike and feared folk along the coast. When first seen by the
early navigators they were tens of thousands strong, gathered into
39 clans, each living in its own village under its own chief. With
the passing of the years their numbers have become sadly reduced,
and their history' during the past 140 years would seem to provide
another instance of the impossibility of the North American
aborigine surviving contact with white civilisation. Nevertheless
they seem more adapted than other Indian tribes to adopt the
white man’s ways, showing a willingness and ability to work far
beyond that of other coast Indians, and displaying both intelligence

The lighthouse on Langara Island, of the Queen Charlotte group, the most westerly point of Canada.

Mortuarylpoles on YanRcser ve near Masstit. The box between the poles contains the body.
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and a desire to learn. They are a virile and industrious tribe and,
contrary to the hopeless future it is the fashion to predict for the
American aborigine, we believe they possess the qualities necessary
for the braking of good citizens, and that they 'will establish them-

occupants scattered on the ground below. Sometimes the coffins
were simply placed on the ground one on top of the other. Prisoners
taken in battle were kept as slaves, and it is only during the last half
century that slavery has been finally stamped out by the authorities.

selves as a valuable
entity in Canadian
life. Their language
is exceedingly diffi-
cult for a white man
to learn, and it con-
tains more words
than other Indian
languages.

The men and
women both are well
built, some being
fully 6 ft. in height.
With little resembl-
ance to other British
Columbian Indians,
they have broad
faces with protrud-
ing cheek bones, and
their eyes take on a
Mongolian slant.
They are generally
of a dark copper
colour, and black
hair, ruddy cheeks
and brown hair are

Fifty years ago
axes, knives, adzes,
and other tools were
made of stone,
knives sometimes
being made of hard-
wood. Pottery-mak-
ing was unknown
among the early
Haidas, utensils
being hewn out of
wood, and spoons
fashioned from the
antlers of caribou,
goat or deer. As
wooden vessels could
not be placed on a
fire, cooking was
done by dropping
hot stones into the
water they held
until it boiled, this
bei ng continued u ntil
the fish or meat was-
cooked. They hewed
their canoes from

not unknown. While they all now wear white man’s clothes,
before the advent of Europeans they wore garments made from the
inner bark of cedar trees and spruce tree roots, and great quantities
of beads were worn around the neck by both sexes as charms.

The Haidas of old were entirely honest, and to-day they are
generally so. Property left with them is kept safely, and in days
gone by visitors have been known to leave
large sums of money with them, and to
receive it back intact perhaps a year later.
They still live in tribes, each having a head
chief and tliree or four minor chiefs.

Each house formerly had a " Gi-hang "
or totem pole erected in front of it. Some
of these were 60 ft. high and 5 ft. wide, the
greater the person owning the house the
greater being the pole erected. These
Gi-hangs are in fact the family tree, and
have carved on top the owner’s crest,
which might be a raven, eagle, bear, frog,
whale, or other denizen of forest or sea.
The space below is occupied by carvings
showing the owner's pedigree and that of
his wife. Many of these totem poles are
still standing, but the custom of carving and
erecting them has died out. Half-a-century
ago a veritable forest of totem poles stood
in villages such as Massett, but few are now
left, and it is hoped that they will not all
finally disappear into museums and private
collections.

Typical Haida houses were about 100 ft.
long and 75 ft. wide. They were built to
last, being substantially constructed of
cedar boards hewn with stone axes and
adzes, and some are 100 years old. They
were low in height, and each was a home
for several families.

One custom the Haidas had in common
with all coast Indian tribes was that of
making a “ potlatch," this being a Chinook
word meaning " to give away." A pot-
latch made by an ordinary Indian was
confined to his own village, but when a
chief made one, people from surrounding
villages were invited. At these potlatches
the maker gave all his property away to
those attending ; furs, blankets, cooking utensils, and every tiling
else went. When a great potlatch took place, a feast was held a
few days before the property was distributed, followed by a wild
dance around the camp fire, during which many would collapse
from sheer frenzy and excitement. Potlatches have been forbidden
by the Government for some years, because they were a source
of impoverishment to many of the Indians.

Their dead were placed in cedar boxes that were erected on two
posts in the vicinity of the village. The writer has viewed some
of these boxes still remaining, and seen the bones of their former

cedar logs, making them from 12 ft. long for an ordinary canoe to
70 ft. for a war canoe. They were the best makers of canoes
along the coast, and the most adept in the use of them.

The Queen Charlotte Islands are about 30 miles from the nearest
mainland islands, with a strong current running through the-
Hecate Straits between ; and therefore it would bo impossible for

animals to swim from the mainland.
Consequently the animals found on the
islands must be descendants of those that
reached there at a period before the
geological changes took place that were
responsible for the present configuration
of the land. Deer, black bear, caribou,
otter, weasel, and martin are all to be
found, but the furs they yield are rated
as seconds on account of the lack of cold
weather. The fur seal was formerly found
in abundance, but the ruthlessness with
which it was hunted has rendered it
practically extinct around the islands
for 20 years or more. The same applies to
the sea otter, which also is of value for its
pelt. Sea lions are plentiful, however, and
abound particularly on the west coast
of the islands.

When salmon run in the Spring they
sometimes dispute the ownership of fish
caught on a line, and they can be dangerous
enough to upset a boat. They have been
caught up to 2,000 lb. in weight. The
islands, indeed, are a paradise for fishermen.
In addition to salmon, cod, halibut, and
many other species abound, and are
the main foods on which the Indians
subsist. The hair seal is a common
sight in the harbours, and is a great
fisher. Most species of whale are found
in the vicinity, including sperm, hump-
back, sulphur bottom, and that terror
of the deep, the killer whale. Whaling
stations operate on the islands, one
at Nadan Harbour and one at Rose
Harbour, and during the season each
station may catch as many as 150 whales.

The Queen Charlotte Islands still retain
the charm of primitiveness that is so

rapidly disappearing in other lands before the advance of white
civilisation, but some day, no doubt, they also will yield to the
so-called advantages of the modern world. They are attractive
because of their wealth of natural resources in sea, river and
forest, and their favourable geographical position marks them
out for development.

For information and some of the illustrations contained in this
article we are indebted to the courtesy of the Indian Agent at
Massett, British Columbia, and for other illustrations to the
Director of the Provincial Museum, Victoria, B.C.

A totem pole on the Massett Reserve.

A group of sea lions, which abound along the coast.
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A Whale Mystery Solved
Divers and others who work in air at

high pressure are liable to collapse if they
return too quickly to normal conditions,
for nitrogen driven by pressure into
solution in the blood is then released in
their veins in the form of bubbles that
cause great pain and discomfort. Yet a
whale can dive deeply and rise again

rapidly to the surface
of the ocean without
suffering any ill effects.
The secret of the  creature's
immunity from trouble
of this kind has recently
been revealed. The nitro-
gen that is forced under
pressure into its blood
when it dives is almost
immediately absorbed by
bacteria that transform it
into a harmless compound.
Thus practically no nitro-
gen remains to be released
when the whale returns
to the surface, for the
quantity of gas left un-
attacked by' the bacteria
in its blood stream is
insufficient to cause dis-
turbance.
Bringing the Moon Within

25 Miles
Looking at the Moon

through the 200-in. tele-
scope now being erected at
Pasadena, California, will
be equivalent to  examining
our satellite with the
naked eye at a distance of
25 miles from its surface.
Objects 30 ft. apart could
then be distinguished , and
there would be no diffi-
culty in tracing the street
lights of a modern city, if
its buildings were by some
means transported bodily
to the Moon.

About 560,000,000 stars
can be detected with the aid of the 100-in.
instrument at  Mount Wilson, at  present the
largest telescope in the world, but the in-
troduction of the new telescope is expected
to increase this number to about
1,500,000,000. How many* new stars actu-
ally will be seen is mere guesswork, of
course, but the range of celestial objects
visible will certainly* be increased to an
enormous extent, and astronomers will be
able to  explore regions of space that at pres-
ent are unknown. The camera will be a
wonderful help, for the depth of the image
on a photographic plate increases with the
time of exposure, and thus stars too faint to
be directly visible can be detected.

How Long is a Yard ?
In its younger days the yard was the

length made by placing 108 barleycorns
end to end. In 1844 it  became the
Imperial Standard Yard, the distance
between two parallel lines scratched in
gold studs embedded in a bar of bronze
that for safety is walled up in the Houses
of Parliament. It  is now about to undergo
a further change, and in
future probably will be a
length 1,422,210.82 times
that of the waves in the
ether that constitute a
particular form of red
light.

These changes have
been made solely in the
interests of accuracy. All
barleycorns are not of the
same length, and the
yards formed by selecting
108 of these would show
remarkable variations.
The Imperial Standard
Yard walled up in the
Houses of Parliament is
much more satisfactory,
but the scratches in the
gold studs are too wide to
enable the length to be
measured with the accur-
acy now required. In
addition, the bar itself
has come under suspicion,
for a copy of it made
recently is now a thou-
sandth' of an inch longer
than the original stand-
ard, and it is believed
that owing to mysterious
crystallisations and other
changes, the original bar
is now two thousandths
of an inch less than when
it was made.

The wavelength of
light is a more reliable
standard of length than
a bronze bar can be, and
the red light given out
when the metal cadmium or one of its
compounds is strongly heated has been
chosen for this purpose. After eight years’
work, scientists in the National Physical
Laboratory at Tcddington have devised
means of measuring the wavelength of this
red light with almost perfect accuracy, and
their instruments can be used for compari-
son of this standard length with the
commercial gauges.

The origin of the light emitted from
glowing cadmium is to be found in the
vibrations of the  electrons within the atoms
of the metal. Thus our standards of
length can be checked by means of particles
that are far too small to be seen.

A striking example of  carving and decoration by Haida Indians of  the Queen Charlotte Islands, whose
quaint customs are described in  the article that appears on page 834.

Millions of Molecules in So-called Vacuum
A real vacuum, or empty space, is

unattainable by human means. Probably
the nearest approach to it yet achieved
was the interior of a glass globe, 5 in. in
diameter, from which as much air as
possible had been removed by means
of special plant installed by the General
Electric Company of New York. Yet at

the end of prolonged operations, this
globe contained no fewer than 370 million
molecules of the gases that are present
in the atmosphere ! These particles are so
small that they had ample room in which
to move about and to bombard the walls of
their container, and they exerted a pressure
of about one-hundred millionth of that
of the atmosphere.

The globe was employed in christening a
new aeroplane, and when it was broken
over the bow of the machine, the inrush of
air after its collapse was accompanied
by a loud noise, similar to that often
noticed when an electric light bulb is
broken.
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Wood Made Transparent
Cellophane, the familiar moisture-proof

wrapping that is used to protect an
enormous range of materials, from con-
fectionery to cigarettes, has been
described as wood made transparent,
because i t  is made from wood pulp.
I t  is prepared by a process resembling
the manufacture of artificial silk,
but is cast in sheets instead of being
spun into fine threads.

Cellophane was discovered by J .  E.
Brandenberger, a French chemist,
who more than 30 years ago tried
to make cotton tablecloths dirt-
proof by coating them with a thin
film of cellulose, the complex chemical
that forms the basis of wood. He
was unsuccessful, but his experi-
ments showed him how to make thin
sheets of cellophane, which were
used first for wrapping expensive
perfumes and chocolates, and later
for the eyepieces of gas masks during
the War.

The original product was not
moisture-proof, but a few years ago
a cellophane that is impervious to
water vapour was produced, after
more than 2,000 experiments, and
the result was a great expansion for
the demand for cellophane wrappings.
Cellophane has been used also for
making cinematograph films, and
its decorative value has been turned
to good account in the manufacture
of fancy goods of all kinds.

Waterfalls Greater Than Niagara
In prehistoric ages there were

American waterfalls that greatly sur-
passed Niagara. Two of these were in
the Grand Coulee, an immense gorge
in the mountainous region near Seattle,
in the north-west of the United States.
No water now runs through the Grand
Coulee, but the geologist has traced
in it the courses of gigantic glaciers
of past ages that once clothed its sides.
The lower ends of these glaciers melted
into streams that plunged over precipi-
tous rocks to form two remarkable
cataracts. One fall was about 900 ft.
in height, or six times the height of
Niagara Falls, and was more than a
mile in width.

Dispersing Clouds by Electricity
A Russian engineer plans to keep

Moscow free from snow by surrounding
the city with balloons from which high-
pressure electrical radiations are trans-
mitted through the atmosphere in
order to break up and drive away clouds.

The scheme is part of a series of
experiments on weather control to be
carried out by an Institute of Artificial
Rain established by the Soviet Govern-
ment. In the laboratories of this Insti-
tute experiments on the artificial creation
of clouds and their dispersal by means
of ultra-violet rays and electrical radi-
ations arc being carried out, and it
is hoped to find means of clearing the
air of fog, and even of diverting rain
to regions where drought threatens.* * * *

A large sponge from the Gulf of Mexico
examined recently was found to house
17,128 uninvited lodgers. These included
worms and barnacles, tiny fishes slim enough
to slip through the  canals of the  sponge, and
no fewer than 16,352 miniature shrimps,
some of which had one of their two claws
nearly as large as their bodies.

Showers of Fishes and Reptiles
Showers of fishes, frogs, toads, insects

and other astonishing things are by no
means uncommon in the United States.

There was a shower of frogs and
toads in Kansas in 1919, and more
recently hundreds of small fishes
were scattered from the skies over
a golf course in Florida, apparently
having been whirled into the air
by a waterspout in the Gulf of Mexico.
An even more surprising shower
of this kind occurred in South Carolina,
where, after a local storm, hundreds
of little fishes were found swimming
in pools between rows of cotton
plants. These creatures could only
have been brought in such quantities
by the water that fell as rain.

What was described as a rain of
reptiles descended on one State,
the unusual visitors in this case
consisting of larvae of a type of
salamander ; and a small turtle
once fell to the ground during a
severe hailstorm near the Lower
Mississippi. The reptile was entirely
encased in ice, having been long
enough in the upper regions of
the sky to be frozen. Perhaps the
strangest of all strange showers
was one of birds that occurred at
Baton Rouge, Louisana, where hun-
dreds of wild duck, woodpeckers
and other birds fell dead in heaps.
It  is believed that they had been
blown inland by a furious storm
on the coast of Florida, and had
died because of the sudden change
in temperature to which they were
subjected as a result of their in-

voluntary flight.
Safety From Earthquakes in Railway

Tunnels
Earthquakes severe enough to cause

considerable damage on the surface of the
Earth often are scarcely felt in tunnels
bored immediately beneath the de-
vastated areas. For instance, a shock
that occurred in 1887 on the Mediterranean
coast of Southern France was so weak
in the tunnels of the railway between
Nice and Geneva that its effects could
not be traced there.

That there is safety in tunnels during
earthquakes was shown even more
strikingly in Japan in 1930, when a
portion, about 4,000 yd. in length, of an
uncompleted railway tunnel was moved
nearly eight feet sideways by a gigantic
earth mo veinent. Except for a few cracks
in the walls, the tunnel was not damaged,
yet more than half the houses in a village
immediately over it  were destroyed.

Measuring instruments set up in the
tunnel after this earthquake showed that
the after-shocks also were much less in-
tense underground than on the surface.

Canadian Orchard With One Tree
One of the most remarkable orchards

in the world is to be found in Eastern
Canada. In it 116 different kinds of
apple and one type of pear are culti-
vated. About 47 of these varieties
showed blossom in the spring of this
year, and most of them set well, for

about 40 distinct types of apple have
been gathered in the orchard. Yet i t
consists of only one tree, for it  has been
formed by the careful grafting on a
single original stock of scions, or branches,
of apple trees of other varieties and
of a pear tree.

This illustration and the one below show typical “ Gi-hangs,” or
totem poles, of the Haida Indians. See page 834.

Wireless Waves Kill Weevils
Wireless waves are now being used to

kill weevils and other pests that devour
valuable grains and seeds. The waves

employed for this purpose in trials carried
out in the United States are 7 m. in length
and are generated by a 20 KW oscillator.
The seeds are treated as  they flow through a

glass chute, and the shock exterminates
the tiny destructive creatures that have
made their homes among them.

Wheat, maize, nuts, beans, peas, and
flower and vegetable seeds have been
cleared of worms, mites and other infesta-
tions by this means, and are not injuriously
affected by  the waves employed.
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The Story of Rope
One of the World’s Oldest Industries

By Clifford R.  Carter
□
□
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THE cordage industry is an extremely ancient one, reaching
far back into the twilight of antiquity. Possibly the first
ropes of prehistoric times were the long vines of the forests ;

later they were made of the hides of animals. In order to obtain
greater strength some early man twisted two or more strands
together, and the art of rope-making was born.

Before Abraham left Ur of the Chaldees, rope-making was
already an ancient craft. Ropes were used to bring about the
fall of Troy, and it was with the aid of ropes made from palm
fibres and papyrus that the great granite blocks were hauled
to the pyramids of Egypt 5,000 years ago. Rome was built with
the aid of rope, and the Romans used it in their stone-throwing
catapults. For crossing streams the ancient Peruvians twisted
together the strong
fibres of maguey,
fo rming  ropes
sometimes as large
as a man’s body.
The Chinese made
ropes of bamboo and
flax, and perhaps
also of twisted hide,
at a very early
period ; and Egyptian
records of still earlier
da t e  dep i c t  t he
process of rope-
making showing the
use of fibres of the
date palm and the
flax plant, both of
wh ich  a r e  s t i l l
employed for the
same purpose. There
is an ancient inscrip-
tion cut on a Theban
tomb in the time of
Tho tmes  I I I  of
Egypt, known as the
Pha raoh  of t he
Exodus, which shows
the various processes
of hand spinning and
topp ing  ropes ,
substantially as is
practised to-day in some country rope-walks.

Ropes have been made in England for many centuries. The
town of Bridport in Dorset has held a charter for supplying
cordage to the Royal Navy since the time of King John. From
a very early period hangmen’s ropes were made in Bridport, a
branch of the trade that once flourished but now has fallen on
evil days I The town’s broad streets, with unusually deep
sidewalks, still afford a sign of the past, for they tell of the days
when men and women spun yarn before their doors and the
amber and silver threads lay along the pavement. The ropes
and canvas of Bridport rigged the fleet that scattered the
Spanish Armada.

The staple fibre for ropes has long been hemp, but since the
middle of the 19th century several other fibres have come largely
into use. The world’s best rope-making materials are manila
and sisal, the former coming from the Philippine Islands and
the latter from Yucatan in Mexico. The manila plant is very
like the banana tree, and grows to a height of from 15 ft. to
25 ft. Its trunk is green, and is composed of fold after fold of
leafy substance ; and in it, like the strings in a stalk of celery,
are the desirable fibres. When the fibre is ripe a Filipino gives
the tree a slash with his knife and down it comes ; the stalk
is split open longitudinally, and the sheathing layers are removed.
These fibrous coats are dried for two or three days in the shade,
and are then scraped until only the fibre remains. About 90
per cent, of the plant is pulp or fluid, and it takes about five
acres to produce one ton of fibre. Sisal fibre, which is second
only to manila in strength, is obtained from the leaves of a

cactus-like plant. These leaves, which are about 6 ft. long, are
cut down every year after the plant is about four years old.
Only the lower leaves are taken, and these are cut off by means
of a sort of hatchet called a machete.

I t  is remarkable how Nature has limited the territory in which
rope fibres grow, for when the plants are moved to other countries
they almost always wither and die. A large proportion of the
world's supply of rope fibre is thus dependent on two areas, the
Philippine Islands and Mexico, where labour conditions are
uncertain, for the tropical labourer will work only when the
pangs of hunger cannot be satisfied by Nature’s bounty.

Rope and twine-making as an industry is scattered all over the
British Isles, but it flourishes most in seaport towns, where the

grea tes t  demand
exists. Formerly it
was a trade carried
on in a small way by
many manufacturers
with the aid of a few
primitive appliances.
The typical rope-walk
for spinning and rope
and twine-making by
hand, still to be
found in many parts
of t he  Un i t ed
Kingdom, is a very
s imp le  fo rm of
building, being little
more than a long
narrow shed of wood
with a tarred felt
roof. It is, in fact,
j ust as Longfellow
describes it :—
"In  that building

long and low,
With its windows

all-a-row,
Like the port holes

of a hulk,
Human spiders spin

and spin,
Backward down their

threads so thin,
Dropping each a hempen bulk."

In length the hand rope-walk should not be less than 900 ft.,
so that ropes of a minimum length of 120 fathoms (720 ft.) mav
be produced. The principal end of the walk is called the head
or " fore-end," and the opposite extremity the foot or " back
end." The machinery required by a hand spinner is a spinning
wheel, that is set up at one end’ of the walk. A " bunch" or
" head " of the hemp to be spun is first roughly hackled by hand
by means of a coarse comb, and is then placed round the spinner’s
waist and loosely held there by a belt. The spinner then attaches
a few fibres of this material to the hooks on the spinning machine,
and as the wheel is turned the hooks revolve, twisting the fibres
into yams as they are automatically drawn from the bunch at
his waist. He backs slowly down the walk, holding the yarns
in his hand, and the size and uniformity of the yarns depend
on his skill in regulating, through the motion of his hands, the
quantity of fibre that is to be drawn and spun. Long experience
enables the spinner to gauge the size of the yam with his fore-
finger and thumb, and to produce a succession of threads that
do not vary in thickness to any appreciable extent. A good spinner
can spin about 13,000 yds. of yarn in 10 hours, and from those
yarns the rope is built.

Modern methods of rope-making are far superior to that just
described. Nowadays rope-making is centred for the most part
in factories equipped with machinery capable of superseding
hand labour, and of treating material that the hand spinner could
not deal with. Although rope-making consists merely of a series
of combing and twisting processes, the machines used are intricate.

A preliminary stage i n  rope making ; fibre-preparing machinery at work. The photographs illustrating this article
were taken at the extensive Belfast Ropeworks.
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They date their origin back to Arkwright, Hargreaves, Crompton
and Huddart, 18th century inventors who hitched up water
power to their machines and precipitated the industrial revolution.

The following is a general outline of the process of up-to-date
rope manufacture. The raw material arrives at the mill in bales,
which are weighed, inspected, graded and put into store. Later
they are carried into
the preparing room,
where they are opened
by machinery. The
fibre is then fed through
various prepara tory
machines, known as
breakers, spreaders and
drawing frames, which
clean and straighten the
fibre with steel combs
and make it into an
endless ribbon or sliver,
which is coiled in cans.
These cans are wheeled
on trucks to the spinning
rooms. Here the sliver,
reduced approximately
to the size desired,
passes into the spinner,
which reduces it still
more and
into  an
twisting it
r equ i red  degree
tightness. ’
is wound on
which, when they are
filled, are taken to the
proper departments for
converting into twine and rope.

The first processes of rope-making are known as " forming ”
and " laying," the names referring respectively to the twisting
of the yarn into the strand, and the uniting of the strands to
make rope. The second step is merely a repetition of the first,
but on a larger scale. From bobbins on a frame, looking like
big spools of thread, the yarns pass through perforated metal
plates into a tube, where the mass receives a certain amount of
compression and is

twine made by means of the machinery that has been described.
The fishing industry takes many different types for lines and
nets, while the variety of cord and twine for other industrial
and for household purposes is almost unlimited.

Iron and steel wire is now extensively used in rope-making.
Such ropes are used in the heavier parts of ships' rigging, and

they  have  been
introduced to a great
extent in connection
with mines, where they
have brought about
considerable economy on
accoun t  of  t he i r
du rab i l i t y  and
comparative lightness.
Cords made of copper
and brass wire are also
made for electrical and
other special purposes.
Iron wire ropes are
nearly equal in strength
to solid bars of the
same diameter, and are
equal to hemp ropes of
four times their weight.

In wire rope-making
the wire arrives at the
walks in coils or bundles,
that are first wound on
to bobbins and then
placed in the forming
machine that makes the
s t r ands ,  which
afterwards closed
the finished rope,
these machines the

and strand bobbin frames are prevented from turning on their
own axes during the revolution of the machine by means of an
eccentric disc and cranks. In modern wire rope the strands usually
contain from six to nine wires, and seldom more than 18. A
"laid ” rope consists of a heart, often of jute yarn, round which
are twisted six strands containing a similar heart, usually covered
with six wires. A “ formed ” rope comprises six strands laid
round a heart, each strand consisting

converts it
even yarn,

into any
of

This yarn
bobbins

into
In

wireA large machine for “ l ay ing"  the strands into rope.

of 18 wires in addition
to the core. A " cable-

twisted by the rotation
of a long carriage or
flyer. From this they
are guided in even
layers to the winding
wheel. The result of
the operation is called
a " strand," and three
or four strands are then
twisted or " laid ” into
rope, a cco rd ing  t o
whether a three-strand
or four-strand rope is
required. The rope is
next put into coils by
means of a coiling
riiachine, and is then
ready for packing and
sending away.

A fine sewing thread
is nothing less than a
miniature rope, built up
on the same principles
as the largest cable of
the greatest ship that
floats. Because his
product is of immense
size, the cable spinner
must employ a twisting
machine large enough to occupy a whole staff of workers and
a department of a factory ; but the machine is only a huge
example of the common doubler, hundreds of which may be held
in a single frame. Perception of this fact has been at the root
of the recent rapid development in rope-spinning by machinery.
So long as the rope manufacturer thought himself alone in the
industrial world, he kept to his own methods and crude machines.
Later, realising that he also was a spinner, and learning from
others of the craft, he was led into inventing machinery of great
productive power and economic value. The principles of spinning
remain the same, but the applications are immensely varied.
In addition to heavy rope there are many types of cord and

laid " rope is composed
of six " laid " ropes,
closed together to form
one cable. A steel wire
rope is 50 per cent,
stronger than an iron
one of the same diameter,
and steel is therefore
now almost universally
employed  in  t he
manufacture of wire
ropes. The strength of
the steel wire generally
used for ropes ranges
from 70 to 100 tons per
sq. in. of section. For
certain special purposes
steel wire having a ten-
sile strength as high as
120 tons per sq. in.
has been employed.

In what are known as
“ locked coil " ropes the
central wire core is sur-
rounded by a series of
layers of rounded and
specially shaped wires,
the shaped strands being
so designed and arranged

that they lock the other strands in position, and also lock one with
another. In such a rope, if a strand becomes broken it is held
in position. The layers of round wire are wound in one direction
and the layers with the formed strands in the opposite direction,
thus making the rope non-spinning.

The largest steel wire ropes employed in modern engineering are
those used in the construction of suspension bridges. Each of the
main cables of the George Washington Bridge across the Hudson
River, New York, for instance, is about 3 ft. in diameter, and
contains 26,474 parallel wires each .196 in. in diameter. These
wires are grouped into 61 equal strands each containing 434
lengths or 217 loops of wire.

A modern rope-walk in operation. This photograph gives a good idea of the great size of the building.
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IX.—SIR GEORGE ROOKE
ONE of the most famous fighting Admirals in British naval

history was Sir George Rooke, who began his career under
the Stuarts and made his reputation in heavy fighting in

the Dutch Wars. Later he played an important part  in the long
series of wars at  the close of the 17th century in which the English
and the Dutch in alliance were opposed to the French.

George Rooke was born near Canterbury in 1650, and was
the second son of Sir William Rooke, Sheriff of Kent. Nothing
is known of the early years of his career, beyond the fact that he
entered the Navy as a volunteer at the time of the Second Dutch
War in 1665, and at the very outset probably had a taste of naval
fighting. When the Third Dutch War
broke out some years later, he was a
lieutenant in the u London,” a flagship
of Admiral Spragg, and in that vessel
was present in 1672' at the battle of
Solebay. The next year, still with
Spragg, but this time in the " Royal
Prince,” Rooke took part in an engage-
ment with the Dutch that resulted in
the ” Royal Prince ” being dismasted
and more than half of the 750 men on
board killed or wounded. Spragg trans-
ferred his flag to the " St. George/' but
Rooke remained in charge of the dis-
abled ship, and the courage and skill
he showed in the heavy fighting were
rewarded by his appointment to the
command of the ” Holmes/’

The Third Dutch War ended in 1674,
and during the ensuing 14 years of
peace Rooke served in many different
ships. The Revolution of 1688 placed
William of Orange on the English
throne and caused James I I  to flee to
France, where he sought the aid of
Louis XIV to regain his throne. Louis
allied himself with James and declared
war against England and Holland. A
French army, accompanied by the
exiled King, was sent to  Ireland, and
disembarked at Bantry Bay. While
the French ships were there an English
fleet under Admiral Herbert arrived on
the scene. A short battle followed, at
the close of which both sides claimed to  be victorious. King William
afterwards dined with the Admiral on board the flagship
” Elizabeth ” and created him Earl of Torrington, while two of
Herbert's captains, John Ashley and Cloudesley Shovel, who
were associated with Rooke in later engagements, were knighted.
Rooke himself fought in this battle as commander of the
" Deptford/’ a vessel of 50 guns.

In May 1690 Rooke was promoted to Rear-Admiral of the
Red and shortly afterwards he took part under Torrington in the
battle fought off Beachy Head. There a combined English
and Dutch fleet of 58 sail encountered 78 French vessels, com-
manded by Admiral Tourville, on 30th June. The French had
the advantage of both wind and tide, in addition to superiority
in numbers. At an early stage they succeeded in surrounding
the Dutch squadron that formed the van of Torrington's line,
and the Blue Squadron under Sir Cloudesley Shovel that was
supporting it, and inflicted heavy damage upon these two portions
of Torrington’s fleet. After many hours’ fighting the Dutch drew
off, and on examination Torrington found that  the ships of these
two squadrons had suffered so seriously that he thought it advisable
to destroy the vessels that were most badly damaged and to

retreat eastward, towing the remaining disabled ships.
The English fleet headed for the Thames, and by tearing up all

the buoys as it fled up the river rendered navigation too dangerous
for the French to  follow. The enemy therefore anchored off Torbay,
and remained there until 5th August, when they retired to Brest.
Torrington was tried by court martial for his failure in this engage-
ment, and Rooke gave evidence in support of his Commander-in-
Chief ; but the subsequent acquittal of the Admiral was so unpopu-
lar among the Dutch that to pacify them William I I I  deprived
Torrington of his command.

In 1692 a much more powerful Anglo- Dutch fleet was assembled
to oppose the French. I t  was actually
the largest English fleet that had been
seen in the Channel since the defeat of
the Spanish Armada, and the 99 vessels
of which it was composed mounted
6,676 guns and carried no fewer than
41,621 seamen and marines. This great
fleet was under the command of Admiral
Russell and, like that of 1690, was in
three divisions, with Rooke as Vice-
Admiral of the Blue Squadron.

The French were again menacing the
south coast of this country, and on the
19th May, two days after putting out to
sea, the English fleet sighted the enemy
strung out across the Channel toward
La Hogue Bay, where transports were
moored in readiness to take on board
a French army for the invasion of
England. The French fleet was only
half the size of that of the Allies and
was again led by Admiral Tourville.
Russell, the English commander, had
been suspected of sympathy with the
Pretender, and a desire for his return
to England. Whatever his political
views were, however, he had no intention
of allowing the French to beat him, and
before the English fleet drew near
enough to engage the enemy, he visited
most of his ships and exhorted the
crews to  do their duty, adding “ If any
of your officers play false, overboard
with him, and myself among the first."

Early in the engagement a terrific fight took place between the
flagships of the two commanders-in-chief, during which Tourville
was compelled to transfer his flag to another vessel. Late in the
evening a sudden fog put an end to  the fighting, and taking advan-
tage of i t  the French crowded on all sail and fled, becoming scattered
over a wide area. Three of their ships, including the " Solei!
Royal,” which carried 104 guns and was then considered the finest
ship in the French Navy, succeeded in reaching Cherbourg, but
there they were discovered next day by Rooke, and under his orders
Sir Ralph Delavel promptly attacked them, setting them on
fire after driving them ashore.

Prevented by the fog from making a clean sweep of the enemy,
Russell planned to follow up his success by again attacking the
French fleet, the remnants of which had taken shelter in the
bay of La Hogue. Shallows prevented the English ships of the
line from entering the bay, and Russell instructed Sir Cloudesley
Shovel to carry out the attack with, a squadron of smaller ships.
On the morning of the attack Shovel was ill and Rooke asked to be
allowed to lead the attack in his place. His request was granted,
and late on the 23rd May, he put off from the fleet in command of a
flotilla that  included sloops and fireships, and 200 ship’s boats full of

Admiral Sir George Rookc. This illustration is from a print in
the possession of T. H. Parker Ltd., 28, Berkeley Square, London,

by whose courtesy we are enabled to reproduce it.
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armed seamen eager to get to close quarters with the enemy.
At dusk, the boats under Rooke’s orders headed straight for six

ships of the line tha t  were moored under the shelter of one of
the forts. The suddenness of the attack created a panic among
the seamen on the French ships, and although the alarm was
quickly given and the guns of the fort began to pour out a heavy
fire upon the approacliing boats, the six three-deckers were suc-
cessfully boarded. Their
crews were quickly dealt
with and the English
seamen then lashed the
ships together and set
them on fire before re-
turning to their boats,
when the ebb tide carried
them out of range of the
shore batteries. Mean-
while the flames crackled
loudly on the doomed
ships. Loud explosions
as loaded cannon and
the ships* magazines be-
came involved added to
the terror of the scene,
and the fire raged
throughout the night.

When the tide came in
next morning, the boat-
loads of armed seamen
returned with it  to com-
plete the work of de-
struction. This time they
headed for some French
ships of the line moored
in front of another fort.
The shore batteries were
better served this time than on the previous night, for the second
attack was made in full daylight, but after a short fierce fight the
French ships were captured, and their guns turned against those
on shore, which were quickly silenced. The French ships of the
line, transports, ammunition tenders and store ships in that part
of the Bay were destroyed, and the victorious seamen then rowed
back to their ships, leaving behind them chaos and ruin.

When news of this success reached London there was great
excitement and rejoicing. I t  was felt that the victory had saved
England from the horrors
of invasion, and bonfires
were lit in the streets and
flags hung from the church
steeples to celebrate the
victory. A medal also was
struck, and /30,000 was
distributed among the sea-
men concerned.

Rooke was awarded
/1,000 for his part in the
victory of La Hogue and
next year he was knighted.
Shortly afterward he was
promoted Admiral of the
White. In 1697 he was
made Earl of Orford, and
three years later was given
command of a combined
English and Dutch fleet
that was despatched to
the Baltic to support
Sweden during her war
with Denmark.

Then came the outbreak
of the War of the Spanish
Succession, in which
France under Louis XIV,
in support of the claims
of his grandson Philip to the throne of Spain, was opposed by
England, Holland and other European countries, who were
determined that  Spain should not come under French domination.
Rooke played an important part in the naval warfare that ensued.
With a powerful combined English and Dutch fleet of 50 sail of the
line he sailed from Spithead on 1st July, 1702, to carry out an
attack on Cadiz, accompanied by transports carrying an army of
13,000 men under the Duke of Ormonde, and many smaller vessels.
Cadiz was reached a month later. Although it was discovered to
be strongly defended, Rooke was all for a bold attack, but the
Duke of Ormonde favoured an  assault upon some place less strongly
defended, and the result of this divided command was that

eventually the expedition set off homeward without having
accomplished anything.

On the way back Rooke learned that a large fleet of Spanish
treasure ships, convoyed by 18 French shins of the line, had reached
Vigo harbour. He  at once headed for Vigo, and on arrival found
the harbour entrance guarded by numerous guns and the inner
end protected by a strong boom built of spars and chains, on the

shore side of which the
treasure ships were being
unloaded. The water
was so shallow that
only 25 of his ships were
available for attack, but
Rooke boldly led these
into the harbour in the
face of a heavy fire from
the defending guns. The
shore battery protecting
the southern end of the
boom was captured by
5,000 troops landed from
the transports, and
Rooke’s 25 vessels ranged
five abreast, then crowd-
ed on all available sail
and bore down upon
the obstacle, which gave
way before them. A
furious attack on the
treasure fleet followed.
Nine of the galleons and
10 French ships of the
line were captured, and
many other vessels were
destroyed.

During 1703 Rooke
was ashore, but early the next year he sailed from Spithead in
command of a small fleet to convoy to Lisbon the Archduke
Charles, the Allies* choice for the throne of Spain. Shortly after
his departure news reached London that the French were again
preparing a powerful armament for an attack on this country.
A strong fleet was hurriedly got together in order to reinforce
Rooke, and when ready put out to sea under the command of
Admiral Shovel. On 21st May Rooke sighted a French squadron
that was heading for Toulon, and immediately gave chase. He

failed to detain them,
however, and then set
out for Lisbon to  await the
arrival of Shovel’s ships,
which he met off Lagos,
Portugal, on 16th June.

Rooke now had a fleet
strong enough to engage
the French when oppor-
tunity arose, but  although
he cruised about off the
Portuguese coast for a
month he did not en-
counter them. On 17th
July the English fleet was
off Tetuan, on the African
side of the Strait of
Gibraltar, and at  a council
of war held on Rooke’s
f l agsh ip  ‘ ‘Roya l
William,” it was decided
to make a sudden attack
on the Spanish fortress
on the famous Rock
opposite, for it  was realised
that its occupation by
the Allies would prevent
the escape from the Medi-
terranean of the French

fleet, which had not yet ventured to leave Toulon.
Gibraltar was not as  strongly defended then as i t  is to-day, but

about 100 cannon were distributed at vantage points about its
walls. Early on the morning of 21st July the fleet entered Gibraltar
Bay, and later in the day 1,800 men led by the Prince of Hesse
effected a landing on the isthmus north of the town, and cut  off the
garrison from the mainland. When possession of the narrow
neck of land had been obtained, the Prince sent a message to the
Governor calling upon him to  surrender, but the Governor declared
that the garrison would defend the fort to the last man.
Two days afterwards a violent cannonade was opened
upon the town and the southern mole. (Continued on page 884)

Seventeenth century English and Dutch ships of the line in  action. Their square, highly ornamented sterns
were a conspicuous feature o f  the vessels of  that time.

The Rock of Gibraltar, 1,408 ft .  in height, on the northern side of the narrow Strait connecting the
Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. Rooke was in command of the fleet that captured this

famous stronghold by a sudden assault in  1704.
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Fighting Famine in India
IL —Irrigation Canals 6,000 Miles in Length

By FL J. Sheps tone, FJFLG.S.

It consists of 66 spans, each 60 ft. in width, pierced by as many
gates, each of which weighs 50 tons. By means of this Barrage the
flow of water will be regulated and the water turned into canals

specially dug to irrigate
what has hitherto been
desert land. There are
6,166 miles of these
canals, and they spread
out over the surround-
ing territory like the
veins of a man’s hand.
The final distributing
channels will have a
total length of about
50,000 miles. Most of
these will be constructed
by the farmers them-
selves, and the water
they carry will be the
means of bringing more
than 7,000,000 acres of
the parched and waste
land under cultivation,
and thus of reclaiming
an area nearly twice
that of Wales.

The Indus is one of
the mightiest and
longest rivers in Asia.
It rises in Tibet and
flows for a distance of
1,800 miles along the
north-west frontier of
India. For eight months

of the year it is a comparatively placid stream, but during the
remaining four it is in flood. The task of the engineers was to
control the flood waters and use them for irrigation purposes.

The actual site of the crossing is about three miles below the

I N the September f<M.M.” we described the work of the engineer
in India in providing means of storing water for irrigation
purposes. The task of safeguarding the crops of that immense

country, and thus of
averting the risk of
famine, is far from
complete, however,
and in recent years
even larger and more
daring projects have
been planned and car-
ried out. The greatest
and most spectacular
of these is the recently
completed Lloyd Bar-
rage across the River
Indus at Sukkur in
Sind, and its great
system of irrigating
canals. Its construction
demanded nine years of
patient toil in a hot
arid land, far from the
centres of civilisation,
and called for an ex-
pend i tu re  o f
£15,000,000.

Sind is practically the
same size as England.
It  is almost rainless, and
the Indus is its only
river. Fortunately this
great stream does not
flow through a valley,
but on top of a ridge, for the silt brought down from the Himalayas
has gradually raised its bed . Water therefore has been drawn from
it for centuries by simply cutting small canals through which flood
water could run on to the lower country on each side of its course.

Building the foundations of the Lloyd Barrage, The task was carried out in sections and this aerial view
shows work in progress on the cofferdam in mid-stream.

This haphazard irriga-
tion scheme was not
very efficient, for the
flow of water in the
river varied, and the
cana l s  t hemse lves
readily silted up and
became useless.

The harnessing of the
Indus was desirable for
several reasons. One
was the necessity for
providing perennial
irrigation for a large
area of Sind, a province
remarkable for its
desert and the poverty
of its inhabitants.
Another was that irri-
gation schemes in the
Punjab had been com-
pleted, or were in
progress, that would
use water from the
tributaries of the Indus,
and thus reduce the
flow of ' the river in

Lansdowne Railway
Bridge at Sukkur.
There, right in the
heart of the wilderness,
a modern camp was
built and the necessary
machinery and equip-
ment assembled, a
formidable task in
itself. Quarters were
erected for the en-
gineers and their staffs,
and arrangements made
to house the thousands
of native labourers
em ployed on the scheme.
Factories, workshops,
repair shops, a loco-
motive depot, block-
yards and a power
station were built ;
quarries were opened
up and connected with
the spot : and 64 miles
of railway were laid
down, and miles of
roads built in order

Sind at the time w*hen it was needed by the peasant farmers
dwelling on its banks.

After prolonged surveys it was decided to harness the stream at
Sukkur, a little town about 400 miles from the mouth of the river,
and there the Lloyd Barrage has now been completed. This great
retaining wall across one of the world’s most noted streams is about
a mile in length, or about five times the length of London Bridge.

to enable essential supplies to reach the camp.
Work on the barrage was begun in July, 1923, and it proved no

light task on account of the peculiarities of the Indus. When the
river is in full flood, the flow at this point is very rapid, exceeding
1,000,000 cu. ft. per sec. in volume, with a velocity of about
7 m.p.h. Further, the scour or erosion is tremendous, and uncertain
in its action or direction. This meant that the barrage had to be

One of the Jong walls, running upstream from the ends of the Lloyd Barrage, behind which begin the main
irrigation canals that carry water to the distribution channels. Our photograph shows the wall on the right

bank with the gates that admit water to three of the canals.
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built in sections by means of cofferdams, which were of immense
size. One of them enclosed an area of 46 acres, and is believed to
have been the most extensive ever constructed. They had to be
sunk in the dry season, and their building often called for feverish
work before the river
rose again, for a
miscalculation or an
unexpected f l ood
would have meant
the ruin of a whole
season’s labour. For
this reason the work
was carried on day
and night without
cessation, powerful
arc lamps providing
light for night opera-
tions. The cofferdams
were built of inter-
locking steel piles
driven deep into the
river bed by means
of pile-drivers mount-
ed on pontoons. The
water was then
pumped out, and the
foundations were
secured.

As the silt of the
river bed was found
to be so deep that it
was impossible to
reach a solid founda-
tion for the Barrage,
a novel method of
construction was necessary. The great barrage stands on what
is in reality a raft, 190 ft. in width, fashioned of huge concrete
blocks. In order to prevent water from working under this
foundation, the river bed is lined to a distance of 120 ft. on each
side of the concrete base with heavy stones laid close together,
and as a further precaution against the possibility of damage by
seepage, the edges of these stones,
both on the upstream and
downstream sides, are protected
by sheet piling. There are also
two auxiliary lines of piles under
the raft, these being spaced
towards its centre.

This unique foundation ex-
tends right across the river, and
upon it rises the barrage, built
of a creamy white limestone
resembling marble, the arches
alone being of a different material,
namely, reinforced concrete. The
massive structure towers 60 ft.
above the bed of the stream.
Its 66 spans, each 60 ft. in width,
are separated by 58 ordinary
piers each 10 ft. in width, and
seven abutment piers each 25 ft.
in width. The total width of
the waterway provided is 3,960 ft.
and the overall length of the
barrage between abutments is
4,715ft.

The structure is designed to
pass a maximum river flood of
1,500,000 cu. ft. per sec. Each
span in the Barrage is fitted
with an adjustable steel gate,
and these gates are the largest
and strongest ever designed.
They have a clear width of 60 ft.
each, and 54 of them are 181 ft.
in depth, the remaining 12,
which occupy positions near the
banks, being 22|  ft. in depth. When the river is running full,
each gate will be called upon to withstand a pressure of about
300 tons.

The great Barrage is in reality a kind of double-decked bridge.
The lower deck is the “ road bridge " destined for the use of
ordinary traffic. On the higher deck, known as the “ gate bridge,”
is the mechanism for lifting and lowering the gates, an operation
that can be carried out by two men, the time required to raise one
of them through 32 ft. being 50 min. In order to deal with sudden

floods or other emergencies it may become necessary to raise the
gates more quickly, however. Six travelling trolleys equipped
with electric motors have been provided for this purpose, and their
use enables all 66 gates to be raised to their greatest heights in

about H hrs. Sockets
are placed at in-
tervals along the
Barrage in order to
enable current to be
supp l i ed  through
plugs and lengths of
cable.

From each end of
the great retaining
wall two long walls
run upstream, the
one on the right bank
measuring 1,690 ft.
in length, and that on
the left 1,975 ft. The
canals start behind
these walls, three on
the left bank and four
on the right, water
being admitted into
them by 55 sluice
gates each having a
span of 25 ft. They
are kept free from
silt by means of the
12 gates, already re-
ferred to, that have
been erected near the
banks of the river.
These are known as

scouring gates, and there are seven at one end of the Barrage and
five at  the other. When they are open, powerful currents sweeping
along the banks carry the silt away from the openings of the canals.

The construction of the canals and other distributing channels
involved the excavation of 210,000,000 cu. yds. of sand, earth and
rock, or about twice as much spoil as that removed in cutting

the Panama Canal.
The digging of these canals

was a remarkable engineering
feat in itself. They were ex-
cavated by means of a fleet of 46
draglines, or steam -navvies with
huge buckets that are dragged
towards the machine by means
of a flexible cable. Draglines had
never previously been used in
connection with irrigation works
in India, and were employed in
Sind on account of the scarcity
of hand labour and the necessity
of completing the canals to a
time schedule. Nine of them
were of large size, seven medium,
and 30 small.

The larger draglines were the
biggest of their kind, turning the
scale at 350 tons, and carrying
jibs 120 ft. to 130 ft. in length.
Their buckets had a capacity of
8 cu. yds., sufficient to fill an
eight-ton wagon with a single cut.
The bucket could be lowered, the
cut made, and the excavated
material raised and dumped into
a waiting wagon, or on to an
embankment, in 45 sec. I t  is
estimated that one of these
machines was capable of doing
the work of 8,000 coolies.

These immense excavators
worked in pairs, each machine
digging one half of a canal and

dumping the earth to form the canal bank. They were principally
employed in excavating the main canals, of which there are seven.
These canals are no mean streams, for they run for hundreds of
miles, are from 79 ft. to  346 ft.  in width, and from 4 ft. to 20 ft. in
depth. The total capacity of the machines working on the task of
cutting their courses was roughly 74 tons of earthwork excavated
and dumped per minute, or 1.23 tons per second, day and night,
for 5 |  days in the week and 250 days in the year. In their absence
it would have required an army of {Continued on  page 884)

Erecting 50-ton gates on the Lloyd Barrage. The upper deck of the Barrage carries the machinery that is
employed for raising and lowering the gates, and the lower deck is a roadway.

One of the canals that distribute water from the Lloyd Barrage. The five regulator
gates control the flow of water along the canal.
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Unsubsidised Indian Air Line
An interesting unsubsidised air line,

known as the Tata Air Mail Service, is
now being operated in India. The service,
which is for mails only and is operated
by D.H. " Puss Moth ” machines, connects
Karachi and Madras. The first section
of the journey is along the coast from
Karachi to Bombay, and after this the
Western ghats are crossed to Poona,
from where the route descends to the
p l a in s ,  to
B e 1 1 a r y .
These three
sections of
the journey
are flown in
one day. and
on the second
day the re-
maining 266
mi l e s  t o
Madras are
completed by
9.15 a.m. On
the return
journey the
mach ine
leaves Madras
late at night,
spends  the
n igh t  a t
Bellary, and
reaches
Karachi in
time to catch
the Imperial
Airways air
mail liner on its westward flight.

During the monsoon period the head-
quarters of the service are moved from
Bombay to  Poona,which gives the machines
an easier route to follow. I t  is hoped,
however, that before the monsoon period
next year all the aeroplanes in service will
have been equipped with wireless apparatus,
and consequently will be able to fly
across the Ghats and maintain the same
service all the year round. I t  is also
contemplated that the sendee should be
extended from Madras to Colombo, and
negotiations with the Governments of
Ceylon and India are now being carried
out with this end in view. A difficulty
in the way of such a service is that there
is no aerodrome at Colombo, and it is
improbable that one will be built for
some time. It is therefore proposed that
the service should run only to Manaar,
the railhead on the north west coast
of the island, nearest the mainland of
India, from where the mail would be
carried to Colombo by night train. The
sea crossing between India and Ceylon

Parachute for Passenger Use
A new Irvin parachute has been produced

for the use of passengers in commercial
aircraft. I t  is very simple to put on,
the harness being arranged so that the
passenger sits in it as in a swing ; and
as soon as the parachute opens the straps
automatically adjust themselves to the
passenger. A seat pack is used, and
when in the aeroplane this is practically
hidden in the upholstery of the seat.

Dur ing  a
test with the
new type of
harness Mr.
John Tranum,
the famous
pa rachu te
jumper, drop-
ped out of a
“ Puss Moth ”
at an altitude
of 1,200 ft.

The har-
ness is not
worn during
normal flight,
and when it is
necessary to
put it on the
pas senge r
moves two
p ieces  o f
webbing, con-
nected to the
ha rnes s ,
across his lap,
and tightens

them with a slight pull. Shoulder straps
at the top of the seat are then eased
into position, and the passenger is ready
to jump. The great feature of the
apparatus is that it incorporates the
main principles of the Irvin parachute,
namely, that the shock of the opening
of the fabric is distributed over the body,
and that straps across back and front
are provided to prevent the jumper
from falling backward or forward. Another
important detail is that the point of
suspension is at the shoulders. All these
features have been attained without
the customary necessity of adjusting
the harness to the size of the wearer.

World’s Altitude Record
A new altitude record of about 63,320 ft.,

or more than 12 miles, has been set up by
three Russians in the Soviet balloon
■' Stratostat U.S.S.R” The flight lasted
for 8 hours 15 min., and during the whole
of the time those in the balloon wete in
radio communication with people on the
ground.

This Short machine is one of the largest flying boats constructed in this country. It is equipped with six 820 h.p. Rolls-Royce
“ Buzzard ” engines. Our photograph is published by courtesy of Short Bros. (Rochester & Bedford) Ltd.

would be made in the “ Puss Moths."
It was at first hoped to employ seaplanes
or amphibians for this purpose, but this
has been found impossible owing to
the greater costs, both of purchasing
and of operation, as compared with
the present landplanes.

“ Homing ’* Device for Aeroplanes
An interesting " homing " device, known

as the Marconi-Robinson direction finder,
has been fitted in all Imperial Airways

machines of the Armstrong-Whit worth
“ Atalanta ” type. The device can be
fitted to any existing Marconi receiving
installation, and makes it possible for
a pilot to direct his machine to any known
ground radio station.

The system makes use of a single-loop
aerial fastened to the wings of the machine,
and also of a trailing aerial. Normally
the trailing aerial is disconnected, and
so long as the machine is flying head-on
to the radio station, no signals are heard
in the pilot's earphones. If the machine
diverges from its course, however, signals
are heard. The pilot then switches
into circuit liis trailing aerial, and is
able to tell from the strength of the
signals whether the transmitting station
is to left or right. He then adjusts
his course until signals of equal strength
are received, when he knows that the
nose of the machine is once more pointing
directly to the transmitter.

This type of " homing " device is
particularly suitable for service in regions
where there are no direction finding stations.
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Eight-Seater Westland 41 Wessex *’High Speed Polish AeroplaneFrench Subsidv for Low Powered Aeroplanes
For many years the French Government

have granted State aid to dying enthusiasts
who wish to buy their
own aeroplanes, by ad-
vancing a certain amount
of the purchase price. I t
has now been decided to
include in this scheme
those who wish to buy
ultra-light mach ines ,
similar to the Lowe-

On various occasions we have published
photographs and information concerning

the Westland “Wessex,"
a very economical com-
mercial high wing mono-
plane equipped with three
Armstrong Siddeley
" Genet Major " seven-
cylinder engines. The
standard version of this
machine is a six-seater

Wylde  “ P i ane t t e , "
which has been described
a t  various times in these
pages. The new subsidy
is available for aeroplanes
employing engines that
do  not develop more
than 50 h.p. The aero-
planes must have a cer-
tificate of airworthiness
and be able to fulfil
certain conditions, in-
cluded among which is
the ability to  carry 2001b.
of useful load, equal
to the weight of the
pilot and a parachute,
and to have an endur-
ance of at  least 2 |  hours.

An interesting feature
of the granting of the
subsidy is the fact that
before any money will
be granted, orders for at
least 20 machines must
have been received by the constructors.
The aeroplane must also be insured.
Another stipulation is that the purchase
price of the machine must not exceed
20,000 francs. The State subsidy granted
on a machine costing this
amount is 7,000 francs, which
means that the cost to the

and has an all-up weight
of 6,000 lb., but a slightly
modified type is now
available as an eight-
seater, without sacrifice
in range. The new ver-
sion employs the same
engines, but the all-up
weight has been in-
creased to 6,3001b.,
room for the extra two
seats having been obtain-
ed by slight rearrange-
ment of the luggage
compartment. If a
machine is intended
purely for joy riding and
short ferry services, ar-
rangement can be made
for an eight-seater to be
provided, with a normal
gross weight of 6,000 lb.

The " Wessex " eight -
seater has a maximum
speed at ground level of

122 m.p.h.. and cruises at 105 m.p.h. It
has a duration of four hours, during which
time 430 miles can be covered. An
interesting feature of the machine is that it
is arranged for wireless apparatus to be

fitted with a minimum of trouble.
New American Aero Engine

A race in progress between a motor car and an aeroplane a t  the famous racing track at  Montlhery, in France.
The race, which was four times round the track, was won by the aeroplane.

purchaser will be 13,000 francs,
or, in English money, about

154 at the present rate of
exchange I
Aeroplane Flown by Untrained

Pilot
During the Yugoslavia King’s

Cup Air Race this year an ex-
citing incident occurred when,
during very rough weather, one
of the pilots was thrown out of
his aeroplane. The navigator,
who had never had any instruc-
tion in flying, climbed with great
difficulty into the pilot’s cockpit,
took charge of the controls, and
managed to pilot the machine
safely to an aerodrome some 30
miles away. On arrival there,
after several unsuccessful at-
tempts he managed to land

Two new radial air-cooled
engines have been produced
by the Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft Corporation of Hart-
ford, Connecticut, U.S.A. The
engines are the " Twin Wasp-
Junior " and the " Twin Wasp,"
and both have 14 cylinders
arranged in two banks. The
engines have been produced
after development work that
has occupied about four years,
and are intended to meet the
demand for higher-powered
radial engines than can be?
obtained with the standard
single-bank type. The use of
two banks also makes it possible
for smaller cylinders to be
employed, so that the overall
diameter of the engine is re-
duced ; while reduction in

with only small damage to the
machine and slight injuries to
himself. The pilot was saved
by his parachute.
New Air Survey in Australia

The geological survey of an extensive area
in the gold mining districts of Western
Australia is to be carried out by air. The
work is being done on behalf of the Western
Mining Corporation Ltd., and the area to be
photographed is estimated at about 88,000
sq. miles. In order to expedite the survey
the aircraft employed will be controlled by
radio from a number of ground stations, at
which there will be a staff of geologists and
surveyors. The machines chosen for the
work are D.H. " Dragons " equipped with
two “ Gipsy " engines.

the reciprocating weights allows
higher crankshaft speeds to
be employed. Both the engines
are fitted with superchargers
and reduction gears.

The cylinders of the " Twin
Wasp-Jun ior"  have a bore and stroke
of 5 in. The overall diameter of the
engine is 43Jin., it  measures 53-21 /32 in.
in overall length, and develops 675 b.h.p.
at  2,400 r.p.m. at  an altitude of 7,000 ft.
The “ Twin Wasp," which has cylinders
with bore and stroke of 5 |  in., is 47j in .
in overall diameter, 56-15/16 in. in overall
length and 1,1951b. in weight. It  de-
velops 775 h.p. at a speed of 2,400 r.p.m.
at 5,000 ft. Both engines are suitable
for use in either military or civil aero-
planes.

An 18-year old inventor with his “ ice-plane/’ which he has built himself. He is
able to skim along the ice at  high speeds in the machine.

One of the most interesting Polish
aeroplanes yet produced is the P.W.S.54,

a high wing commercial monoplane de-
signed and built for the Polish Ministry
of Communication by the Podlasian
Aircraft Manufacturing Company of
Warsaw. This machine is probably the

fastest commercial aeroplane in Poland,
having a maximum speed of 145 m.p.h.
and a cruising speed of 124 m.p.h. I t
is a five-seater, with a cockpit for one
pilot and a separate cabin for four pas-
sengers. The machine is of steel tube
construction, but has wooden wings,
which are internally braced and are built up
round two box spars. They are 30 ft, 6 in.
in span, and the machine is 30 ft. 5 in. in
overall length. The fuel tanks are provided
in the wings on both sides of the fuselage,
the total capacity being 85 gallons.
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Some Interesting Foreign Aeroplanes
Types that are Unfamiliar in England
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entrance to which is gained through a water-tight hatch. The
machine is about 31 ft. 9 in. in length, and weighs 2,739 lb. when
empty and 3,740 lb. when fully loaded. It  is capable of attaining
a maximum speed of 114.8 m.p.h., and has a range In still air
of about 325 miles.

Tins interesting machine has proved very popular in use, but
unfortunately the Bleriot company have now closed down on
account of the difficult trade conditions that have been experienced
during the last few years. M. Louis Bldriot, the president and

founder of the firm, was,
of course, the first man
to fly the English Channel.
He has been interested
in aviation since 1899,
when he established his
first aeronautical works.
The crossing of the
Channel was made on
9 th July, 1909, on one of
his own machines, and
since then his company
have produced a large
number of interesting and
successful machines, in-
cluding the Bldriot 110 in
which a world’s record for
distance over a closed
circuit was set up by
two French pilots.

The Darmstadt D.22,
constructed by the Darm-
stadt University Aviation
Society, is another type
of which no example is

built in this country. It  is a cantilever biplane, a notable feature
of which is that all the usual system of struts and bracing wires
is dispensed with . The machine is also given a striking appearance
by the fact that the wings have a pronounced forward stagger, or in
other words, the upper wing is situated well in front of the lower
one. The absence of struts and wires has an appreciable effect
upon the speed of the machine, as it lessens its drag or wind resist-
ance ; and it also reduces considerably the amount of work required
to ” rig” the machine. These features have been made possible
by the use of cantilever wings built on a similar principle to that
which governs the construction of cantilever bridges. This means
that the stresses on one half of the plane are not carried to the

FOR some months we have dealt in these pages with interesting
British aeroplanes in the series entitled " British Aircraft
Developments.’* This month we describe four interesting

foreign machines, representing types that are very rarely seen in
tills country. These machines are the French Bl riot 290
sesquiplane amphibian, the German Darmstadt D.22 cantilever
biplane, the American Gee-Bee '* Super-Sportster " racing mono-
plane, and the German Junkers " Jun io r "  light monoplane.
These all differ in type and use, but are all well known, not only
in their country of origin,
but also in other parts
of the world.

British aircraft con-
structors are noted for
their flying boats and
other marine aircraft, but
no machine similar to the
Bleriot 290 is built in this
country. This is a cabin
amphibian with accom-
modation for three. I t  is
a sesquiplane, which
means, literally, that it
has " one-and-a-half
wings, the top wing carry-
ing the pusher engine,
which is a Salmson 9Ab
radial air-cooled engine
developing 230 h.p. This
wing, which is 47 ft, 11 in.
in span, is constructed of
wood and covered with
fabric, as also are the two
small lower wings that
are attached direct to the hull, a rectangular structure made
of wood and provided with two " steps.*’ The undercarriage of the
machine is of the retractable type, consisting of two spring legs
arranged so that they will lift the wheels sideways and house
them in the bottom wings. This operation is carried out by-
turning a wheel near the pilot’s seat, and an indicator is provided
on the instrument board of the machine to show the pilot the
position of the wheels at any moment.

The accommodation is arranged so that the pilot is seated
centrally and the passengers on a double seat behind him. There is
a large door on each side of the cabin, and space for luggage, marine
gear, etc., is provided in a compartment in the nose of the hull,

The upper illustration shows the Bteriot 290 sesquiplane amphibian, and the lower one the Darmstadt
D.22 cantilever biplane. Photographs by  courtesy of  Bleriot-  Acronautique, and the Darmstadt University

Aviation Society, respectively.
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fuselage by the " flying wires " in the usual manner, but are
mainly compensated by stresses on the other half of the plane.

The cantilever method of construction is employed on many
aeroplanes, in particular on a large number of Fokker machines ;
but it is very rarely employed in biplanes, and it is probable
that the Darmstadt types are the only examples at present in
existence. The
D.22, the latest
of these, is a
two-seater light
aeroplane, 21 ft.
2 in. in overall
length and with
a span of 24 ft.
3 in. These
measurements
also are unusual,
for the span of a
biplane is gener-
ally much greater
than the length.
The machine is
fitted with an
" Argus " As8R
inverted four-
cylinder - in - line
air-cooled engine
that develops
150 h.p., and has
a max imum
speed of about
149 m.p.h. and a
cruising speed of
136,6 m.p.h. The previous Darmstadt cantilever biplane, the D.18,
set up a world's speed record for its class when equipped with an
Armstrong Siddeley “ Genet " engine.

It is interesting to note that the Darmstadt University Aviation
Society is not a commercial firm of aeronautical constructors,
but is a society composed of students from the Darmstadt Technical
High School, who gain practical experience by building aeroplanes
of their own design. The first machines constructed were gliders
and sailplanes, and some very famous ones, which had a great
effect upon German sail-
plane design, were built.
The first powered aeroplane
to be constructed by the
Soc i e ty  was  t he
“ Mahomed," built in 1924,
which secured several
prizes in competitions.

The Gee-Bee " Super-
Sportster M is the most
unusual of the machines
illustrated in this article.
The fuselage is extremely
fat and short, while the
rudder, tailplane and ele-
vators are very small. The
most remarkable feature
however is the fact that the
pilot's cockpit is situated
as far in the rear as it is
possible for it to go, the
pilot actually sitting level
with the leading edge of
the tailplane. This position
is employed in order to
off-set the weight of the
huge Pratt and Whitney
'* Wasp " supercharged
engine with which the
machine is equipped. When
the pilot gets into the cockpit a cover is closed down on him and
held in position by special fasteners, arranged so that they can be
quickly released if necessary. In an emergency the pilot would
pull a special lever, and the cover and the top cowling of the
fuselage over the cockpit would be released in one movement,
allowing the pilot an unobstructed passage to escape by parachute.

The machine was built for the 1932 National Air Races, an
important aeronautical event that takes place in the United States
every year ; and it follows the same general lines as other Gee-Bee
machines that have been produced previously for these races.
Some idea of the success that has attended the efforts of the
engineers responsible for this bulletdike mac lune may be gained
from the fact that on 3rd September, 1932 a world's speed record
for landplanes was set up in it by Mr. James Doolittle, the well-

known American pilot, who flew at a speed of 294.2 m.p.h. This
record does not still stand, however, having been beaten In
September of this year by Mr. James Wedell, during the Inter-
national Air Races held at Chicago, in connection with the
" Century of Progress " Exhibition. This American pilot flew
a Wedell-Williams monoplane equipped with a Pratt and WhitneyTt Wasp " engine

at an average
speed of 305
m.p.h. over a
marked and offi-
cially observed
course.

Full details of
t he  "Supe r -
Sportster " are
not yet available
for publication,
but it can be
stated that the
machine is only
25 ft. in span,
and 17ft. 9 in.
i n  ove ra l l
l eng th .  The
“ Wasp " en-
gine with which
it is equipped
develops 800 h.p.
at 2,350 r.p.m.,
and is 800 lb.,
or nearly half a
ton in weight.

The machine weighs 1,840 1b. when empty, and 3,075 1b. when
fully loaded. I t  is fitted with fuel tanks that have a total capacity
of 160 U.S. gallons.

There is another version of the " Super-Sportster," equal in
size to the one just described, but equipped with a supercharged
Pratt and Whitney " Wasp-Junior " engine, developing about
550 h.p. This machine is capable of carrying 302 U.S. gallons of
petrol, and has attained a speed of 247.3 m.p.h. over an official
3 km. course.

The Junkers " Jun io r "
is one of the best-knowrn
low wing monoplanes. I t
is only a light machine,
but it has to its credit
a large number of excellent
flights in all parts of
the world. It is not
unique in design, similar
machines being built in
England ; but with the
exception of the Avro
" Avian Monoplane," the
British low wing mono-
planes are cabin machines
and have seats for at
least three people. The
"Jun io r "  is an all-metal
machine, fitted with canti-
lever wings similar in
principle to those on the
Darmstadt, and 32ft. 10 in.
in span. It may be
equipped with an Arm-
strong Siddeley " Genet "
eng ine  deve lop ing
be tween  80  and  88
h.p., or with a Siemens
Sh.lSa five-cylinder radial
air-cooled engine, accord-

ing to personal wishes. It is 23 ft. 6 in. in overall length, and
has a maximum speed of 109 m.p.h., a cruising speed of 87 m.p.h.
and a landing speed of 46 m.p.h.

The founder of the firm of Junkers Flugzeugwerke A.G. was
Professor Junkers, another of the pioneers of aviation. He was
the inventor of the opposed piston Diesel engine, and in 1909
patented a novel form of tlxick wing cantilever aeroplane. In 1915
he founded the firm that bears his name, to introduce new ideas
and to develop all-metal aeroplanes fitted with cantilever wings.

Probably the most famous aeroplane produced by Professor
Junkers is the G.38, which is claimed to be the biggest landplane in
the world and is in regular operation on the London-Berlin service.
This machine was fully described and illustrated on page 972
of our issue for December, 1931.

One of the world’s fastest aeroplanes, the Gee-Bee “ Super-Sportster.” In September 1932 this American machine set up
a record for landplanes by travelling at a speed of 294.2 m.p.h.

A Junkers u Junior ” all-metal light aeroplane in flight. The familiar Junkers practice of
employing corrugated metal can be seen in this illustration. Photograph by courtesy of Junkers-

Flugzcugwerke, A, G.
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XLVIIL—A PHOTO-ENGRAVER

PRINTING of a kind existed in Europe long before
the time of Gutenberg and Coster, to whom we
referred in last month’s article in this series,

dealing with the career of a printer. Many of the
books produced a t  this early period contained remarkable
illustrations. The characters or pictures to be reproduced
were marked out on the surface of a block of wood,
which was then cut away so as to leave the required
print standing up above the level
of the rest of the block. Im-
pressions were then made by
inking the blocks and pressing
sheets of paper on them. Block-
cutting in this manner was a very
laborious process, and " block
books,” as they were called, were
rare and highly prized.

The production of block books
interests us now chiefly because
wood engravings were still in use
until about 50 years ago. Natur-
ally many improvements had been
introduced since the invention
of the method, notably in the use
of better ink and of a more suitable
wood. The engravers of last
century worked on boxwood,
which is not only hard, but of
extremely fine grain so that i t  can
be cut cleanly in any direction.
The introduction of photography
brought about a complete change,
for drawings were then made on
paper and photographed on the
wood. This was a great im-
provement in many respects, and
in particular, pictures could be
drawn any size and reduced or
enlarged as required when they
were being photographed in readiness for the engraver.

Not long afterwards the use of wood engraving was
abandoned. Metals such as copper and zinc came
to be employed instead of boxwood, and the laborious
graving process was replaced by etching with acids.
The splendid illustrations that appear on the pages
of the “M.M” are printed from blocks of these metals
upon which pictures have first been photographed
and afterwards engraved by chemical methods.

As a general rule a boy who wishes to become a
photo-engraver enters into an apprenticeship with
some firm in his town or district. A good general
education is an essential preliminary, and many firms
insist that all boys who propose to  become apprentices

should have attended a secondary school and passed a
Matriculation examination or obtained the School
Certificate A. Other firms only require a boy to have
attended a secondary school, and rely upon a personal
interview to  discover whether he has the necessary
educational qualifications.

The age at  which a boy becomes an apprentice depends
to  a large extent on the type of school that he attends.

If he has received his education
at an elementary school he will
leave school when he is about 14
years of age, and if he is successful
in obtaining a position immedi-
ately there will be two years to
find out whether he is gifted
sufficiently to be successful in
one of the several departments
of the trade. If this turns out
to be the case, when he reaches
the age of 16 he must then be
apprenticed, and must serve in-
dentures for five years.

If the boy has attended a
secondary school he will not leave
until he is about 16 years of age,
and consequently he will not have
much opportunity of a probation-
ary period in which to find out if
his temperament and talents are
suitable for the branch in which
he enters. By agreement between
masters and men, a boy over 16
cannot be employed in the trade
unless he is an indentured appren-
tice, and therefore it is important
that any boy who wishes to  become
a photo-engraver should not re-
main at school until he is more
than 16, for he will find that few,

if any, engravers will accept an apprentice who is above
that age. Because of this, the boy should begin to  think
seriously about his career a good while before leaving
school, and should not wait until his school days are
definitely behind him before seeking an opening. Most
photo-engraving firms of standing do not require
premiums to be paid.

I t  is sometimes possible for a boy who can afford
the necessary fees to  attend a course of technical instruc-
tion in photo-engraving before he actually enters the
trade. If this plan can be followed it is an excellent
one, as it enables a boy to take fuller advantage of the
practical training he will receive while at work. A
course of this nature is available at the School of

Mr. C. VV. Gilchrist, Governing Director of Gilchrist Bros. Ltd.,
Leeds, who make all the blocks that are used in the ** Meccano
Magazine.” He was apprenticed as a photo-engraver in 1888,
and throughout his career has been keenly Interested in improving
the various methods of producing printing blocks. He was the
first in this country to introduce electrically etched half-tones.
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Photo-Engraving and Lithography, London. Here
instruction is provided in purely trade work, and in
addition scientific and artistic training is given. Ad-
mission of fee-paying pupils is restricted as a rule t o
boys not under 13
and not over 14j,
although in special
cases suitable boys
whose ages are a
little outside these
limits may be ad-
mitted.

Wages vary in
different parts of
the country and
with different firms,
but as a rule a boy
of 15 on first taking
up an apprentice-
ship may expect to
receive about 10/-
per week. This in-
creases annually
until, when he has
really completed his
apprenticeship but
is still not 21, and is
therefore working
as what is termed
an “ improver,” he will probably be receiving £2 per
week. On finishing his time and obtaining work as a
fully qualified tradesman, a weekly wage of £4 8s. Od. may
be expected, rising to  £5 or more according to  ability.

When a boy has been engaged with a view to  appren-
ticeship, the decision has
to  be made in which branch
of the business he shall
receive his training. There
are nine distinct depart-
ments, and it is the rule
nowadays that each de-
partment shall be staffed
by specialists, who are
trained to  make the plate
ready to be taken up by the
next department, until the
block is finally completed.
Thus a boy's duties vary
according t o  the depart-
ment in which he is placed.

We may, however, in-
stance a boy going into the
operating studio, where the
negatives are made from
which the blocks are pro-
duced. He will first be
shown how to  mix the
various chemicals required
for the production of the
negative, and he will be
shown how the negatives
are developed and finished in readiness for the next stage,
which is the printing-down on the plate. He will then be
shown the workings of the process camera, and how the
exposures have to be made through a ruled screen. If
he makes good progress he will be given an opportunity to
expose a plate in the camera, and to  develop and finish it
off through its various stages, until he is able to produce
good class negatives. Thus a boy interested in chemistry

is likely to  be more successful in this department
than if put t o  the mechanical side of the business,
which is routing and mounting. Temperament and
inclination for the artistic or mechanical side must be

taken into con-
sideration when
making the decision
as to  which branch
the boy should
enter.

I t  must be under-
stood that the busi-
ness is of an in-
volved nature and
cannot be treated
lightly. A full five
years’ apprentice-
ship is necessary to
enable a boy to
become quite pro-
ficient at the age of
21, so that he can
go out into the
trade as a fully
qualified craftsman.

Most firms of
photo - engravers
insist that all their
apprentices should

attend evening classes. Suitable classes are held in
technical institutes and art schools in most parts of the
country, and full information can be obtained from the
secretary of the local Education Committee. Some of
these schools have special examinations of their own for

which students are required
to  sit at the end of each
session ; others prepare
students only for the
examinations held by the
City and Guilds of London
Institute. These examina-
tions are intended primarily
for the apprentice in his
later years, or for the
qualified craftsman who is
improving his knowledge by
attendance at part-time
courses. The apprentice's
course is arranged to cover
normally a period of four
years, divided into two
periods of two years. There
is an intermediate examina-
tion at the  end of the second
year, and a final examina-
tion at the end of the
fourth year.

Prior t o  entering on the
first year of technical in-
struction, it  is desirable that
a student who has left a

public elementary school at the age of 14 should have
attended for two years a part-time junior or preliminary
technical course, including English, calculations, drawing
and elementary science, such as is provided in many
evening institutes and technical schools.

I t  is expected that students who wish to sit for the
two examinations should attend classes on at least two
evenings per w*eek, but (Continued on  page ssq

Stages in the preparation of blocks for the " Meccano Magazine.” Routing a completed plate, or cutting out
unwanted metal from it, in readiness for mounting.

One of the final processes. Parts of the plate are being covered with protective
material before it is returned to the etching machine.
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The New Patent Act
Changes That Affect Inventors •

By Bertram T* King
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

□□□□□□□□□□I

ON 1st November last there came into force the
Patents and Designs Act 1932, which effected
certain changes in the  law relating to  inventions

and industrial designs. The general method of obtaining
a patent was fully described in the “Af.M." for June,
1928, and readers who are interested are advised to
obtain a copy of this issue (price 8d. post free). The
new Act makes numerous alterations, and i t  is only
possible to  deal
with a few of
them in this
short article.

The period
of provisional
p ro t ec t i on
under the new
Act is extended
by  th r ee
months, so  that
the  Complete
Spec i f i ca t i on
may now be
left at any
time within 12
months from
the  date of the
app l i ca t i on .
This period is
the same as
that allowed
in which to  file
app l i ca t i ons
abroad under
the  In t e r -
na t iona l
and  In t e r -
co lon i a l
Ar range -
ments, so that
if the  Complete
Specification is not left until the end of the period
allowed, and if foreign patents are contemplated, then
the  foreign applications will have t o  be despatched
before the  Complete Specification is on the  file in this
country. Further, unless the Complete Specification
following the Provisional Application is left well before
the expiration of the 12 months, the search on novelty
made by the Patent Office, the  result of which very
often influences the applicant's decision with regard t o
foreign patents, will not be available.

A very important change concerns the search made
by Patent Office officials to determine to  some degree
whether an  invention sought to  be patented is novel.
Formerly the  official search was directed to the  investi-
gation of previous British patent specifications filed
on applications for patents during the  previous 50
years. Under the new Act the search may be extended
to  foreign specifications and other documents. The

widening of the  search brings the English practice more
into line with that prevailing in Germany and the
United States, but the fact tha t  a patent is  granted
is still no guarantee of i ts  validity.

I t  is  anticipated that greater work will be involved
in carrying out the more extensive search directed
by the new Act, and the time for obtaining acceptance
of the  Complete Specification has been extended to  18

months from
the  application
da t e .  The
Gove rnmen t
fees on filing a
Complete Speci-
fication have
a l so  been
increased.

The time in
which a patent
must be sealed
has been ex-
tended from 18
months t o  21
months, so that
under the  new
Act the maxi-
mum  time with-
in which the
patent must be
sealed, includ-
ing extensions
of t ime obtain-
able under the
Principal Act,
is 28 months.
This period
may be extend-
ed by such an
amoun t  a s
appea r s  t o

the Comptroller to  be  necessary, if i t  is proved that
hardship would arise in connection with a patent
application outside the United Kingdom.

Many new grounds on which application may be made
by petition to the Court for revocation of a patent have
been added. These new provisions are of considerable
importance, and they certainly make i t  more than
ever necessary to  obtain professional assistance in
preparing a Complete Specification for Letters Patent.

In  the  past patents have been granted for so-called
perpetual motion machines and other similar con-
trivances that obviously would not work. The new
Act empowers the  Comptroller to  refuse to grant a
patent on what he regards as a frivolous application.
This is a wise alteration because, unfortunately,
ignorant and ill-informed inventors and purchasers
have on various occasions wasted a good deal of
money on patents of this kind.

No. e* *0 much of tout tern aa 1* encipirtd : AND to toa and tW
toe Mid patentea may han and nnjoy to* tote via and aaamtes utd too full Until of th*
Mid UivanUon, W* do by the** pr**aate lor tu, 0«  ban and *un«»>n, atently comnuuu)
ail oar *ub>la whateMTW within mu ViUMd Kingdrnn itf flraal Britain anl Intend, and
to* W* of Han, that they do not aa any Gm* during toe Wntinuance of thr mid
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The much-prized document— the sealed letters patent, as granted to an inventor—which may bring him fame and fortune—
or may not !
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A Famous Cricketer Pays Us a Visit
He Wishes Every Boy Could See the Meccano Factory□

□
□
□
□

against Australia, five have been scored here. Hobbs'
record score in first-class cricket is 316 not out against

Middlesex in 1926,
AMONG the many distinguished visitors whom it has

been our privilege to welcome at the Meccano
Fac to ry ,

few occupy so high
a place in the
esteem and affec-
tion of boys as Mr.
J .  B. Hobbs, tlie
famous Surrey and
England batsman,
who visited us on
Fr iday ,  8 th
September.

“ Jack ” Hobbs,
to  use the name by
which he is known
throughout t he
c r i cke t  wor ld ,
a l t hough  now
nearing the close

and in the pre-
vious season he
achieved his high-
est season’s aggre-
gate, 3,024 runs.

Since his first
appearance for the
county of Surrey,
Hobbs has scored
61,629 runs in first-
class cricket ; that
is over 11,000 more
runs than any of
h i s  con tem-
pora r i e s ,  and
nea r ly  7,000
more  t han

of his 51st year, retains a youthfulness that makes it
difficult to  realise that for nearly thirty years he has been
a “ star ” in English cricket. His fitness augurs well for
the completion next season of a
record that is likely to  stand for all
time— the scoring of 200 centuries
in first-class cricket.

Hobbs is a son of the late J .  C.
Hobbs, professional cricketer on
the ground staff at Fenner’s, Cam-
bridge, and he played for Cambridge
as an amateur. After professional
engagements at Bedford Grammar
School and at Cambridge, he was
taken on by the Surrey Club in
1903, and two years later went
into the Surrey County Team.

In  referring t o  the exploits of
Hobbs it is difficult to know where
to  begin, for he has set up so many
records. There is, for instance,
his first-wicket partnership with
the great Yorkshireman Wilfred
Rhodes, in the England-Australia
test match at Melbourne in the
1911-12 tour, which realised 323
runs. With another famous York-
shire player, Herbert Sutcliffe, he
shares the record first wicket stand
against the South Africans, 268
in the Lords match in 1924.

In all, Hobbs has played seventy-
one Test Match innings, totalling
3,636 runs for an average of 54.26
runs. His biggest Test Match score
was 187 at Melbourne in the 1911-12
game. Melbourne seems to have
been Hobbs’ happy hunting ground,
for of twelve test match centuries

the total achieved by the renowned Dr. W. G. Grace.
This striking achievement makes a curious commentary
on the views of those who would restrict county cricket

elevens to  native-born players. Such
a restriction would have compelled
Hobbs t o  live his cricket career
in the comparative obscurity of
the Minor Counties.

I t  is in the nature of things that
hero worship comes to those whose
prowess can be recorded in big
figures, and these achievements are
apt to  dwarf the hero’s performance
in other directions. I t  is interesting
to add, then, for the encouragement
of those readers whose batting is
not of rock-like consistency, that
Hobbs would have been known in
cricket history as a great fielder
even if he had not won fame
as the world’s greatest batsman.
The game has known few better
cover points. If one could add
the runs he has saved to  those
he has made, what a total they
would make !

Hobbs was escorted round the
factory by Mr. Douglas Hornby, and
throughout the tour he displayed
the keenest interest in everything
he saw, maintaining an almost
ceaseless fire of questions regarding
the operations. At the conclusion
of the tour he expressed his appreci-
ation in the enthusiastic entry
in the Visitors' Book reproduced
above, which we are sure will
be read with interest by all Meccano
boys.

Ready for another century. Jack Hobbs’ comfortable,
akrl stance at the wicket is one of the secrets of his

great success.

Jack Hobbs* entry in the Visitors’ Book at the Meccano factory.
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He established his base at the flying field
at Johannisthal, near Berlin, and, knowing
that the Dutch Government were looking
for a constructor with whom to place
orders for aeroplanes, hoped to secure
the contract himself. He was unsuccess-
ful, however, but was more fortunate with
the German authorities, and the result
was that his machines played a great
part in the Great War. His value as a
designer is attested by the strong desire
of the Germans to make him take out

Here uv review books of interest and of use to readers
o f the , l M .M H'r can supply copies of these books
to readers who cannot obtain them through the usual
channels. Order from Book Dept., Meccano Limited,
Binns Road, Liverpool ]3, adding 1/- for postage io the
price, Postages on different hooks vary, hut any balance
remaining will be refunded.

u Flying Dutchman ”
By ANTHONY FoKKER. (Routledge. 6/-)

In  (t Flying Dutchman," Anthony 14. G.
Fokker has written a book that is definitely
among the classics of aeronautical literature.
In it the story of his life is very entertain-
ingly told right from his early days,
which were spent in Java. His father
was a wealthy coffee planter and went
home to Holland when he retired in
order to enable the boy to receive a proper
education .

Fokker was most decidedly not a success
at school, and even his invention of an
” examination passer/'- on which answers
were marked on a revolving cardboard
disc visible only through a slit in his desk,
did not help him to  achieve great distinction
in ordinary school work ! He was greatly
interested in handwork, howe ver, and in a
workshop created in an attic in his home
he gave full rein to his inventive genius.
In order to prevent unwelcome intrusions
from members of the family, he connected
up a shocking coil with the knob on the
door of his room. He writes that ” the
first victim was an inquisitive cousin
who thought she would peek into my
funny attic. The family heard her frantic
yells and rushed upstairs to find her
dancing ecstatically up and down before
my door with her hands glued to the knob.
That cured everyone of calling on me
without an express invitation.”

Another of Fokker’s curious labour-
saving inventions was a piece of wood to
hold four pens to enable him to write
four ** lines " at once. Often also he
paid boys to write the '•* lines ” he had
earned, while he went out sailing his
home-made boat or worked in his work-
shop in the attic.

During his early years Fokker made
numerous experiments with paper gliders
such as boys still use at school, and later
was so inspired by the exploits of the
Wright Brothers and other early airmen
that he decided he must ” get into aviation.”
The first school to which he went in order
to learn to fly came to an untimely end
when the aeroplane was crashed by the
so-called instructor, who knew little or
nothing about ayiatfen, Fokker de-
manded the return of the fee paid by his
father for the course, and with this, and
other money borrowed from his father,
he commenced to build his first aeroplane.
This was duly completed and was success-
fully flown by Fokker, but unfortunately
while he was at home recovering from an
attack of pneumonia, contracted during
his flights, his partner tried to fly the
machine and crashed badly.

Fokker later built another machine
and in this made a large number of flights.

° British Ships Illustrated °
By A. C. HAitPV, B Sc. (Black. 3/6)

Here is a book with illustrations and
short descriptions of forty-three different
British merchant ships, most of them
representing entirely different types and
showing the result of the changes that  have
taken place during the last decade in
British ships and shipping. The vessels
illustrated are those that compose our
all-important mercantile marine, and the
photographs have been carefully chosen to
show the  vessels in their natural surround-
ings and connected with the work that
they are intended to perform. All types
are dealt with, from large liners, Cape
mail boats. West African traders, re-
frigerator ships, cross-Channel ships,
down to  the humble collier and fishing craft.

Mr. Hardy is an  acknowledged authority
on matters connected with ship-types and
ship propulsion and in the text he gives
us the benefit of his wide experience
of shipping matters. His introduction
clearly summarises the present position
of British shipping with regard to the
methods of propulsion employed and the
various types of machinery in general use.
All the principal systems are discussed and
illustrated and the outstanding features
in every example arc emphasised.

It  is interesting to learn that Mr. Hardy
believes that the oil -using ship is destined
to play a tremendously important part
in years to come. He thinks that it
is difficult to conceive in the future that
coal can occupy a position of great import-
ance except for purely local services.
In his opinion ” the British mercantile
marine is at the present moment probably
in a better technical position than ever
to meet the often subsidised competition
of foreign nations, but i t  will not remain
so unless every effort is made to maintain
it on a basis of the highest possible efficiency
from a propulsive point of view.”

The illustrations, which are beautifully
produced in photogravure, are as striking
as they are picturesque.

u Five Plays for Scouts ”
By H.  ®.  & N. I. NicHOLLS

(Brown, Son & Ferguson Ltd. 1 /6  net)
The presentation of simple plays forms

an attractive feature of the lighter side of
Scout life, and the present book contains
five plays suitable for production at Scout
concerts and similar social gatherings.
They vary in length and in character, but
all can readily be performed with the aid
of simple and inexpensive scenery and
equipment. The subjects of the plays
range from adventure on a cannibal island
in the South Seas to struggles with burglars
and kidnappers, and many dramatic sur-
prises await the villains at the hands of
Scouts, who of course figure prominently
throughout. When performed with spirit
the plays will provide excellent entertain-
ment both for the players and for their
audiences.

Anthony H. G. Fokker, the famous inventor and aviator
who describes his career in Flying Dutchman ”

reviewed on this page.

naturalisation papers, and also by the
story, given here for the first time, that
he was offered £2,000,000 by the British
Government if he would leave Germany
and make aeroplanes in England.

What is probably the most interesting
chapter in the whole book deals with a
problem that faced him at the end of the
War, when the Allies ordered every Fokker
aeroplane to be destroyed- He then
smuggled six train loads of material,
inchiding about 400 engines, 120 single-
seaters, 60 two-seaters, and about 20 of
the well-known Fokker D.8 type machines
over the borders of Germany into Holland.
He managed to conceal some of the
money he had made and he reveals the fact
that at  one time during the Revolution he
carried it about with him in a battered
suitcase, and was constantly protected by
a personal bodyguard of four stalwart
marines- Eventually he smuggled this
money also out of Germany.

Every boy who is at all interested in
flying should read this book, for it  is the
story of the ad vent n res of a remarkable man.
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size to a golf ball in the centre, while the
electron might be represented by a man
in an aeroplane circling over the top
ring of seats." The comparison also
reveals the startling fact that an atom is
mainly emptiness ’ Even the most solid
objects familiar to us are in reality com-
posed of tiny protons and electrons widely
separated from each other.

These discoveries led chemists to picture
the atoms as combinations of protons and
electrons held together by their electrical
attractions for each other. Then it was

suggested that they resembled
miniature solar systems of vary-
ing degrees of complexity, the
electrons whirling in orbits
round the protons that formed
their nuclei. I t  now seems that
in its turn this picture will be
superseded by one in which
there are no material atoms at
all, their places having been
taken by groups of waves,
which the author describes as
" electrical holes in the centre of
auras," or vibrating halos. At
present these ideas are in
opposition to each other, for
neither gives us a complete and
satisfactory picture ; and the
author suggests that eventually
some scientific genius will dis-
cover means of combining them
to form a more satisfactory
representation of the true con*
dition of the interior of the
tiny particles we call atoms.

“ British Locomotives
Illustrated ”

By W. J .  BELL, M I L E.
(Black. 3/61

The endeavour here is to
give the clearest possible re-
productions of first-class photo-
graphs of representative modern
British locomotives. Although
the main idea is to show the
tendency in modern design,
several illustrations of early
engines are included by way
of contrast. These serve to
indicate the lines on which
tlie modern locomotive has
evolved from the locomotives
of early days. Each illustration

is faced by an informative descriptive note.
A brief introduction outlines railway
developments from the " " first
trial to the present day, and the illustra-
tions include the latest types of engines
on British railways, as well as lesser
known locomotives. In the latter cate-
gory is the three-cylinder Pacific type
“ Hurricane " on the 15 in. gauge Romney,
1 lythe, and Dymchurch Railway. Among
the historic engines are the G.W.R. " City
yf Truro " and the famous ” Gladstone "o f

the L.B.S.C., both of which are now housed
in the York Railway Museum. Of the once
popular " single-wheelers/' G.W.R. and
G.N.R. “ 8-footers " are included ; also M.R.,
Caledonian and L.N.W.R. examples.

Although there may be little external
resemblance in the various types of
locomotives shown in the illustrations,
it is difficult to find a modern locomotive
that does not embody in some form
the devices originally employed in the
early days of the railway. I t  is interesting
to note the author’s opinion that " the
tendency of modern design is for greater
powers, constructional and detail im-
provements, and in other ways making
for progress."

•* At Home Among The Atoms ”
Bv Professor JAMES KESOALL, M.A., D.Se., F.R.S.

(Bell. 4 /6  net)
Professor Kendall describes his book as

" A First Book of Congenial Chemistry/'
a sub-title carefully chosen to indicate
its informal character. He recognises
that to-day there are many people who
realise how’ great a part chemistry plays in
human life, and wish to know and under-
stand something of the work of the chemist,
and his book gives them the necessary
information clearly and authoritatively.
I t  is written so entertainingly
that from beginning to end it
holds the attention of the ordin-
ary reader, whose progress is
made easy by means of homely
analogies and humorous ex-
planations. It  will throw a new
light on chemistry for those who
already know something of this
great science, and owners of
Kemex Outfits will find it speci-
ally useful in enabling them to
grasp the ideas behind their
experiments.

The chemist is concerned with
the nature of the things, or
" substances," as he prefers to
call them, that he finds in the
air, the earth and the sea, or is
able to make for himself in his
laboratory. The author begins
by explaining the means that
have revealed the nature of these
substances, choosing familiar
examples of chemical change,
such as rusting and burning, in
order to make the purpose of
chemical experiments clear.
Then he shows how patient
analysis has revealed the pres-
ence of about 90 simple sub-
stances in the 300,000 different
chemicals described in modern
chemical dictionaries. These
simple substances are known
as elements. Some of these are
more abundant than others, and
most of them are so rare that 99
per cent, of the earth is com-
posed of only 12 elements. I t
is interesting to read that prac-
tically half of our planet con-
sists of oxygen, the familiar gas
present in the atmosphere and
found in combination with other elements
in water and many common rocks.

This simplification is followed by an
account of one of the most important tasks
of the chemist—that of finding how the
elements unite with each other. This
involves a little arithmetic. The amount
required is not more than sufficed for
Christopher Robin and Pooh in Mr. A. A.
Milne’s charming and well-known rhymes,
but in Professor Kendall’s skilful hands is
sufficient to reveal the atomic structure of
matter. His readers learn how by similar
means Dalton, the famous English chemist,
came to realise about 125 years ago that
every element is built up of tiny particles,
those of any one kind of simple substance
being of the same weight, and having the
same likes and dislikes for the particles of
other elements. These particles are the
atoms, or bricks of the universe, and
chemists have weighed and measured
them with extraordinary accuracy.

Professor Kendall then introduces his
readers to the more important of the
elements. Such well-known performers
in the chemical world as oxygen, hydrogen,
and chlorine are dealt with, and their
stories are told in a light and easy manner

Modem Cathode Ray Tube of the type introduced by Dr. W.  D, Coolidge. From
** At Home Among the Atoms *’ reviewed on this page.

that helps to convey to the reader the
wonderful fascination of chemical science.

The author then touches upon the rarer
elements, the strange properties of which
have great ly influenced chemical ideas.
These include helium, neon and other inert
gases that lurked in our atmosphere un-
detected until about 40 years ago. by which
time one of them had actually been dis-
covered in the Sun ! Special consideration
is given to radium and similar elements
that are slowly committing suicide by
shooting out various kinds of particles and

rays, for their discovery was the beginning
of a tremendous upheaval in science, and
its effect on chemistry, as told by Professor
Kendall, makes a story of absorbing
interest.

Finally we come to  recent developments
of our ideas of atoms. Scarcely had
chemists begun to weigh and measure the
atoms of the elements known to them
when an uneasy suspicion arose that after
ail these were not the simplest forms of
matter. For a century authorities frowned
upon tliis suspicion, but at length it was
proved to be well-founded. The truth
was a distinct surprise, however, for it was
found that the atoms of the elements were
built up of two kinds of particles, that
are now known respectively as electrons
and protons. The electron is a unit
of negative electricity. The proton is a
much heavier particle carrying a positive
charge. Both arc far too small to be
visible, even with the aid of the most
powerful microscope, and in order to
enable his readers to realise how small they
are, Professor Kendall asks them to
“ imagine a hydrogen atom magnified until
it became as big as the Wembley Stadium.
The nucleus would then be equivalent in
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Striking Innovations in Rolling Stock f
New L.N.E.R. Tourist Trains

THE passenger coach built for the opening of the
Stockton and Darlington Railway in 1825 was,
externally, little more than a wooden shed on four

wheels. I t s  passengers sat along the sides facing one
another, and there was a table between them. By the
time the Liverpool and Manchester line was opened in
1830 passenger vehicles had improved a great deal.
First-class coaches approximated more or less t o  the
stage coaches that they superseded, adapted for running
on a railway. Second-class passengers were carried in
what were practically open vehicles, but with a roof t o
cover them. Third-class passengers, however, had a
very rough time, and were
carried in open trucks without
seats. Gradually improve-
ments were made from time
to time, and eventually in 1844
covered carriages with seats
became compulsory by an Act
of Parliament, even for third-
class passengers.

Later, as a result of competition between various
lines, steady progress became the rule in the provision
of additional comfort and convenience for the railway
passenger. The former Midland Railway introduced a
number of American Pullman cars during the 70’s,
and at the same time abolished second-class travel on its
system. Actually what happened was that second-class
coaches were used ,as thirds, the old third-class vehicles
being withdrawn. These innovations immediately
raised the scale of comfort, and other lines had t o
provide equally good accommodation. This progress
in luxury travel has continued ever since, each system in
turn striving t o  go a step better than its neighbour.

The latest expression of this is seen in the new rolling
stock recently put into service by the L.N.E.R., expressly
for tourist traffic. z\part from the constructional
features of the vehicles— winch are novel in man}7 ways—
they are noteworthy as regards their internal fitting and
decoration. I n  this they break away completely from
the traditional " railway " style of furnishing, and
follow essentially modern conceptions in their simplicity
and elimination of unnecessary detail.

Five trains composed of vehicles of this type have been
constructed to  the designs of Mr. H.  N. Gresley, each
consisting of twelve vehicles. Each train is 677 ft. in
length and will carry 600 passengers ; i t  is vestibuled

throughout, and i ts  total weight empty is 338 tons.
The train formation consists of an open saloon car

with brake compartment ; next to  this brake vehicle
comes an articulated unit of two open saloon coaches,
then a buffet car. In  the centre of the train are two
articulated open saloon units. Another buffet car and
twin saloon unit follow, and another saloon brake vehicle.
The train is thus symmetrically inadc up and consists
of 12 vehicles, but carried on a total of 20 bogies instead
of the 24 that would have been necessary had ordinary
construction been followed.

The underframes are of steel, and all the bogies are
of the L.N.E.R. standard four-
wheeled compound bolster
type. The bodies of the open
saloons with brake compart-
ment, and the buffet cars,
are each 61 ft. 6 in. long and
9 ft. wide. The articulated
vehicles are of similar width,
but are 52 ft. long.

The exterior finish of the train is a distinct departure
from the company's usual practice, and results in a very
attractive appearance. Instead of the plain varnished
teak the body is painted London & North Eastern engine
green up t o  the waist line and cream above, the roof
being finished in white.

The body construction incorporates several novel
features. Wooden framing of teak is employed, but
instead of the usual teak panels the whole of the exterior
body panelling is of plywood. The teak framework of
the body has been designed to  eliminate rebating as
far as possible, thus reducing machining to  a minimum.
The body floor boards are bolted direct to  the steel
underframe, no body cushions being employed. The
outer body side panels are of waterproof plywood
supplied by Messrs. Saunders- Roe Ltd., of East Cowes,
to the very large sizes of 25 ft. long by 6 ft. wide.

The face of all the body framing in contact with the
plywood panels is covered with a special Rexine, the
panels being bedded in chemical adhesive before being
finally screwed into position ; the window frames are
" Al pax " aluminium alloy die-castings, which are also
bedded in chemical adhesive. The resulting structure
is exceptionally strong and weather resisting and has
proved to  be very quiet when running.

As the open saloon accommodation occupies practically
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In the photograph above is shown a twin saloon coach
articulated unit, as used in the new L.N.E.R. tourist trains.
For the illustrations and information contained in this article

D we are indebted to the courtesy of the L.N.E.R.
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the full length of each coach body it has been necessary
to  compensate for the absence of cross partitions. For
this purpose a steel stiffening rib has been introduced
on either side of the centre doorway, the latter being a
unique feature. The ribs are screwed to  the  main
pillars, the lower
ends being riveted to
the underframe and
the tops to  strong
angle hoopsticks.

The interior of the
body  i s  l i ned
throughout w i th
plywood, with the
exception of the
ceilings, which are
of special mi11board.
The partitions are of
block plywood, the
whole presenting a
smooth surface for
the application of
the Rexine decora-
tion. The interior
walls and ceilings
are covered with

the car. There is a spacious pantry, which in addition
to  the large storage cupboards and sinks is equipped
with a small grill and gas ring. To ensure that food
supplies are kept fresh an electrically-operated re-
frigerator also is included in the fittings.

The  p reva i l i ng
note in the decora-
tion of the train is
modernity in colour-
ing with simplicity
of line. The use of
mouldings has been
reduced t o  a mini-
mum ; the walls are
plain and there is
no decoration of any
kind on the roof.
The resulting effect
is entirely successful
and has given a
sense of spacious-
ness quite unusual
in railway stock
built t o  the limita-
tions of the British
loading gauge.

Rexine throughout
the train, the colour

An interior view of one of the buffet cars used in the new trains. The reduction of detail in decoration
has resulted in a very up-to-date and spacious internal effect. Oval frameless

mirrors are fixed on
schemes varying in the different types of vehicles.
The saloon floors have a covering of cork lino coloured
to  match the walls, and the buffet car floor is covered
with blue “ Korkoid.”

One of the most interesting innovations is t o  be
found in the seats. The seats in all vehicles, except the
buffet cars, are of a
greatly-improved semi-
buckct type and have
been designed to  give
each passenger a seat
to  himself with the
maximum of room and
the greatest comfort.
They are upholstered
to  harmonise with the
colour scheme of the
saloon, and are ar-
ranged in groups of
four, two each side of
a table. The seat
cushions in some of
the units have spring
fillings provided by
the Vi-Spring Com-
pany, and in others
the fillings are Latex
supplied by the Dunlop
Company. The introduction of this type of seat will
raise the standard of travel comfort considerably,
each passenger having an individual seat which is
numbered and can be reserved.

The buffet car chairs are movable, andareofchromium-
plated tubular steel, the seats and backs being up-
holstered in Rexine. Accommodation is provided
in each buffet car for 24 passengers, two seats t o  each
small table at one side of the gangway and four seats
to  each large table at the other side. The tables are
chromium-plated with tubular legs, the tops being
covered with black r< Korkoid.”

A refreshment counter is situated at one end of

each side and end quarter of the passenger saloons.
The luggage racks and similar fitments in the saloons
are chromium plated. Metal fitments below' the waist
line of the body are cellulose finished in a colour to
match the decoration scheme, and all roof ventilators
and roof lighting fittings are finished to match the roof.

Ample lavatory ac-
commodation is pro-
vided on the train,
tw'o. toilet compart-
ments being situated
at the end of each
open saloon and so
arranged that when
the complete train is
assembled, four of these
are adjacent t o  each
other. Hot and cold
water apparatus is fit-
ted t o  all washbasins.

The train is steam
heated throughout,
radiators being fitted
the full length of the
saloons along the body
side.

The electric lighting
is of the Stone s double

battery type, the main saloon lighting being provided
by a 40-w'att Opal roof lamp in each section w’ith an
additional 15-watt lamp over each mirror on the body
side. The roof lamps in the buffet cars are 60-watt.

The trains provide a new standard of comfort for
the travelling public, and form an important
addition to  the stock of the London & North Eastern
Railway Company. They are being employed for
the most part on day excursion duties and have been
favourably commented on by all who have ridden in
them. One of the first runs made by the first train
built was an excursion trip to Blackpool from Boston
in Lincolnshire.

A saloon coach interior showing the comfortable character of the accommodation. The vertical
steel stiffening ribs mentioned in the article can he seen half-way along the sides of the vehicle.
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Speed Records on the L.M.S.R.
Remarkable speed records were estab-

lished by the L.M.S. Railway between
Euston and Coventry and vice versa on
Tuesday, 19th September, when two
special trains were run in each direction
for the accommodation of guests visiting
the H umber- Hill man-Com mcr motor works
at Coventry.

The fastest run of all was
made by “ Flyer No. 2 " re-
turning from Coventry to
London in the evening, when
the 94 miles from Coventry
to a signal stop just outside
Euston station were run in the
phenomenal time of 74 minutes
20 seconds, at an average
speed of 751 miles an hour
start-to-stop.

Including the signa! stop of
two minutes duration, Euston
was reached on this notable run
in the unprecedented time of
79 minutes from Coventry.
The maximum speed attained
was 92 m.p.h, at Castlethorpe,
while 90 in.p.h. was touched
before Weedon, near Watford,
and again at Wembley. The
train of seven coaches weighed
just over 200 tons and was
hauled by the " Royal Scot *’
class engine No. 6129, “Comet/"
with Driver B. A. Maxchant
and Fireman W. Aldridge of
the Camden (London) depot
in charge.

** Flyer No. 1 M in the up
direction was a heavier train,
consisting of 10 vehicles weigh-
ing 288 tons and hauled by
engine No. 6109, " Royal
Engineer/" It covered the 94
miles from Coventry to Euston
in 82 minutes at an average
speed of 68.7 m.p.h.

In the down direction " Flyer No. 1 ”
with the same engine and load ran to
Coventry in 871 minutes at an average
speed of over 64 m.p.h. ; while " Flyer
No. 2 " took 86 minutes, including five
minutes delays, at  an average of 65.6 m.p.h.
The schedule times were 90 minutes for the
down run and 88 minutes for the up run.

Speedometers on G.W.R. Express
Locomotives

By way of experiment, 12 G.W.R.
4-6-0 express locomotives—six “ Kings **
and six " Castles ”—have been fitted
with speedometers. In some countries
it is the usual practice to fit express
engines with speed recorders, but hitherto
only a few have been fitted with them
in Great Britain.

The “Royal Scot” in America
The tour of the L.M.S.R, “ Royal Scot “

locomotive and train in America has been a
triumphal progress throughout. In Canada
and the United States alike, the coming of
the celebrated train excited the keenest
interest. The engine and eight coaches,
which left Tilbury on 11th April last, were

landed at Montreal and, after
being put into running order,
started out on tour on 1st May,
The route followed included
many important cities, among
them Ottawa, Toronto, Buffalo,
Utica, New York, Philadelphia,
Atlantic City, Baltimore,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Cin-
cinnati, and St. Louis, and in
all 3,181 miles were traversed
before Chicago was reached
on 25th May.

Everywhere the coming of
the train attracted enthusiastic
crowds. At the four cities in
Canada and thirty-five in the
United States where the loco-
motive and coaches were open
for inspection, great numbers of
sightseers came, and in not a
few cases difficulty was experi-
enced in controlling thc-crowds.
Altogether in the course of the
preliminary tour 531,330 per-
sons passed through the train.
From 1st June to the end of
September the engine and train
were on show at the " Century
of Progress ” Exhibition at
Chicago, and a photograph
showing the “Royal Scot" at
the Exhibition, equipped with
searchlight and bell to conform
to American practice, was re-
produced in the article on page
738 of last month's “M.M.”
There the engine and train were

certainly among the most popular of all
exhibits, and by the close of the Exhibition,
nearly 21 million persons had viewed them.

When the Exhibition ended, instead of
returning direct to Montreal for reshipment
as was originally intended. " The Royal
Scot '* set out for an extended tour, going
over to the Middle and Western States and
through Canada, visiting 41 more towns
and cities, and bringing up the total
distance travelled to almost 12,000 miles.
Although no spectacular feats of speed have
been attempted in the course of the tour,
the performances of No. 6100 " Royal
Scot “ have been uniformly creditable,
both to herself and to the men who have
had charge of her. The engine and
train Will return to England on the S.S.
" Beaverdale " — the ship that took them
out—leaving 'on or about 12th November.

A striking view of G.VV.R. locomotive No. 6000, "K ing  George V . "  An  unusual
feature that Is apparent in  the photograph is the provision o f  outside frames for the

leading pah of bogie wheels.

Progress on the London “ Underground ”
In recent weeks some of the progressive

schemes undertaken by the London Under-
ground Railways have been completed and
new and improved stations have been
opened to the public. The old Dover Street
and Down Street stations on the Piccadilly
tube have been replaced by a very attractive

new station named “ Green Park." I t  is
very tasteful in design and all its appliances
are of the most up-to-date order. High speed
escalators, travelling at 150 ft. per min.,
lead directly from the booking hall on
to the end of the platforms.

On the Central London line, the old
British Museum station has been closed and
a new one—named 11 Holborn —has been
opened in close proximity to the I lol born
station on the Piccadilly line. Its plat-
forms are spacious and its general appear-
ance distinctly pleasing.

Arrangements are being made and will
shortly be put into operation for Piccadilly
tube trains, which at present do not go
beyond South Harrow, to work through to
Uxbridge. The total length of this through
route across London from Cockfosters to
Uxbridge is 32 miles.
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between London (Euston and Broad Street)
and Watford and Tri ng are now worked by
engines of this class, which perform their
duties admirably. They start smartly, run

The L.M.S.R. “ Pacifies ”
The second of the new L.M.S.R.

“ Pacifies " — No. 6201—left the works at
Crewe
before the
end of Sep-
tember and
has since
been get-
ting run in
p r io r  t o
en t e r ing
upon ex-
press train
du t i e s .
When these
p re l imin -
aries are
completed,
No. 6201
will share
with No.
6200 the
daily work-
ing of “The
Roya l
Scot *’ be-
tween Lon-
don and
Glasgow in
both direc-
tions. En-
gine No.
6 2 0 0 ,4‘ T h e
Pr inces s
Roya l ,  * *
first worked
" The Royal Scot" through from Euston1to
Glasgow—a distance of 401 i miles—=on
Fridxy. 22nd September. The train when
it left Euston consisted of 15 vehicles,
weighing 431 tons without passengers and
luggage, or about 455
tons full. From Crewe
onwards the load was
reduced by one coach.
Schedule time was kept
with ease and the for-
midable banks at Cam-
den, Shap, and Beat-
toe k were tackled un-
assisted, the minimum
speed at Shap being 25
m.p.h. and at Beattock
26 m.p.h. On the Crewe-
Carlisle section, with-
out  calling upon the
engine to exert any-
thing like its maximum
power, four minutes
were saved. A maximum
speed of 76.5 m.p.h.
was attained thrice in
the course of the run
and Glasgow was reach-
ed over a minute early.
On the following day,
No. 6200 brought the
up “ Royal Scot” through
from Glasgow to  London
and made excellent
running throughout.

Work has gone for-
ward at Crewe on the
new lot of 2-6-0
“ Mogul ” mixed-traffic
locomotives. The first 10 will be numbered
13245 to 13254, and several are already
in service.

During recent months the Derby
works have been engaged on further 2-6 1
standard tank engines, and Nos. 2385 to
2396 have been sent into traffic. Almost
all the steam-drawn local passenger services

Winter Train Services
The present winter train services on the

railways of Great Britain show further
i-m p rove -
ments and
acce l e r a -
tions. The
"Corn i sh
R iv i e ra
Express ”on
the G.W.R.
is scheduled
to arrive at
Ply mou th
3 min .
earlier than
last winter,
and for the
down  run
of  17  3 . 5
mi l e s
be tween
Paddington
and Exeter,
both this
train and
the
"Torbay
L imi t  ed  "
are allowed
in  t he
work ing
t ime tab les
on ly  169
min . ,  r e -
quiring an
average of
61.6 m.p.h.,

start to stop. The public timetables show
an allowance of 170 min.

On the L.M.S.R., 502 trains on main line
and local services jointly save 21 hr. 16 min.
daily. The 6.20 p.m. express from Bir-

mingham to  Euston now
calls at Watford and is
timed to cover the 65
miles from Rugby to
Watford in 65 min.
The down " Ulster Ex-
press " has been acceler-
ated and gives earlier
arrivals of 18 min. at
Heysham and 35 min.
at Blackpool.

The principal im-
provements on the
L.N.E.R. are in Sunday
services and in the
acceleration of the  cross-
country trains between
Newcastle and Carlisle.
The S.R. continue to
run the " Atlantic Coast
Express " and "Bourne-
mo  u t  h L im i t ed  1*
throughout the winter.
The ** Bournemouth
Belle" all-Pullman train
runs on Sundays only.
The wonderful electric
services between Lon-
don and Brighton, pro-
viding six trains an
hour, are fully main-
tained.
S.R. Locomotive News

Of the newest engines of the " Schools ”
class. No. 916, " Whitgifl” No. 917,
" Ardingly," and No. 918, " Hurstpier-
point," are stationed at " Bo-Peep ” shed,
St. Leonards, while No. 919, " Harrow," is
at Ramsgate. Additional engines of this
class are on order at Eastleigh, but no more
will be completed for service this year.

The famous L.M.S.R. locomotive No. 6100, ** Royal Scot.” As recorded in these pages, its visit with an L.M.S.R. train to Canada and
the United States, and its appearance at  the “ Century of Progress ” Exhibition at  Chicago, have aroused great interest.

The L.N.E.R. “ Flying Scotsman ” express on its summer non-stop run irom King's cross to tuinburgh.
The locomotive is the well-known “Pacific” locomotive No. 4474, “Victor Wild,” that in 1925 was
exchanged for a G.W.R. “ Castle ” for comparative trials. Photograph by W. J .  Barker of Leeds.

easily, and are capable of quite high speeds.
Their coal consumption is distinctly
moderate.

As noted in our article on " The Search for
Locomotive Economy " on page 858 of this

issue, one of the 4-6-0 express locomotives
of the former L. and Y. type was converted
at Horwich in 1926 into a four-cylinder com-
pound, having outside high-pressure cylin-
ders and inside low-pressure cylinders. This
engine— No. 10456—is stationed at  Carlisle
and has proved itself thoroughly efficient in
working the expresses to and from Crewe.
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The Search for Locomotive Economy I
IV.—Compound Experiments and Developments
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Newton-le-Willows, and an illustration of this interesting engine
appears on the next page.

I t  resembled the French De Glehn engines in the number and
disposition of the cylinders, and in the use of independent reversing
gears for the high-pressure and low-pressure units. Unlike the
Doncaster engines, it had a long narrow fire-box anti internally
ribbed " Serve ” tubes as used in the G.W.R. De Glehn compounds.
Although primarily a compound, No. 1300 had a patent starting
valve that admitted boiler steam to the receiver, but as soon as
this steam entered the low-pressure cylinders when the engine
began to move, this valve closed. The valves of both high-pressure
and low-pressure cylinders were operated by Walschaerts motion
and a patent reversing arrangement enabled them to be operated,

independently or in conjunc-
tion, by a single reversing screw .
The two reversing rods may be
seen in the photograph of this
engine on the next page.

In 1906 comparative trials
with similar trains at similar
speeds on the G.N.R main
line showed that No. 292 was
more economical in coal con-
sumption than either No. 1300
or No. 294 of the normal
simple design that were tried
against it.

In the following year another
compound engine, No. 1421.
similar to No. 292, was built
at Doncaster. This was also an
" Atlantic/" and had four

cylinders with divided drive. The
leading coupled axle was interesting
in being of the built-up balanced
pattern that was the subject of a

patent by Mr. Ivatt. It was built up in two
main parts bolted together, with a wide
tongue joint interposed to relieve the bolts
of any twisting stresses. The wide type of
fire-box reappeared in this engine, and as in

No. 292, a special change valve made it possible
for the driver to operate the engine continuously as a

compound or as a simple locomotive.
These G.N.R. compounds were not developed further, and

after being provided with a superheater in 1914, No. 1421 became a
standard two-cylinder superheated simple M Atlantic ° in 1920.
In 1917 the Vulcan Foundry engine, No. 1300, was also converted
to simple propulsion with two cylinders, the drive then being
taken from outside cylinders to the leading driving wheels. Outside
Walschaerts gear was employed, the piston valves being above
the cylinders ; and the latter were set above the bogie wheels in
the normal position. The original boiler and fire-box were retained
“in itself a proof of the quality of workmanship put into the engine
—but a superheater and ordinary tubes displaced the original
Serve tubes. This interesting engine has since been withdrawn
from service, and No. 292, the Doncaster compound, also is no
longer running.

In the years immediately prior to the War the application and
development of superheating apparatus, as described in the

for May, 1932, was another phase of the search for loco-
motive economy. In this country it undoubtedly diverted the
attention of locomotive engineers from the subject of compounding,
so that little further interest was given to this after the construction
of the locomotives we have described. The Midland compounds
continued to run successfully, though none had been built more
recently than 1909. These were Nos. 1000-1044, and they still
bear these same numbers. In 1907, when the Midland locomotive
stock was renumbered, the Smith compounds originally Nos. 2631
2635 became Nos. 1000-1004, and the first " Deeley ° engines of
1905-06, originally Nos. 1000-1029, became Nos. 1005-1034.
The engines of 1908-09 were not affected by the renumbering
and have always been Nos. 1035-1044.

Soon after the formation of the L.M.S.R. group further examples

I N the last instalment in this series of articles we saw how the
Worsdell two-cylinder system was followed by the development
of the Smith three-cylinder arrangement on the North Eastern

Railway, and how this latter plan was followed up on the Midland
line. Then came the experimental importation of French loco-
motives by the G.W.R, The working of these De Glehn engines,
and the successful operation of the Smith compounds and their
“ Deeley ” developments on the Midland, caused considerable
attention to be directed to compound working about 25 years ago,
and i ©suited in a very interesting chapter of British locomotive
history. There was not an outbreak of compound building,
however, such as occurred in the eighties of last century when
Webb and Worsdell were striving to perfect their systems.

About the same time as the Deeley compounds first appeared,
Mr. J .  G. Robinson, Locomotive Superintendent of the Great
Central Railway, decided to try the Smith system proper in his
famous *' Atlantic ” engines. He therefore applied i t  to four of
them, one in 1905 and the others in 1906. I t  is interesting that
arrangements were made so that the conversion of the simple
type of “ Atlantic " to the compound, or vice versa, would be
possible with the
min imum of
trouble and ex-
pense, if either
type should prove
the more satisfac-
tory. Actually
neither conversion
has occurred in the
years that have
followed, but both
types have func-
tioned very well
on the steeply-
graded Great Cen-
tral main line, over
wh ich  the
booked tim-
i n g s have
always been
pa r t i cu l a r ly
smart. These com-
pounds are now
numbered 5258 and
5259 ; 5364 and
5365.

For 20 years the
distinction of being the largest compounds in service on a
British railway was held by two “ Atlantics," Nos. 730 and
731, of the North Eastern. These appeared in 1906, and
incorporated the Smith system as applied to four cylinders. The
high-pressure cylinders ’were placed outside, and the low-pressure
cylinders inside, all four being connected to the loading driving
axle. The four valves on each engine were worked by two sets of
valve gear, modifications of Stephenson and Walschaerts motions
being provided respectively on No. 730 and No. 731. The fairly
high pressure of 225 lb. per sq. in. was used at  first, and the boilers
were exceptional in North Eastern practice in having fire-boxes
of the Belpaire kind. Since the engines were provided with
superheaters in 1915, the reduced pressure of 200 lb. has been
employed. They have done good work in their time, but in
subsequent N.E. practice the simple engine reigned supreme,
although the well-known 2-2-4 inspection tank " Aerolite " is
still running as a two-cylinder compound on the Worsdell system.

The Southern partner of the North Eastern in the East Coast
route—the G.N.R.—also took an interest in compounding.
Numerous experiments were made by Mr. H. A. Ivatt with the
object of producing the best possible design of engine for the
prevailing conditions of the G.N.R. line. In No. 292, a four-
cylinder compound variant of his famous large-boilered “ Atlantic "
design, the high-pressure cylinders were only 13 in. in diameter,
and with the limited stroke of 20 in. At the same time, 1905,
there was built for the G.N.R. an engine of the four-cylinder
balanced compound type by the Vulcan Foundry Co. Ltd., of

Two striking views of the largest compound locomotive
in Great Britain, the L.N.E.R, four-cylinder high-pressure
” No. 10000.” The upper illustration shows its forbidding
appearance at the front end, and the lower one the peculiar
contour of the engine as a whole. The boiler covering
is extended to form smoke deflectors. Photographs

courtesy L.N.E.R.
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The successful and economical work of the L.M.S.R. compounds
had another interesting result some years ago, which gave that
company the distinction of owning the largest and most powerful
British compound, the two N.E. four-cylinder " Atlantics " being
thus outclassed. One of the well-known Horwich four-cylinder
4-6-0s was converted to a compound in 1926, when various
experiments were being made on the L.M.S.R. before the intro-
duction of the “ Royal Scots," The method of operation of this
engine is interesting. At starting in full gear, boiler steam passes

direct to the
low - pressure
cy l inde r s .
Thon , when
the  d r i ve r
notches up
and  b r ings
the  cu t -o f f
below' 70 per
cent., a con-
t r o 1 valve
worked off the
r eve r s ing
mot ion
causes steam
to pass to the
high - pressure
cylinders and
compound
working com-
mences. The
high - pressure
cylinders are
outside and
have a dia-

of the Midland compounds as superheated were put in hand,
but with driving wheels slightly smaller and cylinders slightly
larger. While in the later engines of the series the reduced wheel
diameter has remained unchanged at 6 ft .  9 in., the original
cylinder dimensions have been reverted to.

Further multiplication of the design followed for use on sections
of the L.M.S.R. other than the Midland. To make them suitable
for running within the restrictions of the Scottish loading gauge,
No. 1065 and the engines subsequently built were provided with
chimneys and
domes of re-
duced height,
while Ross
° pop " safety
valves also
made their
appearance in
these later
engines.

I t  was
a p p a r ently
thought desir-
able that the
engines for the
Wes te rn ,
Central and
Sco t t i sh
Div i s ions
shou ld  con-
t i n u e t he
practice of
those lines in
being driven
from the left-

meter of 16 in.
The  1 o w -

An experimental four-cylinder balanced compound o f  the former Great Northern Railway. This was built for comparative running
wi th  Doncaster engines in  1905 by The Vulcan Foundry Ltd.  of  Ncwton-le-Willows, to whom we are indebted for the photograph.

hand side, so
tha t  t he

pressure cylinders are very nearly the largest that have ever been
fitted between the frames of a British locomotive, being no less
than 22 in. in diameter. The G.N.R. engine No. 1300 had
inside cylinders 23 in. in diameter in its compound state. The
stroke is 26 in. for both high-pressure and low-pressure units. The
conversion has resulted in a notable economy in fuel consumption
as compared with the simple engines of the same class.

This locomotive was in turn ousted from its position as the
largest British compound, when in 1929 the L.N.E.R. locomotive
“ No. 10000 " appeared. Thus, although Mr. Gresley was respon-
sible for the conversion of the G.N.R. compounds to simple engines,
he has reverted to the compound principle in what is perhaps

the most remark-
able British steam
locomotive yet
built. By reason
of its striking ex-
ternal form it has
attracted a great
deal of public
attention, and it
is one of the few
definitely experi-
mental engines
that have suc-
cessfully taken
regular turns in
traffic working in
link with other
engines. The
mos t  no t ab l e
features of its de-

sign have previously been referred to in the "M.Af.," and no
doubt many of our readers have taken the opportunity of inspecting
it when it has been exhibited at different places.

The adoption of a working pressure of 450 lb. per sq. in. necessi-
tated the employment of a special Yarrow water-tube boiler, and
the steam generated passes first to the outside cylinders and from
these to the inside cylinders. Although a four-cylinder engine,
it has only two sets of Walschaerts motion, operating directly on the
outside high-pressure valve spindles. The low-pressure valves are
driven by means of a special connection incorporating an  ingenious
arrangement patented by Mr. Gresley, which enables separate
points of cut off to  be reached in the high-pressure and low-pressure
cylinders, and is a notable achievement in design.

At present there is a general tendency to improve the simple
locomotive rather than to adopt the compound. On the L.M.S.R.
the simple " Royal Scots ” give efficiency figures superior to the
Midland compounds : and even in France, long the recognised home
of compounds, simple locomotives of advanced design are appearing.

more recent engines have been built with the reversing gear and
regulator arranged to be handled from that side. Of course,
some of the left-hand drive engines might be found on the Midland
section and some of the opposite kind elsewhere, but recently
there has been a tendency to concentrate those with right-hand
drive on the Midland, where such practice has been standard
for many years.

The introduction of such “ foreigners " to the Western Division
in particular was the cause of much comment at first, but as
the men became more used to handling them these '* Crimson
Ramblers " achieved a reputation for fast travelling and generally
satisfactory performance, provided they were not overloaded.
When worked as
intended, on fast
trains of weights
suited to their
capacity, they
quickly showed
their quality,
and thus the
speedy Birming-
ham and Wolver-
li amp t  on  cx-
p re s se s  from
Euston, except
for the hardest
trips, are almost
exc lus ive ly
taken by com-
pounds.

In Scotland,
after some un-
favourable first impressions, they have come to be recognised as
"gran  nd goers." Indeed much of the work demanded of them
by the Scottish authorities is far in excess of that required on the
parent system. The Scottish drivers appear to be able to extract
the very best from the engines, for some of the turns operated by
compounds on both Caledonian and G. & S.W.R. sections are
extremely hard. The L.M.S.R. compounds are Nos. 1000 to 1199,
and there are also Nos. 900 to 939, the last five of the latter having
been turned out in 1932 under Mr. Stanier’s supervision.

This three-cylinder compound system was introduced to
Ireland last year by the building for the G.N.R. of five large 4-4-0
locomotives, described in the August, 1932, "M.Af." In these the
Deeley arrangement of regulator is used, by permission of the
L.M.S.R. authorities. The cylinders of these locomotives are
reduced in diameter from the Derby dimensions, but the
boiler pressure is increased to 250 lb. per sq. in. The capable
nature of these engines is reflected in the smartly-timed services
between Dublin and Belfast for which they were specially built.

The latest development of the Midland compound design. The photograph shows the appearance of the standard L.M.S.R.
engines of this class with boiler mountings of reduced height Photograph courtesy L.M.S.R.
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An Interesting Indian Mountain Line |
The Darjeeling-Himalayan Railway |
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I NDIA possesses close upon 50,000 miles of railway,
ranging from the main lines that serve the ports
and important cities on the plains to  small lines

that  penetrate inland to towns and villages high up  in
the Himalayas. During the hot weather in India
everybody who is able to do so leaves the heat of the
plains for the
cool of the hills,
and traffic op
these  sma l l
railways is then
ve ry  he  avy.
The Darjeeling-
Hima layan
Railway, the
subject of this
article, has an
impor t an t
share of this
traffic, but the

higher elevation and an immediately better alignment.
In the reverse the same object is obtained by running
the track back diagonally up  the hillside for a short
distance, and then again resuming an alignment parallel
to  the original one, but higher up  the side of the moun-
tain. The average gradient of the line is 1 in 25, but

in parts of the
hill section the
gradient i s  in
places as steep
as 1 in 20.

The engine
originally em-
ployed was
small even for
a 2 ft. track,
and was only
capab le  of
drawing a load
of about seven

line is used
chiefly in con-
nection with the many tea plantations along its route.

The Darjeeling-Himalayan Railway is of 2 ft. gauge
and runs from Siliguri on the plains t o  Darjeeling in
the Himalayas. Siliguri is also the terminus of the
Eastern Bengal Railway main line from Calcutta,
which was opened for traffic in 1878. At that time
travellers to  Darjeeling obtained
at Siliguri native conveyances
known as " tongas " for the
uphill portion of their journey.
The rapid development of the
tea-growing industry, and the
inconvenience to the general
public in the tedipus ascent by
tongas, soon led to  dissatisfac-
tion with this means of trans-
port, and in 1879 the construc-
tion of a steam railway along the
cart road from Siliguri to Dar-
jeeling was begun. By March
1880 the line had been opened
to  Tindharia, and Lord Lytton,
the first Viceroy to  visit Dar-
jeeling, was conveyed to  that
point. The line was completed
and opened for traffic through to  Darjeeling in July  1881,
and the company was then named the Darjeeling-
Himalayan Railway Company.

The alignment of the railway followed that  of the
road throughout, but it  soon became apparent that
some of the grades were much steeper than the loco-
motives could manage without great waste of power.
Deviations were made, therefore, loops and reverses
being constructed to  obtain an easier ascent and to
enable heavier loads to  be drawn up the mountain.
In the case of the loops the line circles round and passes
over itself by a bridge, thereby quickly attaining a

tons. I t  has
now been super-

seded by a standard type engine capable of drawing a
load of 35 tons up the improved track, and the speed
attained on the upward journey is now 12 m.p.h. as
compared with 7 m.p.h. formerly. The standard
engines now employed have four-coupled wheels,
cylinders of I l i n ,  bore and 14 in. stroke, and weigh

14 tons. A “ Garratt ” eight-
wheeled articulated engine
weighing 28 tons is also used
in the hill section, and a
“ Pacific " type engine with
bogie tender is used in the
plains section. The " Pacific ”
with its tender weighs 39 tons.

The first passenger vehicles
on this railway were small four-
wheeled trolleys with canvas
roof and two wooden benches
for seats, but some years later
bogie railway stock was intro-
duced. Carriages 26 ft. 6 in.
long and comfortably equipped
are now in regular use. Bogie
vans and trucks are also used,
and the longest bogie truck is

32 ft. New workshops were opened in 1914 at Tindharia,
and all rolling stock except wheels is now built there.

The upward freight traffic of the hill section of the line
is principally rice, flour, tea garden stores, oil, coal and
general stores ; the downward traffic is chiefly tea,
seed, potatoes and fresh vegetables.

A traveller approaching Darjeeling from Calcutta
transfers at Siliguri station from the Eastern Bengal
line to the little mail train of the mountain railway
that stands waiting on the narrow gauge track. Shortly
after leaving Siliguri, 500 ft. above sea level, the train
crosses the Mahanaddi Bridge, 700 ft.  long, and traverses

The Batasia Loop on the Darjeeling-Himalayan Railway. This loop is the last of a series by which the railway obtains
an easy ascent over the steepest sections of the route.

A fine view of the snow-capped peaks of the Himalayan Mountains,
as seen from Darjeeling.
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Immediately after leaving Kurseong the traveller
obtains a fine view down into the valley of the River
Balasum, and the line traverses the eastern slope of this
valley for 16 miles. The snow-capped mountains to
the north, and the white peaks of Kanchenjunga and
its neighbours, now come into view through a gap in

the nearer hills. At
Tung, 5,656 ft. high,
the engine again takes
water ; Sonada is pass-
ed at 6,552 ft., and
shortly afterwards the
7,000 ft. altitude post
is reached. From here
to  Ghum, 7,407 ft. up
and the highest point
reached by  the railway,
the line skirts a Govern-
ment Forest Reserve,
and soon the train
enters and passes
through the Ghum
Bazaar under the
shadow of the lofty
Sencha i  Moun ta in .
Ghum station is on the

comparatively level country until Sukna station, six
miles distant, is  reached. Here a short halt is made
for the engine to take water, for from Sukna the ascent
of the mountain begins in earnest. The route lies up
a spur of the Singalela range, the range of mountains
that terminates in Kanchenjunga, 28,146 ft. high,
which is itself the centre
of a group of the high-
est . mountains in the
world.

Beyond Sukna the
scenery changes, and
the train begins to
climb through the ex-
tensive lower forest
that provides cover for
tigers, leopards and
wild buffalo. On one
occasion a herd of wild
elephants disputed the
passage of the train
through this forest, and
the driver was com-
pelled to put back into
Sukna and await the
departure of the un- This photograph gives an excellent idea of the locomotives and coaches used on the line.

welcome marauders 1 Varied tropical creepers hang
in great profusion from the trees, and giant bamboos
wave their feathery crests above.

The line now winds in and out of the ravines of the
mountain sides with many and swiftly following curves.
The rst halt is made at a water stop a short distance
beyond Rangtong station, 1,400 ft. up. Resuming
the journey the train climbs steadily, and soon the
traveller has a fine view
of the lower hills. A
little below the 2,000 ft.
altitude post the train
runs round the Chun-
bhati Loop—a double
c i r c 1 e—a nd  a f t e r
another few minutes it
passes out of the forest
and round the end of a
spur. The view is now'
completely changed and
the traveller finds him-
self right among the
mountains. The train
zig-zags up Selim Hill,
passing to and fro along
the slopes of this moun-
tain no less than five
times, and shortly after
the fifth reverse reaches
Tindharia station, 2,822 ft. above sea level.

At Tindharia there is a short halt for morning tea and
coffee, and the traveller also has an opportunity of
enjoying the wonderful panorama of rugged mountains
and intervening hills and valleys. Beyond this station
the train negotiates another reverse, and later a loop, the
curve of which had to be cut very sharp—59 ft. radius
—owing to  the contour of the hillside, and entailed a
great deal of work. The line now runs along the eastern
side of a great mountain that has been largely cleared
for tea cultivation, but there are numerous wooded
ravines to be seen. Gayabari station is passed at
3,400 ft., and at 4,864 ft. Kurseong, a thriving hill
station, is reached, and a halt is made for breakfast.

road to  Tibet, and is the first outpost of that country.
I t  is 40 miles from Sukna, and in covering that distance
the little train climbs 6,907 ft.  From Ghum the line
descends for four miles down a wooded spur to  Darjeeling
station, 6,812 ft., traversing en route the Batasia Loop,
the last of the loops. The magnificent panorama of
mountain scenery that lies open to  view at Darjeeling
is one of the great sights of the world. The twin peaks

of Kanchenjunga, 45
miles distant, tower
above a majestic line of
snowy summits that in-
cludes no less than
seven other peaks rising
above 22,000 ft. and
none below 15,000 ft.

An important branch
line known as the  Teesta
Valley Extension of the
Darjeeling - Himalayan
Railway leaves the main
line just outside Siliguri
station. This branch
line follows very closely
an old Government-
made road that was
abandoned after long
portions of it were de-
stroyed during a great

flood in the River Teesta, in 1899. As a result of the
damage done a new road was built at a higher level
during 1907-8. A few years later the Darjeeling-
Himalayan Railway Company took over the  old road
and used it as a basis for a railway track up  the Teesta
Valley, and this branch was opened for traffic in 1915.

For the first 12 miles from Siliguri the Teesta Valley
line crosses a region of forest trees and tea plantations
that skirts the base of the Himalayas. The track is
here laid beside a broad cart road and is  soon fringed by
a sal tree forest that provides cover for tigers and
elephants. Then the Sevoke River is crossed by a fine
bridge, just above its junction with the Teesta ; and
the Valley of the Teesta itself, at (Continued on page 884]

A freight train negotiating one of the loops. The glimpse of the line at a lower level on the right
of the photograph indicates the steep gradient of the loop.
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These pages are reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding
500 words in length are invited on any subject of general interest. These should be
written neatly on  one side of the paper only, and they may be accompanied by photographs

or sketches for use as illustrations. Articles that are published will be paid for at our
usual rates. Statements contained in  articles submitted for these pages are accepted
as being sent in  good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

A Holiday in Egypt

When the time came for me to spend a summer
holiday in Egypt, I left King George V Docks, London, in

returned the call. My father accompanied him to the
" Queen Elizabeth** and a salute was fired as they
left at the close of their visit. 1 had the privilege of
watching these proceedings from a launch.

the P. & O. Liner
" Ranchi" a vessel of
17,000 tons. We called
at Southampton, and
from there to  Gibraltar,
our next port of call,
the ship was crowded.
I spent three hours
ashore while the vessel
stayed at Gibraltar,
and had sufficient time
to  stroll round the
town and to make
several purchases.

The " Ranchi. " went
on to Marseilles, where
mails were taken on
board, and to Malta,
where many people left the vessel. Then came the last
stage of the voyage to Port Said, and on the day before

At the end of my
holiday, I travelled to
Port Said, where I had
to spend the night,
for the “ Comorin"
the vessel in which I
was to return, had
been delayed in the
Indian Ocean by mon-
soons. Eventually we
left the famous port
and I settled down for
the voyage. The time
passed pleasantly in
deck games and  sports,
such as wrestling on a
spar over the swim-
ming bath, and in calls

at the ports visited on the way. After experiencing
fairly rough weather on entering the Atlantic Ocean I at

Egyptian police in Alexandria at drill. Photograph by W. B. Henn, Elstree.

we arrived there the bridge and
the engine room were thrown open
to passengers. I greatly enjoyed
inspecting these parts of the vessel,
and was particularly impressed by
the cleanliness of the engine room.
My father, who was Commandant
of Police in Alexandria, met me at
Port Said, and after a tiring train
journey of eight hours I reached
Si di Gabes, a suburban station
at Alexandria.

My holiday was one of the most
interesting I have ever had.
Nearly every day I bathed in the
morning and sailed in the harbour
in the afternoon. I often watched
the police at drill, always an at-
tractive spectacle, and was fascin-
ated by the special displays arranged by them. The
climax of the holiday came when the Mediterranean fleet
visited Alexandria. “ Queen Elizabeth" the flagship of the
fleet, led the way, and the Admiral then made an  official
call on the Governor of Alexandria. Later the Governor

last reached London— nine days
late for school !

W. B. HENN (Elstree).

In  a North Wales
Gold Mine

Behind the house near Dolgelly
where I stayed during a recent visit
to  North Wales, there was a derelict
gold mine. The entrances to the
shafts were open, but it was dan-
gerous t o  enter, for they were full of
water. While exploring the neigh-
bourhood we came upon the shafts
of other abandoned gold mines, for
the district was extensively worked
about 70 years ago. Our interest in
gold mining was aroused by these

discoveries, and we were therefore delighted when given
an opportunity of visiting the only gold mine open
in that district. This was the King Edward Mine,
situated near Trausfynydd.

The mine was reached by a journey on foot along a

A Welsh gold mine. A general view of the King Edward mine,
Trausfynydd. Photograph by L. Wright, Pengam.
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stony road high in the mountains. On our arrival we
were given candles by  the owner, who led us into a
tunnel through which ran a narrow gauge railway line.
As we made our way along we heard a drumming noise
that became more and more distinct.
At last we came to a ladder in the
wall, and on climbing it we solved
the mystery of the origin of this
noise, for a few yards along a low
tunnel was a miner at work with
a pneumatic drill. We were com-
pelled to stoop low in order t o
approach him. He was drilling a
ring of holes into the rock, and told
us that dynamite would be put
into these in order to  enable the
mass to be blasted out.

Our guide now showed us where
efforts to drive a shaft to a lower
level had been prevented by  flooding,
and then we retraced our steps
between the dripping walls until
we reached the outer air. There
rock brought out of the mine was
piled. Some of this seemed to contain
veins of gold, but we were told that
the glittering yellow substance was
only iron pyrites, a mineral that
has often deceived the unwary.

The ore is worked on the usual
lines, being crushed to  powder and
washed over copper plates covered
with quicksilver. The gold amalgamates with the
quicksilver, and every week the amalgam formed is
scooped off the plates and heated t o  drive off the quick-
silver, the vapour of which is condensed for further
use. The pure gold is left behind in this operation and
is melted down into ingots.

Most of the machinery of the mine
is driven by a water wheel, but air
is compressed for the drills by  means
of petrol engines.

L. WRIGHT (Pengam).

wheel steamer for Flushing, three miles distant. The
vessel was crowded and the sea rough, waves sweeping
right over the deck, and we were therefore very glad
when we again set foot on shore.

The rest of our journey was
made by train, and on our de-
parture from the station, I got a
glimpse of the coaches used on
the trains to  Budapest, and of
the huge 4-6-2 locomotives, painted
green, that haul them. At last we
arrived at Middelburg station. There
was no platform and we had to
clamber down from our coaches
as best we could and walk over
the tracks in order to  reach the
station buildings.

We stayed in Middelburg about
three hours, and were greatly in-
terested in the market and in the
quaint dress of the people who
attended it. Then we started on
our return journey to Ostend.
This time the short voyage between
Flushing and Breskens was made
in a larger ferry boat that had
a screw' at each end, and the crossing
was far more comfortable than on
the outward journey. At Breskens
I was amazed to see about 600
vehicles waiting for passengers from
the boat. After a terrific scramble

we found our coach, and except for a long wait at
the frontier in a line several miles in length of cars
awaiting examination by  the Customs authorities,
we reached our destination without further incident.

E.  MARSHALL (Ealing Common).

Belgian and Dutch customs officials at the frontier near
Breskens, Holland. The photographs on this page are

by E. Marshal], Ealing Common.

Old French Fort in Canada
Two years ago, wThile living in

Montreal, I visited St. Helen's Island,
which is in the River St. Lawrence
and is directly opposite the city. My
purpose wras t o  inspect the remains of
the fort built on the island by the
early French settlers. This was
rectangular in shape, with an arched
gateway at each end. A few years
ago the side of the fort nearest the
river was considered unsafe and
demolished ; the remainder I found
to be nearly intact, but in a dilapi-
dated condition. Near it is an en-
closure surrounded by a wall, and in
the centre of this is the old powder
magazine of the fort.

The island was the scene of historic
events in the 18th century, for
Montreal was surrendered to  the
British in 1760, a year after the

capture of Quebec by Wolfe’s army. The Marquess de
Vaudreuil, Governor of Montreal, burned his colours to
prevent their falling into the hands of the British when the
fort was surrendered. Several of his cannon are still to  be
seen on the island. Two face the city of Montreal, and
two more stand by the side of a small blockhouse at the
rear of the fort that originally was intended for defence
against Indians. N. C. MEACHEM (Birmingham).

Market Day in Middelburg
Whilst staying in Ostend recently

I visited Middelburg on the island
of Walcheren, in Holland, on market
day. The journey was made by
motor coach and our way led past
the Mole at Zeebrugge. Presently
we turned into a narrow cobbled
country road that for some distance
ran alongside a steam tramway of
4-ft. gauge. There we overtook a
train of two coaches, out of the
windows of wliich were leaning girls
with picturesque head-dresses. The
engine was a squat .0-4-0 tank that
was almost as broad as it  was long,
and its tanks were so low that they touched the grass
at the side of the track. The coaches were four-wheel
bogie cars, and in appearance reminded me of the
cars on pioneer American railroads. This train was
slow and we were soon a long way ahead of it.

At the frontier, a Belgian official examined the
petrol tank before allowing us to  proceed to  Breskens,
where we left the coach and boarded a small paddle

Native costumes in Holland, a market day scene in
Middelburg, on the island of Walcheren.
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Kemex
Outfits
for
Chemical
Fun!

Get an  Outfit Now
and carry out hundreds of  interesting

experiments
The contents of the new Keinex Chemical Outfits will provide

many hours of fascinating fun. W i th  the apparatus and materials
contained in them a boy can make inks and soaps ; dye wool, cotton
and silk, and bleach fabrics that are already dyed ; test foodstuffs
for impurities ; analyse air and water ; grow crystals ; wri te with
electricity ; smelt metals from their compounds ; make invisible
inks and a chemical garden ; prepare gases, and perform a host
of other interesting chemical experiments.

Everything made quite simple
The Outfits include everything necessary, and the hundreds of

experiments that may be made are described in a simple manner
in an attractive Manual that is included in each Outfit. The
Manuals are illustrated with a series of actual photographs showing
how the apparatus required is fitted up, and the manner in which
each experiment is carried out.

N°2  KEMEX CHEMICAL OUTFIT

No. 1 KEMEX OUTFIT
130 Experiments

This  Out f i t  contains a supply of  specially
selected chemicals, packed i n  a i r t ight  con-
tainers, toge ther  w i th  a length of  Magnesium
Ribbon,  sufficient to perform 130 at t ract ive
and varied exper iments.  The apparatus
prov ided i n  the Outfit includes Test Tubes
and a Test Tube Ho lder ,  a Glass Funnel,
F i l ter  Papers, and Glass Del ivery Tubes, w i t h
a simple and highiy-efficient Spir i t  Lamp that
makes the Outfit completely self-contained.

Price 7 /6

No. 2 KEMEX OUTFIT
260 Experiments

This Outfit includes the  whole of  the
contents o f  the  No .  1 Outfit, and fu r ther
chemicals that  increase the range of  exper i -
ments up  to 250. The addit ional apparatus
includes a porcelain Evaporating Dish, Special
Test Tubes to wi thstand high temperatures,
a handsome Test Tube Stand, and an Evaporat-
ing Stand including a Ring, w i t h  Wire Gauze.

Price 15 / -

No. 3 KEMEX OUTFIT
350-400 Experiments

This is a splendid complete Outfit that
provides a boy w i th  all he requires to carry
ou t  between 350 and 400 experiments,  and
thus enables h im  to  acquire a sound knowledge
of the fascinating principles of  chemistry.
The Out f i t  includes the  contents of  the  No .  2
Outfit, w i th  addit ional chemicals and appara-
tus. The la t ter  includes a gas-generat ing
apparatus, consisting of  a large Wide-necked
Flask w i t h  Thist le Funnel and Del ivery  Tubes,
and a Blowpipe and a Charcoal Block.  These
i tems open up  a series of exper iments of
outstanding interest.  There is also an
extension for use on  the  Evaporating Stand,
to which apparatus may be readily fitted on
similar lines to those adopted by actual
chemists. Price 25 / -

KEMEX
CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS

Manufactured by
MECCANO LIMITED

BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13
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CHEMISTS WHO TRIED TO MAKE GOLD
necessary to carry out similar operations on a larger scale, and
cherished the belief that at last he was about to become immensely
rich. Even when the so-called alchemist disappeared with as
much money as he had been able to extract, the unfortunate dupe
could not always be persuaded that the gold he had seen had been
smuggled in for the purpose of deceiving him 1

All alchemists were not rogues, of course, and those who made
serious experiments added greatly to our knowledge of chemistry by
carefully studying the composition of things and the manner in
which they re-acted upon each other. This led to  the abandonment
of all ideas of transmutation, for it was then realised that gold was

alw'ays gold, and tin always
tin. The metals, in fact,
became recognised as typical
elements, or simple forms of
substances that could not be
split up further and always
remained entirely distinct
from each other. The
number of these elements
known has grown steadily
until 91 are recognised.

Each element was sup-
posed to be built up from
atoms or tiny indivisible
particles that are far too
small to be seen, so small
indeed that there are
thousands of millions of
various kinds of atoms in a
single drop of sea water.
The atoms of any element
are alike in weight and size
and m their likes and
dislikes, and the atoms of
any one metal differ from
those of any other meta!
in these respects. For

heavier than those of zinc.
Further, every atom of zinc placed in hydrochloric acid eagerly
seizes upon an atom of chlorine, one of the constituents of that
chemical, to form a new compound. On the other hand, atoms of
copper have little liking for those of chlorine, and therefore nothing
happens when hydrocldoric acid is poured over this metal.

Until the beginning of the present century chemists remained
confident in the belief that at last they had solved the problem of
the nature of the materials that compose the earth, for they
believed these to be built up from the elements they had discovered
in them. They even learned to recognise that the same elements
were present in the Sun, and in the most distant stars from which
light reaches us.

Then came a bombshell, for it was suddenly revealed that the
so-called simple substances are in reality very complex, for their
atoms are built up from even simpler constituents. Most surprising
discovery of all, these bricks of which the atoms are built are only
two in kind. They are known as the electron and the proton.
The electron is simply a unit of negative electricity ; the proton is a
heavier mass with an electrical charge equal and opposite to that
of the electron. As both are to be found within a tiny atom,
they are incredibly small, and if an atom containing one of each
were magnified to the size of a large cricket field, the proton could be
represented by a small ball placed in its centre, and the electron by
a speck of dust. To complete the picture, which would represent an
atom of the well-known light gas hydrogen, the speck of dust would
have to be imagined to be running round the boundary", for the
electron in a hydrogen atom is thought Continued on  page 928)

I N many respects the most mysterious figures of the Middle Ages
were the alchemists, one of whom is shown in the accompanying
illustration at work in his laboratory, surrounded by the

furnaces, retorts and other apparatus used in his experiments.
The alchemists were regarded as magicians by the ignorant peoples
of their times. They earned this reputation by their efforts
to make an elixir that would confer the gift of eternal life on those
who drank it, and a liquid that would dissolve everything; and by
their endeavours to bring about the transformation of lead, tin,
copper and other base metals into gold.

Naturally the greatest general interest in the activities of the
alchemists was centred in
their efforts to transform
all metals into gold, for
success offered an easy way
of becoming incredibly rich.
The drcam of the trans-
mutation of metals seems
to be a very old one, but the
search for the Philosopher's
Stone, which at a touch
would transform metals
into gold, and for other
means of bringing about
this remarkable change,
became  mos t  i n t ense
in the later Middle Ages.
I t  was then thought that
tin, lead, copper and other
metals contained a special
metallic principle mixed
with different proportions of
earthy matter or dross, and
that the removal of this
impurity would yield gold,
the one pure and noble
metal. Silver was regarded
as less noble than gold, but
superior to the baser metals because it contained a smaller pro-
portion of earthy impurities. Acting on this belief alchemists
dissolved the metals in acids, subjected them and their compounds
to intense heat in crude furnaces,and generally tortured them in the
hope of finding a residue of pure gold in the flasks and crucibles
in which these operations were carried on.

Needless to say, the alchemists were doomed to disappointment,
and after centuries of efforts it was realised that it was hopeless to
attempt to transform other metals into gold. As might be expect-
ed, however, the story of the centuries during which they pursued
their endeavours is full of instances of imaginary success. Many
alchemists died in the belief that they had actually achieved the
transmutation, but in practically all these cases they had been
deceived by changes of colour, and the " gold ” they had produced
was simply a worthless yellow compound or alloy.

Even more remarkable than the manner in which alchemists
deceived themselves was the ease with which wealthy people were
persuaded to part with money to imposters who pretended
that they had discovered the great secret. Swindlers of this kind
indeed became so numerous that a German bishop is said to have
kept a special gallows for the benefit of rogues pretending to
be successful alchemists I

These frauds took many forms. In many instances gilded bars
of lead were represented as the products of alchemical operations
and sold for far more than their true value. A favourite device
was to allow the credulous victim to find a small fragment of gold
in one of the vessels employed in a trial experiment on a small
scale. Encouraged by this he then cheerfully provided the funds

His assistant is tendingAn alchemist carrying out mysterious experiments tn ms idomaiory.
a furnace on which a retort is being heated.

instance, the atoms of are
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AND CHEMICAL GARDENSCOLOURED PRECIPITATES
TT is always a great surprise to those unfamiliar with chemistry
1 to find that in many cases mixing two clear solutions results

in the production of a dense solid, especially when this is
brilliantly coloured. The field for experiment in this direction
is very wide for every owner of a Kemex Outfit, for many well-
known and familiar substances readily yield precipitates, as solids
formed in this manner are called. Lead Nitrate is an excellent
example. A solution of this is readily prepared by dissolving
four measures of the crystals in half a test tube full of water,
hastening the process by warming, as explained in last month's
article. When cool, th$ solution is divided into two equal portions,
and to  these are added solutions of Magnesium Sulphate and sodium
carbonate, or washing soda, prepared in a similar manner.

In each case a very dense white precipitate of an insoluble lead
compound is obtained. The first of these precipitates is lead
sulphate. The second is a form of lead carbonate, the chemical
known to plumbers and painters as white lead. This is of import-
ance in the paint industry, for paint containing it possesses to
an extraordinary degree the power of “ covering ” the surfaces
over which it is brushed, but is liable to become yellow or
brown when exposed to air containing traces of sulphur.
Lead sulphate is sometimes preferred for making
white paint, although its covering power is less
than that of white lead, because i t  has the advantage
of retaining its colour better.

Two other compounds of
lead that can be prepared by
precipitation are of special
interest. A solution of Lead
Nitrate is prepared as already
explained, and again divided
into two parts To  one of
these a similar solution of
common salt is added, and
immediately a white pre-
cipitate is formed. This is
lead chloride, formed by an
interchange between the salt,
or sodium chloride, and lead
nitrate. Sodium nitrate, the
other product of the change,
is soluble in water and there-
fore is not precipitated.

So far the experiment has
proceeded along the lines
of those already described,
but if the liquid is heated, the
precipitate slowly disappears,
for lead chloride dissolves readily in hot water. I t  again separates
out when the test tube containing the solution is placed on one
side to cool, and this time it is in the form of glittering white
crystals. This mysterious disappearance and reappearance
can be brought about repeatedly.

All the precipitated compounds of lead so far dealt with have
been white, but the addition of a few drops of Potassium Iodide
solution to the remainder of the solution of Lead Nitrate gives a
precipitate that is bright yellow in colour. This is lead iodide,
a chemical that in many respects resembles lead chloride, for it
dissolves when the temperature is raised, and again separates
out in the form of glittering golden-yellow crystals on cooling.
Those who possess a good magnifying glass or a microscope will
find it great fun to  filter the liquids containing the crystals of
lead chloride and lead iodide prepared in this manner, and to
examine the residues on the filter papers. Both chemicals form

flat crystals, but those of the chloride are longer and narrower
than the yellow crystals of lead iodide.

Amateur chemists carrying out precipitation experiments are
liable to get surprises from unexpected results. For instance,
if household ammonia is added drop by drop to a solution of
Copper Sulphate, made by dissolving two measures of the crystals
in a third of a test tube full of water, a light blue precipitate of
copper hydroxide is formed as each drop enters. If the experi-
menter continues to add ammonia, perhaps expecting to  precipitate

the whole of the copper contained in the
solution, he is suddenly startled to find
that the precipitate already formed has
disappeared and in its place the test
tube contains an intensely blue solution.
The ammonia has swallowed up the
precipitate it has itself produced 1

The depth of colour of the solution
formed in this manner is of great interest,
for the presence of the merest trace of
copper is sufficient to give an intense

blue colour on the addition
of ammonia. I t  is interesting
to try experiments with solu-
tions of Copper Sulphate so
dilute that their colour can
scarcely be detected. In these
tests, i t  is best to use small
quantities of liquid. An
excellent plan is to add a
drop or two of Copper
Sulphate solution to water
to a depth of about half an
inch in a test tube, and to
add one or two drops of
ammonia to half of this solu-
tion, poured out into a second
test tube. This enables the
change in the shade and inten-
sity of the colour to be
realised by direct comparison.

The analyst sometimes
makes use of this test, which
is so delicate that it enables
him to detect the presence of
copper in solutions containing
as little as one thousandth of
one per cent, of copper.

Experiments in which one
metal displaces another from solution are interesting examples of
precipitation. For instance, copper can be displaced from Copper
Sulphate solution by boiling the liquid with Granulated Zinc or
Magnesium, when the copper is precipitated in the form of a brown
powder ; or even by dipping the clean blade of a penknife into the
liquid, when the steel is covered with a brown coat of the displaced
metal that can easily be scraped off.

In one very attractive experiment of this kind the metal turned
out of solution actually appears in the form of crystals. I his
happens when lead is precipitated by Granulated Zinc. A solution
of Lead Nitrate is made by dissolving six measures of the chemical
in three-quarters of a test tube full of water. A large piece of
Granulated Zinc is then tied at the end of a length of string, and
similar pieces are fixed above it on the string at intervals of about
an inch. The chain of fragments is suspended in the solution
of Lead Nitrate, by attaching the string to a piece of wood

Fig, 1 .  Precipitating salt from solution by passing hydrochloric acid gas into it. The salt is
obtained in a pure form that does not become damp when exposed to moist air.
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placed across the
mouth of the tube,
which is then placed
upright in a position
in which it will not
be disturbed.

A few hours later
the pieces of Zinc will
be found to be covered
with small glittering
flat crystals of lead.
They are deposited
on the zinc itself ,
for the lead is dis-
placed where the
metal conies into con-
tact with the solution
of Lead Nitrate, and
as the experiment
proceeds the crystals
spread outward in
fantastic shapes to
form w'hat is often
described as a lead
tree.

Owners of the No. 3
Kemex Outfit will
have no difficulty in
proving the displaced
metal to be lead.
For this purpose the
glittering crystals
are dried and heated

Fig. 2. A Chemical Garden grown by placing the charcoal block
crystals of Cobalt Nitrate in a solution of water glass. by means of the

blowpipe, the nozzle
of which is held just outside the flame. The lead melts to form
a small bead, and some of it  burns to form yellow lead oxide,
which is deposited on the charcoal.

One of the most interesting precipitates that  can be prepared
is common salt. The fact that this well-known chemical can be
precipitated will come as a great surprise to most readers, for it  is
readily soluble in water. In this case the precipitation is brought
about by changing the liquid in which salt is held in
solution by adding hydrochloric acid to  i t .  By preparing
this chemical in the form of a gas and passing it  into a
solution of salt, the experiment may be made to take
a very interesting and attractive form.

A mixture of ordinary salt and Sodium Bisulphate
is placed in a clean dry test tube fitted with a small
bored cork, through which passes the small right angle
delivery tube. The rubber connection tube unites the
lower end of the delivery tube to the thistle funnel, as
shown in Fig. 1, and the wide end of the funnel dips
just below the surface of the solution of salt from which
the precipitate is to be obtained. This solution may be
placed in the wide-necked flask, the evaporating dish, or
some other suitable vessel, and is prepared by dissolving
as much salt as possible in half a test tube full of hot
water, and pouring off the liquid after allowing the
tube and its contents to cool.

When all is ready the mixture of salt and Sodium
Bisulphate is steadily heated by passing the flame of
the Spirit Lamp backward and forward underneath the
tube containing it. The hydrochloric acid gas given off
dissolves in the salt solution with which it comes into
contact, and as it does so, a miniature shower of tiny
white particles of salt driven out of solution make
their appearance a t  the surface of the liquid inside the
thistle funnel, and then fall slowly to the bottom of
the vessel containing the salt solution. The heating is
continued for about ten minutes, or even longer if
salt continues to be precipitated. During this time a
few bubbles of hydrochloric acid gas may escape and
their presence will be revealed by a slight mist in the
moist air in the flask.

At the end of the experiment a layer of white salt
is found at the bottom of the liquid in which the gas
has dissolved, forming an acid solution that turns litmus
red. The salt is readily separated by filtering, and while
it is in the filter paper a few drops of cold water are poured through
several times in succession in order to wash away the acid. The
solid remaining can then be shown to be salt by tasting it.

As in the case of the lead chloride and lead iodide precipitates
already mentioned, it  is interesting to dry the salt obtained in this
experiment, and to examine the particles with the aid of a

magnifying glass or
microscope if one is
available. I t  is then
seen to consist of tiny
cubical crystals. This
salt is scraped off and
thoroughly dried by
gentle pressure with
filter paper and slight
warming. It  will not
become damp, as  some
samples of ordinary
salt are liable to do.
The reason for this is
that i t  is pure, while
some samples of com-
mercial salt contain
traces of magnesium
compounds that ab-
sorb water from the
atmosphere, causing
them to become moist.

A splendid series of
brightly-coloured pre-
cipitates can be made
by adding a dilute
solution of Sodium
Ferrocyanide to solu-
tions containing Iron
Alum, Copper Sul-
phate, Nickel Am-
mon ium Sulphate,
Cobalt Sulphate, and
Manganese Chloride,
all of which are in-
cluded in the range of
Kemex parts. Each of
these solutions is made by dissolving one or two measures of the
required chemical in one-third of a test tube full of water, and in
each case a few drops of a solution of Sodium Ferrocyanide in the
proportion of four measures to half a test tube full of water is added
in order to produce the desired effect. The colour change in the
case of Iron Alum is almost startling, for the precipitate in this case

is the intensely deep blue dye known as Prussian Blue.
Remarkably interesting precipitation experiments can

be carried out when one of the chemicals concerned is in
the form of a jelly. About quarter of an ounce of gelatine
will be sufficient for a series of trials, and this may be
obtained for a few pence from a chemist. I t  is placed in a
small basin and over it is poured five ounces of
boiling water. The gelatine quickly dissolves, especially
if i t  is well stirred with the glass rod, and the solution
sets to a moderately stiff jelly when cold.

Before the jelly is allowed to cool, however, the
chemicals required for the experiments must be added to
it. Suppose that we are precipitating Prussian Blue in
this manner. A few very small crystals of Sodium
Ferrocyanide are placed in a clean dry test tube, and
warm gelatine solution is then poured in until the vessel
is about two-thirds full. The chemical dissolves and the
tube is then placed upright in a position in which it will
not be disturbed until the gelatine sets. When this
happens, a pinch of Iron Alum is dissolved in water to a
depth of half an inch in a second test tube, and the clear
liquid resulting is poured on top of the jelly. On stand-
ing, the Iron Alum in the solution works its way slowly
but steadily into the jelly, where it  comes into contact
with the Sodium Ferrocyanide to form a blue layer
containing the precipitate. This layer slowly increases
in depth as the Sodium Ferrocyanide penetrates into the
jelly and it is interesting to watch the lower edge of the
deep blue band creeping lower and lower down the test
tube day by day in this  slow-motion form of precipitation ,

A particularly interesting result follows the use of
potassium bichromate, or bichromate of potash, a small
quantity of which can be purchased from a chemist if it is
not already available. The amount of this to be added
to the gelatine solution must be only just sufficient to
give it a faint yellow tinge. When the jelly containing
this chemical is set, a solution made by dissolving a

pinch of Lead Nitrate in water to a depth of one inch in a test
tube is poured over it  and the tube set on one side.

As in previous experiments of this type, the upper solution
slowly diffuses into the jelly, and forms a precipitate as it  comes
into contact with the chemical in it. In this case the precipitate is
lead chromate, and is bright yellow in (Continued on  page 881)

Fig, 3. The growths obtained when Copper
Sulphate, Magnesium Sulphate and other chemi-
cals arc placed in water glass show remarkable

differences in form and colour.

Fig. 4. A fine example of
rhythmic precipitation.
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ELEKTRON
ELECTRICAL OUTF ITS

No.  2 ELEKTRON OUTF IT ,  P r i ce  25 / -

Get
one
of
these
fine

Outfits
now I

No.  1 ELEKTRON OUTF IT ,  Pr ice  8/6

ELECTRIC ITY  ’ I
THE MOST WONDERFUL

FORCE OF THE AGE NO. 2No.  1
ELEKTRON OUTFIT

Magnetism, Static and Current
Electricity

The No. 2 Elektron Outf i t  contains
al! that is included in the No.  1 Elektron
Outfit, wi th additional parts that enable
a splendid series of experiments in
current electricity to be performed.
Among these parts are a Horseshoe
Magnet, and Coils and Yokes for the
construction of Electro-Magnets that
can be used in building a real Electric
Bell, and a Buzzer for use in an electric
telegraph system. A specially-wound
coil and other necessary parts are
supplied for assembling into a splendid
Shocking Coil that wil l give hours of
fun and excitement ; and from other
components two different working
Electric Motors can be built. Electro-
plating is among the other fascinating
experiments that can be performed
with this Outfit. Price 25/ -

No.  1A  ELEKTRON ACCESSORY
OUTFIT

This Accessory Outfit converts a No.
1 Elektron Outfit in to a No. 2.

Price 1 6 /6

Inspect these Outfits
at your Dealer’s

to-day

Commence expermenting in this
fascinating science to-day, and gain
a knowledge of the electrical
mechanisms that play such an
important part in our daily life.

The Elektron Outfits provide you
with all that is necessary for a
splendid series of experiments in
magnetism, frictional electricity and
current electricity. They contain
the parts required to construct a
Reading Lamp, an Electric Beil, an
Electric Telegraph, a Shocking Coil
and Electric Motors, all of which
may be worked from a Bichromate
Cell built up trom materials included.

Both Outfits contain a specially
written and fully illustrated Manual
of Instructions.

Manufactured by
MECCANO L IM ITED,
BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13

ELEKTRON OUTFIT
Magnetism and Static Electricity

The No. 1 Outfit contains two
powerful Bar Magnets and a reliable
Magnetic Compass, together wi th
everything necessary for the carrying
out of a series of fascinating magnetic
experiments* In addition there are
materials for experiments in frictional
or  static electricity, and for the con-
struction of an Electric Compass and
two forms of Electroscope. There
are also parts for making a useful
Reading Lamp. Price S/6

Elektron Outfits
for
Electrical Fun
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ELECTRIC EYE THAT COUNTS AND CHECKS TRAFFIC
ONE of the most remarkable of recent electrical developments

has been the introduction of the photo-electric cell. This
is simply a vacuum tube of some suitable shape in which

there are two electrodes—a positive electrode, or anode, of nickel
wire, or a similar material ; and a negative electrode, or cathode,
usually consisting of a coating of silver on the inner surface of
the glass bulb itself, over which a thin layer of metallic potassium
has been deposited. The two electrodes are connected with
external terminals by means of which the cell is included in an
electric circuit, and a very small quantity of argon, an inert gas,
is introduced into the cell, for the presence of this gas makes
it more efficient in the per-
formance of its special duties.

The central feature of such
a cell is the potassium of the
cathode, for this shoots out
electrons, or tiny particles of
negative electricity, as soon
as light falls upon it. These
electrons are immediately at-
tracted by the anode, for
this is connected to  the positive
terminal of the  source of electric
current employed, and stream
across the cell towards it .
Thus they constitute an elec-
tric current of exactly the
same kind as that flowing
through a wire connected to
the terminals of an accumu-
lator, for we now know that
an electric current is simply
a stream of electrons. No
current can cross the cell until
the electrons are released by
the action of light, but as
soon as this happens the circuit
that includes the photo-electric
cell is complete. Current there-
fore flows through it and con-
tinues to do so until the light
exciting it is cut off.

Because of its instant re-
sponse to the flashing of a
beam of light upon it, the
photo-electric cell has been called the ” electric eye,” and an
amazing variety of interesting uses has been found for this wonder-
ful device. One of the most remarkable of these is illustrated
in the photograph reproduced on this page, which shows a photo-
electric cell counting the vehicles passing through the Holland
Tunnel under the River Hudson at New York. The box containing
the cell used for this purpose is placed beneath the sidewalk on
one side of the roadway. On the opposite side is a small floodlight
mounted upon the overhead ironwork of the tunnel in an inclined
position, so that its single beam of light passes through a little
circular window in the box.

While the light shines upon the photo-electric cell, the electrons
stirred into action by it pass freely across the tube from the cathode
to the anode. The electric circuit in which the tube is included
is therefore complete, and current flows through it. As soon as
a vehicle passes in front of the box, however, the electric eye
cannot " see ” the beam of light, and the flow of electrons across
the space between its electrodes is momentarily checked. The
sudden decrease in the current brings an electrical relay into
action. This acts like a switch, sending an electrical impulse

through an amplifier, which communicates it in magnified form
to registering instruments in the administration buildings of
the tunnel authorities. Every interruption of the beam is regis-
tered on the dials of these instruments, and thus the number of
vehicles passing in front of the electric eye during any given
period is counted automatically.

Unlike human counters, the electric* eye never tires so long
as the supply of current required for its operation, and for that
of the amplifier associated with it ,  is maintained. Night or day
it is able to respond instantaneously to the impressions made
upon it by the passage of motor cars and other vehicles, and to

act with complete accuracy
and reliability, whatever the
speed at which cars are driven
past it.

The information given by
this remarkable electric counter
makes it possible to keep a
check on events in the tunnel.
For instance, suppose that
electric eyes are installed at
intervals along the great under-
water tube, each with its own
dial to indicate what it sees.
If the number of vehicles
leaving any one section then
suddenly decreases, without
a corresponding decrease in
the number entering it, some-
thing must have happened
to cause a stoppage. Special
means could then be taken
to regulate the supply of fresh
air in order to prevent the
accumulation of poisonous gases
shot into the atmosphere by
motor car exhausts, and to
discover and remove the cause
of the trouble. An emergency
of this kind can be dealt with
very quickly because the  electric
eye gives practically instan-
taneous warning.

It  is easy to realise other
uses that may be made of this

wonderful invention, and during the last few years an astonishing
number of applications of many different kinds have been worked
out. With its aid articles of all kinds are counted at speeds up to
350 a minute as  they move along travelling belts ; doors are opened
automatically at the approach of those who wish to pass through ;
and the device has even been installed as a precaution against
damage from fire, and to check the efficiency of stoking in boiler
houses by literally keeping an  eye on the smoke that passes up the
chimney. I t  also can be made to respond to invisible infra-red
light, and then can be employed as an unseen barrier for the
protection of valuables.

The electric eye is also employed to  ensure the safety of operators
of presses and similar machines. I n  these cases the beam of
light is SO placed that it is interrupted by the operator's hand when
this is placed in a dangerous position, and the effect is to stop the
machinery instantaneously. More remarkable still, the circuits
can be so designed that this only happens if the upper part of the
press is on its downward stroke, thus leaving the operator free
to place newT material in position while the mass of metal is moving
upward, and therefore is not threatening danger.

The '* electric eye ” recording the passage of a motor car through the Holland Tunnel,
New York, when the vehicle interrupts the beam of li£ht falling upon it. For this photograph

we are indebted to the General Electric Company of New York.
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ELECTRIC SHOCKS FOR AMUSEMENT

EVERY boy is fascinated by the ability of a magnet
to  attract objects of iron and steel from a distance,
and this fascination can be shared t o  the full by

owners of Elektron Outfits, who are able to carry out
many attractive and interesting
experiments with the powerful
Bar and Horseshoe Magnets
included in the range of Elektron
Parts. We referred last month
to the splendid magnetic maps
that can be made with their aid,
in the manner explained in the
Elektron Manuals, but these
and the other experiments then
described do not by any means
exhaust the fun that may be
obtained from the Elektron
Magnets.

One of the most remark-
able features of magnetic
force is its ability to pass
through any  obstacles, except
those made of iron or steel or
other magnetic material*
This is shown readily by
moving the Bar Magnets
about with one pole touching
the lower side of a sheet of
paper or card on which iron
filings have been sprinkled.
The position of the pole is
instantly revealed by the
behaviour of the filings, for
those directly above the pole
always stand up on end,
instead of lying down peace-
fully. They respond instantly to  the magnetic force the
pole exerts through the card or paper, jumping up when
it approaches them, and falling down again when
it has passed by.

This peculiar property of magnetism lends itself
readily t o  the production of effects that at first sight
appear very mysterious. For example, the owner of an
Elektron Outfit can draw a nail on a sheet of thin card
in such a realistic manner that a key can be hung on it  !
Our first illustration shows this astonishing feat being
carried out. The secret lies in the employment of a Bar
Magnet at the back of the card, the nail being repre-
sented by a small circle drawn on the front. The
Magnet, which is held in position by the thumb of the
owner of the Outfit, is placed vertically, with one pole just

below the edge of the card and the other lower down.
The circle is drawn in front of the lower pole, and a
few trials will enable the experimenter to  place it
exactly in the position where the magnetic attraction
through the card is greatest.

This trick can be carried out even better with the
Horseshoe Magnet, and this should be used if available,
for the two poles give a stronger hold on the key. The
Horseshoe Magnet should be held in such a position
that the “ nail ” is between the two poles.

Experiments of this kind are made still more striking
by the use of electro-magnets, for then objects may be

attracted and released at will by switching a current
on and off. The Elektron Outfits give a wide range

of electro-magnets. The
simplest consists of a
single Magnet Coil,
which acquires mag-
netic powers when cur-
rent is passed through
its windings. A small
nail resting with one
end on the table, and
with its other end inside
the coil, is immediately
attracted when current
is switched on from a
Bichromate or other
cell, as shown in Fig. 3,
and the nail jumps up
into the coil itself, fall-
ing back again immedi-
ately the Switch is re-
leased and the flow of
current stopped. In
ano the r  a t t r ac t i ve

form of this experiment the coil is held horizontally,
and a small needle is inserted partly inside the coil.
As soon as the  current is switched on the needle is pulled
completely into the coil by the magnetic force suddenly
called into being. If a very small and light needle is
used for this experiment it  can be made to  shoot out a t
the opposite side of the coil.

In experiments in which Magnet Coils are employed
it is best to  make use of the Magnet Cores whenever
possible. These Cores consist of pieces of soft iron that
fit inside the Magnet Coils. The burr at the threaded
end of the Core enables it to  grip the bakelite moulding
on which the Magnet Coil is wound, and it should be
steadily pressed in until the opposite end is flush with
the Coil moulding. In this position the Core concentrates

Fig. 1. A key that hangs on a nail drawn on a sheet of thin card ! The apparent miracle
is the work of a magnet carefully concealed behind the card.
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within it  the lines of magnetic force generated when
the current is switched on, and thus in
effect becomes a powerful bar magnet.

The electro-magnet built up  in this
manner can be used instead of the Bar
Magnet or the Horseshoe Magnet for the
interesting trick illustrated in Fig. 1, for
the Magnet Coil is sufficiently small to  be
pressed by the thumb against the thin
card employed. I t  holds the key firmly
so long as the Switch is closed.

A horseshoe electro-magnet is easily
made by using two Magnet Coils, each with
its own Magnet Core, and joining the
threaded ends of the two Cores by a piece
of soft iron in order to  give the right shape
to  the magnet. The various Yokes in-
cluded in the Outfit
are employed for this
purpose, the choice
being decided by the
purpose to which the
electro-magnet is t o  be
put. In all cases, how-
ever, the inner ends of
the windings of the
Coils are joined to-
gether by means of the
Wire Connector to en-
able the current t o
be passed through
the two Coils in
turn, and the ends
of the Cores then
become north and
south poles respectively.

The result of switching on
windings of an electro-magnet is
strikingly shown by holding one
of horseshoe shape, constructed
in the manner already explained,
with its poles upright, and
resting on them a sheet of
thin card or glass on which
iron filings have been
sprinkled, exactly as in
making magnetic maps. The
windings of the Magnet
Coils are connected to
the Bichromate Cell,
and the Switch is in-
cluded in the circuit.
Pressing down the
Switch key then appar-
ently causes the iron
filings above the poles
of the electro-magnet
to  spring to  life, for
they immediately stand
up on end, resuming
their former positions
when the key is re-
leased.

The ease with which
cores of soft iron can be
magnetised and demag-
netised in rapid succession, by switching on and off the
current in the winding of the coils round them, enables
many fascinating electrical devices t o  be built. An

excellent example is the Shocking Coil constructed from
parts included in the No. 1A and No. 2 Elektron
Outfits, and this is a never-ending source of fun to
owners of these Outfits and their friends. In this
case a straight core is required. The innermost
section of the Wound Bobbin employed therefore
consists of a straight iron core surrounded by a coil in
which current can flow in order t o  convert this

temporarily into a magnet when required.
This coil is the primary, and over it  is

wound a much larger number of
turns of finer wire t o  form the

secondary coil, through
w'hich flow the rapidly
pulsating currents that
actually give the  shock
to  the victims of this
device.

The owner of an
Elektron Outfit will
find it great fun t o  get
a friend to  hold one of
the Shocking Coil
Handles in each hand
and to  watch his con-
tortions and grimaces
when the current is
switched on and he
begins to  feel the pe-
culiar tingling effect
in his hands and arms.
To begin with, the
brass Slide of the
Wound Bobbin should
be pushed well in, and

it should be withdrawn slowly in order to  increase the
intensity of the shock little by little. Although there
is not the slightest danger, the full shock is apt to  be
rather startling when administered without due warning,
and this should never be done.

Experiments on friends will show* that their ability
to withstand electric shocks of this kind varies con-
siderably, some scarcely feeling shocks that  others

find unendurable. I t  is interesting to give shocks
to  as many people as can be persuaded to  submit
themselves to  the treatment—usually they are
eager t o  join in this fascinating game I —and to

note how they respond to  the changes in
intensity that follow the movements of the brass

Slide. Touching the
brass Handles nervously
with the tips of the
fingers seems to  magnify
the effect of the shock,
and it is always best t o
grasp the Handles boldly
and firmly. The state
of the hands also affects
the  results, and it is
interesting to  compare
the effect when the
hands are moist with
perspiration with that
when they are care-
fully dried.

The fun of giving
electric shocks with the Shocking Coil can be varied in
many ways. For instance, it is interesting to  send shocks
through a chain of people—those at continued on  page 926)

Fig. 2.  It is practical ly impossible tor anyone holding one Shocking Coil Handle to lift a coin out
of water in which the other Handle is placed, so long as the Coil is working. The pulsating current

numbs the muscles of his hand and arm and he is unable to grasp the coin.

current through the

A Magnet Coil pulling a small nail into its interior when the current is switched on.
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A Meccano Rotoscope
Rapidly Moving Objects Made to Appear Still
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UNTIL recently one of the many difficulties with
which engineers were confronted was their
limited knowledge concerning the peculiarities

of high-speed machinery in motion. Some method of
examining rapidly-moving objects was necessary in
order to  increase the reliability and safety of engines
and machinery, particularly in the case of petrol engines
and textile machines. I t  was not until the introduction
of the Ashdown Rotoscope in 1926 that this difficulty

still wider range of from 50 to  250,000 r.p.m. is possible.
The shutter, which is of the rotary type, is a metal

cylinder 4i  in. in length and 1 in. in diameter, pierced
by two slots through which the observer looks. There
are four different types of shutter available, known as
" bladed,” “ heteroptic,” ” displaced,” and " hybrid ”
respectively. The bladed shutter is fitted with a number
of thin steel strips, and enables a very short period of
vision t o  be obtained. I t  has the disadvantage of reducing

the amount of light passing
through the slot, however, and
in order to  overcome this defect
the heteroptic shutter was intro-
duced. This consists of two
cylinders, one revolving inside
the other. The slots in this case
are not bladed, but rely for
their quick opening and closing
action on the two sets of slots
working in opposite directions.

In the displaced type of
shutter the two slots are set
at an angle of 90 deg. t o  each
other, the slots being bladed
as in the normal type. With
this shutter objects may be
successfully examined that have
twice the speed of those with
which the bladed shutter can
be used. The hybrid shutter
is a combination of the bladed
and heteroptic types, and is
used for giving high-speed vision
with the greatest possible
definition.

The sphere of utility of the
Rotoscope is enormous, and

it has been applied to  almost every branch of
engineering and research where moving objects
play a part. The examination of gas jets and their
flames, the effect of pressure-fed oil on chains, the

study of chains and gears under varying loads, and the
inspection of gramophones, printing machines and
automatic telephone , are among the duties of this
remarkable instrument.

Tlie Meccano model Rotoscope is, externally, a close
replica of the instrument already described, but an E l
Electric Motor is used in place of clockwork mechanism

was overcome.
The principle on which the

Rotoscope operates will be under-
stood best by carrying out a
simple experiment. Look at a
clock pendulum, but only
open your eyes once for every
second tick given by the
clock. The pendulum will then
appear to remain in the same
position all the time. From
this it will be seen that, if a
wheel is rotated at high speed
and a momentary glimpse of it
is obtained once for every revo-
lution it makes, the wheel will
appear to  , remain stationary.
By regulating the frequency of
the glimpses the wheel may-  be
made to  appear to  rotate slowly,
so that any irregularities in its
movement are readily seen.

The first successful attempt
to  examine moving objects in
this manner was made by ;
Ferdinand Plateau in the early
part of the 19th century.
Plateau discovered that, by
looking through a revolving disc
having a number of slots, it was
possible to  make turning or
vibrating movements appear
stationary. He named his instrument the stroboscope,
a term that is still applied to  this form of instrument.
Many subsequent forms of stroboscope were devised by
different inventors, but it  was not until the introduction
of the Rotoscope by Mr. A. J .  Ashdown that the method
of observation became of more than scientific interest
and was applied to  practical mechanics.

O -O

Fig. 1—General view
of the Meccano /
Rotoscope showing j
the  govern ing '

mechanism.

The Ashdown Rotoscope is a remarkably compact
instrument, easily portable, and capable of being used
as an extremely accurate measuring machine. I t
consists of a box 5 |  in. by 7 in. by 6 in., inside which is
carried the clockwork mechanism for driving the shutter.
The springs, of which there are two, and the governor,
are similar t o  those employed in a gramophone, and a
five -speed gear box is incorporated between the  governor
and the shutter. By careful adjustment a range of
speeds between 500 and 20,000 r.p.m. may be obtained
with a normal shutter, and by fitting special shutters a

because of its simplicity and its high speed. Speed
control is effected in a similar manner to  that employed
in the original.

The case is constructed by first building a framework
of 5 |"  and 3V Angle Girders as shown in Fig. 1, two
5V Angle Girders being fitted for an eyepiece, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The front and side 5£" x 3J" Flat Plates
are now fitted, the front plate being bolted in place
immediately below the eyepiece. The back of the  case is
composed of a 5 | "x3  Flat Plate. This is attached
to  the model by means of two Hinges, and in this manner
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Collars at their end holes, Collars being placed between
each set of Strips for spacing purposes.

When the Motor is run the Strips will fly outward,
their movements being controlled by a | "x | "  Angle
Bracket 2 attached to  a 3|" Strip. This Strip is lock-

nutted t o  the model at
its upper end, and to  a
second 3 |"  Strip at its
third hole from the top.
The loose end of this
Strip is pivotally attach-
ed to  a Handrail Support
carried on a 6" Threaded
Rod. This is held in
position by a Collar on
the inner face of the side
plate and by a Face Plate
on the outer face, the
latter also serving as a
control handle, a Thread-
ed Pin being fitted in
one of its outer holes
for the purpose.

The shutter now occu-
pies our attention, and
this is the most difficult
part of the model. A
piece of thin sheet iron or
stiff cardboard is required,

4 |"  x 3f *. Four slots, each l "x  are cut lengthways in
the metal or cardboard, and so arranged that they are
exactly opposite when the cylinder is formed. When
these slots are cut the material is carefully bent t o  shape
and a 1 | "  Flanged Wheel is passed over each end. These
Wheels will be found to be a tight fit if the material has

been measured correctly.
The seam in the cylinder
is now jointed by means
of glue or solder according
to  the material used.

The complete shutter
is carried on a 6|" Rod,
journalled in the side
plates of the model, on
one side of which is
mounted a |*  Sprocket
Wheel. The drive from
the Sprocket on the arma-
ture shaft is conveyed to
this by a short length of
Sprocket Chain. If re-
quired, the bearingscarry-
ing the shutter rod may
be reinforced by the use
of Bush Wheels.

When the model is
completed all the bear-
ings should be well oiled

with fairly thin lubricating oil, and then be allowed
to  ° run in.” Better results will then be obtained
owing to  greater steadiness in the working parts.

The method of using the Meccano Rotoscope is shown
clearly in Fig. 2. In order to  carry out observations
the motor should be first allowed to  revolve at maximum
speed, and then the control handle should be turned
slowly in the retarding direction. In this manner
the instrument is readily “ tuned in ” to  the required
frequency with the least possible variation in the speed
of the shutter and motor.

the motor and controls of the shutter are always easily
accessible. A small catch, consisting of a Flat Bracket
mounted on a lock-nutted Bolt, may be fitted if desired
to  one of the corner 51" Angle Girders, in order to
prevent the inspection cover from falling open.

The top and bottom
of the case consist of
5 | "x3 | "  Flat Plates, the
bottom Plate being fitted
at its centre with a Bush
Wheel. This Bush Wheel
carries a 5" Rod in its
boss on which is mounted
a Wood Roller serving as
a handle. A piece of
rubber tubing slipped
over this handle will add
greatly t o  its appearance,
and will also give the
operator greater comfort
and grip, points of con-
siderable importance if
long studies are to  be
made with it.

The motive unit, which
consists of an E l  Electric
Motor, is bolted to  the
Flat Plate forming the
base of the model. A
Sprocket Wheel is carried on one end of the armature
shaft, the other end being fitted with a Pinion. A
3Y Rod is journalled in a top hole of one of the motor
side plates, and also in a hole in one of the Flat Plates
forming the  side of the case. This Rod carries a 57-teeth
Gear that is spaced away from the motor side plate by
means of four Washers.
Two Handrail Supports
are secured t o  this Gear in
opposite holes, and they
must be so arranged as t o
allow their plain holes t o
point towards the centre
of the Gear.

Fou r  Compres s ion
Spr ings  and three
Washers are now placed
alternately on the Rod 1,
the Washers being neces-
sary in order to  prevent
the Springs from entwin-
ing. A Face Plate follows
the Springs on to  the
Rod, and this is fitted
with two Handrail Sup-
ports in a similar
manner to  those on the
57-teeth Gear Wheel.
The Face Plate must be
allowed to  rotate freely on the Rod, and a Collar is
placed between it  and the side of the case.

The governor is now fitted, and this consists of eight
I j "  Strips loosely attached to the Handrail Supports
already mentioned. The connections are made by
small screws taken from Universal Couplings, although
Grub Screws will be suitable if others are not available.
If Grub Screws are used, 1" Rods must be passed through
the plain holes of the Handrail Supports in order to
prevent the Strips from being gripped too firmly. The
Strips are loosely connected together by 1" Rods and

Fig. 2. How the Meccano model of the Rotoscope is held when in use.

The actual Rotoscope in use for the examination of motor car gear boxes.
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The ideas printed in  the ” S dion  " should prove a real help to thousands of Meccano enthusiasts.
Often we receive letters from readers who describe how they have solved some knotty problem or evolved an
interesting model after studying some of the ideas that have appeared. ItV shall always be pleased to receive
further contributions for the “ Suggestions Section." Cash payments are made for all Suggestions published
(excluding those mentioned in the “Af iscellaneous” Suggestions column). Contributions should be accompanied
by clear photographs or drawings and should be addressed to Spanner" c/o The “ Meccano Magazine.”

(297)  —Spontan Transmission Gear  ( j .  coombes, Reading)

In the July "A/.A// J we illustrated a Meccano model of Hobbs'
Inertia Gear, an ingenious invention intended to obviate the use
of the motor car clutch and gear-box. In yjew of the immense
interest created by mechanisms of this type, we illustrate on this
page another extremely ingenious mechanism for automatically
adjusting the gear ratio between engine and
road wheels to suit varying conditions. The
original mechanism was designed by Fredrik
Ljungstrom, whose name will already be
familiar to readers as the designer
of the turbine locomotive bearing his
name. The actual mechanism is an
outstanding example of ingenuity, and
although many working parts are
necessary to obtain the required re-
sults, the device is neatly housed in a
comparatively small casing bolted im-
mediately behind the engine.

A car fitted with the Spontan Gear
requires only one control in addition to the
steering wheel and emergency hand brake.
This takes the form of a foot pedal with a
metal loop or strap into which the foot is
inserted, so that the pedal can be depressed or
raised at the will of the driver. Depression of the
pedal releases the brakes, engages the clutch, and
accelerates the engine, causing the car to gradually
pick up speed as the engine revolutions increase. The
pressure on the pedal governs the speed of the car,
which is stopped by raising it to the neutral position,
thus reversing the operations just mentioned.

To engage reverse gear, the pedal is raised from the
neutral position and then pushed downward again. This
causes the vehicle to start backward, the speed being governed
once again by the pressure on the pedal, the gear ratio between
the engine and the rear wheels being adjusted automatically

in the lower illustration.
The end of the Rod 2 carries two Single Throw Eccentrics

mounted with the bosses facing outward and in directly
opposite positions. The strap of each Eccentric is fitted

with a weight made up of a number of Flat Brackets.
The actual number used will depend upon the maximum
speed of the driven shaft, and they are pivotally

connected by means of Strips to the Screwed Rods
4 on the driving Plate. The flywheel or " pendulum

g wheel ” 5 is built up by placing the bosses of Bush
Wheels through the centre holes of two 4" Circular

5 Plates, the two Plates then being mounted with
the Bush Wheels inward on each side of a third

6 Plate, and secured by eight f* Bolts on the
shanks of each of which are two Washers,

9 one between each Plate. The same
bolts hold the Gear Ring 6, which is

spaced from the Plate by a Collar and
Washer on each bolt. To the rear of
the flywheel so formed lengths of
Spring Cord are fitted, being attached
by bolts 8 to the 4 | "x2  Flat Plate
fixed to the frame.

The Rod 2 is free to rotate in the
bosses of the two Bush Wheels mounted

between the Plates, and carries the Bush
Wheel 7, which is fitted with four Pivot Boits

3 carrying Pawls. The Bush Wheel is spaced
from the flywheel 5 by means of Washers, and a
Collar is placed between the wheel 5 and the Flat
Plate. The Pawls on one side of the Bush Wheel
engage the inside teeth of the Gear Ring 6, and the

second pair of Pawls engage the teeth inside the Gear Ring 9,
which is bolted to a Circular Plate by eight bolts each carrying

as in the case of the forward drive.
To re-engage the forward gear the
pedal is once more raised above the
neutral position, and the car starts
forward when it is pressed down
again. An outstanding . point in
favour of the mechanism is that no
skill is required for operating the
foot pedal, which requires no delicate
movement, and thus enables even a
very inexperienced driver to control
the car without difficulty.

The operation of the mechanism
will be best understood by referring
to the illustrations of the Meccano
model shown in Figs. 297 and 297a.
The lower illustration shows the
different components before assem-
bling. The working parts are housed
in a frame consisting of two 7J*
Angle Girders, between which are
bolted four 4 J* x Double Angle
Strips and a 4 " x 2J" Flat Plate.
These form bearings for the driving shaft 1, the intermediate
shaft 2 (Fig. 297a), and the driven shaft 3. The Rod 1 carries a

a Collar and two Washers for spacing purposes.
When the Rod 1 is rotated slowly, the connecting links attached

to the Rods 4 cause the bob weights on
the Eccentric straps to rotate round the
Eccentrics. These unbalanced weights
tend to turn the Eccentrics first in one
direction and then in the other, the
impulses increasing in intensity as the
engine speed increases. This alternate
to-and-fro motion is transmitted through
the Rod 2 to the Bush Wheel 7, and
backward rotation is damped out by the
action of the Pawls on the flywheel 5,

which is prevented from rotating by
the Spring Cord. The spring-
mounted wheel tends to smooth out
the drive, and the reaction of the
springs by which it is held assists
the forward motion.

The second set of Pawls on the
Bush Wheel 7 rotate the Gear Ring 9,
thus causing the car to travel for-
ward, the tendency being for the car

to free-wheel on the backward stroke until it receives another
forward impulse. As the car picks up speed the forward impulses

4" Circular Plate that is bolted to a Bush Wheel and fitted with
twro 1" Screwed Rods 4 each held firmly in place by two nuts
screwed tightly against the Plate. The 34'' Rod 2 is journalled in

act on the Eccentrics for a longer period, and the reverse impulses
are proportionately reduced. Eventually a stage is reached when
the Rod 2 rotates uniformly with the driving shaft.

the Flat Plate, and also in the boss of the inner Bush Wheel bolted
to the Circular Plate on the Rod 3. This Bush Wheel can be seen

a
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Miscellaneous Suggestions
Under this heading “Spanner"  replies to readers

who interesting suggestions regarding new
Meccano models or movements that he is unable to
deal with more fully elsewhere, On occasion he
offers comments and technical criticisms that, he
trusts, will be accepted in the same spirit of mutual
help in  which they are advanced.

(M,166.) Electro-Magnet for Cranes.—
Electro-magnets are sometimes fitted to
cranes for raising loads of iron and steel,
and a model of one of these magnets has
been devised by G. F. Simms (Manningtree,
Essex). Two discs 2* in diameter are cut
out of stiff cardboard and are punched in
the centre to accommodate a Bolt. The
discs are spaced apart on the Bolt by wind-
ing a strip of paper slightly less than
wide on the Bolt shank, the wire afterwards
being wound on this to fill in the space
between the two discs. A nut holds the
discs in position, and the end of the Bolt is
inserted in the centre hole of a Boiler End,
so that the entire coil fits inside. I t  will be
seen that the head of the bolt forms one
pole of the magnet and the rim of the
Boiler End the other pole. The Boiler
End may be provided with a Pulley Block
for fitting i t  to a model crane.

(M.167.) A Simple Clock Escapement,—
A Birmingham reader submits details of a
clock escapement mechanism that is
extremely simple to construct and is silent
in operation. The pendulum is about 3 ft .
in length, and is provided with a Double
Angle Strip, between the ends of which is
stretched a rubber band that passes
through the end hole of a 5J* Strip. The
rubber band lies parallel to the pendulum,
and an extra length of rubber or elastic
is tied between the upper end of the
Double Angle Strip and the third hole
from the end of the Strip. The other
end of the Strip is pivoted to a Bush Wheel
driven from the Clockwork Motor. The
Bush Wheel should be geared up from
the Motor driving shaft, and its speed
of rotation is effectively governed by
means of the pendulum.

(M.168.) Adjustable Cam,—Several dif-
ferent-shaped cams can be produced by
the method suggested by R. Knolls
(Birmingham), who employs a Bush Wheel
to which a Pawl is rigidly bolted with its
boss outermost. As the cam so formed
rotates, the tappet rod is raised by the
Pawl and drops suddenly when it reaches
the end. The speed of the upward
movement of the tappet can be varied by
adjusting the position of the Pawl in re-
lation to the Bush Wheel. A symmetrical
cam can be made by bolting two Pawls in
place, one being arranged on each side of
the Bush Wheel so that their ends come
together. With this construction the tappet
rod should be provided with a fairly wide
roller for bearing on the cam. For this
purpose a Collar may be mounted on a I"
Bolt passing through a small Fork Piece
and fitted with lock nuts.

(M.169.) Interrupter for Electrical
Models.— An interesting form of " make and
break " for use in Meccano shocking coils,
etc., has been submitted by R.  Mayes
(Kyogle, N.S.W.) The device is hand-
operated, and consists mainly of a Gear
Wheel the teeth of which bear against a
Pawl or Strip. As the Gear is rotated and
the Pawl moves from one tooth to the next,
the electric circuit is completed and broken
in rapid succession. An advantage of this
arrangement over the magnetic type of
contact breaker is that the frequency of the
interruptions can be varied at will by
changing the size of the Gear or varying its
speed of rotation.

(298)  —Engraving Machine (J, R. Hanmer, Birmingham)

By means of the ingenious model shown
in Fig. 298 it is possible to engrave name-
plates, medallions, etc., of a fairly soft
metal such as copper or brass. The model
will be found useful for a large number of
different purposes, but i t  will be of greatest
utility for engraving names and addresses
on articles to prevent loss. The mechan-
ism is mounted on the side plates of a
No. E6 Electric Motor. A I"  Pinion on the
Motor armature spindle drives a 57-teeth
Gear on a secondary shaft carrying a 1"
Sprocket Wheel. This drives, through a
short length of Chain, a Sprocket
on a Rod fitted with a Single Throw
Eccentric, the strap of which is passed
through an Eye Piece 1 pivoted on a
Pivot Bolt passed through one of the
Motor side plates. Four Washers are
placed on the Pivot Bolt between the
Eye Piece and Plate.

As the Eccentric strap moves up and
down it strikes the end of the Axle Rod 2,
which is filed to a point to form the en-
graving tool. This Rod is free to slide
in a Double Bracket and 1 X Double
Angle Strip attached to a framework
of Strips bolted to the side plates of
the Motor. At its upper end the
Rod carries a Collar and Com-
pression Spring, and a second
Collar, free to slide on the Rod,
is placed below the Spring for
spacing purposes. The Rod
is prevented from rotating
by means of a Flat Bracket
3 fixed to a Collar placed below the Double
Angle Strip. The bolt fixing the Bracket
carries a Washer under its bead, and

for holding the Motor
side plates together. A Rod

passed through the holes at
the upper ends of the Strips carries

Spring that is retained in a central
position by Collars. A second Spring
is bolted to the first, and supported on
a Rod 5 passed through a pair of 3"

a

a second Washer between the Flat Bracket
and Collar. A Collar beneath the Double
Angle Strip prevents the Rod from being
raised to its full extent by the action of
the Compression Spring.

When the Motor is set in motion, the
Eccentric strap strikes the upper end of
the Rod once in each revolution, so that
it  receives a series of blows in quick
succession, and is forced down against the
action of the Compression Spring, which
returns it  to its original position before
it  is forced down again. The position
of the Rod should be so adjusted that
its maximum movement is only about

Strips. The position of the Rod may
be varied to suit the height of the article
being engraved, and the flexibility of
the Springs allows free movement of
the " pen/ '

Any convenient support may be arranged
for the device, and in the illustration
a stand is shown built up from Angle
Girders, strengthened by means of
Architraves and bolted to a base con-
sisting of a Flanged Plate.
The Plate should be screwed down to
the worktable or bench, or it  may be
weighted to counterbalance the weight
of the Motor.

1 /16th in. As the Rod is applied to
a metal surface the continuous up-and-
down movement results in a series of
tiny holes appearing in the metal. By
holding the device
be used as a pen

as shown it may
for tracing out any

kind of lettering
or sketching.

The weight of
the Motor is sup-
ported on Springs
to facilitate hand-
ling. Two
Strips are held
in position by the
hexagon nuts 4,
which are used

Fig. 298

(299)—Level Luffing Gear (A. W. Dickie, Mataura, N.Z.)

It  is then led over the
Pulley 6 and wound

several times round
the Rod 7, which is fitted
with a handle for the oper-
ation of the luffing move-
ment. The Cord goes
over the Pulley 8, and

! after passing round the
Pulley 9 is tied to the
Flat Bracket 10. The
J* Pulley 9 rotates on
a 1* Axle Rod carried
between the ends of two

Strips pivoted to the
Fig. 299 jib head.

As the Rod 7 is rotated
to raise the jib, the

luffing cord is wound in and the hoisting
cord is paid out, so that the load remains
at the same height irrespective of the
angle of the jib. A handle is fitted
to the Rod 1 for the raising and lowering
of the jib. If a two or three sheave pulley
block is used the number of Pulleys at 8
and 9 should be increased proportionately.

A simple form of level luffing gear
suitable for model jib cranes of almost
any type and size is shown in Fig. 299.
The operation of the gear is dependent
on the arrangement of the
Cord, one continuous
length being used for oper-
ating both the hoisting
and luffing movements.
One end of the Cord is tied
to the hoisting shaft 1 .
and is passed under
the Rod 2 and over
the k" Pulley 3 to
the F loose Pulley 4
at  the jib head. The
Cord then passes .
round the Pulley in
a single sheaved
pulley block to
which the load
hook is attach-
ed, and over
the second
jib head
Pulley 5.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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“Look at this fine model
I’ve built ! ”

Railway

in t
you
ove

eng
rep
can
as ;

Send for this new Meccano Book now -
it’s FREE

This fine new book contains splendid illustrated
articles dealing with many of the world's greatest
engineering feats. In addition, i t  describes and illustrates
the full range of Meccano Constructional Outfits, Hornby
Speed Boats, and the new Kemex and Elektron Outfits.

We  wil l  send you a copy, post free, in return for the
names and addresses of three of your chums. Wr i te
your own name and address clearly, and add number 70
for reference. A postcard may be used wi th a penny
stamp, but if you send a letter i t  requires a three-
halfpenny stamp.

ATo, O Meccano Outfit

Al
WRITE TO-DAY!

Manufactured by

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Railway Breakdown Crane Stone Sawing Machine

The  Most  Thr i l l ing  o f  a l l  Hobbies
Building models with Meccano is the most thril l ing and the most fascinating pastime

in the world for boys. To-day a Crane—to-morrow an Aeroplane—the next day a Bridge—
you can go on building a different model every day for a year or more, using the same parts
over and over again.

If you have never built models with Meccano, you have missed one of the greatest
thrills of your life. There is nothing like i t  for boys who are keen on doing things.

The Meccano system is composed of a series of perfectly finished steel and brass
engineering parts in miniature, with which practically any mechanical movement may be
reproduced in model form. There is no l imit to the number of engineering models that
can be built with Meccano and the system is so simple that any boy can commence building
as soon as he gets his Outf i t  home.

See the complete display now being shown at all good toy stores and make up your
mind to get Meccano for Christmas.

Traction Engine

Steam Shovel

1
Prices of Meccano Outfits |

Outfit Price Outfit Price !
1 No. X1 Builds 70 models 1/3 No. 3 Builds 687 models 27/6 i
| No. X2 96 . , 2/- No. 4 „ 753 r » 52/6 I

No.  OOO „ 162 „ 2/6 No. 5 (Carton) ,. 798 .. 70/- J
j

1 No. OO „ 189 . , 3/6 No. 5 (Cabinet) „ 798 >■ 100/- I
l No. O „ 343 ,. 5/- No. 6 (Carton) „ 844 .. 125/- i

No. 1 „ 573 „ 10/- No.  6 (Cabinet) „ 844 .. 155/ - ii
1 No. 2
1

„ 629 „ 16/- No.  7 ( „ ) „ 889 415/- i
i

Steam Tipping H'agon

Ao. 1 Meccano Outfit No,  3 Meccano OutfitNo.  2 Meccano Outfit

SECCANO
ENGINEERING FOR BOYS

MECCANO LIMITED LIVERPOOL 13Dept. 70 Binns Roadby

meccanoindex.co.uk
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L.N.E.R. Locomot ive  "No .  10000 "
showing Walschaercs’ Valve Gear

Examples of

MECCANO
Model Construction

1. Locomotive Valve Gears
IN spite of all rivals the steam locomotive stil l exerts

its old fascination. Every keen boy is anxious to
know how the steam is produced, and how its force

is utilised to develop the enormous hauling power and
high speed demanded of the locomotive of to-day.

An extremely important part in the working of the
locomotive is played by the valve gear that enables the
driver to exert complete control of the engine from the
lowest speeds to the highest. Various types of valve gear
are in use to-day, one of the most popular being the
Walschaerts gear shown in the above illustration.

The Walschaerts and other gears are not really com-
plicated mechanisms, but i t  is not easy to understand their
working from a photograph o r  diagram. Al l  difficulty in this
direction is banished completely by the use of Meccano.
The Meccano model-builder can construct a complete
working model of the mechanism, and by setting his model
in  motion can follow its action wi th the greatest ease.

WALSCHAERTS’  VALVE GEAR

This gear, of  wh ich  the Meccano model  gives a perfect wo rk ing
demonstrat ion,  was invented by  Egide Walschaercs, a Belgian engineer,
i n  1874, and is one  of  the  most  popular types tn use i n  modern  locomot ive
practice. The  gear is part icular ly  suitable for outside-cyl inder locomotives,
and i t  possesses the advantage of  giving a constant lead at  al l  po ints  o f
steam “ cut-of f . "

STEPHENSON’S L INK MOTION

This Meccano mode l  demonstrates the wo rk ing  of  the  " curved l i nk  "
valve mo t i on  f irst  ut i l ised i n  1842 by Rober t  Stephenson, and s t i l l  i n  popular
use. I n  this gear the  valve rod takes i ts  mo t i on  from a curved l i nk  tha t  is
rocked by  eccentrics moun ted  on  the  crankshaft. The l i nk  is raised o r
lowered to  b r i ng  the valve rod under  the influence o f  e i ther  eccentric,
giving the  engine a backward o r  forward mo t ion .  I t  is suitable fo r  inside
o r  outstde cyl inders ; and for valves above, below o r  between the  cy l inders.
This  widely employed gear was invented by W i l l i am  Howe,  a fitter
employed by  Stephenson.

JOY’S RADIAL VALVE GEAR

The special advantage of  this gear, wh ich was invented i n  1879 by
David  Joy, lies i n  i ts ext reme simpl ic i ty ,  no  eccentrics being used i n  the
mechanism. The gear was employed extensively i n  locomotives un t i l
qu i te  recenc, t imes, bu t  has now been largely discarded i n  favour o f  valve
mot ions of  the  Walschaerts type.

MECCANO LIMITED
Binns Road, Liverpool 1 3

MECCANO

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Model-Building Contest Results
By Frank Hornby

“Wagon Tippler” Competition
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In Deakin's fine model the cage is rotated by means of Sprocket
Chains that pass round Channel Girders and over Sprocket
Wheels driven by a Motor. The cage is supported on four 1* Pulley
Wheels fitted with Meccano Dunlop Tyres, and a balance

weight ensures that an even pull is exerted by
the Motor. When the wagon is in position on the
platform, its axles are gripped by Double Brackets,
which are then clamped in position by turning a
wheel at the side of the machine. In this way the
wagon is held securely while it  is being tipped.

The models submitted by F.  Colt man and G, S. King
are similar to the locomotive coaling plants used on
the L.N.E.K, at Doncaster, and the L.M.S.K, at
Crewe. In these machines the loaded wagon is run
on to rails laid on an elevator platform or cradle, where
it is clamped securely in position and then elevated to
a hopper at the top of a high tower. The hoisting
drums are situated in a cabin at  the top of the tower
and raise the cradle by means of wire ropes. When
the cradle reaches the hopper it is automatically
tilted sideways, and the load of coal is discharged
into a storage bunker. The bunker is fitted writh
mechanically operated doors, through which the

coal may be drawn oil as required and fed
into the tenders of locomotives standing

below the discharge chutes. The coal-
ing plant at Doncaster is capable
of coaling “ The Flying Scotsman”
in three minutes ■ Very little
power is required to unload a
wagon, as both the wagon and
cradle are balanced by means
of heavy weights moving in
guides down the sides of the
tower.

In  both models the tower,
engine house and winding gear
have been well reproduced, but
I think that the engine house
of G. S. King's model is a little
out of proportion with the

remainder of the structure. This model is driven by means of a
Meccano E l  Electric Motor, which is situated at the top of the
tower and operates the winding drums through reduction
gearing. The controls for the hoisting and lowering operations
are placed in a small cabin at the foot of the model.

This competition was arranged in connection with an article
dealing with coaling plant that appeared in the April, 1933, issue
of the "M.M.” Tn this article several types of plant were described,
and readers were invited to try their skill in building models of
them in Meccano, Although only railway
plant was dealt with in the article, com-
petitors were invited to submit models of
any other kind of wagon tipping apparatus,
such as the rotary machines used at  collieries
and big railway sidings.

Many of the models sent in are excellently
built and equipped to carry out all the
movements of the actual machines. One
of the best models submitted is shown on
this page, and comparison with the
prototype on page 264 of the
for April will show how well the features
of the original are represented in the
model. I t  was built by J .  Willems of
Antwerp, and was awarded First Prize
in Section C.

The principal prizewinners in the
Contest are as follows :—-
SecHon A (Home competitors of all ages)
FIRST PRIZE, Cheque for £3-3s. : E .  Deakin,

Leicester. SECOND PRIZE, Meccano or Hornby’
goods value £2-2s. : F. Coltman, Lough-
borough THIRD PRIZE, goods value :
G. S.  King, London, S.W.17.

Section B (Overseas competitors of all ages)
FIRST PRIZE, Cheque for £3-3s.f J ,  Willems,

Antwerp, Belgium. SECOND PRIZE,
Meccano or Hornby goods value £2-2s. :
F, Underdown, Greenwich, N.S.W.
THIRD PRIZE, goods value £l-ls.  : B,
Hyde, Johannesburg.
E.  Deakin's model is a copy of

one of the rotating cage type
tippers in which the wagon is run
up inclined rails on to a platform
that forms the base of a rotating
cage, and is then clamped in
position . The end rings of the cage rotate on rollers, which in some
machines are driven by hand, and in others by an electric motor.
The motion of the rollers is imparted to the cage and the latter
slowly rotates and tips the wagon until its contents fall through an
opening in the side of the cage and into a hopper.

This model won First
Prize in the Overseas Section of the
“Wagon Tippler" Competition. It represents the locomotive coaling
plant at Doncaster on the L.N.E.R., and was built by J. Willems, Antwerp.

May “Simplicity” Competition
The principal prizewinners in the May *' Simplicity ” Model-

Building Contest are as follows :—
Section A (Competitors over 14)
FiRST PRIZE, Cheque for £3-3s. : T.  Green, Mapperley. SECOND PRIZE, Meccano

or Hornby goods value £2-2s. : T. Tasker, Barnsley. THIRD PRIZE, Goods
value £1-Is. : W. Wilbur, Watford.

TEN PRIZES of Goods value 5 / - :  W. Essery, Newport ; P. Parish, Rugby ; H.
Elderfield, London, E.2 ; J .  Mathieson, London, W.8 ; F. Robey, Derby; C. L.
Rippon, Coventry ; A. Mailock, Wimborne ; A. Hampson, Widnes ; M. Tweedie,
Tilehurst ; A. Gravely, Wellingborough.

TEN PRIZES of “ Famous Trains ” : D. Grist, London, S.W.I6 ; B. Simpson, London,
S.W.5 ; W. Whitaker, Hornsea ; C. Wrayford. Moreton hampstead ; J .  Trevethan,
Bere Ferrera ; G. Odgers, Norwich ; F. Burgess, Birmingham ; B. Crozier,
Grays ; G. A, Dean, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; H. Dicken, Wrexham.

Section B (Competitors under 14)
FiRST PRIZE, Cheque for £2-2s. : K. Pharaoh, London, N.13. SECOND PRIZE,

Meccano or Hornby goods value £1-Is. : J .  Jones, Manchester 14. TniRD PRIZE.
Goods value 10/6:  W. Cawthra, Bradford.

TEN PRIZES of Goods value 5/- : G. Cotton, Niton, LO.W. ; J .  Thorp, Grantham ;
L. Hollings, Calverley; R, George, Brighton; J .  Gabbuh, Mellor; R. Rowley*
Bromley ; A. Rushton, Berk ha rested ; G. Knapman, Woodford Green ; T. Lonie,
March ; P. Wiggs, London, S.E.24.

Section C (Overseas competitors of all ages)
FiRST PRIZE, Cheque for £3-3s. : G. Christos, Johannesburg, SECOND PaizE,

Meccano or Hornby goods value £2-2s. : T. Buddle, Auckland. THIRD PRIZE,
Goods value £i-ls.  : L. Kilgour, Oamaru, N.Z.

TEN PRIZES of goods value 5/- : J .  Cesak, Winnipeg ; P. Macdonald, Coe Hill,
Ontario ; H. Baker, Plunkett, Sask. ; J .  Noble, Wellington, N.Z. ; C. Reade,
Taumaninui, N.Z. ; G. Clarke, Gisborne, N.Z. ; H. Mountfort, Ohakune, N.Z. ;
R. Cain, Durban ; A. Arnold, Melbourne ; C. Boeke, Baam, Holland.

TEN PRIZES of “ Famous Trains ” : B. Choksi, Karachi ; A. Boeke, Baarn, Holland ;
C. Tombiin, Johannesburg; C. Blackbeard, Johannesburg; A. Ness, Port
Dalhousie, Ontario ; R. Lindsay, Winton, N.Z. ; L. Boyer, Invercargill, N.Z. ;
N. Burt, Nelson, N.Z. ; S. Kendall, Auckland, N.Z. ; L. Puckridgc, Lake Wangay,
S. Australia.

“ Small Outfits ” Contest
The principal awards in this Competition are as follows :—

Section A (Home competitors under 16)
FiRST PRIZE, Cheque for £2-2s. : N. Reed, Letch worth. SECOND PRIZE, Meccano

or Hornby goods value £l-ls, : A. Ruston, Berk ha rested. THIRD PRIZE, goods
value 10/6 : G. Cole, Camberley, Surrey.

FivE PRIZES of Meccano or Hornby goods value 5 / - -  D. MacGowan, Dublin ; M.
Wild, Leeds HI ; P. Addiscott, Gillingham ; V. Chambers, Rugby ; P. Howard -
Flanders, Letchworth.

Section B (competitors under 16 living Overseas)
FiRST PRIZE, Cheque for £2-2s. : L. King, Sydney. SECOND PRIZE, Meccano or

Hornby goods value £l-ls.  : D. Nelson, Maaterton, N.Z. THIRD PRIZE, goods
value 10/6 i G. Swain, Waikato, N.Z.

FIVE PRIZES of Meccano or Hornby goods value 5/-  : M. Thomas, Udamaipet, S.
India ; T. Huygen, Amerafoort, Holland ; L. Boyer, Invercargill, N.Z. ; D. Hill,
Nelson, N.Z. ; J .  Lambeth, Wollongong, N.S.W.
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out on sound engineering lines because they are all interchangeable on the famous
Meccano principle. The illustrated Manual of Instructions included in each Outfit
shows how to build high and low wing Monoplanes, Biplanes, Seaplanes and many
other interesting models. Buy a Meccano Aeroplane Outfit to-day ’

Price List
Standard Series

No.  O AEROPLANE OUTFIT No.  1 AEROPLANE OUTFIT
An  interest ing range of  models can be bu i l t
w i t h  this Outfit, inc luding high and l ow  w ing
monoplanes, seaplanes and standard l igh t  biplanes.
A l l  the  parts are interchangeable. Pr ice 5 / -

No. OIP
AEROPLANE HANGAR OUTFIT

This novel and a t t rac t i ve  Outf i t  consists of  the
complete range of  No .  O Aeroplane Outfit parts
packed i n  a No .  O1  Aeroplane Hangar instead
of i n  a car ton.  Price 10/-
Note. The parts in  the No. 0 and No. O IP
Aeroplane Outfits are smaller than those i n  the
other Outfits t n  the series and are not intended
for use with these Outfits.

Magnif icent models of  h igh and l ow  w ing
monoplanes, and interest ing model  biplanes
represent ing standard types can be bu i l t  w i t h
th is  fine Outfit. Price 9/-
Meccano Aeroplane Constructor Accessory Outfit
No. l a ,  costing 8/6, will convert a No. 1 Outfit
into a No. 2.

No.  2 AEROPLANE OUTFIT
This Outf i t  enables a much  w ide r  range of  models
to be bu i l t ,  including tr ip le-engined monoplanes
and biplanes, and a racing seaplane of  t he  type
tha t  was used i n  t he  Schneider T rophy  Contests.

Price 16 /6
Special Series

No. 2 SPECIAL AEROPLANE OUTFIT
This is t he  finest and most  at t ract ive Aeroplane
Cons t ruc to r  Out f i t  on  t he  market .  I t  contains
a big range of  aircraft  parts, w i th  wh ich  numerous
models of  practically any type  of  machine may be
bu i l t—44 examples a re  shown i n  the  Manual of
Instruct ions. A l l  the parts that  are special
features of  t he  No.  1 Special Outf i t  a re  included,
also a number  of  o ther  parts of  special design.
Price 25 / -

No.  1 SPECIAL AEROPLANE OUTFIT
The parts i n  th is  Super Aeroplane Out f i t  w i l l  bui ld
over  20 realist ic models of  di f ferent types of
aircraft .  The range of  special parts includes main
planes f i t ted w i t h  ailerons, ta i l  planes w i t h
elevators, movable rudder ,  radial engine cowl ing,
etc. Price 15/ -
A No. l a  Special Aeroplane Accessory Outfit,
Price 11/6, will convert a No. 1 Special Outfit
into a No. 2 Special.

All Meccano Aeroplane Outfits are available in three different colour combinations.
MECCANO LTD. -BINNS ROAD - LIVERPOOL 13

No. 2 Special Aeroplane Outfit
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a “Architectural” Model-Building Contest
Prizes for Model Buildings, Monuments, Castles, etc.
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decided upon, the next step is t o  construct the model.
Any size of Outfit may be used, and simple models built
from small Outfits will receive just the same consideration

A FEW months ago we arranged a novel competition
in which the competitors were asked to submit
Meccano models of houses, castles, monuments,

or other architectural structures. The competition as large models. Mere size alone will not ensure success
proved a great success, and we have decided to  give
readers another opportunity t o

for a model. Some of the Meccano parts are specially
suited to architectural work, and

exercise their skill in building models
of this kind.

Architecture is a subject that up
to  now has not received sufficient
attention from the majority of
Meccano model-builders. The re-
production of castles, monuments,
churches and similar structures offers
a welcome change from the construc-
tion of mechanical models, and pro-
vided that care is taken to  choose
suitable Meccano parts, really in-
teresting work can be done in this
direction. Architectural model-
building also gives ample scope for
originality in choice of subject and
for the competitor to  exercise his
artistic abilities.

Several fine examples of archi-
tectural models have been illustrated
in the from time to  time,
and a special article dealing with
this branch of model-building
was included in the for
September, 1931. The illustr r
tion on this page shows another ▼ ’ .• _
example of the splendid work that can be done in
this line. ,.

I n  the present Contest we are offering a big range
of prizes for the best constructed architectural models

these should be made use of as much
as possible. For example, Crank
Handles (Part Nos. 19 and 19s) make
admirable downcomer pipes for the
gutters of a model house, and the
Handrail Support (Part No. 136)
may be used with great effect as a
door handle. Careful study of the
various parts will soon reveal a
number of novel uses for them, and
any time given to  this point will be
well rewarded by the realistic appear-
ance of the finished model.

After the model is completed it
is only necessary to obtain an illus-
tration of it.  This may be either a
photograph or drawing, but a photo-
graph is best if it is possible to
obtain one. This need not be a pro-
fessional photograph, a small " snap ”
will do provided that it is clear

and sharp in detail.
In order to  give every com-

petitor an equal chance the
Contest is divided into Sections
as follows—Section A, for models

built entirely from Outfits not larger than No. 3 ;
Section B, for models built from Outfits Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Each Section is open to  competitors of all ages living in
any part of the world, and each competitor must indicate

An example of a model suitable

of any kind sent in by readers. The prizes will be
awarded for originality of subject, neatness of construc-
tion, and realism of the completed model. The judges
will also look for good proportions and rigid construction.
Any architectural structure may be chosen for modelling,
but if possible one of the  well-known
buildings, monuments or castles
should be selected.

Illustrations of suitable sub-
jects are quite easy to  obtain, and
photographs of many fine build-
ings that would be excellent for
reproduction have been published
in the “ Meccano Magazine.” The
actual choice should be deter-
mined by the size of Outfit avail-
able. If only a small Outfit is
used, the wisest selection will be a
simple church, or a small building
such as a modern villa or a club
house of the kind seen on golf
courses and cricket grounds.

When the subject has been

the Section for which his model is eligible by writing a
large letter A or B on the back of each photograph or
drawing submitted. The competitor must also state
his age, name and address, and if the model is a large
and complicated one a short description of its construc-

tion should be prepared. This,
together with the photograph or
drawing, should be enclosed in an
envelope addressed Second
“ Architectural ” Competition,
Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liver-
pool 13.

A full list of prizes to  be awarded
in each Section is announced in the
panel at the foot of this page. Both
Sections A and B will close for
entries on 28th February, 1934.

All photographs or drawings of
prizewinning models become the
property of Meccano Ltd., but un-
successful entries will be returned
provided that a stamped envelope
is enclosed.
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Architectural ” Contest
LIST OF PRIZES

Section A (open to Home and Overseas competitors).
First Prize, Meccano or Hornby Goods value <£2-2s.
Second Prize, No. 3 Kemex Outfit, value £1-5s.
Third Prize, No. 2 Kemex Outfit, value 15/-.
Five Prizes of No. 1 “ Kemex " Outfits, each value 7/6.
Ten Prizes of “ How to Use Meccano Parts ” Manuals.
Certificates of Merit.
Section B (open to Home and Overseas competitors).
First Prize, Meccano or Hornby Goods, value £3-3s.
Second Prize, Meccano or Hornby Goods, value <£2-2s.
Third Prize, No. 2 Elektron Outfit, value £l-5s.
Ten Prizes of No. 1 *' Elektron " Outfits, each value

8/6.
Ten Prizes of Meccano or Hornby goods, each value

5/-.
Engineer’s Pocket Books and Certificates of Merit.
(Winners of " Kemex ’’ or “ Elektron " Outfits may
have other Meccano or Hornby goods if preferred.)
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cHORNBY
SPEED

k BOATSThese are Hornby Speed Boat Days
Hornby Speed Boats are the best that you can buy. The beauty of
their appearance and the efficiency of their performance are
the talk of thousands of Speed Boat enthusiasts everywhere.
Here are some of the special features of these wonderful
boats—streamlined hull and fine entry lines of bow giving
great speed ; exceptional length of run, due to the y
general excellence of the mechanism by which the boats /
are propelled ; special design of propeller ; each boat /
attractively finished wi th a special patent water- /
resisting enamel in  a range of choice colour /
combinations. /

d i f f e ren t  mode l s HORNBY SPEED BOAT No. 1 MARTIN.” PRICE 3 11

choose from
There are
in price
attractively finished and available in
three different colour combinations.
Ask your dealer to show you the
full range of Hornby Speed Boats,
o r  send to us for a copy of
t he  Ho rnby  Speed  Boa t
l ea f l e t  i n  co

five splendid models, ranging
from 3/11 upwards, each

PRICE 7/6HORNBY SPEED BOAT No SWIFT

[MECCANO

HORNBY SPEED BOAT No. PRICE 12

This is t he  Ho rnbySpeed
Boat C lub  Badge, wh ich
may be purchased from
you r  dealer,  p r i ce  6cL. o r
d i rec t  f rom us. p r i ce  6d . .

post  f ree.
VENTURE.” PRICE 15/6HORNBY LIMOUSINE BOAT No. 4

PENNANTS
Pennants fo r  Ho rnby  Speed
Nos .  3 and 4 may be purchased
separately f rom any Meccano dealer .

Price 2d. each.

HORNBY CABIN CRUISER No. 5 VIKING.” PRICE 16 6

MECCANO LIMITED, B INNS ROAD,  LIVERPOOL 13
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3 An Interesting Miniature Railway |
Mr. L. F. B. Gilhespy’s Layout

THE  miniature railway system illustrated on this page
is owned and operated by  Mr. L. F. B. Gilhespy of
Birmingham. The layout is remarkable in several

respects. I t  has three separate levels ; the locomotives
and rolling stock of all groups are represented ; and the
lineside scenery is very realistic, and is complete even
down to  a miniature scrap heap composed of locomotives
and coaches, wheels, and odd parts !

Of the three levels, the uppermost one accommodates

representing the useful small- wheeled 4 -40s  of the
“ Bulldog ” class. Another 4-4-0 is named ” City of
Birmingham ” a very suitable title in view of the situation
of the line ; and a 30 Locomotive renamed 14La France ”
recalls the three famous De Glehn " A tian tics'” once
possessed by the G.W.R,

Each group company is represented by Hornby No. 2
Special Tender Locomotives, so that  " Counties,”
” Shires,” " Compounds” and “ LI ” engines work side

the main line with engine sheds for by side. There are other miscel-
G.W.R. stock. On the second level
are the passenger coach sidings, the

_ j laneous engines for different varieties
of work, including two Metropolitan

goods yards and sheds for L.M.S.R.,
L.N.E.R. and S.R. locomotives, and
for all the shunting engines, the
latter being accommodated on this
level in order t o  be close to  the
goods yard.
The third
l eve l  i s
chiefly for
storage pur-
poses ,
mostly of
goods
wagons
that are not
in use. All
three levels
are served
by a special
l i f t  con -
structed of
Meccano parts and driven by an
electric motor. This allows vehicles
to be transferred rapidly from one
level to another, and avoids the
necessity for gradients.

The room in which the railway is
installed is 20 ft  by 18 ft. broad, so

electric-type locomotives. Among
examples that  are not often found on
miniature railways of to-day are
three electric locomotives of the
original Central London “ tube ”

type, and a
model of
one of the
fo rmer
Mid land
Ra i l  w a y
”9  9 9 ”
c l a s s
4 -4  -0  s ,
once
known but
n o w
withdrawn.

The main
s t a t i on
consists of

two standard Hornby ” Windsor ”
Stations extended to a suitable
length by means of Passenger
Platforms. These serve the up
main and electric local lines, but in
the centre is an Island Platform.
There is a through main line clear of

Typical
views on Mr.

L. F, B, Cilhespy's
layout {A bovc j

Train passing engine
shed. (Leftl A C.W R.

(Right) Express entering
main station. (Below j

Main station show-
ing scenery.

well

a l l

that  the main line is quite extensive. the platform, and there are two local
Actually it  is arranged on the continuous plan, and is
provided with three or four tracks throughout. The
outermost through track is 51 ft. long, and its inner
counterpart 47 ft. long ; and there is a 40 ft. loop line and
a complete electric circuit with a length of 45 ft.

Express passenger and goods trains are dealt with by
clockwork engines of various types, local goods and
suburban traffic being electrically operated. Altogether
some 62 locomotives are in use, and the passenger
and goods vehicles total about 100. Foremost among the
passenger locomotives are 12 Hornby G.W.R. No. 2
Specials, an interesting point about which is that 11 have
been renamed after various ” Counties ” of actual
practice, and renumbered to  avoid confusion with the
standard “ County of Bedford.11

Similar renumbering has been carried out with other
locomotives, an old Hornby G.W.R. No. 2 Tender
Engine being No. 3417, " Lord Mildmay of Fletef 1 thus

bay platforms. On the opposite side of the layout to this
station is a large tunnel through which pass three tracks,
the up  and down main, and the electric local that  serves a
small wayside station adjacent to one end of the tunnel.

The scenic background provided is remarkably realistic,
as may be judged from the accompanying illustrations.
In the section shown in the upper photograph the back-
ground consists partly of a small township, and close by
the line is a building arranged as an engineering works.
This is situated conveniently near a locomotive depot, and
a model overhead gantry travelling crane is provided for
lifting locomotives for repair. I n  the left of this photo-
graph i t  will be noticed that the general tendency of
the country is gradually upward. This rise is developed
for some distance, and the succeeding length of scenery
is based on the wild characteristics of Dartmoor.

The left-hand photograph shows another engine yard.
The shed is placed in a picturesque pe&928'
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to photo-engraving, the School of Photo- Engraving
and Lithography, 6, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, London,
E.C.4, which was referred to earlier in this article.
This school holds classes in process-engraving and art,
both during the day and in the evening. The fee for
full-time instruction at the day classes in either process-
engraving or  commercial art is £15 per session, and the
usual cost of evening classes in any subject is £1 per
session. Students not directly engaged m the trade,
but who are otherwise eligible for admission, are
sometimes allowed to join’ the classes, but they are
charged twice the normal fee.

Chemical Magic at Home—(ConZ. from page 867)

colour. The change proceeds in the ordinary way for
a day or two, and then a remarkable change occurs,
for the band comes to an end and a second layer of
lead chromate begins to form, a gap being left between
it and the first one. As the experiment is continued,
many bands of this kind form in the lube, in the
manner shown in Fig. 4, which shows how the layers of
precipitate are formed at successively greater intervals.
Traces of this peculiar band formation, which is usually
described as  rhythmic precipitation, can often be seen in
other cases of precipitation following diffusion into
jelly prepared in this manner.

To most experimenters, the formation of chemical
gardens in solutions of water glass, illustrated in Figs.
2 and 3, is the most interesting case of precipitation.
The full instructions given in the Kemex Manuals
will enable owners of Outfits to carry out these experi-
ments successfully, and those who wish to extend their
results can try other chemicals that form insoluble
silicates, and also use solutions containing a greater
proportion of water glass in order to obtain larger
growths. Care should always be taken io use freshly-
made solution, and it is best to use water that has
been boiled when preparing the liquid. In spite of
these precautions, the solution occasionally is slightly
milky, owing to the precipitation in it of silica by
carbon dioxide from the air, or from the water, but this
can be removed by filtering. The lid of the tin
containing the water glass should be replaced immedi-
ately after removing the quantity required.

As an interesting variation of this experiment, the
chemicals employed may be crushed to powder, and
mixed into a paste with a’ few drops of water and just
sufficient plaster of Paris to make a good stiff mass.
This is divided into pieces about the size of a bean,
and Uiese are left to dry and harden before placing
them in the solution of water glass, which should he
prepared by dissolving two tablespoonfuls of the
syrupy fluid in a tumblerful of water.

Famous Admirals— from page 841} In addition to food for the men r all necessary
supplies, such as fuel oil and water, had to be trans-
ported to the machines by camel transport across
miles of desert and uninhabited country. For the
most part the operators lived in tents, close to Lheir
machines, repitching their camp every week as  the
machines moved on. Their drinking water was
not improved by a long journey in petrol tins on the
backs of camels, and it was found exceedingly difficult
to supply these far-scattered camps with fresh meat
and vegetables.

Just as work was continued day and night on
the great retaining wad
across the Indus, so the
draglines were operated
on a three-shift basis,
night and day, summer and
winter. So well organ ted
was the whole under-
taking that the Barrage
was officially opened on
13th January, 1932, nearly
a year before the scheduled
time. Thus has the
engineer conquered the
great Sind desert and
won another victory in
India in his efforts to
combat the famine scourge.

This continued for six hours, and duriog that time
as many as 1,501) cannon balls were bred, and the
Spanish defenders at the head of the mole were driven
from their guns.

Rooke then ordered one of his officers to  storm the
mole. The first of Lhe armed seamen to spring ashore
were checked by the explosion of a mine under the
Spanish fortification, two officers and 40 seamen
being killed and many others wounded. The prompt
arrival of the remainder of the storming force resulted
in the capture of the mole,
however, and when Rookc
again demanded the sur-
render of Gibraltar, the
tjovernor had no alterna-
tive but to march out with
the remainder of the garri-
son. The English losses in
this victorious attack,
which placed in their hands
the key of the Mediter-
ranean, were two officers
and 58 men killed, and
three officers and 208 men
wounded.

After capturing Gibral-
tar, Rooke returned to
Tetuan to replenish the
provisions of his fleet, and
returning on 9th August,
sighted a French fleet. The
French fled towards Velex
Malaga, a town 14 miles
north east of Malaga, and
when Rooke came up with
them after delaying to
summon 900 marines from
Gibraltar he discovered
that they had been con-
siderably reinforced. They
did not stay their flight
until next morning, when
they halted and prepared
to fight. The French fleet
included 52 sail of the line,
24 galleons and numerous
fireships and smaller craft.
It was manned by 25,000
seamen and carried 3,681
gups, and was under the
chief command of Admiral
de Toulouse, High Admiral
of France. There were 53
sail of the line and six
smaller vessels in the
English fleet, which mount-
ed 2,940 guns and was
supported by 12 Dutch sbfps under the command of
Admiral Calembourg.

Accounts of the fierce battle fought on 13th August
differ much in detail. At the beginning the English
van, led bv Shovel, was so far ahead of the centre that
the French would have succeeded jn isolating and
surrounding it had not Rooke observed the danger
in time to hurry forward to his subordinate's help.
During the light many of the English ships ran short
of ammunition, owing to their heavy expenditure of
shot during lhe capture of Gibraltar, and lheir lack
eventually caused them to withdraw from the action.
After four hours of intense fighting, the French van
began to give way before the English, and shortly
afterward the French rear gave way to the Dutch,
but the approach of darkness ended Lhe fight, with
neither side having captured a single ship. The
English lost nearly 700 men killed and over 200
wounded, and the French losses were as great.

The following day was spent in repairing ships and
attending to the wounded, and during the second
night the French fleet escaped to Toulon. Rooke then
returned to Gibraltar, where he refitted before sailing for
for Portsmouth, leaving a squadron to protect Gibraltar,

On 29th September, 1704, a few days after his
arrival back in this country, he was presented to
Queen Anne and Prince George at Windsor Apart
from this instance, however, Rooke did not have a
very cordial reception, for the indecisive results of the
battle of Velet Malaga had given rise to  dissatisfaction,
and he retired from active service in 1705. He did not
live long to enjoy his well-earned retirement, for he
died on 24tfe January, 1709.

Indian Mountain Line
(Canrinu from page 861)

this point 750 yards wide,
is suddenly -entered a t  the
point where the great
river has cut its way from
the mountain tract to the
plains through a deep and
narrow gorge. On passing
through the Sevfokc
Gorge the traveller at  once
finds himself enclosed by
steep mountains clothed
in dense forest, with the
great river Sowing close
at hand.

Threading its way along
the steep sides of the
narrow valley the railway
circles round deep wooded
bays in the depths of
which torrents rush down
to the river below ; passes
through shady groves of
overhanging forest trees,
and circumvents precipi-
tous rocks. The valley

opens out and higher mountains come into view,
and a double-eight curve carries the line up to
Riyang station. The River Riyang, which is crossed
her¢, once came down in mighty flood and changed
its course in one night. The piers of the old bridge,
marking the original course of the river, may be seen
standing high and dry in a wilderness of stones.

Shortly after leaving Riyang station lhe line runs
for half a mile through tropical forest, and on emerging
from this it appears to almost overhang lhe river
flowing swiftly more than 100 ft. below. As the
track approaches Kaiim pong Road station the most
difficult part of the line, from an engineering point of
view, is reached. Here much heavy blasting had to
be done, and on account of the shatey nature of the
mountain sides this caused the engineers much trouble.
The line terminates near the Teesta Suspension’ Bridge,
and a good road enables the traveller to cover the
remaining I wo miles from Kalimporig Road station
to the bridge, a fine structure high above the river.

We have mentioned that this branch line was
built largely on an old road. The line runs alongside
the road for practically lhe whole distance, crossing
and recrossing from one side to lhe other of it every
few hundred yards during the long climb. On account
of these numerous crossings, and the many blind
comers on the route, this is divided into sections,
and there is a system of permits for motor drivers
by which they are informed of the presence of all
trains and cars in each section before going forward.

For the information contained iu this article, and
also for the illustrations, we are indebted to the
courtesy of Che Darjeeling Himalayan Railway Co. Ltd.

A picturesque group of Pal els in ceremonial
dress. The Patels are an Indian caste, generally
occupied in agriculture. Our photograph is

by I. A, Moosbhoy, Karachi. Tivo Neiv Books
by Your Editor

The Book of
Air and Water

Wonders
With Colour Frontispiece, 32
Half-tone Illustrations and some

Line- Drawings.
Mr. Ellison Hawks,, in his usual

fascinating way, describes the com-
position, extent, pressure, and tem-
perature of the atmosphere ; dew,
mist, and fog ; seasons, climate and
winds ; storms of various types ;
glaciers and icebergs ; waterfalls
and lakes, etc.

The Book of
the Warship

With Colour Frontispiece, 32
Half-tone Illustrations, and some

Line Drawings.
Commencing with the galleys of

Egypt, Phoenicia, Greece and Rome,
the gradual evolution of the warship
is traced down to our own day.
Special attention is paid to naval
developments during the Great War.

Obtainable from all Booksellers
(Each 7/6 net)

- HARRAP-

Fighting Famine in India—-(Conf, from page 843)

77,000 men to dig the extensive canals required.
The flow of water from the main canals to the

distributing channels is carefully controlled by means
of regulators provided with several gates that can be
opened separately. No fewer than 350 of these gates
are required ; all have spans of 10 ft., and their depths
vary from 5 ft. to 12 ft. 6 in. The gates were built
in sections in order that they could be erected easily.
They are operated manually, and each can be opened
or closed with ease by two men.

Digging these canals in the desert was a trying task.
Sind rs subject to  strong winds and frequent sandstorms,
and dumping the buckets in these conditions meant
that men and machines were working in a cloud of
dust and sand. This caused such excessive wear
on all exposed working parts that i t  was found neces-
sary to enclose the draglines, and to provide specia
protection for the Diesel engines by which the machines
were operated.

What Shall I Be (Cortf inwaf from page 849)

whenever possible attendance on a third evening is
advised. The intermediate examination demands
a knowledge of the methods used in photo-engraving
reproduction, in addition. Io elementary physics and
chemistry related io the work. Candidates are
required also to have a detailed knowledge of either
line -block making, half-tone block making, photo-
gravure, photo-lithography, or three-colour half-tone
block making. During the final course of two years
the student is given wider and more advanced instruc-
tion in all branches of the subject. At the final
examination he is required to take two written question
papers, each of three hours' duration, and also to sit
for a practical examination of three hours' duration
on each of two evenings. The practical examination
is in two of the five branches just mentioned in con-
nection with the intermediate examination.

Boys who live in or near London have at their
disposal an important school that is devoted entirely
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where both ends of the Springs are closed, and cannot
be used in models such as a spring gun where the
compressed Spring is suddenly released to catapult
a washer off the Rod. If more than one Spring is
used for this purpose the obvious result will be for the
extra Springs also to shoot off the end of the Rod.

SLIP RINGS FOR LARGE MODELS
A large model in which the upper portion is made

to rotate frequently presents difficulty when it is
desired to fit an Electric Motor or illuminate the
rotating structure. Obviously wires cannot be
connected to the rotating portion of the model, so
that some form of slip ring must be devised.

A current collector for models incorporating the
Roller Bearing Unit, Part No. 167, can be devised
by forming two circles of 4|* Curved Strips and
bolting these above and below the Ring Frame.

For this purpose 6 B.A.
Bolts (Elektron Part No.
1575) should be used, and
although the two circles
should be connected together
electrically, they should be
insulated from the Ring
Frame bv means of 6 B.A.
Bushes and Washers (Elektron
Part No. I57(>). A Pendulum
Connection attached to the
base of the model, but in-
sulated from it, forms a brush
and bears against the lower
circle of Strips ; and a second
Pendulum Connection attach-
ed to the rotating super-
structure, but insulated from
it, bears against the upper
set of Strips,

To connect up for driving
an Electric Motor, one wire
should be attached to the
upper Pendulum Connection
and to one of the Motor
terminals, the' other terminal
being connected to the frame
of the model. The lower
collector brush is connected
to the Accumulator or Trans-
former, the second terminal
of which is attached to the
base of the model.
CRANE JIB CONSTRUCTION

The jib of a model crane
must be made as light as
possible consistent with
strength. A heavy jib requires
considerable power for raising
and lowering, and consequent-
ly several stages of reduction

gearing must be fitted between the Motor and luffing
barrel, so that the luffing operation is somewhat slow.
Also, if the jib is too heavy the crane will have a ten-
dency to overbalance, and even with a light jib it is often
necessary to add counterbalance weights to overcome
this. A strong and rigid jib can be constructed from
Angle Girders, which are made to form a square section
girder by means of Strips, additional Strips being
added for diagonal bracing.

A jib of much lighter construction can be made from
Braced Girders, and although perhaps not quite so rigid
as the usual type, it will be found sufficiently robust for
most models. The Braced Girders are made to form a
large girder of square section by bolting them together
by means of Angle Brackets. These should be placed at
regular intervals along the sides of the Girders to pre-
vent any tendency to buckle. The ends of the jib may
be finished oil by means of Strips or Angle Girders, and
a jib of any length can be made by adding extra
Braced Girders.

BOILER MODIFICATION.—The present design
of the Boiler (Part No. 162) enables it to be opened
out or contracted to make cylinders of various
diameters, and your proposed tubular cylinder would
not possess this very useful feature. The present
Boiler can be bolted up to make a tube of fixed diameter,
and the row of slotted holes allows for slight adjust-
ment so that the Ends fit tightly. Your suggestion
appears to be prompted by the tendency of the Boiler
Ends to slip off after the Boiler has been in use for
some time. This trouble may be overcome by
opening the boiler slightly. The latest pattern Boiler
Ends are perforated and may be bolted in position
if desired. (A>ply to B.  Pattrick, Huddersfield.)

INTERNAL GEARING
In response to a widespread demand from model -

builders, an interna II v- toothed eear has been added
to the range of Meccano Parts. The new part, No.
180, Gear Ring, resembles a Circular Strip o! 2|*
inside diameter and 3|* outside diameter, with 95
teeth cut in the inner edge and 133 teeth round the
outer rim. The part is provided with 16 perforations,
as will be seen in the illustration in the panel on this
page, and the arrangement of these boles is such that
allowance is made for adjusting and centring the
part by means of slots.

The applications of this part will at  once be apparent
to advanced model -builders, but a few notes on its
various uses will be useful to those less experienced.
The chief uses will be found in the construction of
epicyclic gear boxes, and an entirely new field for
experiment is opened up in
this direction. A 57-teeth
Gear forming the “ sun wheel"
can be arranged to mesh with
I* Pinions serving as “ planet
wheels," and engaging the
inside set of teeth of the Gear
Ring. The Pinions may be
mounted on f '  bolts each
fixed by two nuts to a 3 | "
Strip or 4* Circular Plate,
which is free on the Rod
carrying the 57-teeth Gear.
If a Strip is used for this
purpose, a Double Arm Crank
should be bolted over the
centre hole. A Socket Coup-
ling fitted to the Boss of the
Double Arm Crank or Face
Plate may be provided with
a Gear or Pinion for driving
purposes.

The Gear Ring may be
mounted on a 4* Circular
Plate fitted on an independent
Rod, in which case there are
three rotating units, namely,
the Gear Ring, the " sun
wheel,” and the frame carry-
ing the ,J planet pinions," any
one of which can be stopped
while the other two are con-
nected to driving and driven
shafts. A wide variation of
speed can be obtained by
driving through the 57-teeth
Gear and the Face Plate
carrying the Pinions, and also
driving the Gear Ring by
means of the external set of
teeth. The speed of the
driven shaft will then be
varied according to the variation in the speed of
the Gear Ring.

The new part may be utilised also where a small
Circular Strip is required, and one of its applications
of this kind is illustrated in the panel. In this case
it is used as a slip ring for collecting the current
supplying the lamps in the rotating structure of a
model Flying Machine. The superstructure rotates
on two 3* Pulley Wheels, the lower one of which is
supported on Double Brackets to allow clearance for
the Gear Ring. The Ring is insulated from the
base by Insulating Bushes and Washers placed on the
6 B.A. Bolts holding it  in place. The accumulator
is connected to the Gear Ring and also to the frame
of the model. To collect the current from the Gear
Ring a Pendulum Connection is attached to the
upper structure but insulated from it, and made to
bear lightly on the Ring. The current returns through
the frame of the model.

The Gear Ring may be mounted in a similar manner
to that described above and used for rotating the
superstructure of the model. With the part bolted
to the fixed base, the power unit would be mounted
in the upper structure ; but a more usual arrangement
would be to mount the Motor in the base and bolt
the Gear Ring to the rotating structure. A Pinion
engaging the outer teeth of the Ring should be driven
from the Motor.

The possibilities of a Gear Ring for obtaining a
reduction gear should not be overlooked. When
suitably mounted and driven by the internal teeth,
it will be found that driving and driven Rods rotate
in the same direction, whereas two external gears
♦vould rotate in opposite directions to each other.
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New Meccano Parts
No. 180, Gear Ring, 3 | ,z diameter, 95 internal

teeth, 133 external teeth. Price 2/- each.
The illustration on the left shows the new Meccano Gear Ring.

This part, which resembles a Circular Strip, has an inside diameter
of 2J '  and an outside diameter of 3 j"  and is provided with 95
internal teeth and 133 external teeth. It will be found extremely
useful in numerous different tvpes of gear boxes. It is specially
suitable for reproducing epicyclic gearing, but it can be used in
almost any instance where an internally toothed gear is necessary.
In addition i t  can be used where a small Circular Strip is
required, and in the illustration below it is shown in use as a

slip ring for collecting the current used for
illuminating electric lamps fitted to the revolving
superstructure of a model Flying Machine. The
uses of the part are dealt with in detail on
this page.

No. 147c,
Pawl without Boss.

Price Id. each.
This part resembles Part No.
147a, but is without a boss. The

new Pawl can be mounted on
a 5/32" Bolt provided with
two nuts for fixing it  in
position.Part No.

147c.
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The parts may be bolted directly to the road wheels
of a model tractor, etc., for supplying the drive,
which may be taken to the outer or inner set of teeth.
In such a case it would be a simple matter to arrange
a two-speed gear by meshing J* Pinions both inside
and outside the Gear Ring, and changing the drive
from one to the other as required. The changing
of the drive may be effected by means of Dog Clutches
or by sliding Gears.

MAKING LARGE BOBBINS
In large electrical models the standard-sized Meccano

Bobbin is sometimes found too small to give satis-
factory results as an electro-magnet. The difficulty
can easily be overcome by building up a lore of Meccano
Strips and using stout cardboard for the cheeks.
The required number of Strips should be clamped
together by means of Screwed Rods a t  each end.

The length of the core is determined by the length
of the Strips used, and the thickness depends upon
the number of Strips employed. A handy size may be
made from forty-five 2"’ Strips clamped between
Screwed Rods and carrying at one end Angle Brackets
for fixing the core in place on the model. At the
other end the Strips may be fitted between a 1 x A"
Double Angi Strip. The core so formed is provided
with two coil cheeks of stout cardboard measuring
approximately 2* x 1", with a rectangular hole
cut out of the centre. These form the limits of the
windings, and to prevent damage to the wire the
space between the two cheeks should be wrapped
round with stout paper before the wire is wound on.
When the coil is complete it is advisable to wrap a
layer of paper round the outside to protect the wire.
This precaution often prevents trouble arising as the
result of the insulation of the wire being damaged
and causing short circuits.

EXTENDED COMPRESSION SPRINGS
It sometimes becomes necessary to employ a light

compression spring of greater length than the standard
part, and the obvious means of obtaining such a
spring is to bring into use two or more short Springs.
Constructors who have tried this method will have
found that after a period of use the parts work one
into the other, the effective length eventually becoming
reduced to that of a single Spring. To overcome
this trouble a washer should be placed on the Rod
between each Spring. This prevents them from
intertwining, and by adding extra Springs almost
any length may be obtained. I t  should be remembered
that this method of construction is only suitable
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A Successful West Country Club
The official connection of the Exeter M.C. with the Meccano Guild

began in 1925, but the club had already been in existence for eight
years, and Mr. M. C. Hodder, its Leader, had taken charge of its
activities as  early as  1920. In its earliest days i t  was remarkable for
its enterprise, and Mr. Hodder was tireless in introducing new
schemes to arouse the interest of members and to encourage their

loyalty to their club.
Affiliation with the Guild was followed

by remarkable progress and the club’s
model-building activities aroused great
interest. A model of Exeter Cathedral
attracted the attention of the Cathedral
authorities, and afterwards Meccano
traincars large enough to accommodate
two members of the club, and a repre-
sentation of an elephant on which a boy
could ride, astonished the citizens of
Exeter and on special occasions provided
great fun for them and for the members.

As readers of the “Club Notes " page
will have noted, the most recent scheme is
the construction of two large workshops
crowded with novel and interesting
machinery, including power presses,
cutting machines and tapping machines,
all driven at their correct speeds by means
of shafting, sprocket chains and belts of
Meccano Cord. Both models are faithful
copies of the machine shop of a large
engineering works in Exeter, and ingeni-
ous counting machines record the total
amount of work done in them at each
meeting. Obsolete machines are con-
stantly being scrapped and replaced by
new and more ingenious contrivances.
Thus interest is fully maintained, and
every member is given an opportunity of
suggesting improvements and additions.

The secret of the club’s continued suc-
cess is the encouragement given to mem-
bers to suggest new ideas and to put them
into operation. The Leader remarks that
although the club is one of the oldest
connected with the Guild, yet in a sense it
is always the newest, for a constant stream
of recruits is encouraged, and as many
members as possible are given opportuni-
ties of taking part in the direction of

affairs. The result is that the club is run largely by the members
themselves, and fresh and original schemes are always being
worked out.

Proposed Clubs
Attempts are being made to establish Meccano Clubs in the

following places, and boys interested in becoming members should
communicate with the promoters, whose names and addresses
are given below :—
DuTCH EAST INDIES— J .  J .  D. Kruyt, Wajanglaan 28, Bandoeng.
EAST KiRKBY-— R. E. C. Kemp, 5, St. Thomas’ Avenue, East

Kirk by, Notts.
HARROW— Mr. J .  W. Stewart, B.Sc., Claremont Avenue (Senior)

School, Kenton.
HERTFORD— G. F. Roberts, 13, Bengeo Street.

Preparing for the Christmas Season
It  seems a little early to be thinking of Christmas festivities,

but it  is really by no means too soon to begin preparations for the
Exhibitions, Concerts and Social Evenings that mark this happy
season. 1 hope that  in every club these preparations are already
being made in order to ensure that members shall have the greatest
possible amount of fun when the holidays arrive, and that club
programmes from now until then will be
increasingly enjoyable in order to lead up
to a grand climax at the end of the year.

Value of
Model-Building Contests

Although new hobbies and games are
continually being introduced, model -build-
ing is pursued with unabated vigour in
every club. This is only natural, for the
desire to enjoy the Meccano hobby in the
company of others interested in it  is the
impulse that causes boys to become mem-
bers of Meccano Clubs. Most club enthusi-
asts find that competitions provide the
most fun in model-building, and contests
in great variety are available for both
large and small clubs.

In arranging model-building competi-
tions, care must be taken to work out the
details carefully in order to place all
entrants on a fair basis. For instance, if
there is a wide variation in the ages of
members, the entries should be divided
into age groups, as is done in the com-
petitions that are announced in the " M .M.’'
If careful attention is given t o  points
of this kind, it will be found that the
rivalry provoked will increase the fun
of club life, and will encourage members
to be both original and thorough in their
methods.

Two chief types of competition have
been worked out by the officials of the
most successful Meccano Clubs. In one of
these, models of a given type, such as
cranes, motor cars or ships, are to be built,
no restrictions beyond fixing the subject
being imposed. A contest of this kind
enables members who are observant and
enterprising to develop skill in reproducing
interesting mechanisms of all kinds. In  the second type of
competition members are required to  show ingenuity in overcoming
special restrictions. Simplicity Contests, and those in which
entries are to be built from a fixed number of parts, belong to this
class. The restrictions should be calculated to give entrants a fair
chance of making a good show, and it is a mistake to pile up diffi-
culties to such an extent that really productive model-building
is nearly impossible.

Competition is stimulated and interest increased when small
prizes are awarded to the winners of competitions. In some clubs
small prizes are given to the winners of each competition ; in others
marks awarded in individual contests are added up at the end of
each session in order to settle the destination of the prizes. In
some respects the second system is the better, for it  ensures that
continued application in club activities is rewarded.
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Meccano Club Secretaries
No. 28 .  S.  Major
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S. Major is secretary of the Hutton Modem School
I Bradford) M.C. This club was affiliated in
March this year. The programme includes
Model-building Evenings, Hornby Train Nights
and Caines, and members show great enthusiasm
and ingenuity in suggesting means for increasing

their enjoyment of club meetings.
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Longdendale M.C.—Affiliation has now been secured
and an interesting programme has been arranged in
which all the members take part. An interesting
feature is Discussion Evening, when models built by
members are examined and criticised, a method that
should lead to a higher standard of mode!-building.
The models shown a t  the first of these meetings were a
tractor and an aeroplane. A Cinematograph Enter-
tainment has been given by one of the members. Club
roll : 8, Secretary : V. Morris, Hadfield Road.
Hadfield.

Millwall Central School M.C.—Members have been
divided into gangs for model- building purposes, and
most meetings have been devoted to constructional
work. Lantern Lectures on engineering subjects and
others of interest to Meccano enthusiasts are given
monthly by Mr. C. B. Bending, Leader of the Club,
and short papers are read by members.
Club Roll: 16. Secretary : C. Shaw, Millwall Central
School, London, E.I4.

AUSTRALIA
Sydney M.C. —A new club room

has been obtained and members
have been busy fitting this up for
model-building operations. A re-
cruiting campaign has been
organised, as the new premises
provide better facilities for exten-
sion. Mr. W. J ,  T.  Watson has
been elected Leader of the club,
and eiforts are being made to
co-operate more closely with the
Melbourne M.C. and other Aus
tralia n clubs in order to s t reng th t ji
the club movement. Club roll
14. Secretary: W, I. T.  Watson,
595, Parramatta Road, West
Leichhardt, N.S.W., Australia

NORWAY
Sandefjord M.C. -The summer

session was brought to an end
with a camp in mountainous
country, members enjoying
rambles and climbs, on one or
which they reached the summit of
Gansta, 6,270 ft. in height. Cycle
runs also were arranged. At
model-building meetings, various
types of bridges have been con-
structed. A lantern lecture on
“ Lighting Systems " was illus-
trated by means of models and
was followed by a keen discussion.
Club roll: 6. Secretary : T.
Jacobsen, Jernbanealleen, Sandef-

jord, Norway.
SOUTH AFRICA

Malvern M.C. —Members have been very active re-
cently. The chief outdoor event has been the 20- mile
cycle race for the club trophy. Magazine Night,
Debates and Model-building Contests have been held, in
addition to Social Evenings. The subject of one of the
most interesting Debates ever held was the relative
merits of classical and jazz music. The debaters
reinforced their arguments by playing gramophone
records to illustrate important' points, and the subse-
quent discussion was very exciting. The Rev. A. Ross,
who was detained ia Johannesburg by a road accident,
gave a talk on native missionary work in Central Africa,
in which he dealt with interesting features of native
life and big game hunting. Secretary : C. D. Slade,
P.O. Box 8, Cleveland, Johannesburg.

Clubs Not Yet Affiliated
Algoa (Port Elizabeth) M.C.—This newly-formed

club meets weekly a t  the Port Elizabeth Technical
College. Members have taken part in Model-building
Contests and have built large club models, and Stamp
Collecting has been introduced as an additional hobby.
A Library has also been formed. Meccano boys in the
district are invited to join the club, and the secretary
will lx? pleased to hear from intending members. Secre-
tary : F. W. Wilson, 49, Parliament Street, Port
Elizabeth, South Africa.

Petone M.C. —Excellent progress is being made.
Model-building is the chief attraction, and talks on con-
structional methods are given regularly. Special models
are constructed at each meeting, the subjects being
decided by ballot. A Hornby Railway has been
laid down and members are becoming expert in
despatching and running trains. Club roll : 16.
Secretary : E. Speers, 70, Cuba Street, Petone.

Middlesbrough M.C. —The Swimming Section re-
cently concluded a successful season in which nine
out of 14 members learned to swim. The Section
secured affiliation to the Middlesbrough Amateur S.C.
Cricket was another activity during the summer
sessions and the club won a record number of matches,
A programme of the usual varied and attractive type
is now being followed. Club roll : 3S. Secretary :
L. Weighed, 42, Bishopton Road, Grove Hill, Middles-
brough.

St, Peter's (Wolverhampton) M.C. —Club activities
were resumed with great enthusiasm after the holidays.
Special interest was shown in operations on the
Hornby track laid down during the summer. This
has had time to settle and excellent timetables have
now been worked out. New members are required,
and the secretary will be pleased to hear from Meccano
enthusiasts who wish to join. Club roll : 10. Secretary :
V. Hiddulph, c/o Westminster Bank, Lichfield Street,
Wol verba mp ton.

Ipswich M.C. —The first meet-
ing of the winter session took the
form of a concert at head-
quarters. Many of the items
were given by members, who had
practised hard for several weeks,
and the club orchestra greatly
distinguished itself. A large
audience enjoyed every minute
of the entertainment. Club roll :
15. Secretary: D. Green,

Bankside/* Belstead Road,
Ipswich.

Sid Vale M.C.—The third
Annual Exhibition was held in
a tent on the Bedford lawn.
The chief attraction was a
realistic model of a stone quarry,
in which miniature pneumatic
drills, draglines, and other acces-
sories were hard at work. The
number of working models in
the quarry was 26. The Ex-
hibition was open for three days,
and a large sum was collected
in taxes placed on the tables.
Among the visitors were mem-
bers of the Exeter M.C., who
spent an enjoyable day at Sid-
mouth. Club roll : 20. Secretary :
I.. R. I. Gliddon, Sheffield House,
Sid mouth.

St. Nicholas {Sevenoaks) M.C.
—A group of members visited the
works of Cadbury Bros, a t
Bourn ville, and a club model
of the works was afterwards
constructed. This was displayed in the window i
of a local confectioner. A Lantern Lecture on a
tour of Bourn ville has been given, the proceeds being
devoted to club funds. Club roll: 17. Secretary :
J. Kemp, 2, Bosville Road, Sevenoaks.

Laindon M.C. -A  special feature of the summer I
session was work on the club's outdoor Hornby Train 1

layout. Ibis was laid out in realistic surroundings,
with earth embankments and other interesting acces-
sories. Model- building is now the chief attraction.
A successful competition for aeroplane models was
held, the entries being of a very high standard. Club
roll : 14. Secretary : A. G. L. Schofield, *' Highfiekl,"
Inverness Road, Laindon, Essex.

Plymouth M.C. Visits have been paid to the G.W.R.
Docks, and the City Electricity and Gas Works. .At
the Gas Works special interest was taken in the
plant from which Benzol is extracted for use in con-
nection with the running of Plymouth omnibuses,
and in the overhead lelpher system employed. Mr.
W. Rose, F.M.S., the famous Plymouth model-maker,
has been elected Vice-President of the club. Club roll :
69. Secretary : R. Job, 89, Foliot Road, Swilly,
Plymouth.

Fuistow Junior M.C. —Members spent a day at
London, the tour being arranged by Mr. W. R. Phillips,
Leader of the club. Although time was limited,
members visited the Tower, the Science Museum at
South Kensington, where the " Rocket " aroused great
interest, the Natural history Museum, the Zoo and
many other places of interest. Members reached home
tireci but happy a t  3.30 on the following morning.
Club roll: II. Secretary: S. Doc, l he  Stores,
Fulstow, North Thoresby, S.O. Lincs,

John Gulson Senior Hoys' School M.C. —There is
keen competition among members to secure good marks
in the sessional contest, in which points arc awarded
for Model- building, Lectures, readings and other
contributions to the programme. .A special contest in
which entrants had to submit Hornby Train layouts

A group of members of the Mary Swanwick School (Chesterfield) M.C., with Mr. C. C. Handford, Headmaster
of the School and President of the club, and Mr. T. E. John, Leader, on the right and left of the certificate
respectively. The club was affiliated in December, 1932. It was founded by Mr. John and under his

energetic direction members have become keen and skilful model-builders.

led to difficulty in selecting the winning entries,
because of the interesting layouts submitted. A
football team has been formed, and plays matches
regularly. Members are now looking forward to the
Exhibition, to be held about Christmas, and are
busily preparing models and other material in connec-
tion with this event. Club roll : 18. Secretary :
IL Ludgate, 46, Fynford Road, Radford, Coventry.

Abington M.C. —Great keenness marked the opening
of the first winter session. Mr. J .  Watkins, former
Leader of the club, has retired and Mr. Dodman, a
master of the Northampton Grammar School, has
kindly undertaken the duties temporarily. The
session began with a talk by Mr. Dodman on " IVTre-
fess." Other meetings have been devoted to intensive
model- building activities. Club roll : 26. Secretary :
S. Cocking, 4, King Edward Road, Northampton.

Hornsea M.C.—The club has been fortunate in
having new Hornby Train material placed at its
disposal, and the club's layout has been considerably

extended. Model-building with the club stock of
parts has been carried on a t  other indoor meetings.
Outdoor events have included a visit to a box-making
factory ; and football, evening games being played
regularly until the days became too short. Club roll :
85. StfcrWary - P. Thom, 5, Alexandra Road, Hornsea.

Kendal M.C. —So far the meetings of the first winter
session have been devoted to model-building, excellent
representations of the " DO.X ” flying boat, and a
steam crane having been built, in addition to a novel
racing car. Preparations are now in progress for
the club’s Exhibition, to be held during December.
New models are being constructed, and the club’s
Hornby Train material is being overhauled. One of
the attractions is expected to be an electrically-lit
train that will run in a darkened room, and there will
also be a Cinematograph Show, the programme of
which will include " The Wrecker." Club roll : 12.
Secretary : 1.. Haslam, Middleton, Kirkby Lonsdale,
Camforth.

Greenock Academy M.C.— Indoor and outdoor
sections have been formed, as usual in this club, and
splendid programmes have been arranged. These
include Model- building Contests, Lantern Lectures
and other indcor attractions, and special arrangements
have been made for visits to ships in the docks and
Yards of Greenock, events that should give excellent
subjects for future Model-building activities. Club
roll : 75. Secretary : D. M. R. Steel, 25, Margaret
Street, Greenock.

Malmesbury School Society M.C. The membership
roll has reached the splendid figure of 90, and the
club has made such good progress that affiliation has
been secured. Meccano Model-building and other
hobbies are arranged for in the programme, and a
special feature is being made of Lantern Lectures,
Members are building models of famous bridges of
various types, and these are to be exhibited a t  the
Christmas parties held in the school. Club roll : 90.
Secretary : R. Martin, Secondary School, Malmesbury.
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HORNBY BOOK TRAINS

Get your copy of  the
1933 '4  edition TO-DAY!
The 1933/4 Edition of the Hornby Book of Trains tells in a fascinating manner the story of
the development of British railways from their crude beginnings to the famous expresses
of the present day. The vehiclps'that carry our  goods traffic, many of the most interesting
types of which are l i t t le known, ape described, and their curious code names explained.
Page after page of interesting information, and every page is beautifully illustrated.
In addition, the whole of the wonderful Hornby Railway System is described and illus-
trated—Locomotives, Rolling Stock, and Accessories depicted in full colour.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE BOOK
The Hornby Book of  Trains may be obtained from any Meccano dealer, price 3d., o r  direct from Meccano
L td .  (Dept .  A.M.),  Binns Road, Liverpool  13,  pr ice 4 |d .  post free, I n  the lat ter  case a remittance i n  scamps

should be sent and the name and address of the sender should be dearly wr i t ten.  There is no  reduction
if more than one  copy is ordered.

Di rect  orders are not acknowledged. They are dealt w i th  as soon as they are received, and every
, endeavour is made to  send the book to  the purchaser by return o f  post.

\ ORDERS FROM AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND,
\ SOUTH AFRICA AND CANADA
H k Supplies of the Hornby  Book o f  Trains have already been despatched to ou r  agents i n  Australia,

New Zealand, South Africa and Canada to f i l l  orders received. The Australian price is 1 / -
. Sgt post free, the New Zealand and South African 6d. post free and the Canadian 12 cents post

paid. Readers l iv ing i n  Australia, New Zealand, South Africa o r  Canada who require
TjKgfgL copies should send their orders to the addresses given below

Readers l iving i n  countries other than those mentioned should order  f rom  Meccano Ltd. ,
Binns Road, Liverpool 13, sending a remittance of  6d. wi th  their  o rder .

l l l lfgL. \ OVERSEAS AGENCIES :
X AUSTRALIA : E.  G.  Page & Co..  52. Clarence St., Sydney (P.O Box 1832k).

.... \ NEW ZEALAND : Models Limited, P.O. Box 129r Auckland C1
T . \ (Third Floor Paykcl’s Building, Anzac Avenue).

W itar I SOUTH AFRICA : A r thu r  E, Harr is 142, Market Street,
Johannesburg (P.O. Box 1199).

CANADA : Meccano Ltd. ,  34, St. Patrick Street, Toronto.

MECCANO LTD.
(Dept. A M.)

BINNS ROAD
LIVERPOOL

4 13
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BLACKPOOL (NORTHERN SECTION') .----The
Branch layout has been further extended
and a large continuous track is now in
operation. A low-level goods yard to
accommodate 50 wagons has been com-
pleted, and realistic embankments have
been built. A wireless set has been
installed in the Branch room. The aero-
drome now presents a busy scene at  meet-
ings, and members are building aeron’anes
as  entries in a competition for a special cup.
Secretary : K.  G. Davidson, 14, Sutherland
Road West, Blackpool.

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE,

—M ember s
took part in an
ex  h ib i t i on
arranged on
behalf of a
suburban
church. The
electric rail-
way of Mr. L.
Ison,Chairman
of the Branch,
was on view,
work ing
m e c h a n i cal
models being
inco rpo ra t ed
in order to  add
to the realism
of the layout.
The Branch
display was
the  ch i e f
attraction of
the Exhibi-

tion. Visits have been paid to the model
railway layout of Mr. R.  Pearson, and to a
display of models arranged by a local model
engineering club. A scheme is now being
discussed for the formation of suburban
branches to take the place of the present
central Branch. Secretary : L. Ison, 8,
Hayes Street, Northcote, N.16, Victoria,

Proposed Branches
The following new Branches of the

Hornby Railway Company are now being
formed, and boys who are interested and
desirous of linking up  with this unique
organisation should communicate with the
promoters, whose names and addresses are
given here. AU owners of Hornby Trains or
accessories are eligible for membership, and
the various secretaries will be pleased to
extend a warm welcome to all who send
in their applications :—
LONDON —W.  J .  Parker, 27, Wood grange

Avenue, North Finchley, N.12.
LONDON  — J .  Price, ” Mancroft/’ Windsor

Road, Church End,  Finchley, N.3.
NEW ZEALAND— Byron Lumsden, 2, West

Street, Feilding.

Branch Notes
LORDSHIP  LANE.— Members paid an

enjoyable visit to the Stratford locomotive
sheds of the L.N.E.R. A “ Sandringham
was minutely inspected and driven up  the
yard while the visitors were in the cab.
An equally interesting visit was paid to
the S.R. locomotive depot at  Nine Elms.
Secretary : R.  Carrington, 49, Russell
Avenue, Noel Park, Wood Green, N.22.

WHiTGiFT SCHOOL —Special experi-
ments are being made with a series of
ca re fu l ly
worked -  out
t ime tab l e s ,
printed copies
of which are
distributed to
members at
track meet-
ings. A visit
has been paid
to the local
Fire Station.
A Library has
been started
to  enab le
members to
increase their
knowledge of
railways and
ra i lway
practice. Sec-
retary : M. M.
Young, “ The
Cor r i e , "
Manor Way,
Purley, Sur-
rey.

ELMSIDE (ExETER). — Excellent progress
continues to be made, and operations are
conducted nightly on the Branch track,
traffic always being heavy. A new scheme
of working has been introduced, a pair of
members being made responsible for the
running cf each train included in the
service operated. An automatic loader
for sacks of grain and similar materials
has been satisfactorily completed, and a
goods train can now be fully loaded in a
very short t ime. Rolling stock has been
overhauled in preparation for the winter
sessions. A Library has been started and a
Games Championship organised. Secretary;
D.  Legg, 25, Chute Street, Newtown,
Exeter.

HOLYWELL (OXFORD).—Interesting tests
of locomotive speeds were won by a
Hornby L.N.E.R. “ Flying Scotsman”
the next best being an  L.M.S.R. No. 2
Special Tank .  A locomotive repair depot
has been organised in order to deal with
breakdowns. Outdoor events have in-
cluded a visit to the G.W.R. Oxford loco-
motive sheds. Secretary : M. Weatherall,
29, Holywell, Oxford.

Members of the Whitgift School Branch, No. 67. Chairman, Mr. F. Broadbent ; Secretary, M. M. Young. This Branch works in
conjunction with the Whitgift School M.C., joint excursions and special meetings being arranged regularly. A visit was paid recently

to Liverpool, where the docks and the Meccano factory were inspected.

GROVE PARK.— The Branch has moved
into new headquarters, and the opening
meeting took the form of a Tennis Tourna-
ment. Members also played other games,
and refreshments were provided, the
meeting concluding with a long period of
track operation. Regular track meetings
have been varied by  Debates on general
railway topics, and various indoor and
outdoor games. Secretary : B. Chandler,
29, Ellesmere Road, Chiswick, W.4.

STREATHAM PARK.— At each meeting
the Branch track is arranged to represent

a section of the L.M.S.R. system, and
trains are run on  it in a similar manner to
operations on the prototype. At  recent
meetings services between Euston and
Liverpool, Birmingham and other large
centres on the L.M.S.R. have been oper-
ated. Owing to the interest of parents
of members, a special demonstration was
arranged, and a large number responded
to the invitation to attend. A Social
Evening also has been held. Secretary’ :
J .  B.  Cass, 161, Ribblesdale Road,
Streatham, London, S.W.16.

CHARMINSTER (BOURNEMOUTH) .----The
Branch track has been relaid and interest-
ing operations have been carried out on i t .
Before the beginning of the winter sessions
a group of members camped out near
Winchester, and during that time spent
busy days in the harvest fields, being
particularly interested in the work of
the tractors employed. Track meetings
were resumed in September and have
provided members with many interesting
problems in arranging timetables. Sec-
retary : B. Guttridge, Tudor House,
Malvern Road, Bournemouth.
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LIX —A HORNBY “CALEDONIAN” SYSTEM

FROM time to  time in these pages we have described
interesting train operations of real practice and
have made suggestions for their reproduction on

miniature layouts, using the various components of the
Hornby Series. In addition we have dealt with the
characteristic features of various sections of the four
group railways. As a result of these articles many
interesting layouts have been developed by H.R.C.
members, each following his own favourite railway or
section. We are

then traverse the return loop. They continue round
the main oval, and finally take the right-hand points
that lead t o  the branch station. The intermediate main
line station represents Slateford when this service is
being run. The proportion of curved track passed over
by the Balcrno trains is thus remarkably high, even
for a miniature system.

Ample accommodation is provided at the terminus for
dealing with trains. Although no “ run-round ” roads

are laid down for
constantly receiv-
ing details of such
layouts, and as an
example we illus-
trate this month
the plan of the
Hornby railway
layout operated by
J .  L. Stevenson of
C o 1 i n t o n , M i d -
lothian, the proto-
type of which is the
Caledonian section
of the L.M.S.R.
main line between
Ed inburgh  and
Car l i s l e .  The
owner of the layout
has made a special
study of the oper-
ating characteris-
tics of this section,
and has reproduced
many of them with
success. The main plan might be made to  represent
many other sections of railway, however, and the
details could be modified to  suit different conditions.

For reasons of space only one terminal station is
available, which serves t o  represent Edinburgh or
Carlisle, as required by the operations being carried
out. In order t o  obtain a good length of run the main
line is continuous, and in order t o  enable trains to  return
to  the starting point without the troublesome process
of reversing, a return loop is incorporated, thus forming
practically a letter S inside the main oval.

Main line traffic, both passenger and goods, is operated,
and there is also a considerable suburban traffic from
“ Edinburgh ” t o  " Barnton ” direct, and to  “ Balerno.”
I t  will be seen that the winding character of the Balerno
branch in actual practice is well reproduced when it is
realised that trains in miniature run from Edinburgh
on to the main oval, past the intermediate station, and

arriving engines,
and the turntable
is situated within
the main oval, it is
not really difficult of
access from the
station. In any case
the locomotive stud
is sufficiently numer-
ous—10 in all—to
enab le  t u rnove r
locomotives to  take
up the working dur-
ing busy times. The
engine sheds are
reached by means
of the turntable, an
arrangement that is
particularly useful
where space is
limited. A coaling
stage is an interest-
ing feature of the
locomotive yard,

and a breakdown train is kept ready for emergencies.
The exit from the terminus is laid on a gradient,

which enables gravity shunting of both passenger and
goods trains to  be carried out. Station work is thus
performed rapidly and with a marked economy of
engine power. The goods depot adjoins the passenger
station, which is a convenient arrangement in certain
circumstances ; and there is also goods accommodation
at the intermediate main line station. A very complete
goods service, of both through and pick-up trains, can
thus be run in addition to  the passenger trains.

The various services run represent the chief activities
of the L.M.S.R. on the section of line that is modelled.
Good use is made of the H.R.C. Working Timetable
Forms by the operators, who are usually two in number.
An interesting point is that the Stationmaster’s Report
Forms are filed away, so that a complete record is
available of all the operations carried out on the layout.

A Hornby L.M.S.R. No. 2 Special Locomotive entering a station. This engine is very suitable for miniature
Scottish layouts, as its prototype is widely employed north of Carlisle.
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a layout, the most important would no doubt be the
Edinburgh portions of the up  and down “Royal Scot."
In actual practice these arc attached to  or detached
from the Glasgow section at Symington, but on this

miniature layout they
would have t o  be run
separately to  and from
Carlisle, as no pro-
vision is made for
Glasgow traffic. Of
course if the terminus
is assumed to  repre-
sent Glasgow tempor-
arily, the combined
train could leave
"Car l i s l e /*  pas s
“ Bea t tock  ” and
arrive at “ Syming-
ton.” Division of the
train would then take
place, and both por-
tions would be dealt
with in turn, each tak-
ing the return loop to
arrive at the terminus.

The goods siding at
the intermediate sta-
tion could be used t o
accommodate the en-
gine waiting t o  take the

Edinburgh coaches, the train engine proceeding with the
Glasgow part from “ Symington.” Alternatively
another method of working that has been used t o  some
extent in actual practice might be adopted. The
combined train leaves Carlisle in charge of two standard

compound locomotives. At
Symington the pilot goes
off, the train engine takes
the Glasgow portion, and
the pilot takes on the
Edinburgh portion. This
could be done quite well
on the layout we are
discussing. On arrival at
the intermediate station
the pilot engine would be
uncoupled and run into
the goods siding. The
operations would then be
the same as in the previous
arrangement, both trains
reaching the terminus by
means of the return loop.

One of our photographs
shows a double-headed ex-
press at a station, and is
interesting in that the
train engine is a Hornby

L.M.S.R. Compound, but the pilot is of the “ 2P  ” class
rebuilt from a standard No. 2 Special Locomotive, as
described in the “M.M." last February. This engine
would be particularly suitable for working the Edinburgh
portion, as this in actual practice is lighter than that
to  Glasgow.

Although no signals are shown in the diagram, the ac-
tual layout is fully equipped with Hornby Signals. These
are particularly suitable, for with their lattice posts and
tall spiked finials, they imitate successfully the standard
signals used on the Caledonian section of the L.M.S.R.

Main line trains are arranged to pass round the main
oval several times, the intermediate station representing
Carstairs, Symington and Beattock on successive
circuits southward. This is a scheme necessarily
adopted on many con-
tinuous layouts where
the train has t o  pass
the same station each
time round. Where
frequent trains on a
systematic basis are
being run the opera-
tors have little time to
notice a detail of this
kind, and the effect is
not so unrealistic as
might at first be sup-
posed.

There are several
true-to-type engines
for the chief trains, and
the usual accumulation
of miscellaneous types
for ordinary work. Two
Midland Compounds
are used a good deal
for expresses, though a
min ia tu re  Royal
Scot ” is available also
for heavy turns. A No.
1 Special Tender engine occasionally takes a share in
passenger work, but is kept more particularly t o  long-
distance goods trains. I ts  use on secondary passenger
trains is quite reasonable, as goods engines are frequently
employed for such duties in actual practice. The
suburban trains are ably
handled by a No. 1 Special
Tank and a No. 1 Tank,
while a No. 1 Tender
engine is also mainly used
for this work.

The Bar nt on service is
worked in a satisfactory
manner, and really re-
quires little comment ex-
cept to  note that a turn-
over locomotive has to  be
provided to  work the train
back again after it  has
arrived at Barnton. The
Balerno service is operated
as previously described,
and a loop road is pro-
vided t o  run the engine
round the train although
not shown in the diagram.
A point of interest in con-
nection with the Balerno
branch in actual practice is that owing to its sharply-
curved nature special four-wheeled coaches are used
on it, and only a limited range of tank locomotives.
This feature is reproduced on the miniature line by the
exclusive employment of No. 1 Coaches and the corres-
ponding Guard’s Vans. These are close-coupled, as
suggested several times in these pages, to  form a set
train, so that they are particularly appropriate for the
service. Similarly only four-wheeled tank engines
are used for the operation of these trains.

Of the main line trains that might be operated on such

The pilot and train locomotive of a Hornby express on a miniature L.M.S.R. Caledonian section
layout. These represent the two engines often used in actual practice on “ The Royal Scot "

between Carlisle and Symington, as described in this article.
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■S&
This most fascinating journal
deals with every practical
interest—television, wireless,
microscopy, astronomy, money-
making ideas, photography,
cinematography, home broad-
casting, engine-driven model
aircraft, chemical and electrical
experiments, lathe work, model
locomotives, the stratosphere,
new tools, gadgets and acces-
sories, ray control of mechan-
ism, etc. Lavishly illustrated, i t
covers every practical, mechani-
cal and scientific interest. All
Readers’ queries are answered
free. I t  is the journal without
a rival.

PAGE
"ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
POPULAR. MECHANICS”

On sale at all Newsagents and Bookstalls, or
post 7 $4., from Geo. Newnes ldd.t A’-//,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, IV.C.2. FOR EVERY READER

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
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H.R.C. COMPETITION PAGE
Competitions appearing on this page are open only to members of the Hornby Railway Company. Envelopes containing entries should have the title of the competition clearly written
in  the top left-hand corner and should be addressed to tltc Hornby Railway Company, Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13. The name, address and membership number of each

• competitor should appear in  clear writing on the back of every sheet of paper used.

LOCOMOTIVE PROGRESS CONTEST

1, power and speed; 2, smoothness of running;
3, economy in fuel and water ; 4, length of continuous
run ;  5, safety in operation. For the subject of our
competition this month we want H.R.C. members to
consider each of these five headings in turn, and to state
briefly under each the features included in the design of
" City of York," and not in " Locomotion" that account
for the superiority of the former. Prizes will be awarded
to  the competitors who, in the opinion of the judges,
give the most complete account of the features under
the various headings.

The contest will be divided as usual into two sections,
Home and Overseas. In  each section the prizes will be
Hornby Train goods (or Meccano products if preferred)
to the value of 21/- ,  15/- ,  10/6 and 5/- respectively.
In addition a number of consolation prizes will be given
to those members whose entries are not among the
winners of the major awards, but deserve some reward.

Envelopes containing entries should be clearly marked
in the top left-hand corner (f H.R.C. Locomotive Progress
Contest" and should be posted to reach Headquarters at
Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13, not later than
30th November. The closing date for the Overseas
Section is 28th February, 1934,.

Competitors are reminded that their full name and
address, and H.R.C. number, must be clearly written on
the back of each sheet of paper used.

I t  is now more than a century since the steam loco-
motive was first successfully used for railway work,
and the great difference between the earliest locomotives
and those of the present day is shown in a striking
manner in the illustration at the top of this page. This
depicts " Locomotion " the first locomotive owned by
the pioneer Stockton and Darlington Railway, and
built by Stephenson in 1825 ; behind i t  is a giant
“ Pacific " locomotive, t he"  City of York ' 1 of the L.N.E.R.
The contrast between the two is remarkable. Apart
from the great difference in size, the symmetrical outline
and generally finished appearance of the modern loco-
motive make its ancestor look extremely crude.

Similar principles for the development of power are
embodied in the design of both these apparently dis-
similar engines. The conversion of water into steam,
and the action of this steam in the cylinders imparting
motion to the engine and its load, are essential features
in each. As a result of constant development and
refinement in design, however, the modern engine is
many times more powerful and efficient.

H.R.C. members will find it  of interest to decide what
are the main features or developments of design that have
caused the present-day locomotive to be so greatly
superior to its forerunner. We have therefore settled
upon the following points as a basis of comparison in
which ** City of York ” excels “ Locomotion." These are

should pay special attention. Members
should also take care to ensure that their
name and full address is clearly written on
each sheet of paper submitted, as numbers
of entries are still sent in each month not
bearing any name and address. _________
“COMPETITION RESULTS

HOME
August " Fourth Name and Number Contest.”—

Firs t :  R. CotiUNG (28701), Southall, Middlesex.
Second : D. A. F.  QuEKETT (3631), Belfast, Northern
Ireland. Third : J .  R. FAIRMAN (29582), Southamp-
ton, Fourth : W.  S. HiTLTON (4368), Bolton, Lancs
Consolation Prizes: H. S. G. DARKE (4461), London.
N.W.6 ; R. BURRELL (27679), Streatliam, London,
S.W.16 ; H.  J .  VINCENT (4210), Coulsdon, Surrey;
J .  W. C. Lows (25627), Clacton-on-Sea, Essex ; T.
MiDDLEMAss (21393), Falkirk, Stirlingshire; K. J .
WALLACE (15121), Bromley. Ken t ;  T .  W. E. RocwE
(2571 1), Teign mouth, S .  Devon ; C. E .  WRAYFORD
{6039), Moreton Hampstead, Devon ; W.  K.TowLiNsoN
(10007), Thornton, Blackpool ; W. S.  ARNOTT ¢18451),
Edinburgh ; A. G. Ruou (261 16), Bramhall, NT.
Stockport ; ]. M. I.  ScoTT (29060), Kettering.

August "Rai lway Photo Contest.” — Fi rs t :  D. S
Bowrs (15287), Brighton. Second: A. PARMiNTER
(15981), Dawlish, Devon. Thi rd :  R.  C. T. LYLE
(30157), Tupsley, Hereford. Four th :  J .  W. HAGUE
(1258). Ripon. Yorks.

August " Railway Joke Contest. "“First : Miss
DoROTUY BARGH (35234), Dronfield, Nr. Sheffield.
Second : A. LvcxiNG (3556), Witham, Essex. Third .
D.  KtDD (27421), Muirend, Glasgow. Four th :  W.  P
WisEMAN (24776)* Great Yarmouth

possibilities for railway working, and not in
accordance with the amount of material
■employed. Drawings should be to scale
as far as possible.

The contest will be divided into two
sections— Home and Overseas. Prizes con-
sisting of Hornby Train goods (or Meccano
products if preferred) to the value of 21/-,
15/-, 10/6 and 5/- respectively will be
awarded to the senders of the four best
entries. A number of consolation prizes
will also be awarded. A similar set of
prizes will be reserved for Overseas com-
petitors. In the case of a tie for any prize,
neatness will be taken into consideration
in making a final decision.

Envelopes containing entries should be
clearly marked " H.R.C. payout Planning
Contest ” and posted to reach Head-
quarters at Meccano Ltd., Binns Road,
Liverpool 13, by 30th November. Overseas
closing date, 28th February, 1934. Entries
received later than the published closing
dates cannot be entertained.

It  must be remembered that the omission
of the H.R.C. number from any entry will
cause it to be disqualified. This is an
important condition to which members

Layout Planning Contest
By this time almost all miniature railway

enthusiasts wall have again brought their
indoor railways into operation, possibly
after a holiday from railway affairs, or
after a period of working an outdoor layout
during the summer months, and in almost
every case changes in layout will be
contemplated in order to increase the
realism with which operations can be
carried out. We are greatly interested
in the ideas of H.R.C. members for im-
provements of this kind and in the layouts
that will be the result, and this month we
offer prizes in a special Layout Planning
Contest.

For this contest competitors must
submit a design for a layout incorporating
two terminal stations, one of which must
include " run-round " loops and direct
access to an engine shed and a turntable.
The arrangement of the other terminal
station and of the line generally is left to
the competitor's own judgment. An in-
termediate station with small goods yard
also must be shown. It  should be remem-
bered that layouts will be judged on their
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LXL—MILK, PARCELS AND FISH TRAINS

RAILWAY traffic may be divided broadly into two
classes, passenger and goods, and each of these
is capable of being sub-divided under numerous

headings. Passenger traffic implies definitely the car-
riage of passengers, whatever their particular classifica-
tion, but certain items of goods traffic may hardly agree
with the definition “ goods/' as usually understood.
It is traffic of this character that we propose to  discuss
this month, with particular
reference to Hornby rail-
ways.

As an example, perishable
traffic, such as milk, is not
strictly of goods character,
and in addition such traffic
may be conveyed in coach-
ing type vehicles as part of
a passenger train, or in
complete trains made up
exclusively of vans appro-
priate for the traffic. By
coaching type vehicles we
imply stock approximating
more to  coaches than ordin-
ary wagons in their con-
struction, such as many
parcel vans and milk vans
of real practice. Such
vehicles are fitted with
automatic brakes and steam
heating connections, thus
enabling them to  be included
without difficulty in the
composition of passenger
trains. This applies, there-
fore, t o  many vehicles of
up-to-date construction.

An interesting develop-
ment of recent years has been the introduction of
special tank wagons for the conveyance of milk. Pre-
viously the only method of carrying milk by rail was
in the familiar churns loaded into vans specially built
for the purpose, ventilation being an essential feature.
Two vans of this type are available in the Horrtby
Series. The Milk Traffic Van No. 1 has open-boarded
sides and is provided with several churns. The Milk
Traffic Van No. O also represents an open-boarded
van, and is tinprinted in detail to give this impression,
though the openings in the sides are not actually
pierced.

Even more attractive is the Milk Tank Wagon of
the Hornby Series, introduced some time ago in order

to  keep pace with modern developments. The tank
is of generous proportions, and the details are par-
ticularly complete. These vehicles can be used very
effectively, and one of our photographs shows a realistic
scene on a Hornby railway, where a complete train
of them is being hauled by a No. O G.W.R. Locomotive.
This represents one of the many consignments that
pass daily from the Western counties up to receiving

depots in London.
These tank vehicles are

to  be found on all the
group railways. I t  is in-
teresting t o  note that
although the actual tanks
belong to  the various dairy
firms concerned, the under -
frames supporting them are
provided by the railway
companies. Thus the same
principle obtains as when
churns are used —the dairy
provides the receptacle for
the milk, and the railway
company the actual vehicle.
As they have automatic
brakes and steam heating
connections, these milk
tank wagons rank as
coaching vehicles, and there-
fore can be attached to
passenger trains when
necessary. I t  would be
interesting and unusual in
miniature to  see a Hornby
Milk Tank Wagon included
in the make-up of a passen-
ger train. This would be a
satisfactory method of deal-

ing with the traffic where insufficient Tank Wagons
are available for forming a whole train of them.

Another item that we may associate with milk, since
we are used to  having both of them delivered to us
each day, is the newspaper. Railways play a large
part in the distribution of newspapers, but as the trains
concerned necessarily run in the small hours, the average
person knows little of them. Some trains are devoted
entirely to  the conveyance of newspapers, but in other
cases the vans are attached to  passenger trains. There
is no reason why newspaper trains should not be a
feature of Hornby layouts. No special vehicles are
required, for ordinary parcel and luggage vans are
invariably used in actual practice. Therefore No. 1

A double-headed Hornby express train with vans attached in the rear for perishable
traffic. The conveyance of fish, fruit, milk and similar items by passenger train

frequently occurs in real practice.
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and No. 2 Luggage Vans, and of course No. 1 Guard’s
Vans, may all be employed in making up a miniature
“ Down Newspaper/1 as railwaymen call it.

Some of these trains run very smartly, the L.N.E.R.
2.32 a.m. from Marylebone being a good example.
This covers

used in connection with the railway. A great variety
of packages are carried by parcel trains, so that those
who make up their own luggage of this description
need not coniine themselves to a standard set of dimen-
sions for them. The hampers of Railway Accessories

Set No. 1 can
be used with
good  e f f ec t
here, for they
are very popu-
1 a r f o r  a
va r i e ty  of
purposes, and
are employed
by the rail-
ways for hold-
ing numbers
of sma l l e r
parcels con-
signed to  one
destination.

One of our
ph  o tographs
shows a fast
t r a in  com-
posed entirely
of No. 2
L u g g a g e
Vans ,  and

hauled by an L.N.E.R. Locomotive. This represents a
typical parcel train in miniature. Such trains, like
newspaper trains, travel by night, a condition that may
be imitated by operating the line in a darkened room,
with only the various accessory lights for illumination.
The effect of this is novel and quite exciting.

Fish is a traffic

the distance of
2 2 .5  mi l e s
from Leicester
to Notting-
ham, start t o
stop, at 61.4
m.p.h. in 22
minu te s .
Running of
this kind is
well repro-
duced  b y
c lockwork
locomotives,
for although
the i r  t o t a l
length of run
may be rela-
tively limited,
their accelera-
tion is rapid,
the speed is
h igh ,  and
they slow down quickly, just as a real engine would
do on a sharply-timed journey. This L.N.E.R. train
is a regular passenger train that conveys also newspaper
traffic, but we may note that the 1.40 a.m. and the
2.30 a.m. of the G.W.R. from Paddington are essentially
newspaper trains, the former serving Plymouth and the
West, while Bristol

Trains of Hornby No. 2 Luggage Vans may be used for newspaper and parcels traffic in miniature. The locomotive shown
in this photograph is displaying the appropriate headlamp indication for a train of this kind, composed of coaching vehicles.

is the destination
of the latter. Vans
are detached from
it for Swindon,
Oxford, Gloucester
and other districts.

Enthusiasts who
are keen on con-
veying miniature
loads may easily
imitate bundles of
newspapers by mak-
ing up little paper
parcels about 4 in.
square and ] in.
thick, tied up  with
cotton or thread.
Even when not be-
ing actually con-
veyed by rail, they
will always add to
the interest and
realism of the station platforms. One point that should
not be missed is the opportunity thus afforded for the
employment of the covered motor vans of Modelled
Miniatures No. 22, not only for bringing the traffic for
dispatch by rail, but also for its distribution at destina-
tions. Readers may paint and letter their standard
vehicles in the styles employed by the journals and
distributors they are familiar with, and the realistic
aspect of the line will be much improved by such additions.

Similar rolling stock may be employed also for parcels
trains, and here again miniature road vehicles may be

that f r equen t ly
needs to  be con-
veyed by passenger
trains. Possibly the
" catch ” has been
landed late and a
particular market
has t o  be caught ; or
perhaps a van load
is regularly required
for a certain town.
In either case the
attachment of the
vehicles required t o
a passenger train is
the obvious course.
Quite important
passenger trains
may have fish vans
attached to  them,
especially those run-
n ing  sou thward

from Scotland. One of our photographs show's a
miniature L.M.S.R, train conveying two vans in the rear,
This is a Scottish express, as is evident from the route
indicator carried on the pilot engine. The " up ”
L.N.E.R. " Aberdonian ” frequently includes fish vans
in its make up, while their attachment to  up expresses on
the G.C. section is often carried out at Nottingham.

N umcrous trains for fish traffic only are operated, and in
many cases these run on quite fast schedules. The Hornby
Fish Van is a good example of the ventilated type of van
used for making up such trains.

The carriage of milk k an important item in railway work. The Hornby Milk Tank Wagons enable the
latest practice to be reproduced in miniature, the train shown being very effective.
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• FIRST •
AGAIN  ■

MORE COLOSSAL SUCCESSES WERE SCORED WITH

OUR AIRCRAFT IN  PARIS ON SUNDAY, OCT. 1st,

WHEN WE SIMPLY WALKED AWAY WITH THE

FIRST AND 3 OTHER PRIZES
IN  THE "LES AlLES"

• INTERNATIONAL OPEN CONTEST >

BUY AND FLY A

WARNEFORD
AND BE PROUD OF  IT !

Pr ices:  1 /6  to 5 Gns.

__________Jh ______
WARNEFORD

Obtainable from all good
stores and toy shops and
sports dealers th roughout

the wor ld .

I l lustrated Price List post free on
application from WARNEFORD'S,
Dep t .  E.1, 137, Greenwich Road,

London,  S.E.10.

A Chuckle
a Minute !

BOYS!
WALT DISNEY’S

WORLD-FAMOUS CHARACTER
NOW TELLS THE TIME Hornby Trains

and
Meccano Outfits

INGERSOLL

IAICKEY M0(/5E
WATCHES & CLOCKS

Mickey’s hands move and tell the time.
Little Mickeys constantly revolve on the
second dial. Sold in colourful Mickey
Mouse Boxes* Unique gift for a boy or
girl, man or woman.

MICKEY MOUSE
POCKET WATCH - 6/11
WRIST WATCH - 15/-

(Slrap or Ribbon}
CLOCK - - - -  6/11
ELECTRIC CLOCK - 17/6

See these Mickey Mouse
Watches and Clocks a t  any
accredited Ingersoll Agents.

INGERSOLL LTD.,
REGENT ST., W. l .

always have a fu l l  range i n
s tock  and  you r  comp le te
sa t i s f ac t i on  i s  assu red
whether you ‘ shop ’  person-
a l l y  o r  ORDER BY  POST

Car r i age  pa id  i n  Grea t  B r i t a i n

Kendal Milne  &€?
DEANSGATE MANCHESTER
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A TIP-TOP LAWYER
They were discussing a young lawyer friend.
“ He’s a smart fellow/’ said one. " He has the

law at  his finger-tips."
“ Oh, has he ? *’ replied the other. " That’s just

as  well, for I’m sure he has little in his head.”• • • •
“ Did you divide those three apples with your

brother ? ”
“ Yes, but as it is so awkward to divide three,

I ate the odd one first."

Sobswere heard coming from Willie’s bedroom.
" What is wrong, dear ? " asked Mother.
" My night light has gone out, and I can’t

see whether my eyes are open or shut," came
the reply.

44Jane," said the mistress to the new maid, “ when
you wait a t  table on my guests, please don’t wear
any jewellery.”

“ Well, ma’am," replied the maid, 14 I have nothing
of real value, but thank you al) the same for the
warning.”

Two actors were discussing a mutual friend.
" Yes," said one, 44as an actor he was a failure ;

now he’s become an architect.”
“ And he’s drawing better houses, no doubt,"

commented the other.

“ Children,” said the
class, “ I want you al!

schoolmistress to her
. . . . . . .  . to write an essay on

' The Funniest Thing 1 Ever Saw
The class commenced, but one small boy managed

to finish before the others. “ Let me see your effort,"
said the teacher.

The boy produced a paper on which was written :—
“ The funniest thing I ever saw was too funny for
words.”

“ WATT " A MAN !
44 It’s impossible to deny that young Williams is
live wire?’
“ That must be the reason for his shocking manners."
44 Why is midnight like the roof of a house ? ”
“ S’late, you know I ’’

ASK THE COW !
The farmer was staying with relations in town.
" No milkman for us/’ he remarked to his young

nephew as the tradesman called ; “we  have our
own cows at home.’’

M But, Uncle,” protested the nephew, " If you
don’t have bottles and cartons how do you know
which is milk and which is cream ? ”

One springtime, following a specially dry summer,
fiirtnpr nt i intpr l  onions and  nn ta tnc  ina farmer planted onions and potatoes in

alternate rows.
" Why are you doing that ? ” asked his

neighbour.
“ I ’m  not being caught by the drought this

year," he replied. 44 for the onions can make
the potatoes’ eyes water and so irrigate the
land."

Technical  Terms Illustrated
The tramp asked the lady of the house if

she had an old coat to spare.
*' But the one you are wearing is in splendid

condition/’ she replied.
“ That’s just the trouble, mum,” said the

tramp. 44 It 's so good that it’s spoiling my
profession.”

He had just come down from the University
and felt that the world was a t  his feet.

" I’ve half a notion to work in your office,
Dad,” he said one day.

“ Good 1 ” replied Father. 44Then I’ll put
you on half-pay.”

Brown walked into the office late again.
“ Why don’t you use your alarm clock ? ”

asked the Chief.44 I do, sir," replied Brown, 41 but I no longer
find it alarming."

Little Jack, who was staying with his
aunt, was trying manfully to cut his meat a t
dinner-time.

” Are you sure you can manage, dear ? ’’
asked Auntie.

“ Yes, thank you, Auntie/’ replied Jack.44 We often have meat as tough as this a t
home.”

The teacher had been explaining the word
coincidence.44Can anyone tell me of a coincidence ? ”
he asked.

“ Yes, sir,” replied one bright lad. 44 My
mother and father were both married on the
same day.”

The professor was deep in thought.44 What can I get for you ? " asked the
chemist.14 I’m trying to think what I wanted in
this bottle/' he said.44 Which bottle ? ” asked the chemist.

“ Good heavens 1 ” gasped the professor,
“ I’ve forgotten the bottle.”

" Don’t forget to bring something for the
rats,” called Mrs. Williams as Mr. Williams
left for town.

“ Not me,” he replied. 44 If they’re not
satisfied with what is in the house, they can
leave.”

44 It is strange," said the observant man,
“ but very few people are content to do what
they are best qualified for. Painters, for
instance, long to be musicians. Musicians long
to be authors. Authors long to be artists,
and so on."44 Quite," said his companion ; ’’ but there
are exceptions to every rule. I know a young
man who has been doing the same thing for
years and years, and he seems perfectly satisfied
with it.”

“ Oh/’ said the observant man, 44and
what has he been doing ? ”44 Nothing,” came the reply.

A diner a t  a restaurant saw at  another
table a man he thought he had met before.
He went up to the other.

“ Excuse me, but are you Dunn ? ’’ he asked.44 Done I ” exclaimed the other, 44 I’ve only
just started.” • * • *

" Yes/’ said the man to an acquaintance,44 John and I are in partnership, but we don’t
carry the same goods.”44 What do you mean ? " asked his friend.

“ Well, John goes round selling a stove polish
that leaves a stain on the fingers, and I go
round the next day with the only soap that
will take it olf.”

Diner : 44 I've been
for this turtle soup.”

Waiter: “Bu i ,  sir,
turtles are."

waiting half-an-hour

you know how slow

Remote Control.
(Reproduced by Courtesy of the “ A.E-I. News.")

44 Is it far to the next village ? ”
“ Well, it seems farther'n what it be, but it bain't/’

" Why do you insist on having the bigger share
of the pudding, Henry ? ” asked nurse. 44 Isn’t
your elder brother entitled to i t  ? ”44 No, he isn’t/4 replied the little fellow, 44 'cos he
was eating pudding three vears before I was bom 1 ”• ♦ • •

44 Good morning, madam 1 ’’ said the assistant in
the toy department. “ What can I do for you ?
Would your little boy like a game of ludo ? "

The lady was delighted. “Oh , "  she exclaimed.
“ I'm sure he’d be very pleased, if it won't take up
too much of your time."

“ William," said teacher sternly, 44 why haven’t
you a good excuse for slaying away from school
yesterday ? ”

“ I t  isn’t my fault, teacher,” said the sad-looking
pupil.

“ I t  isn’t your fault ? what do you mean ? ”
“ 1 did my best to think of a good one,” he replied.

Haughty Lady (after purchasing a stamp) : 44 Must
I put it on myself ? "

Polite Post Office Clerk : “ No, madam ; on the
letter.”

Clerk : “ Excuse me, your worship— you can only
remand him."

Newly-appointed Justice : 44 Very well, then. You
are severely remanded."

“ What is your occupation ? ”
“ I t  isn’t an occupation, it’s a pursuit. I’m a bill

collector.’’
" What do you call a man who keeps on talking

and talking when people are no longer interested.”
“ Please, sir, a teacher.”

“ It’s four years since I was in this town,” remarked
the stranger to the hotel waiter, as he was walking out
after dinner. 44 I t  looks just the same.”

“ I don’t find much change, either," said the waiter
as he picked up the penny left on the table.

44 Waiter 1 Your finger’s in my soup !
“ Don’t worry, sir. It’s not hot.”
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THE GREAT WAR IS RECALLED

I
by the beautiful set of large stamps included in this fine collection.

'E1 R F F ’ T kis set was issued by Bosnia to commemorate the assassination a t  Sarajevo of the I
*- Ok  Ke  Ke  • Archduke Ferdinand. Included also is Travancore (steel), large Guiana (unused), H
old Netherlands (Queen Wilhelmina), Ceylon (K.G.), pictorial Egypt, and a further 49 varieties. New H
Kenya, British and French Colonials, and one of the interesting new issue double-head stamps from Siam. I

All absolutely free. Jus t  send 2d. postage requesting approvals,

L ISBURN  & TOWNSEND  (M.M.), Norton S t . ,  L IVERPOOL,  3

SETS (POSTAGE EXTRA)
5 Barbados . . .  2d.

10 „ . . .  5d.
5 Brit. Guiana . . .  3d.

10 „ . . .  6d.
5 Cape Good Hope 2d.

10 M 5d.
5 Cyprus................ 2d.

10 „ 5d.
20  India ................ 4d.

5 Gold Coast . . .  3d.
4 Grenada . . .  3d.
5 Hong Kong . . .  2d.

10 South Africa . . .  3d.
5 Natal . . .  . . .  2d.

10 Australia . . .  2d.
20 Austria . . .  2d.
10 Bulgaria . . .  2d.
20 Belgium . . .  2d.
10 Dantzig . . .  2d.
10 Egypt . . .  3d.
20 France . . .  2d.
20 French Cols. . ,  . 2d.
10 Finland . . .  2d.
20 Greece . . .  4d.
20 Holland . . .  2d,
20 Italy ................ 2d.
10 Jugo-Slavia . . .  2d.
20 Poland . . .  2d.

AFGHANISTAN FREE PACKET
Including Afghanistan (new issue), fine set of 5 French Cols, (natives, animals, etc.), set
of 5 German Belgium, and long set of 10  different Greece, showing head of Hennes, Native
Costumes, Salonica Tower, etc. I will send this splendid collection of 21  different absolutely

free to all collectors sending 2d. postage (abroad 6d. P.O,) Limited supply,

G.  P .  KEEF,  Wil l ingdon, Eastbourne,  Sussex
J. RUSSELL

23, Shanklin Drive, Westdiffe-on-Sea

THE “WORLD”  PARCELS
OF UNSORTED STAMPS

Marvellous Value.
Every parcel is Guaranteed
Unsorted and Unpicked, and
contains stamps from most
parts of the World. Very few

' — English. Many Good Stamps
are to  be found, and there
*s always the chance of a—J Real ' •  Find " being made.

✓ For sheer value these cannot
be beaten.

(about 2,500 stamps) 2 /3  post free
3/9 „
6/6 t „

Hb.
1 lb.
2 lbs.

2/6
4 /3
7/3

{ „ 5.000
( „ 10.000 ., , ., .

(Postage abroad extra.)

PHILIP J. DYKE,
GLADSTONE ROAD, WIMBLEDON.

STAMP COLLECTORS!
You cannot obtain the maximum enjoyment from your hobby unless you
are properly equipped. To  understand and appreciate your stamps you
need a reference catalogue. The most suitable for the beginner and general

collector is :—

THE  STANDARD  CATALOGUE  OF  THE
POSTAGE STAMPS OF  THE WORLD

New 1934 Edition Just  Published.

Pr i ce  7 /6  Post  Free.
More than 1,000 pages. Nearly 6,500 illustrations.

Records essential data of more than 56,000 varieties of postage stamps.
Ideal for ready reference and easy to understand.

Send a postcard for free Price List of Packets and Sets.
WHITFIELD KING & CO., IPSWICH, SUFFOLK.

Established i860.
122,

1 0 PERSIA !
FREE |

Once again I am  offering this wonderful packet. I t  contains more stamps than ever.
35  fine Orientals with mosques, mine ret tes, domes and eastern views. Set of EGYPT,
SYRIA (pictorial), set of 4 TUNIS, SPANISH MOROCCO (beautiful stamp), set of
PALESTINE (mosque, etc.), AFGHANISTAN (new issue), set of FRENCH MOROCCO
(Arab buildings, fine pictorials), 2 SOMALILAND (new issue), GRAND LIBAN. set of
unused ALGERIA, fine MECCA, pictorial IRAQ, and a wonderful set of 10 TURKEY,
including pictorials, towers, minaret tes, etc. (usually sold a t  1/-. Price 4 Id.  Postage
2d. extra, abroad 3d.  extra). PURCHASERS of this packet asking for approval
sheets will receive FREE a unique set of 10  PERSIA, usual price 1 /6 .  Money returned
if not satisfied. Senders of addresses of stamp collecting friends receive an  additional

set FREE.
H.  C. WATKINS (M. Dept.), GRANVILLE ROAD, BARNET.

b ORIENTAL
PACKET

BETTER
' 3¾¾) THAN EVER !

1OO D IFFERENT BRIT ISH  COLONIALS
This wonderful offer of the World's most popular stamps, from most of the colonies of our Empire, includes pictorials,
commemorative , high values. Bird, ship and anima! stamps, out-of-the-way stamps from Deccan, Charkara, Cochin, etc. Long
sets from Ceylon, Canada, Straits, Malay, Australia, War and new issues, etc. ABSOLUTELY FREE TO GENUINE APPROVAL
APPLICANTS WHO SEND 2d. FOR POSTAGE. J .  BURTON, 31, ONSLOW ROAD, LIVERPOOL.FREE! FREE!

4 Costa Rica Triangular, 1932. Philatelic Exhib. 1 -
1 Rhodesia, 1897. Large 8d. pictorial (Cat. 4/6) 3d.

*14 Antioquia, 1899. Complete set (Cat. 2/11) 6d.
8 Roumania Schoolboy King ............................ 5d.

•1  Iceland Triangular, 1930. Air Mail . . .  3d.
5 Liberia Triangular, 1921. Snake type . . .  16

*1  Sudan, 1932. 3 mils. Air. Monoplane pict. 3d.
4 Belgian Congo, 1920. Large Air Mails . . .  16

*1 Spain Triangular, 1930. 25c. Columbus issue 3d.
1 French Morocco flown Air Mail cover.

Franked with large pictorial stamps . . .  4d.
5 Russia, 193L Airship Construction Fund . . .  2 6
3 Latvia Triangulars, 1928. Air Mails . . .  9d.
2 Syria, 1931. Large Air Mail pictorials . . .  3d.

*6 Abyssinia, 1919. Large pictorial issue (Cat, 1/4) 6d.
*4 Egypt, 1933. Air Mails. ’Plane over Pyramids 6d.
*5 Lithuania Triangular®, 1932. Air Mails . . .  8d.
*5 Lithuania Triangular®, 1933. Large Air Mail issue 9d.
25 Holland . . .  3d. 100 British Colonials 9d.
25 Air Mails

200 Hungary
♦Unused.

6d, 25 Russia (Cat. 4/2) 4d.
1/7 100 French Colonials lOd,

Postage 1Ad. extra. All different.

W. BENNETT,  53 ,  Mar lborough Road, London,  E .8 .

TR I  ANG  UL  ARS !
A IR  MAILS ! !
P ICTORIALS  ! ! !
87  STAMPS 6d .

Including set of unused Nyassa Triangular®. Scarce
unused Flume Triangular showing Steamship. Com-
plete set of 8 unused Liechtenstein 1920 pictorials.
Complete set of 14 unused Ukraine 1921 pictorial issue,
showing Parliament building, Memorial, Ship, etc.
Interesting set of 9 unused Germany (Occupation of
Belgium) 1916, 2c, to 50c. Large Belgium Piccard
Balloon Commemorative stamp. Other issues include
surcharged stamps, pictorials and air mails. Price 6d.
(Postage IJd.  extra.) Money back guarantee. We
have numerous other offers a t  low prices. Hundreds

of unsolicited testimonials have been received.

GIANT STAMP ALBUM FREE I I
THE "VANBRUGH

GIANT”  ALBUM
(8 |x6  inches).

Holds 2,700 Stamps and
has 150 illustrations. I t  is
beau t i fu l l y  bound  in
STOUT PICTORIAL
COVER, and includes full
index. I t  contains much
useful information, also
threeSPECIAL  ARTICLES
of interest to the collector.
In addition, every Album
contains a fine Pictorial
ANDORRA VALLEY

stamp to go on the first page. Do not miss
this great offer, which i s  ABSOLUTELY FREE
to all who request approvals and enclose 4d. s tamp

for postage and packing.
SHOWELL BROS. (M.M.25),

42, VANBRUGH HILL, LONDON, S.E.3.

Stamp Album Free. THE ALBUM0CK '
The Finest Gift ever offered Stamp

Collectors.
I t  contains one hundred lavishly
illustrated pages showing stamps
from every country. Room for
thousands of stamps. I t  is bound in
finely decorated coloured card
cover which will last for years. The
album is completely indexed and
con tai  ns am  pic space for new issues.
ABSOLUTELY the finest album
ever offered free. Just  send 4d. to
cover cost of postage and packing.

Request approvals.
VICTOR BANCROFT,

MATLOCK, ENGLAND.

“ ft I A U A ftl fl  C ” A D If TD I IMDQV Thousands of "M.tf.” readers haveUiMlnUl lUw Mf lC inUmid ;  discovered this. WHY NOT YOU ?

The  “ DIAMOND ” PACKET contains approx. 1,000 UNSORTED STAMPS from Convents abroad, and
MANY RARE STAMPS have been found in  i t .  1 pkt.,  1/3 ; 3 pkts., 3/6 ; 5 pkts.,  5/6.  All post free inland.

(Colonies 3d. per pkt .  extra.  Foreign, 6d.)

O.  NERUSH, 68 ,  Turnpike Lane, Hornsey,  LONDON, N.8

AMAZING FREE OFFER I
This amazing packet, the  value of which will never be repeated, consists of the following 45  all diff, scarce stamps : —
set of 8 India (including 1 Rupee), set of 7 Japan (Cat. 8d.), set of 5 S. Africa (Pictorials, etc.), 3 N.Z. ( id. ,  Id.. 2d.),
4 Canada, 2 U.S.A. (Bi -Centenary), set of 3 Irish, 3 Gold Coast, 2 Nigeria, scarce Victoria, Rhodesia, Egypt, China,
2 F.M.S., France (large Pict.). Hungary Official (Cat. 4d.). Every s tamp is a genuine postal copy and ALL FREE to
genuine approval applicants sending 2d. postage. PUCKA STAMP CO., 27, NORMANDY AVENUE, BARNET.
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A GREAT ELIZABETHAN ADVENTURER
The most interesting British Colonial commemorative issue of

recent years has just come to hand from
Newfoundland, where a special set of 14
stamps has been issued to mark the
450th anniversary of the annexation of
Newfoundland by Sir Humphrey Gilbert
in 1483. Beautifully produced, and
possessing several uncommonly interesting
designs, the set provides a fascinating life
story of Gilbert, one of the most romantic
figures of the stirring days of Good
Queen Bess.

In describing the stamps it will be
more convenient to take their chrono-
logical order rather than the ascending
order of value, and in this way maintain
the thread of the stamp story, which

affords a good illustration of the stamp album's
fascinating way of dealing with the lives of the
men who made history.

Humphrey Gilbert was bom at Greenaway in
Devon in 1539, as nearly as can be ascertained, and
his early boyhood was spent at the family home,
Compton Castle, which is illustrated on the 2c. stamp.
Compton stands to-day and, it is interesting to know,
is still the property of the Gilbert family. Later
Gilbert went to Eton College, the quadrangle and
Founders' Tower of which are shown on the 4c. stamp.
Eton thus achieves the distinction of being the first
British public school to be featured in a stamp design.

After passing through Oxford Gilbert became a
soldier, serving in France and Ireland. His courage and initiative
earned quick promotion, and at the age of 30 he had become
Governor of the Province of Munster. A knighthood
was conferred upon him in 1570, about which time he
married, but instead of retiring to the family estate as  a
country gentleman he conceived the idea of founding a
Colony in Newfoundland. He urged Queen Elizabeth
to grant him a charter for such an expedition but i t
was not until 1578 that the Queen consented. The
ceremony at the conferment of the charter on 11th
June of that year is shown on the 7c. stamp.

The letters patent were valid for only six years, but
the summer of 1583 was well advanced before Gilbert's
expedition set sail from Plymouth, a scene that is
shown on the 6c. stamp.

There were five vessels, the flagship ” Delight ” (120
tons), the ” Raleigh (provided by Sir Walter Raleigh,
Gilbert’s half-brother), the " Golden Hind ” (40 tons), the
” Swallow ” (40 tons), and the ” Squirrel ” (10 tons). A picture of

the good luck token —a miniature

arrival of the flagship on 3rd August, with two welcoming figures
from the ” Squirrel ” in the foreground.

Two days later Gilbert carried out a
formal annexation, at which ceremony one
of the original settlers handed him a piece
of turf for acceptance in the name of the
Queen, an incident that is depicted on the
10c. stamp. The 14c. value is allied to this
event, for surrounding the Royal Arms in
the design is an  important extract from
Gilbert's report of the ceremony sent
to the Queen : " I  have engraven there
the Arms of England.”

A week or so later Gilbert set out in the
" Squirrel," accompanied by the ” Delight ”
and the ” Golden Hind,” upon an inspection
of the coastline. The 20c. stamp shows

an old map of Newfoundland, which is specially
interesting in that the North is at the bottom and the
South at the top. This is one of the best produced
stamps of the whole series, and all the place names on
the map may be read very easily with the aid of
a magnifying glass.

Gilbert’s coastal expedition was the beginning of
the end. On 29th August the ” Delight ” went
ashore and foundered, and the weather became so bad
that Gilbert decided not to return to St. Johns to
pick up the ” Swallow ” but to make sail direct to
England. On 2nd September he paid his last visit
to the ” Golden Hind"  and his friends beseeched him
vainly not to return to the tiny “ Squirrel,” the

” cockleshell,” as they termed it.
The final episode is best described in an extract from a well-

known biography. ” On September 9th in the afternoon,
after emerging from a storm to the south of the Azores,
Gilbert was seen sitting abaft the ** Squirrel ” with a
book in his hand ; as often as he came within hearing
distance of the ” Hind ” he was heard to utter * We
are as near to Heaven by sea as we are by land.’ At
midnight the watch on board the ” Golden Horn ”
observing the lights of the ” Squirrel ” to disappear
suddenly, cried out ' The general was cast away,'
which was true, for in that moment the frigate was
destroyed and swallowed up in the sea.”

The scene of the early afternoon, with Gilbert sitting
quietly on the “ Squirrel's ” poop, is shown on the 15c.
stamp, with an inscription of the words of comfort
that Gilbert uttered to his crew.

There remain to be described four designs, and of these the
24c. is particularly interesting. I t  is a portrait of Queen Elizabeth
—her first appearance on a stamp. The

anchor—received by Gilbert on the
eve of sailing from Raleigh on the
Queen’s behalf, is shown on the
5c. value.

The “ Raleigh ” soon returned to
port, but the other vessels, after
having been separated by storms for
the greater part of the voyage,
reached St. Johns early in August,
the ” Squirrel ” being the first to
arrive. The 9c. stamp shows the

1c. stamp bears a portrait of Sir
Humphrey Gilbert himself, taken from
a print published in 1620, and on the
3c. there is shown the Gilbert Coat of
Arms, a squirrel sejant, a shield
featuring three roses of the field on
a chevron gules, and the motto ” Quid
Non ”—Why Not. The 32c. stamp
shows the statue of Sir Humphrey
in its niche over the South Porch
of Truro Cathedral.
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A well-groomed head isA well-groomed head is
not enough’—hair health is
equally important. Although
Brykreem M gives you that
well-groomed notgummed”
smartness—its valuable tonic
properties promote healthy
lustrous growth. I t  never
clogs the pores or  causes a
dry scalp but prevents scurf
and dandruff. Brylcreem
never goes rancid . . . i t  is
good to  the end ofthe bottle.

Obtainable everywhere.
9d., I/-, 1/6, 2/6

The Original  “ No  gum,  no  flake ”
| Hairdressing, and the bes t .

f lYK I I IM
J fflzrjed ffiair Stressing

The Only  Album for

a British Empire Collection

O K 3 21
□□□□□□□
toronn
rjnDnn

□□□

THE IMPERIAL"
NEW SECOND VOLUME BRINGS IT

RIGHT UP-TO-DATE
The or iginal  " Imperial  ” (now known  as Vol .  I) caters for al l
Br i t ish Empire stamps from 1840 to mid-1928. Now we  have
“ Imperial  " A lbum Vol .  I I ,  wh ich brings the  A lbum r i gh t
up-to-date and makes Vol .  I absolutely permanent.  Your
stamps, once i n  Vol .  I ,  need neyer be moved.

The "Imperial" Gives You
A separate space for every Br i t ish Empi re  stamp. Squares
are on  one side of  the page and arc numbered to correspond
w i t h  an i l lustrated catalogue opposite. These art ist ical ly
arranged squares are sl ight ly smaller than the actual stamps
and therefore do  not show when  the la t te r  are i n  place.

PRICES : Edi t ion w i t h  Strong and Handsome Grained C lo th
Binding. Leaves are of tough wh i te  paper from which hinges
peel wi thout  trace.

VOL .  I (1840-1928) 900 pages 30/-
VOL. II (1928-1933) 320 pages 15 / -

Prlces are " Postage Ext ra . ”  O the r  more luxur ious  bindings
available.

The world's finest fruit makes

KIA- ORA
LEMON ORANGE

GRAPE FRUIT
Drink a glass of Kia-Ora—and taste its delicious
fruit juice tang, its cool refreshing flavour.
In that glass of Kia-Ora is the goodness of
the finest fruit in the world .........................
juicy lemons, oranges, grape fruit and luscious
limes ......................... with the addition of
cane sugar only.

Ask Mother to buy a bottle to-day . . . .
or i t  can be obtained at your School Tuck shop.

Prices :

2Z- per large bottle
V1 „ half-bottie

Kia-Ora Ltd., Blackfriars, London, S.E. 1

FREE!
A NEW BOOK
STAMP H INTS AND FACTS—
a new Stanley Gibbons booklet
which w i l l  te l l  t he  young col -
lector  many interest ing things
about  his hobby.  I t  w i l l  be sent
free to  al l  asking for a sheet of
the world-famous Stanley
Gibbons Approvals. Let  us know
the  countr ies o r  groups you
wou ld  l i ke  to see.
Just as a suggestion, there  is
Sheet FQ,  the  new A i r  Stamp
sheet.

STAMP
HINTS

AND

Remember that the Winged Triangle
appears on all Stanley Gibbons Window
Packets, Stamp Albums, etc. Look
for i t  when buying your stamp goods
locally and don’t take those without i t . Look for this Sign Always

STANLEY CIBBONS LTD.
DEPT. 5.15, 391 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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Stamp Gossip
and Notes on New Issues

□
The Gibbons* 1934 Catalogue

A year or two ago we likened the stamp
collector working without a catalogue to a
mariner without a compass. If we may
again adopt a maritime simile, we would
describe the 1934 Gibbons' catalogue as
the collector’s pilot, for it guides the
serious stamp enthusiast through the
pitfalls of the more advanced sides of
his hobby.

I ts  2,000 pages pro-
vide not only a priced
list detailing every
stamp issued, each with
its important varieties,
but also full-sized illus-
trations and details of
all designs, watermarks,
pe r fo ra t i ons ,
surcharges, the names
of the designers and
printers, the type of
paper, and the printing
process employed.

I t  is difficult for the outsider to conceive
the huge amount of work involved in the
preparation of so comprehensive a cata-
logue, but some idea of the task can be
gained from the fact that this year over
200,000 separate prices have had to be
checked and more than 20,000 of them
altered. Gibbons’ Catalogue has come to
be the accepted basis of stamp exchange
throughout the British Empire, a dis-
tinction of which its publishers are proud
and a responsibility to which they pay
due regard.

This is not a catalogue for the beginner in
stamp collecting, but definitely it is an
essential to the collector who takes his
stamps seriously. As usual, it is obtainable
in two sections dealing with the British
Empire, and the Rest of the World re-
spectively ; or in one complete volume,
containing both sections. The catalogue
may be obtained from any stamp dealer,
price 6/6 for the British Empire Section
or 10/-  for the Rest of the World Section.
For the complete volume, bound in
handsome royal blue binding, gilt lettered,

An Interesting
Postmark

A special post-
mark was used
to  frank corres-
pondence origin-
ating in Tokio
between 25th and
28th April last.
I t  was employed
in  connec t ion

with a service of intercession, held at the
Yasukuni Shrine, for the Japanese soldiers
who were killed in the recent Sino-
Japanese war. In addition to a repre-
sentation of the shrine, the design of
the postmark embodied an aeroplane
and an army tank.

Canada’s Postal Union Commemorative
I t  is perhaps a little late in the day

to feature a commemorative issue that
appeared as  long ago as June, but Canada's
5c. issue celebrating the meeting at Ottawa
of the Executive of the Postal Union is so
excellent a stamp that it is better to
show it late than not at all. I t  is one of
the most attractive of the several excellent

Canadian pictorials of
recent years.

The view is a new
one of the Parliament
Buildings at Ottawa
shown from the Ottawa
River. The beauty of
the engraving gives an
excellent impression of
the well-wooded slopes
of Parliament Hill.

Another exceedingly
attractive 5c. stamp has
been issued to celebrate
the centenary of the

first Atlantic crossing by steamboat. The
central design of this stamp shows a
view of the steamer “ Royal William "
ploughing its way through heavy seas in
the course of its crossing. Beneath, the
name of the ship is flanked by the cen-
tenniel dates 1833-1933. The colour of
this stamp, blue, greatly enhances the
beauty of its design.
British Successes in

Vienna
Britain scored many

triumphs at the recent
Philatelic Exhibition in
Vienna, to which refer-
ence was made in our
Stamp Gossip in the
August The
International Grand
Prix, equivalent to the
W o r I d ' s Ph i l a t e l i c
Championsh ip ,  was
awarded to Mr. J .  B.
Seymour for his specialised collection
of the stamps of Great Britain. The
WIPA Grand Prix, the second most import-
ant award, was gained by Mr. J .  H.
Curie, for his collection of Transvaal
stamps. In all, British exhibits gained
nearly 90 important awards.

We  are particularly pleased to note the
success of our advertisers, Stanley Gibbons
Ltd. in the Trade and Literary Sections.
In competition withall the leading European
stamp firms, they were awarded eight
medals for their exhibits of s tamp collecting
equipment. The well-known Royal Blue.
Utile, Simplex. Criterion, Strand, idealand
Atlas Stamp Albums, judged as one group,
secured a silver medal, the highest award
allotted to any albums. Similar prizes
were awarded to Gibbons' Stamp Monthly
and to the Gibbons' Catalogue. Mr, Stanley
Phillips, of Gibbons, received a silver medal
for his book *’ Stamp Collecting."

New Hungarian Issues
Among the new issues we illustrate

this month, Hungary's International Scout
Jamboree commemorative issue is of
special interest, although its very attractive
design seems to have no direct connection
with the Scout Move-
ment.

The issue com-
prises five stamps,
lOf. to 40f. values,
and the design illus-
trated here was used
for them all. It
shows a stag, a de-
piction of a legend-
ary creature that is
reputed to have
guided the fore-
fathers of the Hun-
garian race, Hunor and Magor, to the fair
provinces of Hungary. The stag is shown
leaping over three small mounds upon
one of which is mounted an apostolic cross.

Hungary also has issued a new air
series to replace the old issue of 1927.
There are nine values covered by four
designs, and the best of these is undoubtedly
the 10c. illustrated here. I t  shows the
Lockheed Vega machine “ Justice for
Hungary” that made the trans-Atlantic
crossing in July last year piloted by the
late Gyorgy Endresz and Sandor Magyari.

The machine is shown
Hying over the St.
Endre Island in the
Danube.

The “ Justice for
Hungary " crashed at
Rome not long after
its trans-Atlantic flight,
and was replaced by a
new machine presented
by Signor Mussolini.
This machine, named

G i u s t i z i a pe r
r V ng  he  r i a ’ i s
illustrated on the 20f.

and 40f. stamps of the new issue. The third
design, used on the 48f. and 72f. issues is
allegorical and shows Mercury posing on the
wings of a low wing monoplane, while in
the remaining values, Ip., 2p. and 5p., he
stands with arms out  flung across a huge
four-bladed propeller.

* * * *
Malta shortly is to issue a series of

air mail stamps. The watermark in
the general issue is to be changed also.
Although Malta is a self-governing unit
of the Empire, i t  has used the Crown
Colony watermark hitherto.

* * * *
In  our next issue we hope to illus-

trate the Irish Free State Holy Year
Commemorative issue. The design is
the best I.F.S. commemorative to date.

thank Stanley Gibbons Lid. for their courtesy in
loaning the stamps from which the illustrations for our
stamp pages have been made.

the price is 15/-.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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? PHILATELISTS
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR COLLECTION ?
Of course not. No real s tamp collector is ever fully
satisfied with his collection. I t  is possible however to
bring a collection very near perfection and become the
envy and admiration of al! your chums. That  is why
we 'are bringing to your notice the cheapest possible
method of quickly enhancing the value of your collec-

tion by  investing in the
COSMOS GUARANTEED PACKETS

100 all difl. stamps . . .  . . .  . . .  1 /3  post free.
A wonderful variety of stamps.

200 ALL DIFF, STAMPS, 2 6 post free. This packet
will prove to be the forerunner of many happy hours
spent amidst your collection.

300 ALL DIFF. STAMPS, 5/- post free. A beauti-
ful packet containing stamps only usually found in
the higher class approval books.

500 ALL DIFF: STAMPS, 10 / -  post free. Your
friends will wonder how on earth you managed to ob-
tain such a splendid array of stamps in so short a time.

1,000 ALL DIFF. STAMPS, 20 - post free. Nothing
quite like this has ever before been offered. Stamps
catalogued a t  several times the price of the packet will
be discovered. In value it  is a sheer revelation and is a
packet that will increase the  monetary and educational
quality of a collection beyond your wildest dreams.

Do not delay therefore in  sending off a l  once for one
of these marvellous collections.

Every stamp is carefully examined by experts before
entering a packet, and there is our additional guarantee
of complete satisfaction or money refunded in full.

Will our friends abroad please add 6d. to the above
packets to cover extra postage, registration, etc.

COSMOS PHILATELIC EXCHANGE,
254, Kentish Town Road, London, N.W.5, England.

Cayman Islands Centenary
FREE set of this fine Centenary issue to all
Collectors sending for Approvals and enclosing
Ud .  stamp for postage. (No stamps sent
abroad.) COLONIALS, PICTORIALS AND AIR

MAILS at  bargain prices.
C. H. SHAW (Dept M|,

95, Christchurch Avenue, Kenton, Harrow.

FREE GIFTS
How to obtain

A STAMP ALBUM FREE
Write for particulars and

44-PAGE BUMPER BARGAIN LIST
D. A. BERRY, Member British Philatelic Assn.,
19, CORPORATION STREET, MANCHESTER.

HUNGARY AIRMAIL, 1927/30. 6 van*. . . .  1 /3
TURKEY, pictorials, 1926. 13 vars.................... 1 / -
HOLLAND, William the Silent. 4 vars. . . .  6d.
HOLLAND, Lifeboat Stamps. 4 vars. . . .  9d
NEWFOUNDLAND, Jan .  1932. 5 vars. . . .  fid.
AUSTRALIA, 3d. Sydney Bridge, blue . . .  4d.
MOROCCO AIR, 1922/27, 50c.. 75c., 80c., I ft. 6d.

All fine used. Postage l i d .  extra.
Any ONE set HALF PRICE to Approval Applicants.

SHIRLEY STAMP CO.,
19, Sandringham Avenue, London, S.W.20.

NEW MODEL APPROVAL BOOKS
Good, Clean, Medium Stamps, Price One Penny

each. BUT
30 for 2 / -  60 for 3 / -  120 for 4 /9

240 „ 7/- 360 „ 9/- 480 ., 10/6
THE MORE YOU BUY THE CHEAPER THEY
ARE. 5 U.S.A. Commemoratives are presented

FREE to  new customers.
EDWARD SANDELL,

10, EVELYN GROVE. SOUTHALL, MIDDLX.

NEWFOU NDLAN D—
Sir Humphrey Gilbert Commemorative Stamps will
remain on sale only five months, and should be obtained
NOW as  they will doubtless prove an excellent invest-
ment. We offer the complete mint set of 15 Stamps
(l-32c.) for 7/6, or set to 10c. (9 Stamps) for 2 6 .
POSTAGE EXTRA. The 1933 Air Stamps (set of 5)
are also available (mint) a t  9/- the set.  Send 2d. for
our detailed price list of Canada and Newfoundland

Stamps.
NORRIS & CO. (Dept. M), NORWOOD, LONDON, S.E.19

THE DENTIST SAID—
“ PU fill those spaces.” Why not fill those
in your album from my 4-a-penny selections,

the best there are.

L. D .  MAYNARD
78,  R ichmond  St. ,  Southend-on-Sea

TRIANGULAR PACKET FREE!
This wonderful packet contains a Mint Triangular
Iceland Airmail (Icelandic Falcon), Triangular Fiume
(Steamboat), and 20 other interesting stamps including
Commemorative Issues from Italy (Fascist! and Founding
of Rome), Cochin, Ukraine (two large mint pictorials),
a large Mint Airmail, Charkari (pictorial), Johore (bi-
coloured), Nicaragua (One Peso Mint), also mint High

Values, British and French Colonials, etc.
FREE to all genuine Approval Applicantsenclosing 2d.
C. A. REISS .Dept. M), 1, CASTLE GARTH, KENDAL.

YOUR CHANCE!
The finest value ever offered in real bargain Approvals.
Thousands different on sheets a t  Jd. ,  Jd.,  and Id .  each.
Fine range in books from I jd .  to 2/6.  Prices average
tb  Gibbons. Write now for a pleasant surprise!

State " Wants.”

CAMPBELL
1 ,  Ha ldon  Ave. ,  Te ignmou th ,  Devon.

SEND P/2d.
postage for the best and cheapest advertised
Approvals. Thousands of hinge-mounted
spacefiller bargains available in 2 or  3 postings
only. Meccano Readers amazed a t  the value
and vast variety. Also with Lists, etc., we
shall include entirely FREE.

FOR
you, a grand set of 25 Bavaria (Ludwigs) or
5 Iceland (National Museum, etc.) or  103 difl.
including Syria, Lebanon, Alaouites, or a pkt.
of Hinges and two di fl. 2d. Sydney Bridget).
STATE WHICH. Further along with the above
we shall send you full details of our huge

125,000 STAMPS
FREE!  gift scheme. Send 1 Jd.  only. Overseas
3d. Mystery parcel 5,000 approx, unsorted

Stamps, 4/6. Overseas, 5/3.

ASTLEY CO. (NL22),
LOW HILL, WOLVERHAMPTON.

NEWFOUNDLAND P1CTORIAL L1SSUE
A new set of Stamps from Britain’s oldest
Possession sent free of charge to bona-fide appli-
cants for selections of duplicates on approval.

500 extra good Stamps, all different, 1/8.
MYSTERY PACKET. 1,000 (approximately)
stamps, many countries, unpicked and just as

collected from abroad. Post free 1 /3 .
HENRY TURNER,

110, Barnett Road, Preston, Brighton, Sussex.

TREASURE TROVE
Send to-dav for one of our Bargain Parcels of 1,000
Unpicked Stamps and commence one of the most
enjoyable searches you have ever had. The Stamps
are gathered from ali parts of the World and are
unsorted. Many scarce Stamps can be found in
the mixture, and it will be sure to add a large number

of specimens to your collection.
Price 1/- per packet of 1,000 (Postage 3d. extra).
HEWSON & SAYWELL, AB1NGD0N-0N-THAMES.

I WILL SEND YOU
1 ,000  DIFFERENT STAMPS
on approval, from which you may select any 100 for 3/-.
These Stamps are EXCELLENT VALUE and include

some catalogued a t  1 / -  each or more.
MORE ADVANCED Collectors are invited to send for
better class selection on approval, priced a t  one-

fifth to one-third Catalogue.
H.  HARDY,

6, Birchington Road, Hornsey, London, N.8.
GREATEST BARGAIN PACKET!

1,000 Stamps as supplied from London offices, etc.,
contains stamps of Kenya, Uganda. Egypt, New
Zealand and Australia, and many other countries.
NO unused German, etc. Many rare Stamps are found
in this mixture. FREE with every order the Rare
Piccard Balloon Stamp and Handsome Air Mail,
usually sold a t  7/6. But to introduce my  new price
list of sets, etc., I will supply the above for 2/- P.O.
Half lot 1/3 post free. Send a t  once for this marvellous

offer to
W.  F. LOVELL, 96, Gosterwood Street, Deptford, S.E.8.

NOT A FREE GIFT ! Send me 4d.f ask for selection
from 4 a Id.  (30 for 6d.) and I will send you Newfound-
land (Gilbert Centy.), Afghanistan, Trans. Jordan,
Angola, Monaco, Ethiopia, Manchukuo, Guinea, and 25

Colonia! and Foreign without Approvals, fid.
J .  R. MORRIS, 9,  Audley Road, Folkestone, Kent.

SCARCE MANCHUKUO PACKET FREE ! 1 This
huge parcel contains 500 Unsorted Foreign Stamps,
many scarce, from Manchukuo (Lama Pagoda), Old
Japan,  1899, Ceylon, Egypt,  Q.V., over 50 years old,
Br. S .  Africa, Finland, etc.  Send’2d. postage and  request
my Famous Discount Approvals. (Abroad 6d. P.O.).
E.  EASTICK, 22, BANKSIDE ROAD, BOURNEMOUTH.

GIVEN EVERY
AWAY MONTH
to purchasers from our world-famed approval Sheets.
Send for approval sheels and full particulars to
Department 229. Established 1880.
ERRINGTON & MARTIN,  South Hackney, London, E.9.
Those sending a stamped addressed envelope will
receive free three handsome Pictorial _new _issues.

2'6 Boxes 2'6
You should try one of these boxes of well assorted
UNPICKED Mixtures which are made up  from stamps
as received from Banks, Shipping Houses, Foreign
Missions, etc.  Countries represented : Jamaica, China,
Japan,  Dutch Indies, West Indian Isles, Czechoslovakia,
Straits Setts., Russia, Poland, New Zealand, West and
South African Colonies ami many others too numerous
to mention. New and old issues with high values.
The repeat orders I have had prove their excellent value.

JOS. H. GAZE, DIDSBURY, MANCHESTER.

Ask for the “ XLCR " Stamp Album. _\
a bonny illustrated robust album to hold MW \
over 2,000 stamps. 100 pages complete WL \
on lv  index. British-made, too, and S\U \“ only fid. Don’t accept any  other /&> \
Cg-1 album until you see i t .  Insist on $\\\ \
V>U.  “ XLCR”  Alburns. Stamp Outfits W ’
and packets. If any difficulty write to  : — w

Thomas Cliffe, Colwyn Bay..

FREE!  7 GREECE
To Genuine Applicants for my " Peak ” Approvals.
S. BACKHOUSE, 61, WARNER STREET, DERBY.

“MAJESTIC” STAMP OUTFIT FREE
Also LIBERIA PACKET of 51 different Stamps
to all genuine applicants for my  world famous

Approvals. Send 2d. Postage. Abroad 4d.
M. WILKINSON, Majestic Buildings, Colwyn Bay.

Locomotive Jig-Saw Puzzles
An intriguing range of Jig-Saw Puzzles representing

engines of the principal Railway Companies of Great
Britain has just been issued by our advertisers,
Fredk. Warne & Co. Ltd. Each of the puzzles consists
of 200 pieces and will provide fascinating amusement
for a whole evening for any reader. The puzzles are
selling a t  5/- each, and further' details can be obtained
from Fredk. Warne & Co. Ltd., Chandos House,
Bedford Court, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

MANCHUKUO PACKET FREE
A fine packet of all different Stamps containing
Manchukuo, 1932 j fen pictorial, French Indo China
Air Mail, unused, Eritrea, 1930 2c., large pictorial
Somali Coast, Tunis 1933, new issue, Turkey pictorial,
Brazil pictorial, Nigeria, Portugal, Ceylon, etc., free
to all asking to see my famous Approval Sheets and

enclosing 2d. for postage (Abroad 6d. P.O.).
Albums, 1/4, 2/6, 5/- and upwards.

S. HAMMOND, CHESHAM FIELDS, BURY, LANCS.

SPECIAL SERVICE OF NEW STAMPS
To readers of ‘‘ M.M.” joining my Service before Dec.
31st, 1933 (reasonable extension granted to overseas
enquiries) entitles them to enter for a COMPETITION
to be organised in connection with this Service. Hand-
some awards will be made. Full particulars will be

announced in the New Year. Ask for details.

T.  I I .  SMITH,
63, St. Kilda Road, West Ealing, W.13.

stamp advertisements continued on p

"MECCANO MAGAZINE" BINDERS
= There is no better way of keeping your =
E Magazines clean and tidy than by binding |
g them in one of the special binders we supply. I

These binders have strong stiff backs, E
| covered with black imitation leather, tastefully |
= tooled, and arc lettered in gold. The  large =
E binder holds 12 Magazines— price 4/6 post free. E
| The small binder holds 6 Magazines— E
E price 3/- post free. Meccano Ltd.,  Binns E
= Road, Liverpool 13.

? 928Further
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Competition Corner
A SKETCHOGRAM CONTEST

the effort, but a bold and simple drawing in which it
appears only once and is immediately obvious, will stand
a better chance of success than a complicated drawing in
which it appears several times merely as a minor feature.

In order that our younger
readers may have a fairer
chance of success, the entries
will be divided into two
sections, A for readers aged
16 and over, B for those
under 16. Two prizes con-
sisting of Meccano products
(or, if the winners prefer,
artists' materials) to  the
value of 21/- and 10/6
respectively, will be awarded
in each section. In addition
there will be a number of
consolation prizes.

A similar set of prizes
will be awarded under
exactly the same conditions
for Overseas entries.

Each competitor may sub-
mit as many entries as he
wishes, but each one must be
sent in on a separate sheet
of paper. The competitor's

name, age and address must appear on the back of
each entry. I t  is not sufficient merely to  indicate the
section ; the exact age must be stated.

Entries must be addressed to  “ Sketchograms, Meccano
Magazine," Binns Road, Liverpool 13," and in the Home
Section must reach this office not later than 30th
November. The final date for receiving Overseas entries
is 28th February, 1934.

I t  is almost 18 months since our last Sketchogram
Contest, and readers will welcome the opportunity
to  try their hands once more at this fascinating though
simple form of drawing contest.

For the benefit of new
readers it must be explained
that the contest calls for no
greater artistic skill than the
ability to  include a given line
—known as the  Sketchogram
—in a simple sketch. In this
month's con t e s t  t he
“ Sketchogram " is the
wriggly line shown in the box
resting on the dog's back, and
competitors are required to
incorporate the line in an
original sketch in such a
manner that  it forms an
essential part of the outline.
To make this explanation
per feetly clear, our artist has
used the Sketchogram in
drawing the dog. I t  forms
part of the rear line of the
dog’s right foreleg.

Readers are asked to  sub-
mit original sketches in which
the line is used in a similar way. I t  may appear in the
sketch as many times as the  competitor desires, and may
be tilted t o  any angle, or turned on its back, as required-
The drawing of the dog must not be copied, of course,
but there are no other restrictions as to the subject
or nature of the drawing.

Competitors who succeed in incorporating the
" Sketchogram " more than once will be given credit for

(Cheltenham), Consolation Prizes : G. CLirroN
(Norwich) ; F. H.  CULVERHOUSE (Sheffield) ; G. T .
EsPLEY (Preston) ; A. GULLIVER {Beckenham) ; V,
KNiu, (Thorpe Bay) ; J ,  B. PtNNOCK (Bedford) ;
D.  C. Roons  (Goodmayes) ; F. SMITH (Darlington):
G. H.  WOOD (Halifax).

OVERSEAS
May Doublets Contest.—1. W.  R.  L, CuEGWYN

(Johannesburg) ; 2. D. H. PATTERSON (Natal) ; 3. R.
BvRBERY (Lyttelton, N.Z.) ; 4, G. S .  COTTON (Welling-
ton, N.Z.). Consolation Prizes: P.  WATSON (Hong
Kong).

June Crossword.—1. H.  A. CRtPWELL (Selukwe) ;
2. G. E .  HARmsoN (Victoria, B.C.) ; 3. J .  FRIENDLY
(Johannesburg) ; 4. D, E .  DE LA HoYDE (Nagpur,
India). Consolation Prizes : D.  A. HtCKMAN (Prince
William, N,B.) ; A. G. HoAL (Pretoria) ; D. MARSDEN
(Nabooraspruit) ; G.  ROGERS (Fort Beaufort, C.P.).

June Photo. —First Prizes:  Section A, J .  CREpir
(Observatory); Section B, T.  N. Lewis (Auckland.
N.Z.). Second Prizes : Section A, L.  A. SETON
(Montreal West) ; Section B, R. L. Masos (Toronto)
Consolation Prize : A. A. BOULT (Auckland, N.Z.).

April Crossword. ! .  MAcL. MoRGAN (Crcmorae,
N-S.W.) ; 2. E .  1.. Mi; EK (Wellington) ; 3. D.  G. TEES
(Durban) ; 4. D.  CARDEN (Transvaal), Consolation
Prizes : W.  S. EAGLE (Bomba v) ; G. L. EAST (New
Plymouth) : E.  HARPER (Cambridge, C.PJ ; R .  M.
MAYNARD (Pretoria).

May Photo.—First Prizes : Section A, A. A. Bov  LT
(Auckland) ; Section B. R. N. JONES (Sydney, N.S.W.).
Second Prizes : Section A, C. J .  McCAiN (Sydney,
N.S.W.) ; Section B, J .  A. RuNDLE (Christchurch).
Consolation Prizes : Miss M. BEDtlNGTON (Auckland) ;
J .  CREDiE (Observatory); V. SouccAR (Alexandria)

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

Holiday Cruise Errors.—1. R.  H. Li-.NNiE (York) ;
2. D. WOODWARD (Stockport) ; 3 .  K. N. SMARTT
(Chesterfield) : 4. A.  E .  C tARK (Plaistow, E.13).
Consolation Prizes: S .  HuTCHixsoN (Liverpool);
N. E.  JOHN (West Bromwich); F .  A. LAWLEY (Cradicy);
K. PEMBERTON (Cleveleysl ; J .  SANDERS (Norwich) ;
L. J .  Si  ATER (Portsmouth].

Tati Stories.—4 .  R.  CLARKE (Mansfield Wood house) ;
2. N.  SNEDDON (Strete) ; 3. H.  EvERiTT (Streatham,
S.W.I6) ; 4. A. E.  STAPLETON (Derby). Consolation
Prizes: J .  GiLBEY (Wakefield) ; J .  Lowe (Downend) ;
G. A. PRICE (Halesowen) ; D.  SwAN (Winchester) ;
W. WHITAKER (Hornsea).

August Photo Contest. -First Prizes : Section A,
F .  H. CULVERHOUSE (Sheffield) ; Section B, P.  M. S.
HEDGELAND (Maidstone). Second Prizes : Section A,
A. P .  GARDNER (Kettering) ; Section B, C. H. CLARY
(London, E .U) ,  Consolation Prizes: R. J .  S .  BOOTY
(Sydenham) ; P. T .  CLARKE (East Sheen, S.W.I4) ;
D. E .  CooPER (Witham) ; H.  HOLT (Stretford) ;
W. M. HuxTER (Lewisham, S.E.13) ; A. H .  KARAMELii
(Golders Green, N.W.ll) .

Point Words.—!. I. G. MACLEOD (Gillingham);
2. A. L. BEATTIE (Sydenham, S.E.26) ; 3 .  I. C. A.
NAPPER (Canterbury) ; 4. D. W. RohsON (Chesterfield);
Consolation Prizes: W. IL AciiESON (Portadown) :
J .  DUNCAN (Aidershot) ; R.  F .  NICHOLAS (Portsmouth):
G. A. ROBERTS (Stratton -St.- Margaret) ; H.  R UTTER
(Consett) ; R .  D. SMITH (Epsom).

September Photo Contest,— First Prizes : Section A,
W.  J .  AiTKEN (Edinburgh) ; Section B, D, KjNGCOME
(Plymouth). Second Prizes: Section A, J .  L. RiCE
(Northampton) ; Section B, W. J .  R,  PEACOCK

Best Bargain Contest
This mouth’s issue of the is full

of interesting advertisements and there
are many bargains to be ” spotted.”

It would be interesting to know what
our readers consider to be the best bargain,
and prizes are offered for the best letters
indicating the best bargain and the
reader's reason for the selection.

The prizes will consist of Meccano
products, to be chosen by the winners from
the current catalogue, to the value of 21/-,
15/-, 10/6 and 5/- respectively, for the
best four letters in order of merit.

The letters must not exceed 250 words
in length, and should be addressed to
*’ Advertisement Letter, Meccano Maga-
zine, Binns Road, Liverpool 13.” They
should reach this office not later than
30th November.

A similar set of prizes will be reserved
for entries from Overseas readers, whose
entries must arrive not later than 28th
February, 1934.

Entries must be written only on one
side of each sheet of paper used.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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T ■ Ak  POWERFUL
I K | H I  <J |  CLOCKWORK TOYS

CREGD. TRADE MARK)

ALL STEEL BODIES

A fine new range of dockwork
toys to work with your models.
Real precision jobs, British made—
Tractors, Tanks, and Motor Cars,
There are other models besides
those shown here, including Magic
Sports, Saloon, and Racing Cars.

Get full particulars now.

“WHIPPET"  CLIMBING TANK
NO. 1 ......................................... 6d.
A min ia ture of a c l imbing f ight ing tank.  St rong
motor ,  con t ro l  lever.  Swivell ing gun tu r re t .

Rubber bands. Length,  5 }  ins.

TRI-ANG TRACTOR No. 1 ( Nippy) - 6d.
Climbs obstacles i n  a st i rpr is ing way. Thick
rubber  bands. Contro l  lever .  Length,  5 }  ins.

TRI-ANG TRACTOR No. 2 - 2/6
Steel construct ion,  cellulose painted red .  Reliable
motor  w i th  cont ro l  lever.  Rubber bands on

steel wheels. Length, fl.J ins.

TIGER CLIMBING AND FIGHTING
TANK No. 2 - - -  - -  4,11
A powerfu l  c l imber ,  made of steel, w i t h  w ide
rubber  bands. Swivell ing gun turret  wi th  firing

device. Cont ro l  lever. Length, 10  ins.

MAGIC SALOON MAGIC SPORTS
A scale model of a modern 4-seater Sports Car, Strong steel body,
adjustable windscreen, sports mudguard, spare wheel and tyre.
Rubber balloon tyres on steel wheels. Long running clockwork motor
fitted wi th control lever and patent governor to prevent the wheels
racing when lifted off the ground.
MOTOR TYPE STEERING BY WHEEL IN  DRIVING 4 O
SEAT. Length, 16 ins. Price 1 0

This closed car is designed in the latest low built style and has very
graceful lines. Strong steel body, sports mudguards, spare wheel
and tyre. Rubber balloon tyres on steel wheels. Long running
clockwork motor fitted with control lever and patent governor
to prevent the wheels racing when lifted off the
ground. MOTOR TYPE STEERING BY WHEEL IN  < O ZO
DRIVING SEAT. Length, 16 ins. Price 1 0
Also made with two electric lights and switch on
dashboard,
(Battery not included.) Price

Also made with two electric lights and switch on
dashboard.
(Battery not included.) Price16'- 16'-

GET THE

NEW
TRI-ANG
TOY FOLDER FROM YOUR
DEALER OR WRITE TO DEPT. M.O.

AGfC

BRITISH
MADE

Rcgd. Trade Mark,

LINES BROS. LTD., TRI-ANG WORKS, MORDEN RD., MERTON, LONDON,  S.W.19
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< M jw j
•HAM  LEY  ■ BROTH E R S • LTD

(Special Models  and  Games  Supplement)
November> 1933.Number 7.

HAMLEYS
AGAIN!

WONDERFUL
NEW

MODEL PUSS MOTH
D.H .QOa  PUSS MOTH.

HAVE YOU TRIED YOUR
SKILL AT BOLO?

The latest,
most fascinating craze.

You  can’t leave it alone till you’ve mastered it.
And when you’ve mastered it  —my, what fun!

flies 600 ft. at single winding
Two spare motors supplied free

Two  spare motors supplied free . . From Hamleys
you can now get a “F rog”  model  of  the record breaking
D.H.  80A Puss Moth Civil Aeroplane. It  has an  all-metal
fuselage with reinforced bulk-head, and an  entirely
new method of wing construction prevents warping.

PRECISION BUILT
Specially designed and built tools ensure meticulous
accuracy in the production of this magnificent flying
model. It has two very strong elastic motors coupled to
a dual gearbox. The rudder is adjustable. All main
parts have “Frog”  patent detachable fittings. The model
D.H. 80A PUSS MOTH has a wing span of 18”, flies
600 feet at a winding and 100 feet high and is finished in
light blue and orange and costs only iyj6 (postage 9d.)
complete with 2 spare motors, gearbox oil, elastic lubricant
and insertor rod and “ FROG ” Lubricant.

SEND FOR YOURS THIS WEEK

Model No. 1.
12 in. diameter, complete

r with 3 balls. 2/- (Post
7 6d. extra).

A NOVEL GAME
WITH ENDLESS

TRICKS.

Model No. 2.
16 in. diameter,
complete with 5
balls. 3/- (Post
6d. extra).

PYRAMID  PATIENCE
You can’t be bored
with this tantalising
game in the house. It’s
always fresh, always
good company. Price
2/6 (post 6d.).

There's always something new at REGENT STREET, LONDON,  W.1200 - 202

THE FINEST TOY SHOP IN  THE WORLD

meccanoindex.co.uk
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HOW MANY HAIRS ON A BEE’S LEG?

On Monday I
MICRO

made a
COPEs

10 minutes and
i t  magnifies 100 times

Built i t  myself in

,-,1¾..

DO YOU KNOW
A dogfish has teeth all over its body ?
Plainly seen with a Construments micro-
scope. • • •
That all manner of different kinds of cameras
can be made from a Construments outf i t ,
capable of giving first-class photographs.• • •
That a drop of pond o r  sea water contains
innumerable living things, both plants and
animals, which you can magnify and photo-
graph with Construments instruments ?• • •
That with a Construments live-box you can
examine living insects and organisms—you
can watch a spider weave its web ?• • •
You can produce pictures of living and
moving objects on a screen with a Constru-
ments projector o r  shadowscope ?

A Construments set is much more than a set of parts for a
On Tuesday a
TELESCOPE

microscope. I t  consists of beautifully finished interchange-
able parts—lenses, mirrors, ring mounts, bolts and nuts,
tubes and rods—all made and matched on scientific lines.
From them you can build an endless array of optical
instruments. How many hairs on a bee’s leg ? A micro-
scope made from Construments wil l  show you. How is a
long distance camera made ? Build one with Construments
and see. How does a Camera Obscura work ? W i th
Construments you can build the very apparatus a great
scientist would use for a hundred fascinating experiments.
Have you ever longed for a telescope—a projector—a micro-
scope—a magic lantern—a camera obscura—a shadowscope
—a projection Kaleidoscope—a photo-copier—you can make
any of these and more than a hundred other instruments
with a Construments set.

On Wednesday a
CAMERA

And you can make hundreds of  different models with

CONSTRUMENTSOn Thursday a
MAGIC LANTERN

Of all stores and dealers. No. I 00  set 37/6. No. 20 set 18/6. No. I 0 set 10/-
Auxiliary sets are supplied with the extra parts for converting No.  10 to No. 20 or No.  20 to No. (00 when required.

These prices do not apply in the Irish Free State,

CONSTRUMENTS LIMITED, 18, Gray’s Inn Road, London, W.C.
And on Friday a Sole distributors to the trade for Great Britain and Ireland :
MICRO-PROJECTOR L. Rees & Co. Ltd., 12, New Union Street, E.C.2

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Boys / ge t  a
copy of  the most
wonderful catalogue
you  ve  yet seen fMotors  and

Dynamos
Constructional

Toys
Table Tennis

Air  Rifles
Te lephones

Morse Sets
and Shocking

Coils
Speed Boats

Aerop lanes
Desks

Better Cycles

Meccano
Out f i t s

and  Spares
Electric and

Clockwork
Trains

Fre twork
Out f i t s  and

Too l  Se ts
Steam Engines

Ska tes

Chemical
and Electrical

Outfits

0 ■■

You must get a copy of this wonderful
catalogue, boys. It’s full of pictures
with descriptions of a host of things
you want. Get a copy from your nearest
Halford depot or fill
i n  the coupon at
the side of this page. I A

Here are a few of the
thri l l ing gifts shown in

the new
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Obtainable from all leading Stores, Toyshops, and Sports Shops. If you have any difficulty, please send direct to the manufacturers :

THE KAY SPORTS CO. PEMBROKE WORKS LONDON, N.1O
Send for FREE Illustrated Catalogue.

Post this Coupon for Free Booklet
To:  Dept. M,  McCaw, Stevenson

6c Orr  Ltd., Belfast
I should like to have, post free, a copy of your

Free Booklet

Name ______ __ ________ __  ___  ___

Address ___„____________ _________

Only very little is needed
Seccotine needs no heating (though it is better to use it slightly warm) and it sets
like a rock without mess or bother. Why trouble about glue when there is Seccotine,
the world’s strongest adhesive ? Just a smear in the joint (use very little for best
results) and when it is set you won’t be able to break it I
Seccotine is more than twice as  strong as other adhesives, and is used where reliability
is vital. Made by British workpeople. Obtainable in tubes Aid., 6d. and 9d. from
all good Stationers, Ironmongers and General Stores.

There is only ONE SECCOTINE
REGO.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Wants for Boys
A wonderful selection of instructive

presents for Boys

Chemical Outfits
from 2/6 to <£3-3-0.

MECCANO LTD., LOTTS LTD., and KAYS.

Electrical Outfits
from 2/6 to 50/-.

MECCANO LTD., BOWMAN, and KAYS.

Conjuring Outfits
Wonderful Mysterious Tricks.

Outfits 1/-, 2/6, 5/-, 10/6. Full instructions.

Flash Lamps and Torches
from 1/- each. Only best batteries.

Aeroplanes
All the well-known makes.

Tern, 1/6. Warneford, 2/6 to 21/-.  F.R.O.G,, 7/6.
Skybirds and Xactus.

ALBATROS that flew the Mersey. Plans, 6/-.
Complete Machine, 50/-.

Aeroplane Parts and Balsa Wood in stock.
Splendid selection.

Speed Boats
Electric, Steam and Clockwork, from 3/11.

Sailing Yachts
All Prices from 2/6 to <£4-10-0.

Model Boat Fittings
At Moderate Prices.

Cinemas and Films
Small, from 10/6. Patlie, 55/-. Baby, £6-10-0.

Model Trains
and accessories. W’e are agents for HoRNBY, BASSETT-

LoWKE LTD., MILLS BROS, and LEEDS MODEL Co.

Build your own Rail Track
Get our new list of prices.

Fretwork
Agents for HOBBIES LTD. A wonderful Catalogue. 6d.

Designs, Tools, Timber, and Fret Machines.

Meccano
from 1 /3  to 450 / . Price Lists Free.

THE GREATEST DETECTIVE
IN THE WORED

What a fellow he is for finding things out, this Ever
Ready torch 1 He  can creep along with you in utter
darkness and will not say a word. And when your
fingers tell him to, he’ll shoot out a great white beam
of electric light that takes in everything at a glance.

What a beauty for a chap
to have in his hand ! And
what a bit of luck that
Ever Ready torches can be
bought for as little as one
shilling. Start saving now.
Take a tip from us. Always
make sure that your Ever Ready
torch has the name ‘ Ever
Ready ’ on the screw cap. And
specially be certain that the
famous Ever Ready battery is
p rov id ing  t he  l i gh t .  I t ’ s
beams better 1

VER
TORCHES &

| THE EVER READY CO.  (GREAT BATTERIES
BRITAIN) LTD., HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY, LONDON,  N.7.

C. LUCAS, Hobbies Depot
17, HOUGHTON STREET, LIVERPOOL

meccanoindex.co.uk
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BE A REAL ENGINEER
AND DRIVE YOUR MODELS BY STEAM-JUST  LIKE REAL ONES

But be sure it is an all-British Bowman engine
guaranteed for power, reliability and safety

Boys ! Here's a workshop that works. Wheels turning, axles
spinning, machinery in motion —-all driven by a splendid steam
power plant which will touch 2,000 revs, a minute.
There’s endless fun in a Bowman workshop. Start one to-day !
You can keep on adding extra models as you go along.

Runs If  miles
non-stop. Solid
d rawn  b ra s s
boiler. Sa fe ty
valve. Exhaust
through chim-
ney, 2 cylinders.
Steel frame.
Leng th  w i th
tender 20".

Tender 7/6

LOCO 234 (without tender) 3(K-
Other steam locos 10/6, 21/-, 25/-

INDUCTION COILS
Astounding value.
Polished bakelite box
with variable current.
Works  f rom 4-volt
battery or Q/R
Dynamo. ** ”
Dual coil model 5/-

DYNAMO No. 839
Super efficient dynamo on
new principle. Gives bright
light with smallest steam
engines. Fitted drilled metal
base, Meccano pattern by
permission. With 7 /R
bulb—No. 839 a t  1 0

Also 840 a t  5/-

CHEMISTRY SETSSTATIONARY STEAM ENGINE (M135 )  Brass boiler, s rx i r ,
with safety valve. 2-speed gear and two driving pulleys. Drip feed lubri-
cator. Steam exhaust through chimney. Drilled metal base. Meccano
pattern by permission. In box. Postage U.K. 1/-.  Price 1 6 Z9
STATIONARY STEAM ENGINES MODEL

122
Brass boiler, 7'  x 2".
Whistle, safety
valve, control tap.
Two-speed gear.
Low gear takes
Meccano pulleys,
etc. Drip feed
lubricators. Ex-
haust t h rough
chimney. In box,

with filling funnel
instructions,

y guaranteed.
Postage, Price
u.i<. i / -  27 '6

A Bowman junior
engine which wi]1
give eve r y satis-
faction. Kuns for 15
to 20 minutes.
Brass boiler, 3f*x
H". Safety valve,
Drilled base, steam
exhausts through
chimney. Fu l ly
guaranteed. In box.
Postage Price QfQ
U.K. 9d. 0 3

MODEL
180

Tills amazing wooden cabinet, size 15"x22",
with all chemicals in glass, is offered at  special

price of 15/-. See it  before deciding.
Other models 2 Z6 tO 2V -

ELECTRICAL SETSThere are also four other Bowman Steam Engines—M175, 7/6 ; Ml 58. 12/6 ; M140, 14/6 ; Ml 01 , 37/6.

These new electrical sets are splendid value,
(a) practical application sets, (b) experimental
sets. Eight sets priced from 2 '6  to 21 ' -

PRESS (Model 832) 3/3
BANDSAW (Model 834) 3 /1  1
DYNAMO (Model 839) 7/6

C IRCULAR SAW (Model 833) 3 /9
GRINDSTONE (Model 835) 2 /9

(Ail working models postage 4d. extra)

THE BOWMAN BOOK OF MODELS--- an interesting treatise on model engineering and full details of all models— will be sent you by return
of post if you send your name and address (and enclose threepence in postage stamps) to

BOWMAN MODELS
BOWMAN MODELS CAN BE OBTAINED
FROM ALL GOOD TOY SHOPS AND STORES (Dept. M.M.24), DEREHAM, NORFOLK

meccanoindex.co.uk
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GAMfttiES • HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO E- HORNBY

Only  a short time to  Christmas/

GAMAGES
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a\  Headquarters for

WILL STAGE THE GREATEST
CHRISTMAS »3AZAAR
EVER SEEN IN  LONDON

We celebrate this by taking our biggest advertisement in  the " Meccano Magazine" to date—four pages
of news, and Christmas Gifts ! They give an idea of the many wonderful things you wil l  see at

Gamages during the great Christmas Bazaar.

CHAPMANS
FAMOUS C IRCUS

BAZAAR
OPENS

NOVEMREftR"WILL  BE  HERE

COObW*®'

READY SHORTLY! r in r iT  HOURS OF ADMISSION from the 9wU 'W 13 th Nov. to 2nd Dec :-1,  2, 3, 4, and 5
o’clock, Saturdays 11.0 and 12.0 o’clock. From 4th Dec. until
Dec. 22nd, performances wil l  be at 12, 1,  2, 3, 4. 5 and 6 o’clock,

Saturdays 10.30 a.m., 11.30 a.m., and 12.30 p.m.
Saturday, Dec, 23rd, at 11, 12, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 o'clock.

Prices for non-reserved seals including tax, 7d.  These must be booked al
least 45 minutes before the performance.

.4 limited number of reserved seats are obtainable, and can be booked at any
time up  to 90  minutes before the t ime of the entertainment, Price J/-.

GAMAGES FAMOUS
CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE
64 Pages. Beautifully illustrated in photogravure. Full of
Toys, Models, Games and Christmas Gifts for Boys and Girls
of all ages. To  avoid disappointment send in  the application
for your copy now as a strictly limited number of catalogues

are being printed. Book Your Seats Now

GAMAGES -HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO 8- HORNBY
'Telephone : Holborn 8484,GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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C AMAGES - HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO E. HORNBY

XMAS  AT GAMAGES
Someth ing  Electrical  ! Y ou  are in teres ted ,  of course.  Gamages have a wonderful  range of electrical
models and  apparatus.  Here ' s  a page of Te lephones ,  Morse-code Sets ,  e tc . ,  that  wi l l  suggest  some

marvel lous Chr i s tmas  Gif ts .

-"'I
A WORKING MODEL  TELEPHONE

Makes a Perfect House ’Phone
Whether they are used merely as a toy or to save unnecessary
journeys in the house, Carnages Telephones can be fixed anywhere
in the house within five minutes, the only power required being a

flash-lamp battery, which will last for three months.
The  model  i l lustrated consists o f  a polished Bakelite Pedestal and
Telephone,  and the  Signalling Buzzer is housed inside the  pedestal.
Call ing is ent i re ly  automatic ; immediately the inst rument  is
removed from its base the signal is given by  the distant set

Al though an ord inary  pocket  bat tery is used this
wonderful  set w i l l  give telephone communicat ion up

to one mi le.  Battery 4Ld.  ext ra.  Price
35-ft. Flex is supplied. f
Extra F lex-50 ft. J
4/-. 100 ft. 7/6.

A HOUSE TELEPHONE  for 12 /6
No construct ion necessary. Merely insert  an ord inary
pocket bat tery and the telephone is ready for operat ion.
Aud i t ion  is perfect over  long distances, I t  is not  even
necessary to speak close to the mouth  piece
as the  Carbon Granule Transmit ter  acts as 1 / C
a microphone. FLASHER SIGNALS. Price 14  0
15-ft. Co i l  t r i p le  bel l  w i re  supplied w i t h  the set. Post 9d.
Extra lengths : 30 f t . ,  1 /6  ; 60 ft., 3/-.

THE KAY
ELECTRICAL SET
The set, as i l lustrated, is comprised of a medical
coil, three lamps, insulating tape, two-way switch,
bat tery  tester ,  screwdr iver ,  wander -
plugs, flex, staples, bel l  and be l l i  f l /  CZ
push. Price I V
Othe r  sets 3 /6,  5/6, 7 /6  and 21/ - .  Post 9d.

THE B.G.L. ELECTRICAL SETS
A series of  sets which demonstrate the  principles
of  e lectr ic i ty  i n  a manner fascinating to every boy.
Set No .  1 contains apparatus and instructions
for carrying ou t  many interesting and ,  _ -
instruct ive experiments i n  electr ic i ty / r
and magnetism. Price f Vj
Othe r  oriccs 12 /6 .  18/6 .  and 27/6 Post 6d.

TELEGRAPH
SOUNDERMODEL

SEARCH Designed speci-
ally for amateurs
and pr ivate l ine
wo rk ,  but
can be  used
in  any tele-
graph cir-
cui t .  The
lever and anvi1
are of hardened
brass and give a
clear, sharp sound
when operated. We l l  constructed and
finished. Resistance 20 ohms Usual
Price 21 / -  Gamages Clearance Price

L IGHT
AUTOMATIC

MORSE CODE SENDER
The latest idea i n  Morse Code Sets. Amusing and
instruct ive. The easiest and quickest method o f  learning
the Morse code. Just slide the key slowly over  each let ter
as required, and this is t ransmit ted to the
receiver at the  o ther  end of the buzzer 1 0 f

Price | (J 0
Post Free

Wi l l  t h row  a beam of l ight 40 f t .
Strongly made and finished i n  black,
bat tery fits i n  base. Dimensions :
Height to top  of  l ight .  41  in .  Size of
base 4 in .  x 3 in. Diameter of  lens,
? i n  Price complete w i t h  battery

i n  the air .
Replaceable

3'9
Post 6d.

5'-
Post 9d .

SEE THE MARVELLOUS RADIO-TELE-CONTROLLER
> One of the star attractions of the Bazaar. Major Raymond Phillips, O.M.E., the famous Scientist and Inventor, presents the *
! marvellous Radio-Tele-Controller. He demonstrates how the human body forms a battery and controls a model railway. He ]

also demonstrates the wonderful new electrical meter, which shows how much electricity your body generates ,

GAM AGES • H EADQUAPTFRS F OR MECCANO
GAMAGES. HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. Telephone Holborn 8481 City Branch. 107 Cheapside. London. E‘.C.2.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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CAM  AGES - HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO HORNBY

XMAS AT GA  MAG  ES
Mode! Aeroplanes and Clocks ,  Yachts ,  Speedboats ,  C inematographs ,  Microscopes 1 Be low we  i l lus trate

a few from Gamages unrivalled select ion.  Wha t  wonderful  Chr i s tmas  Presents they make.
A
M
A
0

THE GAMAGE
“SHAMROCK”
MODEL
RACING
YACHT

f

Post Free

H
E
A
DTHE FAMOUS F.R.O.G

MODEL AEROPLANES
Wi thou t  a doubt  the most  scientific mode l
aeroplane ever made. Has many novel features :
collapsible wings, undercarriage and gear-box,
making i t  practically unbreakable. FLIES R IGHT
OFF THE GROUND  w i t h  a r un  of 8 ft . ,  and travels
75 yards, o r  when hand-launched 100 yards.
Supplied i n  box  w i th  patent w inder ,  inserter
rod for new motors,  mo to r  lubr icant
and Shell O i l .  R.A.F. markings. Also
supplied i n  Italian, Belgian. Dutch,
French, U.S.A., and Argent ine mark-
ings a t  the same price.

The hu l l  Is correct to  scale i n  dimensions and
profile of  the latest “ Shamrock.”  Deck is
cambered, hu l l  carved from best yel low pine,
'* Bermuda R ig , ”  sails made from spinnaker c loth.
Hu l l  is enamelled sea green. Deck is l ined and

varnished. Stand supplied. Lcng th, 27 i n .

Build this Fine WORKING MODEL CLOCK
Here’s a grand constructional set which,  when
assembled, is a real clock w i t h  a 30-hour  movement.
An  accurate timekeeper, too.
set o f  parts and simple Instruc- Z'H r gf
tions costs you On l y  | ■

The complete

LAUNCH WITH AUTOMATIC
STEERING

Price

Post 6d.

Post 9d.

E
RGAMAGES FUSELAGE

K MONOPLANE

The amazingly clever 1ensure of this clockwork-
dr iven boat is that  i t  w i l l  go ou t  i n  a straight line,
almost 150 f t .  and RETURN AUTOMATICALLY.
Speed is 100 f t .  per  minute,  r
and i t  cuts through the water 1
just l i ke  the real speed- Price ■ vZ
boats. Length ,  17  i n .  overal l .  Post 9d.106

Post 9d. RSTUDENT’S MICROSCOPE
Manufactured by  * eadmg scientific
inst rument  manufacturer.  Heavy
metal body,  crackle ename finish.
Focussing by sl iding tube.  Magnifica-
t ion  25X.  Comple te  i n  cardboard box

w i t h  two plain slides and one speci-
men slide. Wonder fu l  O / O

value. Price only  | (J
Foreign Post 6d.

MScientifically constructed and designed. W i ’ l
rise from the ground and fly very steadily —even
in  s t rong winds. Fuselage covered i n  silk and
silver coloured. Wings and tail-plane of  yel low
proofed silk. Can be adjusted to  do  various
stunts. Span, 26 i n .  Length,  21 J in .  Strongly

recommended.ASKALITE
An  amusing and educational toy.  Contains 40
metal  studs, over  which a perforated sheet bearing
questions and answers is placed. Complete  w i t h
288 questions and answers. As soon as a correct
answer is found the l ight  4¾ r ,4
automatically flashes. • I j

Price complete w i th  bat tery  ■ ■
EXTRA SETS OF QUESTIONS Post 6d.
EXCLUSIVE TO GAMAGES, Gd. per packet.

WARNEFORD
“DEMON”  MODEL
AEROPLANE

AN EFFICIENT AND
INEXPENSIVE CINEMATOGRAPH

A very popular
f lying model of
sturdy construct ion. Fit ted w i t h  patent shock-
proof chassis, and covered w i th  yel low proofed
silk. W i l l  rise from the ground and has a f l ight
o f  300 yards, undoubtedly a fine performance
for a machine of  this price. W ing  Price
span, 23 tn,
10-ln. propel ler.

A remarkably effec-
t ive Cinematograph
Projector for the
price. Takes stand-
ard films which are
obtainable w i th  all
your  favourite Stars.
Also takes lantern
slides. Fit ted w i th
lamp for l ighting
w i t h  ord inary  pocket
battery.  50 feet film

and 3 slides

I Supplied |
I wi th  50 |
I f t .  D rama  |
I film.

e H... r . W ing
Length, 25$ in.

Post 9d,

MICKEY MOUSE LANTERN OUTFIT
The latest home entertainer.  Eleven different
stories o f  Mickey Mouse specially d rawn by Wal t
Disney. Each story consists of 8
pictures (2 slides), complete w i t h
reading mat ter .  Z _ ’ ” ,  ’
project ion lamp is supplied. I l lumin-
ated by ord inary pocket bu lb  and
battery.  Complete  w i t h  two  batteries
and bulb. Packed 1n neat fibre attache
case

'R
N

POCKET COMPASS
A first quality compass
of French manufacture, 2"
i n  diameter. Agate centre
for smooth movement.
Luminous arrow and Price
luminous points  N.S.
E W.  Stop for pre-
venting movement
when not i n  use. Post 3d.

Price
es), complete w i t h  4 ft / ft
A Specially designed 1 / ' h
is supplied. I l lumin- I VPrice complete

6'9
Post 6d

Post 9d.

G k M AG E S • HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO 8- HORNBY
GAMAGES. HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. Telephone, Holborn 8484. City Branch, 107, Cheapsuic, E.C.2
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DAMAGES ‘HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO 8- HORNBY
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XMAS  AT GAMAGES
Whether  you are fond of outdoor sports or indoor games and entertaining,  there is something
to  interest you here— Football, Skat ing,  Shooting, Billiards,  Conjuring,  etc.  It is another  example

of hoiv thoroughly Gamages cater for the  needs of the  modern boy.

BROOMRANG PUNCH BALL
Provides a healthy pastime
for Boys. Can be easily
inflated. The ball is attached
to the head by  a rubber
strand fastened to a st rong
band, fixed round head.
Ball has a good bladder, and
rel iable qua l i t y  case. This is
great  fun  for f
boys of  all 1 1
ages. Price I I

GAMAGES
RELIANCE

Boxing Gloves
With  elastic wr is ts ,

i Price 10 /6  per  set
k of 4. Youth’s  1 2 /6 .
3gk Post 6d .LONDON

Post 6d.
Super ior  qual i ty  5 /6

THE FAMOUS “D IANA
AIR  GUNS AND R IFLES
Well Made—Exceptionally Low Priced

GAMAGES ‘REL IANCE ’
FOOTBALL

Specially made to meet  t he  demand for a st rong
school ball. Its hard-wearing qualities are  re-
nowned I n  schools th roughout  / «4 afl
the count ry .  Hand-sewn th rough*  |
ou t .  Size 5 (Match size)
Size 4. 8 /6  ; Size 3. 7 /1  1 . Post 6d.

THE
“DIANA”

AIR RIFLE
(Patent)

The Latest Creat ion i n  A i r  Gun  Manufacture.
Special offer pr ice on ly

Slugs 9d  1000. Dar ts  4 I d .  doz .  Post 9dSCOOT  A
SKATE

E
R
S

F
0
R

M
E
C

Post 9d.

oreign

THE “D IANA”  A IR  GUN
The Wor ld ’ s  Best A i r  Gun  value. Single shot.  Muzzle
loading. Shoots darts o r  slugs. Length 31 in.  over  al l .

Special Offer Price Post 9dThis very fine skate is adjustable
thereby making i t  serviceable to
for a long per iod.  Is safer than
scooter. Made of fine qual i ty steel
throughout  w i th  rubber  tyred disc

youngster
ord inary

MINIATURE

BILL IARDPost 9d,

GAMAGES POPULAR
CONJURING TRICKS TABLES

Show this to Dad  and
po in t  ou t  what  a wonder-
ful at t ract ion  one  o f  these
tables w i l l  be i n  the

■ - - - -  - --------- home.  Specification :—
Adjustable legs, compo.

board bed. covered w i th  good green c lo th,  rubber  cushions, cues and set of  composit ion balls, mark ing board.

N
0

£r

H
o
R
N
B
Y

196
23 /6
35 / -
5 5 / -

3 ft. Oins. Oak  o r  Mahogany
3 f t .  6 ins.................................
4 ft. 0 ins....................
5 ft. 0 ins....................

I F  YOU HAVE DECIDED ON A MECCANOThe immense popular i ty of Gamages Boxes of
Conjur ing Tr icks is due to the wonder fu l  value
offered. This year all boxes are be t te r  equipped
than ever.  Every box  contains a grand assortment
of myst i fy ing tr icks. Box A .  as / A *
i l lustrated, complete w i t h  fu l l  In-  / * 4*
struct ions. Price ■ ' -J

Post 6d.

SET, HORNBY LOCO OR SPEED BOAT—
Remember that as National Headquarters for all Meccano
Constructional, Electrical and Chemistry Sets and Hornby Trains
and Speed Boats, we have the largest stocks in the country, and can
give prompt delivery. During the great Christmas Bazaar specially
augmented displays of Meccano and Hornby goods will be on view.
Our Meccano and Hornby experts are always ready to give advice
and service.

New Hornby Locos for Old !
Gamages specialise i n  Hornby  Part
Exchange Scheme for Locomotives.
Wr i te  and ask u$ how you can obtain a
new Locomotive for an o ld  one -
we  w i l l  post you  a leaflet w i t h  fu l l

particulars by re turn .

GAMAGES ‘HEADQUARTERS FOR MECCANO &- HORNBY
GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. Telephone: Holborn8484. City Branch, 107, Cheapside, E.C.2

meccanoindex.co.uk
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BARGAINS in Gauge “0” Locomotives

Clockwork Express Locomotives.
4-6-0 type, titled with the most
powerful mechanism made. Fitted
brake and reverse operated from cab
or track. L.M.S., L.N.E.R., G.W.R.,
S.R. colours. Price 36, -. Postage 9d.

Clockwork Mixed Traffic Locomotives.
0-6-() type, fitted with the most
powerful mechanism made. Fitted
brake and reverse operated from cab
or track. L.M.S., L.N.E.R., G.W.R.,
S.R. colours. Price 28/6. Postage 9d.

Steam Locomotives.
Powerful Steam Gauge " O ” Loco-
motive, fitted methylated spirit
lamp, oscillating steam cylinders,
brass boiler with safely valve and

whistle.
Price 14/6. Postage 6d.

Tank Locomotive, similar to above.
Price 12/6. Postage 6d.

Run your  t rains  on  correct
S t ee l  Pe rmanen t  Way .
Al l  Model  Trains  wil l  run
much  further  on  this  t rack.

Sleepers .. .  2 / -  per 100
Rails .......................... 1 /6  doz. yds. Battens 1/9 per doz.
Fishplates 4d. doz. Pins 9d. 1 lb.
Chairs, Cast Slide On... 1 /2  per 100 Track Gauge .. . ... 9d.

Finished Track from 7jd.  per 18* length.
All above prices postage extra.

Send for Bond's New 1933-1934 Catalogue, it is bigger than ever. Price 6d.
post free.

BOND’S O’ EUSTON ROAD LTD.
254,  EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I

’Phone: Museum 7137. EstJ. 1837.

Patent No .  370576

TRADE XACTUS MARK

REGD.
FLYBIRDS Completed Models

FOKKER TRIPLANE
PUSS MOTH
HAWKER FURY
COMPER SWIFT
KLEMM MONOPLANE
MARTYNSIDE

BLACKBURN SEGRAVE
SOPWITH CAMEL
FOKKER VII
NIEUPORT SCOUT
GYPSY MOTH
AUTO-GIRO

S.E.5
Al l  at 1/6 each, postage 3d.

AVRO 504—Flybird, price 2/-, postage 3d.

MODEL-CRAFT Constructional Sets in Balsa Wood
No.  1 FAIREY LONG RANGE MONOPLANE
No .  2 BRISTOL FIGHTER
No.  3 AVRO CADET
No.  4 S.E.5a
No.  5 AVRO 504
No.  6 PERCIVAL GULL
No. 7 WESTLAND WALLACE
No.  8 MILES HAWK

Price 6d.

14 Oth Constructional Sets
D.H.  MOTH
BLACKBURN BLUEBIRD
SUPERMARINE S.6
AVRO AVIAN
WESTLAND WIDGEON
PUSS MOTH

Price 2/6

each, postage 2d.

HAWKER FURY
GLOSTER FIGHTER
COMPER SWIFT
DESOUTTER COUPE
FAIREY FOX
FAiREY IIIF.

i, postage 4d.

Brock’s have been catering for “ Fifth of Novembers ”
for 200 years, so they know how to produce good fire-
works, whether it’s the smallest squib o r  the largest
rocket. Pay a visit now to the nearest shop selling
Brock’s and have a look at the wonderful collection
they’ve got ready for you. " Crystal Palace ” Fireworks
are made in all sizes and prices from a |d .  upward and
every one is absolutely reliable. Ask for them by name
—BROCK’S “ CRYSTAL PALACE ” FIREWORKS.

AIRPORT -Complete Outfit in  box —price from 15/ -  to 63/-, postage 1 / -
HANGAR SET— Complete in box—price 5/- each, postage 9d.

Obtainable at all Toy Stores o r  direct from

THE XACTUS MODEL CO. 717, LONDON ROAD,
THORNTON HEATH,  SURREY

Shops and Wholesalers for London and Southern England :—
Messrs. F. MAYERS LTD,, 111, WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON,  W.2

Scotland and Northern England :—
Messrs. COWAN DE GROOT LTD., 14. BUNHILL RD., LONDON,  E.C.1

rayds

meccanoindex.co.uk
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A selection from the fine range
of Tri-ang Toys

(Regd. Trade Mark)

26/C

SCOOTER F/8. Frame constructed wi th
the best weldless steel cycle tubing and
fitted with 10 in. tangent spoke ball-bearing
wheels, and J in. sponge rubber tyres.
Finished i n  blue with chromium-plated
handle bars and fittings.

PRICE 22'6

Z. /3 .Z"
TRI  -AM6 SCOOT F/S

No. 26C. DOLL’S PRAM. In every way the finest doll’s pram
on the market. A de luxe article at a popular price. The
specification includes :—All  steel body with moulded sides, outside
springs, 7 in. tangent spoke wheels, 1 J in. Solar tyres, rubber
duck hood, apron and storm flap, all bright parts chromium-
plated, chromium levers, four mudguards, laced hood. Size of
body, 26 ins. long. Available in standard colours.

PRICE 75  "

No.  22C. DOLL’S PRAM. A new and attractive model wi th
all steel body. Elegant design moulded on sides. Specification
includes Outside strap hung springs, 7 in. tangent spoke
wheels, 1 | i n .  Solar tyres, rubber duck hood and apron, all
bright parts chromium-plated, chromium levers, four mud-
guards, lace hood. Length of body, 22 ins. Available in
standard colours.

PRICE 45'-

TOYS

FAIRYCYCLE (Regd.) Model No .  2. Tubular frame. 14 in.
wheels, 1J  in. white auto tread tyres, ball-bearing pedals, r im
brake now fitted, two-coil saddle, chain cover, stand, black
o r  blue, chromium-plated fittings.

PRICE 39'6

TRI-ANG
(REGD. TRADE MARK)

British made by—
LINES BROS. LTD., TRI-ANG WORKS, MORDEN ROAD,  MERTON, LONDON,  S.W.19

meccanoindex.co.uk
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A Selection of TRI ANG . Popular Cars

• CHEVROLET REGAL. A smart pedal car w i t h  pressed
steel body. Adjustable windscreen, spr ing bumper  and
correct  radiator  w i t h  badge. ? in .  balloon disc wheels w i t h
g in.  rubber  tyres. For ages years.

29'6• COMET.  Moulded steel body w i t h  plated radiator .
Large bal loon wheels w i t h  rubber  tyres. Double
crank dr ive  w i th  rubbe r  pedals. Two dummy  lamps
and pe t ro l  and o i l  cans. Finished i n  red.  31 ins. long

17'1  1
! Send for our big new coloured list J

of the latest Tri-ang Toys and Cars

t.K.LW.
WASP SPECIAL

45'-
• WASP SPECIAL. Latest model  o f  Sports Car w i t h
Bentley Type Radiator. Wi re  wheels fitted w i t h  th ick wh i te
sponge rubbe r  tyres, real  automobi le  pat te rn .  Equipment
includes two electr ic lamps (caps), windscreen, d i rec t ion
indicator ,  mechanical ho rn  and four  sports type mudguards.
Body finished at t ract ive orange co lour  w i th  nickel-plated
radiator ,  shell and lamps. Length  37 ins.

At all good Stores and Toy Shops
BRITISH MADE BY

LINES BROS. LTD.
Tri-ang Works, Morden Rd., London, S.W.19

£ MAGNA No .  8. A fine model  of  a modern
Sports Car .  Low  bu l k  body gives racy appearance.
Very easy runn ing.  Double crank dr ive  w i th
ball-bearing back axle and tubular  f ront  axle.
Strong band brake. Tubular  windscreen,
d i rec t ion indicator,  four  sports type mudguards,
side-opening door ,  5 lamps. Fully upholstered
back and seat. Dummy  hood.  2 i  i n .  Dun lop
pneumatic tyres, tangent spoke wheels w i t h
chromium-plated r ims. A l l  lamps, etc.,  ch romium-
platcd.  Length 57 ins.

£5'9'6
Spare Wheel and
Tyre 1 O' -  extra

meccanoindex.co.uk
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LOTT’S  CHEMISTRY

BOX 3. As I l lustrated above. Contains 30
chemicals, bunsen burner  w i t h  rubber  connecting
tube, large and small test-tubes, flask w i t h  rubber
cork  and del ivery tube,  porcelain crucible, glass
funnel, f i l ter  papers, l i tmus paper, magnesium
r ibbon ,  glass tubing,  test-tube cleaning brush
and Book of  131 exper iments.  Price 10 /6

BRITISH MADE
There are hours of really interesting experimenting ahead of the Boy
who possesses a box of  Lott’s Chemistry, for these Sets have been designed
on sound scientific lines by an eminent Doctor of Science. They are
stocked by all leading toy dealers and stores. Ask to see the complete
range, and you will not fail to be impressed by the genuine good value
and attractive appearance of the sets.

In addition to the three sets illustrated there are other sizes at 3/6, 6/-,
15/6 and 31/6. Also large Students’ Cabinets containing comprehensive
ranges of apparatus at 73/6 and 105/-.

If you already have a Chemistry Outfit, ask to see Lott’s Spares Outfits
containing supplies of glassware, etc. There are three different kinds each
priced at 2/6 each. Spare supplies of all Chemicals and other apparatus
can also be obtained.

LOTT’S ELECTRICITY
A NEW RANGE

OF SCIENTIFIC SETS
Lott's Electricity Sets provide every
Boy wi th the means of demonstrating
in an interesting and practical way, the
principles underlying the action of
electrical instruments and machinery.
Three different sizes in boxes are at
present available. Except for a few
articles commonly found in every house,
the various sets contain everything
necessary for a fascinating series of
experiments in  magnetism, static, and
current electricity. Working models
and instruments such as the following
can be made buzzer, relay, electrically
operated railway signal, traffic signal,
gold-leaf electroscope, electric motor,
etc., etc.

BOX 5. An  especially fine set. Box  5 contains
43 chemicals and apparatus for a remarkable
range of  228 exper iments.  The addit ional
apparatus over  and above the contents of the
earl ier boxes includes retort stand and r i ng  (of
great use i n  arranging the apparatus i n  a firm and
convenient form) ,  w i r e  gauze, beaker and crucible
tongs. Extra bott les of some of the chemicals
most f requent ly  used are also included. As
i l lustrated above. Price 21  / -

BOX 1 .  Contains apparatus and ful ly
i l lustrated Inst ruct ion book le t  for 42
experiments,  including magnetic and
compass exper iments,  stat ic e lectr ic i ty ,
battery making, galvanometer exper i -
ments, electro-plating, etc. ,  etc., as
i l lustrated above. Price 6/ -

BOX 2.  Contains apparatus and instruct ions for
84 experiments,  including measuring of  currents,
resistance experiments,  fu r ther  experiments
in magnetism, relay, buzzer, electrically
operated rai lway signal, traffic signal etc., etc.
Also contains two complete Ledanche cells
w i t h  necessary chemicals, as i l lustrated on  r i gh t .

Price 12 /6

BOX 3 .  I n  addi t ion to the  contents of  the
previous boxes, this set contains apparatus and
instruct ions for exper iments  w i t h  the fo l lowing
electroscope, e lectrophorus,  electr ic motor ,
Wheatstone’s Bridge, hot -w i re  ammeter ,  etc.,  e tc .
—126 exper iments i n  al l .  Contains also a power -
fu l  horseshoe magnet,  a bu i l t -up buzzer, and three
Leclanche cells. Price 21 / -BOX 7. I n  this Cabinet i l lustrated above, the

young exper imenter  is prov ided w i th  a real ly
useful  range of  laboratory equipment.  I t  contains
54 bot t les and cartons of  chemicals and the
apparatus includes glass retort, re to r t  stand w i t h
two rings, deflagrating spoon and cap, pestle
and mortar ,  sandbath, t r i pod ,  pipe-clay tr iangle,
glass stoppered bott les,  etc.,  etc.  Comple te
w i th  fu l l  instruct ions and notes on  the  use of  the
apparatus. Price 42 / -

These prices apply only in  Great Hritain and
Northern Ireland. Agents in South Africa:
Siuttaford 6* Co. Ltd., Capetown; Canada;
T. Eaton 6- Co., Toronto; H.  Morgan & Co.
Ltd., Montreal.

Wr i te  for  F ree  i l l u s t r a ted  l i s t s  to

Dept. M.M., Lott’s Bricks Ltd., Watford, England.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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THE LATEST LIGHTING SET
FOR YOUR CYCLE

This new set is without question the finest value
ever offered.

Ebe Headlamp has a very attractive appearance
and gives a penetrating beatu of light, and is com-
pletely CHROMIUM PLATED.

The two bulbs and switch enables you to dip the
light, and will work off either the Dynamo or Batten1.

The DYNAMO is also CHROMIUM PLATED and
the automatic voltage regulator prevents bulbs from
breaking when travelling fast whilst ample current
is generated at a walking pace.

DD|P C COMPLETE WITH ALL O *5  /I IllUL LEADS AND BULBS “
POWERFUL

Price —-

3'6
A new enclosed
type, very speed y
and smooth running.
Will work oil ■ a
Flash Lamp Battery
or better still a 2/4-

Accumulator
Price 7 9
ALSO

Two new Mains Models of superior finish to
work off the Electric Light Mains giving
unlimited power a t  practically no cost.
1/100 h.p., 2 Pulleys on shaft. Price 17 /6
I /50 h.p. with Gearing. Price 2 8 /  6

A fine
open- type Motor, will work from
a 4-volt Flash Lamp Battery or
Accumulator, can be supplied
in parts for building yourself,
with full instructions.

ELECTRIC  MOTORS

—i t  flashes a com-
pe l l ing  r ed  beam
tha t  unfai l ingly  at t racts
the  a t ten t ion  o f  an
over tak ing r i de r  o r
mo to r i s t .  The flashing
red  l i gh t  is  a proved
safety device on  cross-
roads. Now pu t  i t  on
you r  machine and r i de
in  SAFETY. Absolute ly
re l iable.

Made i n  B i rmingham under  B r i t i sh  Pat. No .  3 6 IJ2O
COMPLETE SET WITH

£ /4  4 AUTOMATIC
f l  f I I ----  FLASHING
v / ■ ■ REAR LAMP

less battery SOLE PRODUCERS:

BAEDEKERS  Ltd . ,
10941, Northwood St., St. Paul's, BIRMINGHAM, 3

Our best Dynamo will light up your
Models or Railway with SIX 3.5 volt
Bulbs easily. Base 6 i*x4 |* .
Send for our tuna illustrated Catalogue

4d. Post Free.

A strong Dynamo that will light
up your Models or Railway with
a 3.5-volt Bulb easily. Base x 3*.
Orders over 10/- Post Free in England
othenvise Gd. extra. Abroad I/-.

L .  WILK INSON,  8 ,  C ITY  ROAD.  LONDON,  E C .

pTHE LIGHTING SET WITH A
£ FLASH I NG j
FREAR LAMPj

ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE
MOTORS

TRUSPEED-DC
The only gramophone motor on
the market built exclusively for

D.C. circuits.
TRUSPEED-AC 100, 250 Volts

496
The only self-starting synchronous
moto r  offered  fo r  g ramophone

work.
100. 125 Voi la
200 250 Voila 676

All  models fitted with
Automatic Stop Switches.

Other models :
GOLDEN-DISC for A.C. circuits price 67 6
UNIVERSAL for A.C. & D.C. circuits „ 110 /*

W rite for
Free Booklet

A.G.  455 BTH
THE.  BRIT ISH  THOMSON HOUSTON COMPANY L IM ITED.  RUGBY ENGLAND Al 561 N

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Every SKYBIRD Collector
wi l l  want

THE NEW SKYBIRD AIRPORT
FOR DISPLAY AND EXHIBITION.

Compact, portable, keeps everything safe and tidy.
Can be opened out and packed in a few seconds.

Lends realism to your photographs.
Opened out, the back scene in  8 colours, measures 36* x 20".

The Aerodrome and Landing Field measures 43* x 36".
Price 21  /- • What you can do  with SKYBIRDS !

This photograph shows a model made from No. 2 Set, 1/6—
two or three figures for a few pence—SKYBI RD MODEL

PRATTS PETROL PUMP, 3d., and a Hangar. 2/9.

SKYBIRDS HAVE BECOME
• A NATIONAL HOBBY

FORM A SKYBIRD CLUB AND

JOIN  THE SKYBIRD LEAGUE I

SKYBIRD Booklet wi th descriptive details
and 21 illustrations - 7d. post free.

For List and address of nearest agent write :

A. J. HOLLADAY & CO. LTD.
(DESK B)

3 ,  ALDERMANBURY AVENUE,  LONDON,  E .C .2

Or  wi th Fittings, from 30 / -

duni t imui m inmmim i immim i i imm;im iunit  : ii i i rmiumi iu i i i i i r i i i i im in iturnm i1mummumi iummmmumirimimi io  mnunit  im ih t i i iu i im imm  trmJtni i i in i i i in i li mu11imm11m i imu1tiirnmu1mui 11mt  i t iun muim i i u  tun j t iui i ibiiii rmunmtmu in im i i im t

Free gifts for every reader
This  new 1934  Hobbies Handbook is

packed wi th  useful  information on  dozens
of different  subjects .  With  each  copy is a

colour  picture for making  two 1934
k Calendars  and a large design sheet  of
* patterns  for  making  a tophole  model

k doll’s house. There  are  chapters  on
k wireless, jigsaw puzzles, fretwork,

k games ,  t oys ,  mode l s ,  and  a
k hundred  and  one other things
k to make.

A F U L L Y

FREE
DEPT.  9 6 .
HOBBIES ,
D E K E HAM,
N O R F O L K .

FROM

268
pages

HOBBIES HANDBOOK
murn i immi i i immi i.....mum..... im i im iummimm.....mmi immmimmmmmmi im...... mmmmmm......t.....m in i...... ....... ...... ...... . .  .....m t im imtmumi io.....m i immmmmiu tu i i u...........w in...... . . .  .....mum

With  ONLY

free ZJ
gifts O *

From any newsagents or
ironmongers or Hobbies own
Branches. Sent post free for 9d.
from Dept. 96, Hobbies Ltd.,

Dereham, Norfolk.
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MORE PRIZES FOR ALL

Watch for ou r  Trade Mark
on  all you r  games and toys,
( t  means Brit ish-made toys  for
Br i t ish girls and boys. B.G.L.
toys and games are best.

UNCLE JOE
TELLS YOU HOW TO WIN

The B.G.L. Club,
20, St. Clare Street, London, E . l .

Dear Boys and Girls,
I was astonished at the tre-

mendous number of boys and girls
that replied to the letter I wrote
in last month’s Meccano Magazine,

I wish that I could publish
some of the messages I received.
Many of them might have come
from university graduates, they
were so perfectly written. Some of
them made up for bad writing
and poor spelling by extra enthusk
asm for the B.G.L.

month is for recruiting new mem-
bers to the B.G.L. Club. Below,
you have two application forms. It
is not necessary to use an applica-
tion form, but perhaps easier, A
letter giving the same information
will do  quite as well. Full details of
this competition are given in the
November issue of the B.G.L.
News which is published this week.
Some of the prizes to which you
are entitled for enrolling ten new

members arc shown
Club. Anyway, I
loved having them
all and took a per-
sonal interest in
each letter. What
I think about
letters is “ The
more the merrier,”
so I will be very
pleased to hear
from any of you,
and will person-
ally answer any
questions you
may ask.

Don’t forget
that I am still
giving away a
No. i B.G.L.
Chemical Set
every day until
Christmas for the sender of the
neatest or the best worded appli-
cation for membership that I
open every day.

Our biggest competition this

on this page. You
have your cho ice
from many prizes.

Of course, there
are other competitions
as well, and when you
join the B.G.L. Club
and receive your
Badge and B.G.L.
News, you will see
just how many prizes

it is possible for
you to win. All
members can
compete, and
there is no charge
for our com-
petitions.

Remember ,
British Games
Ltd, is an “ All
employing only

British labour, using only British
materials, and financed with British
money. You are a real Briton in
the B.G.L. Club.

This is Uncle Joe who replies
personally to ail your letters.

British ” Firm

This is an i l lust rat ion of  the
handsome badge that the
B.G.L. C lub  Members wear.
I t  is beautiful ly enamelled i n

red ,  b lue and gold.

P.S.—Remember—a Chemica l
Set is given away every day for
the best letter of application.

ENROL NOW FOR MORE FUN AND PLEASURE

To UNCLE JOE,  BRITISH GAMES LTD.,
20, ST. CLARE ST. ,  Ml  NORIES, LONDON, E . I .

Name
In Capitals

Address

. ............................................ Age
1 enclose i /-  (P.O, or stamps) and wish to become a Full Member

of the B.G.L. Club.
Please send a B.G.L. Club Badge and the B.G.L. News by return

of post. If introduced, give Member’s No

TO UNCLE JOE,  BRITISH GAMES LTD.,
20, ST. CLARE ST. ,  MlNORlES,  LONDON, E . I .

Name
In Capitals

Address . ....... ........................... ..................

Age
I enclose i /-  (P.O. or stamps) and wish to become a Full Member

of the B.G.L. Club.
Please send a B.G.L. Club Badge and the B.G.L. News by return

of post. If introduced, give Member’s No

BRITISH GAMES LTD.
20 ,  ST .  CLARE STREET - MINOR1ES-  LONDON E. l

meccanoindex.co.uk
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A BASSETT-LOWKE
RAILWAY FOR

ADD A
BASSETT-LOWKE hand-made Scale Model to your Hornby Railway, and give it an aristocratic appearance !
BASSETT-LOWKE goods are standard and can be used on any track.
Here are a few particulars about our hand-made and hand-painted G.O. Scale Model Locomotives :—

• They are the finest commercially produced models of this kind on  the market.
• They can be supplied in clockwork, electric iA.C. and D.C.), and steam i n  all the following types

First comes the attractive G.W.R. 2-6-0 type No .  4431, as illustrated, a model any enthusiast can be particularly proud
of, and then the speedy L.N.E.R. 2-6-0 No .  33 a very handsome model, wor th its weight i n  gold.
Other types supplied are the Southern Railway colours, No.  866, and the L.M.S. 13000.

0 Wi th  all their accuracy of  detail speed, and high-class finish, these models are moderately priced at 5 guineas each.
They are locomotives that the owner WILL ALWAYS BE PROUD OF. They LOOK the real thing and they ARE
the real thing.

ASK Father to  get you a BASSETT-LOWKE locomotive this year. It’s time you had a really good
scale model locomotive, and we can supply i t  ! You can also get hand-made wood coaches and
wagons to match. And Gauge 1 enthusiasts need not  be deterred. We  can supply similar
locomotives for this gauge at slightly higher prices. Call and see our  models at High
Holborn,  o r  send to  Northampton for ou r  Catalogues.
A BARGAIN, BOYS !
Have you seen our brand new Gauge " O " Station " ASHFIELD ” —really magical pro-
duction o f  a London Transport Suburban Station wi th  posters and advertisements.
Only 25/-.
Illustrated you see our three catalogues, A.17 for RAILWAYS, B.17 for
STATIONARY ENGINES and CASTINGS, and S.17 for SHIPS. They’re 6d.
each. Get  your copy NOW. REALISTIC

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.,  NORTHAMPTON
London Branch:  112, High Holborn, W.C,
Manchester : 38, Corporation Street

GOOD VALUE
BRITISH MADE

LOTT’S BRICKS
FOR YOUR MODEL RAILWAY

- IN
STONE

BRITISH
MADE-

SIGNALBOX (BOX 3 .  LODOMO) .

Every Boy who has a Model Railway wi l l  appreciate a box
of Lott’s Bricks, for w i th  them he can build in  stone,
Signal Boxes, Goods Sheds, Railway Stations—in  fact all
the buildings that make a model display just like the real
thing. The models are bright and colourful, and real
plans to build from are enclosed i n  the sets. The stone
bricks, too, make splendid *' goods “ for carrying on

the trains.
The models can very satisfactorily be permanently stuck

together with Seccotine.
Lott’s Bricks are made in three different series, as described
in  the opposite column. Each box is complete w i th
Bricks, Roofs, and Plans for the number of models stated

below.
Obtainable from all leading Toy Dealers and Stores

LOTT’S BRICKS
These are the original bricks, and can be used for
constructing all kinds of  stone buildings, from a great

Cathedral down to a small Farm Shelter.

LODOMO
The boxes in this series, wi th its Flemish bonded red
brickwork and bright green doors and window frames,
make perfectly realistic models, which are especially

effective for all miniature displays.
TUDOR BLOCKS

A really delightful series of stone bricks, w i th  which
many beautiful buildings in  the old English half-timbered
style can be made. The designs include Cottages, Market
Buildings, Village Halls, and O ld  Manor Houses wi th

thatched roofs.

LIST OF  PRICES
LOTT'S BRICKS LODOMO

Box 1 . 18 Models 3 /6
. .  2, 50 7 /6
„ 3. 72 1 2 /6
. .  1A . (Supplement) 4/-
,. 2A. 5/-

Railway Box ............... 1 7 /6
TUDOR BLOCKS

Box 1 . 12 Models 3 /6
. .  2. 18 . . 7 /6
. ,  3. 36 „ 21 / -
. ,  4. 43 , . 35 / -
.. 1A . (Supplement) 4 /6
. .  2A. . . . 1 0 /6
„ 3A. II •••15 / -

Box 0. 6 Models ... 2/-
„ 0A . 12 3 /3
, .  1 . 30 5/-
.. 1A . 12 5 /6
. .  2. 48 1O/ -
, .  2A. 18 10 /6
„ 3 . 72

(Supplement)
17 /6

. ,  3A. 7 /6
» 4. 84 Models ... 25 / -
. .  4A. (Supplement) 7 /6
.. 5. 100 Models ... 35 / -

Boxes 1, 1A ,  2 and 2A contain Trees
and Whi te Paling Fences.

Wr i te  fo r  F ree  I l l u s t r a ted  L i s t s  to Dep t .  M .M . ,  LOTT ’S  BRICKS LTD. ,  WATFORD,  ENGLAND
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A P IFCO
HEADLAMP
GIVES YOU A
POWERFUL
BEAM FOR
V AN  HOUR

R RIDE SAFELY
A

Z €C
HEADLAMP

There’s safety behind the faultless
precision-made P IFCO Lamps.
Economy too—running costs are
under |d .  an hour ! And where
else wi l l  you find all these features ?
Twin switch, 90 ft. beam, 30 hours
light from two pocket batteries,
spare bulb carrier, faceted lens,
alternate current 4 or 8 volt.
Emphatically —only in a Pifco!
All for 5/-.

STOCKED, RECOMMENDED AND
SOLD DY ALL GOOD CLASS
CYCLE AGENTS AND STORES.

Makes Cycling like Gliding
• Nonclog removes a frictional load which may

account for a very considerable amount of
your energy caused by wrong lubrication
with ordinary cycle oils.

• Nonclog has greater viscosity and is re-
tained longer in slack bearings.

• Because Nonclog has vastly greater lubri-
cating properties, you can use LESS of it.

• Nonclog saves wear and tear . . . lubri-
cates more efficiently at higher speeds
and over longer distances. Nonclog saves
energy and makes cycling more pleasurable.
Ask for a t in  of Nonclog to-day—the
guaranteed cycle oil, and M oil more and
work less."

NONCLOG
tfie CORRECT Xidrticatit

Obtainable from Halford’s,Curry’s and all cycle dealers.
THE COUNTY CHEMICAL CO. LTD.,

CHEMICO WORKS, BIRMINGHAM 5.
Sells _

GRADE A (light)
For ordinary use.

6d .  per t in.

GRADE B (Heavy)
for

long
distance

riding
and

speed
work.
7d .

per tin

fHEMICCP

Books for Lovers of Nature

BRITISH BIRDS AND THEIR EGGS. With
a Simple Method of Identification.

By J .  MACLAIR BORASTON. 7S. 6d .  ne t .
Contains 91 Coloured Plates, representing 139 Birds
and the Eggs of all the British Breeding Birds.

THE CHILDREN’S BOOK OF WILD FLOWERS
and the Story of their Names.
By GARETH H.  BROWNING.
First and Second Series. Each 10s. 6d .  net.
Each containing 50 beautiful page Illustrations in
Colour by M. C. PoLLARD.
In these two volumes, in addition to describing the
flowers and where they are to be found, the author
tells picturesquely the stories of how their names
originated.

HABITS AND CHARACTERS OF BRITISH
WILD ANIMALS.
By H.  MORTIMER BATTEN, F.Z.S.  7s. 6d .  net.
With 16 page Illustrations, also Jacket in 3 Colours,
by  WARWICK REYNOLDS.

** Few books on the animals of our country contain
more genuine knowledge of their habits or are more
likely to inspire a kindred enthusiasm."—The Times.

PIFCO
HEADLAMP

IP I IF CO
Write us for free booklet—" 7 HAiys to Safety"

PIFCO LTD., High Street, Manchester, and
150, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2

W. & R. CHAMBERS LTD.
38, Soho Sq., LONDON, W.l,  & 11, Thistle St., EDINBURGH
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Here’s “BOLO”  —the game you
can’t leave off 1

Gent ly  . . . a t  first. Shake the  r i ng  and send the
bal l  ro l l i ng  round .  T r y  first w i t h  one bal l  and learn to
keep i t  ro l l i ng  round  inside the hoop un t i l  you have
completely mastered the  necessary gentle movement .

Then try you r  sk i l l  w i t h  several
balls—t r i cky  business this . . .
bu t  fascinating. A special ” Bolo  *'
feature is tha t  each player can devise .
his o r  he r  own individual t r icks.  /

gentle movement .

/-the new >
ha l l  game

Set No. 5. One
small and one
large “ Bo lo ”  in
a box wi th 8
Ba l l s ,  ename l

finished, 5/-

S e t No .  8c .
Ch rom ium-
plated, wi th  12
Balls, all in a box.

10/-

Fascinating . . . absorbing . . .
“ Bolo ’’—the new ball game.
Shake the ring and send the
balls whizzing around . . .
keep them rolling round ,

\ and round . . . you’ l l  /
\ soon  find “Bo lo ”  /

\ your favourite /
pastime.

No dull moments where there’s “ Bolo."
It’s the latest and brightest game of skill.
You’ll find i t  easy to  learn and then you’ll
soon be devising your own tricks. A long list
of tricks included with each u Bolo.*’ Tell
your friends about this new game— there’ll
be “ Bolo’* enthusiasts everywhere this winter.

Beautifully finished in cellulose enamel.

O
r"

O
®

3

Regd. Trade Mark

No.  2
Large “BOLO” and

5 Balls

price 3 “
No. 1

Smaller “ BOLO ”
and 3 Balls

price 2 "

On sale at  a l l  Toy  Shops

ASK for a “BOLO
and  S to res

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

LINES BROS. LTD., Tri-ang Works. Morden Rd., London, S.W.19

meccanoindex.co.uk
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AMAZING VALUE
IN  DYNAMO ELECTRic/f
CYCLE LAMP*

VOLMAOs?
Br i t i sh  Pa ten t  No .  348973

Dynamo Electric Cycle Lamp

By Post 1/4

SUPERSEDES BATTERY LAMPS
Produces its own light by movement

of the cycle—
No  batteries to run down, o r  other

expensive replacements.
No. VM 63 (as illustration)

6/3 post free
No. VM 76 (as VM/63) but  wi th large

silver-plated reflector (dia. 2j~)
7 6 post free

FITTED TO CYCLE IN A FEW MOMENTS

Mr. E.  R.
Upwell,

nr. Wisbech,
writes :—
** It is a
wonderful
invention
ami big

value for
money.’*

Ready
Pamphlet " M.M.” giving full particulars
of  this wonderful Dynamo Electric Cycle

Lamp—sent FREE on application.
From your Cycle Stores, or  C.O.D.

post free, from

A L igh t  AlwaysVM/63 *

63
POST FREE.

INVENTIONS
PfNDLtTON MANCHHTffi.6.

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD., 99,  BATHAMPTON

. . .MANSION,

OR COTTAGE .

YOURS
FOR 10'-
AND 12  MONTHLY
PAYMENTS OF 10 '9

There’s a RILEY BILLIARD TABLE to suit in(Cash Price, £6 6s. Od.)
size and price . . .and you can pay as you play

DOWN ™ .2™”
Riley “Home”  Billiard Table

delivered to vour door on 7 davs’ free trial, carriage
paid. All Riley Billiard Tables are perfect replicas
in construction of full size tables. Do not confuse
them with inferior toy billiard tables. No matter
how small or how large vour room is, there is a Riley
Billiard Table to fit i t /  Below is a full range of
Riley “ K...... “ —.1?

4 ft. 4 ins. x 2 ft, 4 ins.
5 ft. 4 ins. x2  ft. 10 ins.
6 ft. 4 ins. x 3 ft. 4 ins.
7 ft. 4 ins. X3 ft. 10 ins.
8 ft. 4 ins. x 4 ft. 4 ins.

re s t i ng  on
ordinary table. Home ” Billiard Tables with sixes and prices :

0
0

15
0

10
or in 20 monthly payments
8 -, 10 3, 13 3, 17/- ,  24 6.

Riley “ Combine ” Billiard
and Dining Table.

0
0
0
0
0

of

£7
£9

£11
£15
£21

: 32 F R E E
Billiard Tables.
Send for details.

Dine and play on the
Riley “ Z . " ____  __  __
Ready for either purpose in a few
seconds. In many attractive styles in
oak or mahogany.’ Cash
prices from £22 10 0
upwards, or monthly
terms. Here is illustrat-
ed the Riley “ Cabriole ”
design 6 ft. size, £34 10 0

or monthly terms.
Riley’s are the largest
makers of full size
billiard tables in Great
Britain. Also specialists
in Re-covering, re-
mode l l i ng ,  b i l l i a rd

sundries, etc.
Write for Art List.

_ , . .  .... same table. The
Combine ” makes this simple.

E.  J .  RILEY LTD.
Deal Works, Accrington. And
Dept. 4, 147, Aldersgale Street,

London, E.C.l.

Made of  h ighly polished
solid oak,  32 "  h igh  x 20 *
w ide  x 8 "  deep. Takes
up  very  l i t t l e  wa l l  space
and is a useful ar t ic le  of
fu rn i tu re .  Contains 50
best qual i ty  too ls  as used
by  expe r t  craftsmen ; t he
edge tools  are g round
and sharpened ready for
use. Also contains
complete guide book on
Carpen t ry .  Don ’ t  miss
th is  wonder fu l  bargain.

The “KELSON”
SOLID OAK WALL CABINET
Con ta ins  50  Bes t  Qua l i t y  Too l s
PHNTFNT3 22' Panel Saw • 10" lron

Back Tenon Saw ; Beech Pad SawUUH I Uli I 3nc j Blade ; 1 J *  I ron  Smooth ing  Plane ; 6" Rosewood Square ;
7 | *  Rosewood Bevel ; 8 "  Ratchet Brace ; 3* .  S* an<i 1 *  Cent re  B i ts  ; Rose
Counters ink  B i t  ; Screwdr iver  B i t  ; Beech Mal let  ; 2" Box  Handled Screw-
d r i ve r  : 4 "  Box  Handled Screwdr iver  : g " ,  and Box Handled Chisels:
| * and  Box  Handled Gouges ; Beech Mark ing  Gauge ; No .  1 jo iner ’s  Hammer ;
No .  00 Tack Hammer  ; 6 *  Tower  Pincers ; 6 *  Cu t t i ng  Pliers ; 8 "  Half-Round
Wood  File ; 8 "  Hal f -Round Wood Rasp ; 8 ’  Panel Saw File ; 2 '  Boxwood
Rule ; Joiner's Axe  ; 2 Bradawls ; 2 G imle ts  ; O i ls tone ; Oi lcan : Na i l  Punch ;
2 *  Spokeshave ; 6 *  Sp i r i t  Level ; Solder ing I ron  ; Solder ; T i n  of  F lux i te  ;
G lue  Po t  and Brush ; Supply of  G lue  : Adjustable Spanner ; Glass Cu t t e r ;
Compasses ; Box  Rawlplugs ; Joiner’s Pencil  ; Sand Paper Block ; T i n  3- in-1

O i l  ; Mark ing  Kni fe  ; 2 Handbooks ; Nai ls ,  Screws.
Send 10/- as first
instalment or ask for
illustrated folder giving

complete details.

ROBERT KELLY & SONS LTD.
Specialists i n  Meccano Products

41-47, RANELAGH ST., L IVERPOOL

CVS

meccanoindex.co.uk
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■cti owc PERISCOPE
This really clever British Invention
enables you to see over the heads of
crowds anti round comers. Forms
endless fun for children and a great. . . . . . . .  t aim a grea t

" « Ajboon at Football Matches,
4ace Meetings, Processions,

• '■ports, etc. Especially use-1 tul to Stouts for concealed
observations. It closes up
to 9 inches and extends

about a foot.
PRICE

1 /C  POST
' O FREE

Wm. PENN (££•)
682, Holloway Rd., London, N. 19.

Fun with Elek tron Outfits—(Cont. from p. 871}

the ends of the chain each holding one of the brass
Handles—and to see how differently they respond to
the action of the current passing through them.

An even more amusing way of making use of the
Shocking Coil is illustrated in Fig. 2. One of the brass
Handles is dipped in water in a basin, and onlookers
are challenged to lift a coin from the bottom of the
water in the vessel while holding the second Shocking
Coil Handle with one hand. Anyone who does not
know very much about electricity is given an interest-
ing lesson in this attractive science if he tries this
when the Shocking Coil is working well after careful
adjustment for, much to his surprise, ho receives a
smart shock immediately the ends of his fingers corm-
in to contact with the water ’ The circuit is completed
when his hand touches the water, and usually he draws
his hand back in surprise when the muscles of his
lingers are contracted involuntarily by the passage of
the current. More determined efforts do not give any
better results, for even if he summons up sufficient
concentration to ignore the tingling feeling in his hand
ami to plunge it  into the water, he finds the utmost
difficulty in forcing his fingers to close upon the coin.

CYCLING
WITHOUT
A VEEDER
IS LIKE
LIVING
WITHOUT insist upon

thagenuina
A WATCH F i ta J

Anew  interest  awaits  you if
you fit a 11 Vceder.'* h tells
you to a fraction how far
you‘ve travelled— how far
to  go. The exact  mileage
from one place t o  another—
the entire  di  Bianco covered
—service your tyres give-
are to  mention only a few
things every cyclist ought
to  know.

Prices—Regular, all sizes . . .  9.''9.
Trip, all sizes .......................... 24/-.

Miniature
Aeroplane Pilots A NEW MAGAZINE

The house of New lies, in producing the new publica-
tion " Practical Mechanics/’ have set out to cover the
whole field of mechanics on the practical side. The
result is a bright attractive production that will interest
everyone whose bent is in the direction of home con-
struction.

The second number is now on sale a t  all bookstalls,
or a specimen copy can be obtained direct from the
Publisher a t  8/11, Southampton Street, Strand,
I.ondon, W.C.2.

Aeroplane Pa r t s  Nos. P99 and  P100

Sole Importer.  F. B. DICKINSON, St.  AndreWh House,
Holborn Circus, LONDON, £.0.1

WRITING PADS
FOR MECCANO BOYS FILMS of every description from 4/-.— Baers,

176, Wardour Street, W.l .  Est. 1907.

THE

.MECCANO
WRITING PAD

. [ I . .  K I .  iJ-.TIJ,

CINEMATOGRAPHS
CINEMATOGRAPH F ILMS
from 5/- per 1,000 ft. Standard size only.
Write for our Catalogue, post free, or send 1/-

for sample length of Film and Catalogue.
Filmeries Co., 57, Lancaster Rd., Ley tonstone, E. l  I.

Minia ture  Pilots are now  available for f i t t i ng  to all
open cockpi t  machines bu i l t  w i t h  the Nos.  0, 1 and 2,
and 1 and 2 Special. Meccano Aeroplane Const ruc tor
Outfits. These at t ract ive l i t t l e  figures, wh ich add a
wonder fu l  touch of  realism, can be obtained i n  three
different styles—wi th  green coat and orange cap, blue
coat and red  cap, o r  red  coat and green cap.

Aero Part No .  P99. wh ich is suitable for f i t t ing to the
No .  O Outfit models, is fixed to  a special bracket that
takes the  place of  the  Propel ler Shaft Bracket i n  the
Outfit. The special bracket is secured by passing bolts
t h rough  the  sides of  the  fuselage i n to  the  threaded
holes i n  the  bracket .  The Propel ler Shaft rests i n
the bearing socket formed i n  the  Pilot ’s body.

Part No .  P100 ( i l lustrated above) is used i n  Nos.  1 and
2 ,  and 1 Special and 2 Special Outfit models. The
P i lo t  is fixed to a double angle bracket ready for bol t ing
to the sides of  t he  fuselage.

Prices :
P99 Aeroplane P i lo t  ............................ each 5d .
P100 „ „ ............................. „ Sd .

Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13

DAVQ MAKE YOUR OWNDU I O LEAD SOLDIERS
Cowboys, Indians, Animals, Zulus,
Model Farmyard Sets, Rodeo, etc.
Our  CASTING MOULDS make
thousands from any scrap lead
WITHOUT PbLEVIOUS EXPERIENCE.
Send stamp to-day for NEW Illus-
trated Catalogue. J .  TOYMOULDS,
7 ,  Jamaica Row, Birmingham.
Mention " Meccano Magazine.'*These Writing Pads are very popular with

Meccano boys as is shown by the large number
of letters we receive each day written on the
familiar tinted paper.

The Pads are supplied in two sizes, each
consisting of 50 sheets and cover.

Prices— Large Size 1/- each (post free).
Small Size 6d. each (post free).

ENVELOPES.
Special envelopes, appropriately printed and

matching the writing paper in colour, are also
available. These are suitable for both the
large and the small sheets of writing paper.

Price, per packet of 50, 8d. post free.
Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13.

BUTTERFLIES, BIRDS’ EGGS,
PLANTS, etc.

Obtain your supplies of Books, Collecting
Apparatus and Specimens from

WATKINS & DONCASTER, Dept. M,
36, Strand, London, W.C.2 (P.O. Box 126).

’Phone: Temple Bar 9451. Full Catalogue
Post Free.

THE RAILWAY MAGAZINE
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS

NOVEMBER ISSUE
The Wycombe Railway (Part I I ) .

British Locomotive Practice and
Performance.

L.M.S.R. Locomotives in 1932*
Metropolitan Line Steam Locomotives.
The Great Northern Railway U.S.A,).
British Train Services in the Summer

of 1933.
The Never-Stop Railway.

A 11 Record of Records ” on the
L.M.S.R.

The above, fully illustrated, are in addition to
the regular features such as " British Locomotive
Practice and Performance ” and “ The Why and

the Wherefore."

THE RAILWAY MAGAZINE
MONTHLY Illustrated ONE SHILLING

33, TOTHILL ST., WESTMINSTER
LONDON, S.W.1

Th  i e  Qnorn  15 aet  l<> i inch sc - and  costs 8/ -I Il lo OpaLU per month. The sum is the 50th of
£20, the price of a whole page advertisement. Over
70,000 copies of the October number were distributed
all over the world. You can therefore sell to this ex-
riusive public for approximately one penny a thousand.

MECCANO
LUBRICATING OIL

Before commencing to oper-
ate a Meccano model, or to run
a Hornby Train, all gears and
bearings should be oiled
thoroughly with Meccano Lubri- i
eating Oil. This oil is specially
prepared and is of the right
consistency for the purpose.
Price per bottle 6d.

UimScSa

Meccano Ltd., Binns Road,
Liverpool 13.

Bricks
that Lock

For Your Model Railway.
Make strong, rigid scale models of
Stations, Engine Sheds, Cabins, etc.

Real bricks, doors and windows.
IN TWO SIZES :

No. 1 Set, 20 -. No. 0 Sei, 12/6
Sent Post Frec on receipt of cash.

BRIKLO CO., 3, Hartford St.,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 6

BRIKLO

WEBLEY AIR  P ISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
target practice.
No  license required to purchase.
Senior  43/-, Mark 1 30/-,
Junior  20/-, Webley A i r  Rifle 40/-
ffrite far List. WxBLEY & ScoTT LTD.j
87, W1A.MAN STRUT, BIRMINGHAM, ENG*

Send to FOYLES
FOR BOOKS!

New and second-hand books on every subject.
Over two million volumes in stock. Catalogues

free on mentioning your interests.
119-125, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

Telephone—Gerrard 5660 (seven lines).

meccanoindex.co.uk
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NOW
BOYS

" I  W ILL  w r i t e  abou t  i t
TO-DAY”
That which you

ought to  do  and in-
tend doing should
be done NOW.
“He who hesitates
is lost/’

Let the I.C.S.
show you how you
can increase your
efficiency, increase
your earnings, and
make yourself

more competent to  share in the good times
that are coming, when the I.C.S. trained
man will be in greater demand than ever.

Don't postpone doing a good thing for
yourself. I.C.S. Training is an extremely
good thing for a man who has the ambition
to make progress. I t  is the best. During
the last 42 years it has been the means of
bringing success to hundreds of thousands
of students. Why not to you ? Delay no
longer 1

Our 400 Courses include the following :
Accountancy & Book-keeping Plumbing
Advertising ~ '
Architecture & Building
Commercial Art
Commercial Training
Draughtsmanship
Engineering (all branches)
French and Spanish
General Education
Insurance

B'n/e to-day for Booklet containing full information
regarding the Courses in which you are most interested.
It will be sent gratis and post free.
International Correspondence School Ltd.,
218, International Bldgs., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Professional and
Technical Exams.

Radio
Salesmanship
Scientific Management
Shorthand-Typewriting
Textiles
Window Dressing
Woodworking

Get  YOUR Ou t f i t  f r om
YOUR TOY SHOP

Watch for the Window Bill  —
CHEMICAL CONJURING IS HERE

Sizes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Prices 6d. 1/-  1 /6  2/6 3/6 5/-  10 6
DOLPHIN & CO. LTD., HANLEY ST., BIRMINGHAM 15"

HAVE YOUR OWN HOME CINEMA
Complete Projectors from 55/-. All Accessories,

Screens, etc.
THE PATHESCOPE FILM LIBRARY OF
EASTERN ENGLAND will supply you with all
the leading films a t  a cost of 2 / -  for three days’
hire, carriage paid, per super reel (lasting about

20 minutes on  the screen).
ROBINSONS HOME CINEMA SERVICE,

Palhescope Specialists,
Manchester House, Lowestoft i South;.

EDINBURGH

AGENTS

I lor MECCANO and i
I I

Hornby Trains
“STANDARD CINEMA FILMS,” Electric Cinemas,

Cheap. Lists Free.—“ Pictures/ '  109, Kenlor, Tooting.
BIRDS’ EGGS, Butterflies, Cabinets am! Apparatus.

Lists.— Forbes, Cluttoti, Chester. Mention” M. M .”

A complete stock of all Hornby
Train Accessories and Meccano Parts

I ______ ________________ ____  - -------------------- I
Cigarette Cards. Interesting, Instructive, Ideal. Lists

free. — Alex. S .  Gooding, 354, Norwich Rd., Ipswich.
Patents for Inventions, Trade Marks : " Advice Hand-

books" and Cons. free. B. T. King, Regd. Patent Agent,
146a, Qn. Victoria St., London, E.C.4. 47 years’ refs.

THE BRISTOL LUCIFER BIPLANE
CONSTRUCTION SET

A most realistic model
of the Bristol training
machine. This model
is fitted wi th finished
Propeller and Spinner,
wooden nosepiece, and
aluminium Propeller

Bearing.

Packed in Attractive Box
USUAL  PRICE  2/-

REDUCED PRICE  1 /4
. . , . . . _ _ TxJ  (POSTAGE ABROAD 1/9.)  POSTAGE SB.Model  Aeroplanes & Toys Ltd. ,  Newgate St . ,  Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1

MECHANICAL ENTHUSIASTS
Collect Cigarette Cards and have an illustrated
Encyclopedia of your hobby a t  trifling cost. Hundreds
of Sets of enthralling interest dealing with Railway
Locos and Working, Aviation, Motors, Shipping, etc., in
our New Free List. Send now for Copy, Post Free.
The Cigarette Card News is the only paper devoted
to the hobby, and will tell you ail about i t .  Monthly.
Single copy 2Id. ,  3 Mos. 7d., 6 Mos. 1 / - ,  12 Mos. 2/- .

THE LONDON CIGARETTE CARD CO. LTD.,
Cambridge Hse.fE, Camtridge Rd., Chiswick. London, W.4

’BA ILEY 'S*
SUPER PUMP

WILL NOT WARP NOR LEAK J SOLID DRAWN.

BAILEY’S  PATENT
“ SUPER ” CELLULOID
MUDGUARD
INSTANTLY DETACHABLE AND

ADJUSTABLE
Extra Thick Celluloid
Extra Thick Flanges

ALL Steel parts are Electro Zinred
before enamelling. VERY LIGHT,
STRONG & RIGID. In 26* and 28"
sizes for Round or  *' D ” Stay or for

Brazed Lugs.

Price 4 '9  per pair, Black
(or 6/- per pair, White or Coloured)

BAILEY'S “ SUPER”  PUMP, Celluloid Covered (Made in  Two Styles)
ONEjWITH STEEL LINING at 2 3, OR ALUMINIUM LINING at 2/6. 15" x J* SIZE.
The linings are SOLID DRAWN, cartridge fashion, each pump being drawn from its own metal
blank, therefore there are NO solderings or loose pieces to leak. THIS IS THE ONLY SOLID
CARTRIDGE DRAWN PUMP MADE ANYWHERE. DO NOT BE MISLED WITH

IMITATIONS.

APEX ALUMINIUM ALLOYT PUMP
drawn from the solid blank in our 200-ton presses like a cartridge.

In POLISHED OR BLACK ENAMELLED at 1 6 each for 15" x j" Size.
If your dealer cannot supply, send the  cash and we will send you

the  Pump you ask for by return
Apex Inflator Co. Ltd., Aldridge Road, Perry Barr, Birmingham

The Patent
F i 1 1 i n g s
allow of 1 '
Adjustments

meccanoindex.co.uk
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READERS’ SALES
Great Book Bargains. Sale. “ M.M.'s," “ Handi-

crafts,” etc. Lists free.— R. S. Young, Dervock Road,
Bally money.

Sale. Wireless Accumulator Charger, D.C., Attach-
able Heating or Lighting Socket. Practically new.
Cost 30/-. Offers,—Cook, Beaconhill, Murtle, Aber-
deenshire.

Sale. “ Meccano Magazines,” March 1928-Decem-
ber 1932 inclusive, / 1  or nearest offer.—Francis, 179,
Vicarage Road, Watford, Herts.

Sale. Gibbons Combined Catalogue, 1932, good
condition. Offers.—Beatts, West Street, Yeovil.

Sale. Necessary Apparatus for Developing and
Printing Films. Apply—Cardwell, Dontoone Grove
Road, Sutton, Surrey.

For Sale. Second-hand Soldiers. Stamp for list.—
Burton, Thorold Street, Boston.

Bowman “ Seahawk,’’ 30/-.—L. Howard, 54,
Broughton Road, Fulham.

Wanted. C.C.B. Segments ; Yellow “ Brea ’* ;
Red ** Brea,” “ Crea.” Will give 12/6 each.—
Hachett, 51, Westferry Road, Millwall, London.

Cinematograph and 10 fine Films, all in good
condition. What offers ? Total cost, 35/-. Send for
particulars.— P. H. Salmon, Prep. House, Cranleigh,
Surrey.

Sale. Kodak Box Camera No. 3 and Cover. Almost
new, 11/-.—118, Wallwood Road, E . l l .

Station, Signals, Trucks, excellent condition.
Apply —Joce, 42, Corf ton Road, Ealing, London, W.5.

Sale. 25V Boys’ Mags., 25 Assorted Novels, Buffalo
Bill's, etc., 2,000 Cigarette Cards, many sets, Model
Farmyard, 71 pieces. What offers?—S. Foord,
Wybanks, Otterden, Kent.

Sale. “ Meccano Magazines,” Nov. 1925 to April
1931 inclusive. Offers? “Da i sy"  Air Rifle, 3 /6 ;
Clayton, “ Rusbden,” Knutsford Road, Grappenhall,
Warrington, Lancs.

Sale. “ Meccano Magazines," August 1925 to
December 1932. Offers wanted.— Walker, 188,
Droylsden Road, Droylsden, Manchester.

Steel Boiler complete with fittings, tested to
100 lb. Slide Valve, Steam Engine, Steam Turbine,
Vacuum Pump with Bell Jar, nine 50 ampere-hour
Accumulator, and 6-volt Car Battery, good condition,
1 / -  each. Change for Hornby Rolling Stock or Pathe
Films or Projector.—Box No. 1101.

For Sale. Collection Postage Stamps. Stamps sent
on approval. State country required.— W. Church,
33, Salisbury Road, Reading.

Wanted. C.C.B. Segments three Yellow “ Brea."
Will give 1(1/- each.—Box 1102.

Sale. Model “ O ” Gauge Railway. Lot £4/10/-.
Quick disposal. List on request.— I .  Si]ver wood, 6,
Jngoldsby Mansions, Avonmore Road, Kensington,
W.

Bargains, “ M.M.'s,” Dec. 1923-Feb. 1927, Jan.
1931 -Aug. 1933, £1 or nearest; No. 13 (£3 10s. Od.)
set Anchor Stone Blocks, take 37/6 ;  Hobbies 50/-
Fretwork Machine, take 35/-. Also Electric Rails.
Send for list. —Smith, Undertaker, Staines.

Conjuring Tricks, large number, Chinese Linking
Rings, etc. Send for list ; Baby Adana Printing
Machine, 6/—; 15 / -  “ K”  Boat, 7 /6 ;  Sutcliffe
Warship (large size), 8/6 ; Electric Motor, mains, cost
35/-, 41.— Race, St. Catherines, Lincoln.

Collector's Selected Duplicate Stamps, 25 1/3, 50
2/4. All different.—Tattersfield, Hill House, Shotley,
Suffolk.

Wanted. Four Meccano Key-clip Flanged and
Grooved Wheels, also Worm Gear and Contra te
Wheels, 9d. each offered.—Smith, 20, Dinsmore Road,
Balham, London, S.W.12.

Wanted. Particulars of “ Captain. ” Mags. Bound
or otherwise. Large, 63, Catherine St., Reading.

New 27 J* “ Regatta ’’ Speed Boat. 500 it. run.
Never used. Cost 45/-.  Accept 3()/-. —Tweedy,
Miserden, Stroud.

Collector desires to exchange Stamps. Basis
Whitfield King. Stamps to be arranged in countries.
—Box 1103.
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EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE : -
LlVERPOOL 13 ,  ENGLAND.

Telegrams : “ Meccano, Liverpool.”
Publication Date. The is published on

the 1st of each month and may be ordered from any
Meccano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent,
price 6d. per copy. I t  wit) be mailed direct from
this office. 4/- for six issues and 8/- for twelve issues.

To Contributors. The Editor will consider articles
and photographs of general interest and payment will
be made for those, published. Whilst every care will
be taken of articles, etc., submitted, the Editor cannot
accept responsibility for any loss or damage. A
stamped addressed envelope of the requisite size should
be sent where the contribution is to be returned if
unacceptable.

Readers’ Sales and Wants. Private advertisements
(i.e., not trade) are charged Id. per word, minimum 1/-.
Cash with order. Editorial am) Advertising matters
should not be dealt with on the same sheet of paper.

Advertisers arc asked to note that private advertise-
ments of goods manufactured by Meccano Limited
cannot be accepted.

Small Advertisements. 1 /6 per line (average seven
words to the line), or 16 / -  per inch (average 12 lines
to the inch). Cash with order.

Display. Quotations for space bookings, and
latest net sale figures, will be sent on request.

Press Day, etc. Copy should be sent as early in
(he month as possible for insertion in following issue.
We usually dose for press on or before 6th of each
month for following issue. Half-tone blocks up to
100 screen.

Proofs of advertisements will be sent when possible
for space bookings of not less than half-an-inch.

Voucher copies. Sent free to advertisers booking
one inch or over. Other advertisers desiring vouchers
should add 8d. to their remittance and should order
voucher copy at same time.

Remittances. Postal Orders and Cheques should be
made pavable to Meccano Ltd.
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RAILWAY PHOTOGRAPHS
Send 4d. for specimen card and NEW list (Ml 2)
of titles. Also Aeroplane photographs— NEW
list (A2) and specimen 4d. (84 additional titles in
all). (All photographs postcard size.) 3d. each,

2/6 per dozen (post free).
Railway Photographs, 23, Hanover St., Liverpool.

Chemistry— (Continued from page 865)

Ordering the“M.M.”  Overseas
Readers Overseas and in foreign countries may

order the " Meecano Magazine ” from regular Meccano
dealers or direct from this office. The price and
subscription rates are as above, except in the cases of
Australia, where the price is 1/2 per copy (postage
extra), and the subscription rates 8/- for six months
and 16/- for 12 months (post free) ; Canada, where
the price is 10c. per copy, and the subscription rates
65c. for six months, and $1.25 for 12 months (post paid).

The U.S.A, price is 15c. per copy, and the subscription
rates SI ami $2 for 6 and 12 months respectively
(post free).

Overseas readers are reminded that the prices
shown throughout the “.V/..VZ.” are those relating to
the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland. Current
Overseas Price Lists of Meccano Products will be mailed
free on request to any of the undermentioned agencies.
Prices of other goods advertised may be obtained
direct from the firms concerned.
CANADA ; Meccano Ltd., 34, St. Patrick St., Toronto.
UNITED STATES: Meccano Co. of America luc.,

New Haven, Conn. Meccano Co. of America
Inc., 200, Fifth Av., New York.

AUSTRALIA : Messrs. E. G. Page & Co.,
52, Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W,

NEW ZEALAND : Models Limited,’ Third Floor,
Paykel’s Buildings, 9, Anzac Avenue (P.O.
Box 129), Auckland.

SOUTH AFRICA : Mr. A. E. Harris (P.O. Box 1199),
142, Market Street, Johannesburg.

INDEX : Karachi ; Daryanamal and Bros., Elphinstone
Street, Bombay ; Bombay Sports Depot,
] )hobi Talao. Calcutta : Bombay Sports
Depot, 13/C, Old Court House Street.

The Editor wishes to make known the fact that
it is not necessary for any reader to pay more than
the published price. Anyone who is l>eing overcharged
should lodge a complaint with the Meccano agent
in his country or write direct to the Editor.

to revolve round the heavier particle in its centre.
Similar pictures represent the heavier elements,
protons and electrons associated directly with them
forming in each case a nucleus around which free
electrons rotate in orbits of various shapes ami sizes,
like planets in a miniature solar system, and the
elements differ only in the numbers and arrangement
of the protons and electrons in their atoms.

It will be seen that in a sense the old alchemists were
right, and scientists have looked round for some means
of changing the number of protons and electrons in
various elements in order to convert it into others.
The plan that has been adopted in practically all the
experiments so far carried out has been to bombard the
atoms in the hope of knocking electrons out of them,
or of breaking them up into smaller atoms. For such
tiny targets very tiny bullets are necessary, and
elements therefore have been bombarded with electrons
shot out at high speed from the cathodes of vacuum
tubes and also with the much heavier particles, which
are hurled out of radium and other radio-active
substances. In this way a few light elements have
been broken up, chiefly into helium and hydrogen,
but the results are disappointing, for very few of the
tiny missiles from the guns that the scientists use appear
to strike their targets. Extremely violent electric
shocks also have been tried, with even less effect, and
the alchemist’s drcam of transforming tin and other
base metals into gold remains unfulfilled. It is
doubtful if there would be any advantage in such a
transmutation, for gold is too soft to be put of any
practical value except as a means of exchange, and to
flood the world with the precious metal made in this
manner would make us poorer in useful materials.

Stamp  Advertisements con t .  from p .  901
500 Unsorted Stamps, 6d. -Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
500 ASSORTED STAMPS FREE tn all Approval

applicants.— Hill, 51, Monins Road, Dover.
GOYA AIRMAIL FREE with cheap Approvals from

—Bennett & Russell, High Street, Herne Bay.
100 DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE. Send” for Jd.

Approvals. Cox, 21, Dennis Mansions, Westcliff.
Exchange onlyi Stamps, Foreign and British Cols.—

Miss Platt, “ Arbury,” Solihull, Birmingham, Engl.
Dealer’s Stock to be cleared. Bargain Approvals.—

Huckle, 89, Surbiton Hill Park, Surbiton, Surrey.
FREE. 20 Good Stamps. Cochin, Turkey, etc.

Request Cheap Apprcs.— Kippen, 52, Cowley Rd., E.11.
100 DI FF. STAMPS FREE. “Write for Approvals. -

Beverley Stamp Co., 89, Luton Road, Harpendcn.
3,000 STAMPS. All diff., 3/6, to ” Popular Approval”

applicants. 9 Nyassa Triangles, 1/3. Bargains.—The
Western Imperial Stamp Co., Trowbridge, Wills.

RARE ROUMANIA BOY SCOUT ISSUE. Complete
set of five values mint at half face value, 9d.—Sanders,
90, Ncwlands Avenue, Southampton.

KINGS’ HEADS, Colonial and Foreign Duplicates
for disposal. One Farthing per stamp. Send postcard
for trial. —Philatelist, 32, Josephine Av., Brixton, S.W.2.

Miniature Railway— (Continued from page 883)

comer, where the sea and cliffs form a striking back-
ground, in strong contrast to the industrial element
included in the photograph described previously.

The other two photographs show views of the main
station, where the arrangement of the scenery is such
that the station is situated centrally on the shores of a
wide bay. Behind the station buildings a pier is
shown jutting out to sea, and various craft appear
here and there in the bay.

The remainder of the scenery is chiefly agricultural
in character, and over the tunnel previously mentioned
realistic farm buildings are arranged.

The line is very completely provided with accessories
of various kinds. A footbridge constructed of Meccano
connects the main platforms of the principal station.
Numerous signals govern the working of the trains,
and lamp standards illuminate the chief premises and
yards, In addition, train indicators of various kinds,
and telephone boxes, appear on the station platforms,
and good use is made of the Hornby Posters. Many
miniature figures are employed on the stations and on
the railway generally, together with various items of
miniature luggage with the appropriate barrows.

STAMPS ON APPROVAL, | d .  each and upwards. 25
different Stamps free to applicants.— R. Watson, 33,
Dalgairn Crescent, Cupar, Fife.

THE WESTERN STAMP SERVICE, SKEWEN, GLAM.
Approval selections of good Colonial and other Stamps
for Junior and Medium Collectors who appreciate
better quality, unusual stamps, lowest prices and

good discounts.

POCKET STAMP WALLET FREE I
Size 5 |  x 3J (with strip pockets). Pkt. of Mounts. Perf.
Gauge and a FINE EMBARGO Collection of 25 Soviet
Russia Pictorials. All Free to genuine Approval appli-
cants sending 2d. postage (without approvals, 1/6).
North WalesStamp Co., Dept. M.25, Lawson, Colwyn Bay.
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MECCANO
MOTOR CAR
CONSTRUCTOR OUTFITS

MECCA  I- TO  5381fl#

One  of the  most fascinating of
all boys hobbies, e i ther  indoor  o r
ou tdoor ,  is model car operat ion
w i t h  cars bu i l t  f r om Meccano Mo to r
Car Const ruc tor  Out f i ts .  Perfect
min iature reproduct ions o f  many
dif ferent types of car can be bu i l t
w i t h  these splendid Out f i ts ,  in-
cluding sports four-seaters, speed
cars, sports coupes and others.

Now  is the  t ime  t o  get a Meccano
Mo to r  Car Out f i t .  You w i l l  never
g row t i red  of  bui ld ing and running
the superb models that  you w i l l
able to  bui ld.

No.  1 Meccano  Moto r  Car

be

No.  2 Mo to r  Ca r  Cons t ruc to r  OutfitNo  1 Mo to r  Ca r  Cons t ruc to r  Outfit Constructor  Out f i t
The  moto r  car models t ha t  can be

bu i l t  w i t h  th is  Outf i t  are t he  f inest you
ever  saw. Look  at t he  examples i l lus t ra ted
at t he  lef t -hand side of th is  page and  t h i nk
of t he  f un  you cou ld  have bu i ld ing  these
and  o ther  types equal ly graceful and real ist ic.

No .  1 Outf i t  is available i n  fou r
d i f fe ren t  co lou r  combinat ions  and is suppl ied
comple te  w i t h  power fu l  C lockwork  Motor .

Price 14  6

No. 2 Meccano  Moto r  Ca r
Constructor Outf i t

Larger  models of a super io r  t ype  can
be bu i l t  w i t h  No .  2 Ou t f i t .  The i r  handsome
and real ist ic appearance may be judged
from the  i l lus t ra t ions at the  r igh t -hand
side of this page.

No .  2 Outf i t  is available i n  f ou r  d i f fe ren t
co lou r  combinat ions,  and a power fu l
C lockwork  Motor  t ha t  gives a r un  of
150 feet on  one  w ind ing  is inc luded.

Price 25  -
M iurfi/ A y

Meccano Ltd. ,  Binns  Rd. .  Liverpool  13

Motor  Car
Lighting Set

This  L igh t ing  Set
enables t he  headlamps
of Motor  Car  models
bu i l t  w i t h  t he  1933
No .  2 Motor Ca r  Outf i t
t o  be  e l ec t r i ca l l y
l i gh ted .  Price 2 6

I t  should be no ted
tha t  the  L igh t ing  Set
cannot  be used w i t h
1932 t ype  Moto r  Car
Outfi t  models unless
the  latest head lamps
(pr ice  4d .  each) and
Ins t rumen t  Boa rd
(pr ice  6d.)  are added.

Motor  Ca r
Garage

The  Meccano Moto r
Ca r  Garage prov ides
accommodat ion  for any
Meccano mode l  motor
car o r  o ther  car of
su i t ab le  s i ze .  I t  i s
s t rong ly  bu i l t ,  w i t h
im i t a t i on  rough-cast
f inish. Inside d imen -
sions : He igh t  5 in . ,
Leng th  13  i n , ,  W id th
7 J i n  Pr ice 7 -

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Miniature Railway
Hornby Trains are such great favourites with boys because they

enable almost every operation in real railway practice to  be
carried out accurately and efficiently.

Hornby Locomotives are 100 per cent, efficient. No  others
run so smoothly. No  others pull such heavy loads. No  others

nding.
Hornby Rolling Stock is smooth-running and durable.

The range includes almost every type seen on the
Iways.

Hornby Accessories are realistic and in correct propor-
tion. They provide everything a boy could wish for to  make
his railway a complete representation of the real thing.

Get a copy of the Hornby Book of Trains (see page
888 inside) and make your choice now. If  you prefer to
have an ordinary price list you may obtain a copy of
Folder No. 6 from your dealer free of charge or
direct from Meccano Limited, price 1d. Wr i te
to  Department A.M.

This must be a Hornby Christmas for every
| boy who is keen on model trains I

The i l lustrat ion above shows
Hornby No .  2 Special Train Set,
hull  led by a Hornby No .  2 Special
Locomotive This Locomotive is
a true-to-type model of the real
L.M.S.R. Standard Compound
Locomo t i ve  shown  i n  t he
il lustrat ion below.

haul trains so far on a single wi

rai

Prices of Hornby Train Sets from 5

Ilk_ J 
'
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